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YOU CAN 
CONVERT 
TO STEREO 
THE RIGHT WAY 
...RIGHT NOW! 

[r.Aii0P7A1 :' e..i Lk 
Even 18- year -old Bogen systems 

ADAPT EASILY WITH NEW 
SINGLE -KNOB VOLUME CONTROL 

There's stereo in your future if you own a Bogen 
system (or plan to buy one) . In fact, stereo con- 
version can be made right now on any Bogen 
high -fidelity system made since 1940 ! Not just 
an added second channel, but completely inte- 
grated, balanced -sound stereo. You pre -set tone 
and volume controls only once, from then on 
regulate volume of both channels simultaneously 
from a single volume control. That's the right 
way to convert to stereo. Here's how : 

YOUR 
PRESENT 

TUNER 

YOUR 
PRESENT 

AMPLIFIER 

STEREO TAPE` 
AND /OR DISC ,- 

PI. AYER 

r -- -* 
STA t 

N J NEW 
TUNER r- AMPLIFIER. 

1 ', 
JsPF.AKEI, 

B 

STEREO TAPE? 
I AND /OR DISC. 

PLAYER_ 

YOUR 
PRFSF..NT 
RECEIVER 

r 
NEW il -1 NEW 

I TUNER LL-J AMPLIFIER l' `N I 

1 (_____ JI "Ll 
- - SPEAKER 

YOUR PRESENT 
RECEIVER OR 

AMPLIFIER 

T'STEREO TAPE F ---1 T!7 I 
I OR DISC ST 0 A -w-- 
._ .fit`- -- - 

',Li 
SPEAKER 

o ers eom. n . vo urne con- 
trol plus a control for balan- 
cing output of both speaker 
systems; it permits channel 
inversion and provides for 
monaural listening as well. 
Price: only $13.50" 

STIO -A STEREO ADAPTER - 
AMPLIFIER and a second 
speaker system give you an 
economical single- control 
stereo system. This superb 
new adapter - amplifier com- 
bines two -channel preampli- 
fier and 10 -watt amplifier, and 
of course it has simultaneous 
volume control. Accommo- 
dates stereo tape or the new 
stereo discs. Price: just 
(with case as shown, $59.50) ' 

Series B or Inter Slightly higher In the West 

Your Bogen dealer is ready now 
with complete information on how 

to convert your system to 

stereo. See him today! 

A You can convert to single volume control and easily balance your 
system with the Bogen STA1 Stereo Adapter if you own any of 

these Bogen or Challenger high -fidelity amplifiers: AC10', DB10, 
DB114, DB125, DB130, PR100, PRIOOA, PX10, PX15. Simply add the 
STAI, your choice of speaker and a DB130, DB125, DB114 or AC10'. 

B. If you own either the Bogen RB115' or the Bogen RB140, you 
can convert with the Bogen STA1 Stereo Adapter and the neces- 

sary second- channel components, including a DB130, DB125, DB114, 
or Ad10' amplifier. 

C If you own any Bogen or Challenger high -fidelity amplifier manu- 
factured since 1940 or a Bogen high- fidelity receiver, you can 

convert with the Bogen STIO -A Stereo Adapter -Amplifier and a 
second speaker system. 

EASY AM -FM STEREO CONVERSION: To receive stereo broad- 
casts from simultaneous AM -FM transmission with your present 
tuner, add the following Bogen tuners: with any AM tuner, the new 
Bogen FM51; with any FM tuner, the new Bogen AM91. With any 
Bogen AM -FM tuner or receiver, add either the AM91 or FM51. 

HIGH V FIDELITY 
...because it sounds better 

David Bogen Co.. P.O. Box 500. Paramus. New Jersey A Division of The Siegler Corporation 

Manufacturers of High -Fidelity Components, Public Address Equipment and Intercommunication Systems. 
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THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES 

.uozna eR./ 

Since we are often given the advantage of 
being able to thumb through advance 
copies of books and publications in our 
field ... when we come across an excep- 
tional or helpful issue we like to tell our 
friends about it. One such publication is 

Fawcett's Fall '58 issue of "HI -Fl SYS- 
TEMS". We were very pleased to see so 
much fresh and exciting material on the 
subject of component high fidelity. 

One of the articles that impressed us was 
Plan An Outstanding Installation, by Art 
Craig. This highly informative article con- 
tains more than 33 photographs, showing 
29 interesting high fidelity installations, 
ranging from the simple cabinet installa- 
tion to elaborate built -ins. Each illustra- 
tion has a complete description with 
recommended variations to cover a great 
many individual situations. 

Our curiosity was aroused at the large 
number of really new installations, so we 
decided to contact the author to learn how 
he had obtained the material for the article. 
His reply was briefly that form letters re- 
questing the material were sent to 20 high 
fidelity dealers in the United States and 
Canada. The dealers were selected on the 
basis of their reputations for doing custom 
installations. As a result of this mailing ... 
photographs and descriptions of 37 instal- 
lations were received. Of these, 29 were 
used in the article . . . 8 were omitted 
due to lack of space. (continued) 

A veteran Broadcaster at ease. John B. Gambling, 
famed early morning WOR radio favorite, suggests a 
record for playing on the Garrard Model RC88 It rec- 
ord changer in his new Alte< Lansing high fidelity 
home music system to Jules Rubin, of Concert Hall 
Music, who recently installed the magnificent high 
fidelity system in "Shorewood ", Gambling's palatial 
home overlooking Long Island Sound in Seotauket, 
New York. It is from "Shorewood" that Gambling 
broadcasts his early morning show "Rambling With 
Gambling" Monday to Thursday each week. (Photo- 
graph courtesy Alte< Lansing Corporation) 
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One interesting thing we learned from this 
article was the number of automatic record 
changers used in the systems. After a tally, 
we found that 22 of the 29 systems used 
automatic changers and of the 22 ... 16 
were Garrard. Wondering about the re- 
maining 8 systems (the ones not used in 
the article), we asked the author what 
types of record players were used in these 
systems. His reply was that there were 
record changers in 5 of the 8 systems and 
all of them were Garrards. Revising our 
figures therefore, the final score was a total 
of .27 record changers ... 21 of which 
were Garrards! 

It is a matter of great gratification to us, 
to sec how, in plain truth people have 
grown to know and respect Garrard prod- 
ucts not only for their quality of work- 
manship and performance, but because 
they are kept up to the minute in useful 
features at all times, while gadgets or un- 
necessary frills are rejected. During the 
past decade of high fidelity - from the 
advent of the long playing record to the 
exciting realization of stereophonic record 
reproduction -Garrard, in keeping with a 
very specific policy, has incorporated de- 
sirable features automatically...without 
making any special announcements. 

It is no accident that Garrard record 
changers are preferred by a tremendous 
majority of knowledgeable users .. . 

preferred for general use in the finest 
high fidelity /stereo systems over any other 
record playing units, including full profes- 
sional turntables. This informed preference 
is no accident. It derives from the kind of 
performance to be expected only of record 
changers which are built to an inflexible 
policy ... a policy born of an honored 
tradition and long experience. You may 
have noticed that we have been featuring 
some copy in recent advertisements which 
amounts to a Garrard credo. Since this 
text seems pertinent here, we are taking 
the liberty of repeating it. 

Garrard models change. Garrard 
ideals do not. Meaningful new 
features are added. Time -proven 
features are carefully retained. Gad- 
gets, for the sake of gadgetry, are 
sternly rejected. The all -important 
fact to remember is that thirty -five 
years of experience in designing, 
testing, and building fine record 
players, guide us in offering you the 
present Garrard Models. 

LEONARD CARDUNER 

Please addrexr inquiries to Dept. G.NtR 

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION 

PORT WASHINGTON, NEW YORK 
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for Ultimate Fidelity 

Ia. 
tl.- à 

/ rinl , 

,.. 

adstanding hon- 
ors bestowed, u 

sel cited. by most 
oecpgn,red testing 
rganizations. 

No matter what your source of music 
-FM, your own discs, or tape -you 
will enjoy it at its best coming from 
Sherwood'scomplete home music center 
... most honored of them all ! Sherwood 
tuners for example .. . 

First to achieve under one microvolt 
sensitivity for 20 db FM quieting in- 
creases station range to over 100 miles. 
Other important features include the 
new "Feather -Ray" tuning eye, auto- 
matic frequency control, flywheel tun- 
ing output level control and cathode - 
follower output. 

Model S -2000 FM AM Tuner $13$.30 net 

Model S -3000 FM (only) Tuner 300.50 net 

Cor complete specifications, write Dent. A -9 

SHERWOOD - 
ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 

4300 North California Seen,,. Chicago. Illinois 

The "complete high fidelity home music center. 

1 
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GRADO 

"Truly 

the 

world's 

finest..." 

STEREO CARTRIDGE $49.50 

COMPATIBLE WITH 
Monaural Lateral Vertical 
Stereo Westrex Minter 

STEREO TONE ARM $29.95 

Finest Walnut Wood 
4 Wires and Shield 

GRADO 
I4,IIBRIES. INC 

4614 7th Avenue Brooklyn 20, New York 

Export- Simontrice, 25 Warren St., N.Y.C. 

2 

AU DIOCLI N IC?? 
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI` 

AM receiver alignment 

Q. What is the correct procedure to be fol- 
lowed when aligning an AM superhetero- 
dyne receiver? William Clifford, Chicago, 
in. 

A. No single procedure will satisfy the 
alignment requirements of all receivers. 
Therefore, the following information 
should be used only in an emergency. When 
possible, consult the service notes for the 
receiver to he aligned. 

Figure I shows a top view of a typieal 
superheterodyne receiver, including the 
locations of some of the trimmers and 
slugs needed for performing the alignment. 

You will need an r.f. signal generator 
whose minimum coverage should be 455- 
14110 kc. It will be convenient if the gen- 
erator can be tone modulated. If it cannot, 
you will need a YT \' \I, which should be 

connected across the a.v.e. line. Some re- 

ceivers have a built -in v.t.v.m. -a tuning 
eve. if, however, you can use tone modu- 
lation, you may connect an output meter 
across the speaker terminals or you may 
sr, your ear to determine sound output. T 

have found that the ear gives as good re- 
suits as the meter. 

.1ligninent Procedure: 1. I'onneet the 
ground side of the generator to the re- 
ceiver eh:lssis. 2. Connect the lot side of 
the generator to the grid of the mixer 
through a low -value capacitor. 3. Ground 
the receiver to a radiator or waterpipe. 
(Omit this step if the circuit is one of the 
At' -DC types. Failure to observe this cau- 
tion can result in a blown line fuse and/or 

3490 Newkirk Are., Brooklyn .1,N. Y. 

tt:ur.age le the receiver.) 4. Allow the gen- 
erator to warm up for 15 minutes. 5. 
Short the oscillator stator to ground with 
a heavy wire. This will eanuse oscillations 
to cease, preventing beats whieh could re- 
sult in aligning the i.f. stage at an in- 
correct frequency. ti. Set the generator to 
the correct i.f., which is probably 455 or 
4íi5 Ice. If you guess wrong. the error will 
probably not show up at all. Advance the 
volume control of the reeei ver to its maxi- 
mum clockwise position. R. Set the r.f. at- 
tenuator on the generator to a point where 
defleetiou of the meter pointer or the tun- 
ing eye just begins or the tone becomes 
,lust audible. 9. Starting front the detector, 
adjust all i.f. trimmers or slugs for maxi- 
mum reading on your measuring instru- 
ment. If the i.f. stage or stages are 
severely out of alignment, it may be neces- 
sary to reduce the g:tin on the r.f. at- 
tenu:ltor in order to prevent overloading 
the receiver and the measuring instru- 
ment. This completes the alignment of the 
i.f. stages and we now proceed to the front 
end. 

10. Before making any adjustments here, 
see that the pointer sweeps the dial scale 
properly. 11. Remove the hot lead of the 
signal generator from the mixer grid and 
loosely couple to the antenna terminal of 
the receiver through a 3 -µpf capaeitor. If 
the receiver uses a loop antenna and has 
no external terminals, place the hot lead 
of the generator close to the loop. In all 
likelihood, this will provide sufficient signal 
injection to enable you to complete thé 
alignment. 1.2. Remove the jumper from 
the oscillator stator. 13. Set the receiver 

OSC. 
PADDER 

DJER 

ANT. 
PADDER 

ANT. 

I. F. 

TRIMMERS 

OSC. 
TRIMMER 

VOLUME 

R. F. 
TRIMMER 

(MIXER) 

TUBE 

R.F. TRIMMER 

u 
ON -OFF 

Fig. 1 
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Serving the owners of Garrard - 
world's finest record playing equipment... 

and other discriminating listeners 
interested in high fidelity. 

Subject: 

Your new records 
- Monaural and Stereo - 

played on the Garrard... 
Changer Transcription Turntable Manual Player 

Standard 
Garrard Tone Arm 

with Stereo Cartridge 
(underside view 

through a 
translucent record 1 

What records? 
Any records ... stereo or monaural. 

How do they sound? 
Uniformly excellent -on any Garrard Player. 

Rumble (lateral and vertical), wow and flutter are 
inaudible, since motors and drives are entirely Garrard 
built; with pulleys concentric to .0001 of an inch; and 
rotors dynamically balanced to the remarkable accu- 
racy of .0008 in /ozs. These characteristics, developed 
originally by Garrard to insure proper performance of 
very low gain magnetic cartridges, have now been even 
further refined, and make any Garrard an ideal 
stereo player. 

Which Garrard model? 
Any Garrard Record Player or Changer. 

They all come wired and ready now for stereo and 
monaural cartridges... (Older Garrard models al- 
ready have the triple pronged plug -in heads to facili- 
tate rewiring.) And Garrard changers have been 
tested and enthusiastically endorsed by the leading 
stereo cartridge manufacturers. 

'llranscription'lìtrntable or Automatic Changer? 
As long as it's a Garrard -this depends entirely 
on your preference, your budget and your con- 
venience. 

Garrard builds all types... automatic changers, tran- 
scription turntables and manual players ... all to the 
identical standards of quality in design, engineering 
and performance. Every Garrard is a high fidelity 
instrument; every Garrard automatic changer is a 
single record player as well. For this reason, it is a 
fact that most people, even the most critical, prefer 
the Garrard changer to any transcription turntable. 

Considering the exciting (but sometimes confusing) develop- 
ments now taking place in records and playing equipment, we 
repeat the Garrard policy: 
Garrard models change. Garrard ideals do not. Meaningful new 
features are added. Time- proven features are carefully re- 
tained. Gadgets, for the sake of gadgetry, are sternly rejected. 
The all- important fact to remember is that thirty -five years of 
experience in designing, testing, and building fine record play- 
ers, make possible the present Garrard models. 

There's a Garrard for every high fidelity system. 
FOIN aired for 

s 

PC88 RCI21 /f1 301 TPA /10 
I.. irrnilr Transrrlptlon Tran<rrIptlon 

161.50 S54.50 $42.50 $89.00 1$24.50 

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y. 
eanadian inquiries to: l'has. W. Kunlun, Ltd., it Alden Are., Turuut,,. 

Territories other than U.S.A. and Canada to: Garrard Engineering k Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Swindon. Wilts.. England. 

i' annal 

$32.50 

New Comparator Guide -FREE 
Garrard Sales Corporation, Dept. a M Is 
l'ort Washington. New York. 
l'lease send your new comparator 
guide which compares all Garrard 
players and their advanced features. 

Name ... 
Address ... 
City .... 
Zone . State 
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COMING 

HIGH FIDELITY 

SEE and HEAR the latest in HIGH FIDELITY from 

leading high fidelity manufacturers .. . 

Don't miss these public showings 
of Hi -Fi Equipment . . . from 
the most economical units for the 
budget- minded to spectacular 
home music theatres ... com- 
pare and enjoy them all. 

'Complete Hi -Fi Systems and 
Components. 

*Amplifiers - Pre -Amplifiers - 
FM-AM Tuners - Turntables 
and Record Changers - Phono 
Cartridges - Microphones - 
Music Control Centers - 
Speakers. 

'Speaker Enclosures and Equip- 
ment Cabinets - Finished and 
Assembled or Do- It- Yourself 
Kits. 

THREE FULL DAYS OF CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS 

FROM 1 P.M. TO 10 P.M. FOR EACH SHOW 

Sept. 5, 6, 7 

Sept. 19, 20, 21 

Sept. 26, 27, 28 
Oct. 10, 11, 12 

Oct. 17, 18, 19 

Nov. 7, 8, 9 
Nov. 21, 22, 23 

Rigo Fall Shows 1958 

Albany 
Syracuse 
Rochester 
Cincinnati 
Detroit 
Omaha 
Seattle 

ADMISSION 50¢ 

De Witt Clinton 
Onondaga 
Manger 
Sheraton- ( ;ibson 
Statler 
Paxton 
New Washington 

RIGO Enterprises Inc. 500 N. Dearborn, Chicago 10, III. 

and signal generator dials to 1400 ke. 14. 
Adjust the oscillator trimmer for maximum 
indication. 15. If your receiver has an os- 
cillator padder or if the oscillator coil is 
slug tuned, set the dials to 600 ke and ad- 
just the padder or slug for maximum de- 
flection. 16. Repeat steps 14 and 15 until 
the dial is correctly calibrated at these 
points. 17. Reset both dials to 1400 ke and 
adjust all r.f. and /or antenna trimmers for 
maximum indication on the meter. 18. If 
there are adjustment screws, either padders 
or slugs, for the low end of the r.f. and 
antenna circuits, reset the generator and 
receiver tuning dials to 600 ke and adjust 
the r.f. and /or antenna circuits for maxi- 
mum reading. 19. Repeat steps 17 and 18. 

More often than not, the low end cannot 
be tracked except by bending stator plates 
of the variable capacitor. This tricky busi- 
ness will not be discussed in detail. 

Shortwave Bands. No definite method of 
aligning these extra bands can be given 
here because many of them are tracked at 
one point in the center, others at the high 
end only, and still others, at both ends of 
the tuning range under adjustment. 

Some engineers believe that it is best 
to align the receiver with a steady d.c. 
voltage substituted for the normal a.v.e. 
voltage. They hold that, because of the 
Miller effect, the receiver will he mis- 
aligned when weak signal generator volt- 
ages are used, together with the small 
amount of a.v.e. voltage which would be 
developed under these conditions. The d.c. 
voltage to be substituted must, therefore, 
be made equal to the normal a.v.e. voltage 
which would be created when receiving 
strong, local broadcast signals. I do not 
subscribe to this view since errors intro- 
duced by this method do not become sig- 
nificant until frequencies greatly in excess 
of those normally encountered in standard 
receivers are reached. 

Fuses in B Plus 

Q. Recently I constructed a power am- 
plifier. It is conventional in design, except 
that, as an added safety measure, I in- 
cluded a fuse in the B plus lead, as well as 
fuses in each side of the a.c. line leading 
to the primary of the power transformer. 
The fuse in the B plus circuit is always 
burning out when the equipment is turned 
off. This is particularly strange when you 
realize that the current rating of the fuse 
is sufficient to handle the current drain in 
the amplifier, and that the unit is a Fuse - 
tron, designed to take momentary over- 
loads. Why should these fuses blow? Vic- 
tor Vine, Canandaigua, N. F. 

A. The following explanation is at least 
partially correct, but before assuming its 
correctness, make doubly sure about the 
amount of current drawn from the power 
supply. If it is more than the current rat- 
ing of the fuse, it won't take much surge 
current to blow it. Finally, be sure to see 
whether the B current exceeds the com- 
bined drain of all the tubes plus that of 
any bleeders which are present in the cir- 
cuit. If it does, you must find the reason 
for this extra drain. 

Assuming everything is operating nor- 
mally, the fuses go as a result of the 
following: 

(Continued on page 48) 
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Belden 

THE WIRE YOU NEED 

-for EVERY ELECTRONIC application 

-Correctly Rated -Quality Controlled 

-for positive performance 

-for the most complete line for all electronic applications 

-for most advanced construction designs, insulations, 

and shieldings correctly service -rated 

-for dependable uniformity under strictest quality control 

-for complete information in an easy -to -read catalog 

-for fast service 

You Can Depend on Belden ... Ask Your Belden Jobber 

One Wire Source for 
Everything Electrical & Electronic 

WIRE 

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 
SINCE 1902 
CHICAGO 

AUDIO SEPTEMBER, 1958 

Magnet Wire lead Wire Power Supply Cords, 

Cord Sets and Portable Cord Aircraft Winn 

Electrical Household Cords Electronic Wires 

08A0218 Welding Cable Automotive Wire old Cable 
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JALL. 

The Turntable That Changes Records 

MIRACORD 
XS-200 

Stereo & Monaural 
Heavyweight Turntable, 

Record Player- Automatic Changer 

No other record -player has ail these 
features: Plays stereo and monaural 

heavyweight, professional -type 
turntable push- button controlled 
Magic Wand spindle automatic man- 
ual player automatic record changer 

intermixes 10" and 12" plays all 4 
speeds free tone arm 4 pole motor 

$6 g aadiop/(iie net 

NEW LOW 
PRICE 

on famous 
stereo 

cartridge 
$44so 

larmerli 159.50 

STEREOTWIN 
200 

Recognized by the experts in the mar- 
ket as the finest cartridge for stere. 
discs! Perfect for monaural, too 

g FAR AHEAD)TIIE FINEST BY FN: 

Available at selected dealers. 

Poo. PY,r ratnLn,r. plea.sc ,;Ir i,r. 

AUDIOGERSH CORP. 
514 Broadway. New York 12, N.Y. 

WORTH 6 -0800 
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LETTERS 
Who Hears 20 cps? 

IK: 
As regards your question "Who hears 20 

cps!" the answer is, of course, "Nobody "; 
Ind the point about testing speakers at this 
in't ii,.n c is that those that cannot he 
luanl : t, a ways the best. In other words, 
a poor speaker makes a very nasty noise at 
20 cps, and this is one of the quickest ways 
of assessing the low- frequency performance 
of a unit or enclosure. 

I am sure you do not want another letter 
from me to appear in your journal this 
year, but if you could find room just to 
refer to this explanation I should be much 
obliged. 

G. A. BRIGGS, 
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd., idle- Bradford, 
Yorkshire, England. 

(He may be .so sure about his letters, but 
we aren't. We like 'em. En.) 

Stereo Source on Mono Channel 
SIR: 

1 have been hearing FM broadcasts of 
-Itrcophonic tape on a monophonic FM ,tat ion with usually magnificent results. I 
assume they are mixing the two channels. 
It the reproduction resulting from this 
method is superior to monophonic tapes, 
cannot this method of using stereo tapes or 
(list's be extended to home use Do you 
agree that playing both channels of a stereo 
tape monophonically is superior to the same 
recording on monophonic tape? If so, world 
you consider this a stepping stone whereby 
existing monophonic equipment can be 
utilized for the present ! Assuming my con- 
clusions have some validity, I feel that 
many enthusiasts would be more willing to 
take the first step toward stereo if some 
improvement in results front their present 
equipment coul(i be anticipated. 

,F. Pi'anlac, 
241 Front St_ 
Hempstead, N. Y. 

(Mixing both stereo tracks into one channel 
should not necessarily be better than a 
good monophonic recording, since it would 
imply mixing both microphones together. 
Stereo mike pick -up technique is more de- 
manding, however, and perhaps better over- 
all results night be obtained in that man- 
ner. At least, a good sloe') nick up-con- 
fleeted to cancel out vertical sionals (.see 
page 38) -and fed to a single channel 
would not damage stereo records, so we 
would suggest the change to a stereo piekugr 
as the firs) .step toward a conversion. En.) 

Kays and Emms 
na : 

In your Emotes REVIEW in -cult you 
refer to the use of "K" as shorthand for 
dodo and ask for comments. 

Here are 'Niue. 
There is nothing imprecise about using 

K for 1000. It comes from the French word 
Kilo meaning 1000 and is well known in 
the Kilometer and the Kilogram. 

If two cathode resistors are described as 
13000) and 1.3K(0 respectively, they have 
(in theory) exaetly the same value -one 
is neither more nor less than the other. Is 
therefore quite proper to use the symbol 
as an abbreviation for 1000, and it may 
well he used with any resistance value 
above 9940) and below 1 Meg. 

From this, it is quite correct to describe 
aI resistor of 270,0000í as 27)Kto. There is 

nothing wrong in describing it as 11.27 Mop 
instead, if preferred. 

The writer, being an old tinter, tends to 
think of grid leaks in ternis of Megs. The 
modern equivalent of the 1/4- \feg. leak is 
a 0.27 -Moo resistor. Anode and screen re- 
sistors he thinks of in terms of thousands 
of ohms, and so, in a single diagrams he 
(night describe a 270,000 -0t screen resistor 
as 2711 Km while a similar resistor used as 
a grid leak might be described as 0.27 Mto. 
Inconsistent? Well, perhaps, but with a 
reason and neither is wrong. 

On occasion the writer teaches electronics 
and so has the duty of presenting concepts 
to the students in the way which will be 
beneficial to then. Since the use of K for 
101111 is well established and internationally 
accepted, they are bound to meet it con- 
tinuously during their (electronie) lives 
and so they are taught about it and use it 
right from the start. After all, it is easier 
to write 47 Km for an anode resist:wee 
than 47,(I(I0m 

At an international convention ahini1 _rr 

years ago or more, it was decided to drop 
the usage of "M" as a symbol for loon, 
reserving it for Meg, and to use the K for 
I0(10. One is still likely to bump into com- 
ponents on the continent of Europe, partie- 
ularl' on vey old sets, in which the \1 
stands for 1001) instead of having its 
present day meaning of 1,000,000. It is 
therefore always necessary to warn students 
:.bold this trap, which tvith time should 
become rarer and rarer. 

P. G. A. H. VOIGT, 
:t1 High Park Gardens. 
Toronto :3, Canada. 

SIR: 
I waut to make a point for the use of 

rational abbreviations. In the metric sys- 
tem, decimal parts and multiples are 
panned, as in the following tables. In 
normal usage, only those powers of ten are 
preferred that have as exponent a positive 
or negative multiple of three, as: kilo = In 

micro =10-". For all practical purposes, the 
list reduced for resistors to milli, kilo, and 
mega, and for capacitors to micro and pico. 

Using these prefixes, values can be 
printed in wiring diagrams without decimal 
points, as: 4k7 for 4.7k0; 2M3 for 2.3 
Mot, and 220k (not: M22!) for 0.22 Mot. 

This system is used in many European 
countries without creating confusion and I 
can see no reason why it could not be 
adopted here more generally and thus bring 
clarity where inconformity abounds. 

A. VAN ROGGEN, 
2 Ravine Road, 
Wilmington 3, Delaware. 

(Substituting the letter for the decimal 
point would seem to clarify diagrams and 
printed material wherein the decimal points 
occasionally get lost. Hope this can be 
standardized. Also, we prefer "pf" to the 
more bulky "µµf" but it isn't usual in U.S. 
publications. En.) 

PREFIXES 
PREFERRED OTHER 

Value Name Prefix Value Name 

0 -" pico p 10' centi 
0 " nano n 10 -' deci 
0-" micro µ IO deca 
0' milli m 10 hecto 
0" kilo k 
Cr mega M 
0" giga G 
0'= tera T 

Prefix 
c 

d 
D 
h 
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Yow;/P. 

hem, 

aaktag fo, 

HEATHKIT 

stereo 
tape deck kit 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL TR 1D $14395 

.r 

Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound in 
your own home! Precision engineered for fine per- 

formance, this tape deck provides monaural-record/play- 
back and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the 
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards -low noise EF -86 tubes in 
input stages -mic and hi -level inputs -push -pull bias -erase oscillator for lowest noise 
level -two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel- output switch for 
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for 
editing. Tape speeds 3X and 73IPS. Frequency response *2 db 40 -12.000 CPS at 734 

IPS. Wow and flutter less than .3 %. Signal-to-noise 55 db at less than 1 ° %total harmoni c 
distortion. NARTB playback equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for 
many pleasant listening hours. 

DELUXE AM -FM 
TUNER KIT 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL PT -1 $8995 

Here is a deluxe combination 
AM -FM tuner with all the ad- 
vanced design features required 
by the critical listener. Ideal for 
stereo applications since AM 
and FM circuits are separate and 
individually tuned. The 16 -tube 
tuner uses three circuit boards 
for easy assembly. Prewired and 
prealigned FM front end. AFC 
with on /off switch -flywheel 
tuning and tuning meter. 

11111114111t 
STEREO PRE- 

AMPLIFIER KIT 
HEATHKIT $5695 

MODEL SP -2 

This unique two -channel con- 
trol center provides all controls 
necessary in stereo applications. 
Building block design lets you 
buy basic single channel now 
and add second snap -in channel 
later for stereo without rewiring. 
12 inputs each with level con- 
trol -NARTB tape equalization 
-6 dual concentric controls in- 
cluding loudness controls - 
built-in power supply. 

stereo equipment 
cabinet kit 

CENTER SECTION MODEL SE -1 $14995 
SPEAKER WING MODEL SC -1L or R $3995 ea. 

Beautifully designed, this stereo equipment cabinet has 
ample room provided for an AM -FM tuner -tape deck - preamplifier - amplifiers - record changer - rec- 
ord storage and speakers. Constructed of %" solid - 
core Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood. 
beautifully grained. Top has shaped edge and sliding 
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting 
panels are supplied cut to fit Heathkit units with extra 
blank panels for mounting your own equipment. Easy- 
to-assemble, all parts are precut and predrilled. In- 
cludes all hardware, glue, legs. etc. and detailed in -. 
struction manual. Speaker wings and center unit can 
be purchased separately if desired. Overall dimensions 
with wings 82" W. x 37" H. x 20" D. Send for free details. 

55 WATT HI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL W -7M $5495 

First time ever offered -a 55- 
watt basic hi -fi amplifier for $1 
per watt. Features EL -34 push - 
pull output tubes. Frequency re- 
sponse 20 CPS to 20 KC with 
less than 2% harmonic distor- 
tion at full output throughout this 
range. Input level control and 
"on -off" switch provided on 
front panel. Unity or maximum 
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16 
ohm speakers. 

1.,,k 

12 WATT HI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL UA -1 

$2195 

Ideal for stereo applications, this 
12 -watt power package repre- 
sents an outstanding dollar 
value. Uses 6B05 /EL84 push - 
pull output tubes. Less than 2% 
total harmonic distortion 
throughout the entire audio 
range (20 to 20,000 CPS) at full 
12 -watt output. Designed for use 
with preamplifier models WA- 
P2 or SP -1. Taps for 4, 8 and 16 
ohm speakers. 

For complete information on above kits -Send for FREE FLYER. 

HEATH COMPANY a subsidiarylbf Daystrom, Inc. Benton Harbor 25. Mich. 
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easy -to -build 

high quality 

Look ... how simply you can 

assemble your very own high fidelity 
system! Fun- filled hours of shared 

pleasure, and an everlasting sense 

of personal accomplishment are 

just a few of the rewards. Heathkits 

cost you only HALF as much as 

ordinary equipment and the quality 
is unexcelled. Let us show you 

how easy it really is! .. 

(V Install a .001 old dlec condenser from socket 
B7 INS) to ground lug Bit INS). Cut the 

leads so that they are NM long enough to 
rear and dress thecondenser close to c has - 

over the wares already present 

1 1 Connect a 470 K(l r 

e 

or (yellow-violet- 

yellow) from socket 97 IS) I2) to Ba (N9). 
Mount as close to the socket as possible. 

8 

Step-by-Step 
Assembly 
Instructions . - . 
Read the step .. . 

perform the operation 
.. and check it off - 

it's just that simple! 
These plainly- worded, 
easy -to- follow steps 
cover every assembly 
operation. 

Easy -to- follow 
Pictorial 
Diagrams .. . 
Detailed pictorial 
diagrams in your Heathkit 
construction manual 
show where each and 
every wire and part is 
to be placed. 

Learn -by -doing 
Experience 
For All Ages .. . 

Kit construction is not 
only fun -but it is 
educational tool You 
learn about radio. 
electronic parts and 
circuits as you build 
your own equipment. 

Top Quality 
Name -Brand 
Components 
Used in All Kits ... 
Electronic components 
used in Heathkits come 
from well-known manu- 
facturers with established 
reputations. Your 
assurance of long life 
and trouble -free service. 

HEATHKIT 

bookshelf 12 -watt 
amplifier kit 

NEW 
MODEL EA -2 

$2895 

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tre- 
mendous dollar value. You get many extras not expected at this 
price level. Rich, full range, high fidelity sound reproduction 
with low distortion and noise ... plus "modern" styling, mak- 
ing it suitable for use in the open, on a bookcase, or end table. 
Look at the features offered by the model EA -2: full range fre- 
quency response (20- 20.000 CPS ± 1 db) with less than 1% 
distortion over this range at full 12 watt output -its own built-in 
preamplifier with provision for three separate inputs, mag 
phono, crystal phono, and tuner -RIAA equalization- separate 
bass and treble tone controls -special hum control -and it's 
easy -to- build. Complete instructions and pictorial diagrams 
show where every part goes. Cabinet shell has smooth leather 
texture in black with inlaid gold design. Front panel features 
brushed gold trim and buff knobs with gold inserts. For a real 
sound thrill the EA -2 will more than meet your expectations. 
Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs. 

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL HEATHKITS 

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS 
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HEATHKIT) 

chairside enclosure kit 

NEW This beautiful equipment enclosure will 
make your hi -fi system as attractive as any 

factory-built professionally- finished unit. Smartly designed for maxi- 
mum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appear- 
ance, this enclosure is intended to house the AM and FM tuners 
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the 
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided. 
Adequate space is also provided for any of the Heathkit amplifiers 
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the tilt -out 
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as de- 

sired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer- surfaced furniture - 
grade plywood %' and '/.' thick. All parts are precut and predrilled 
for easy assembly. Contemporary available in birch or mahogany, 
traditional in mahogany only. Beautiful hardware supplied to match 
each style. Dimensions are 18' W x 24' H x 35%' D. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs. 

CE -1T Mahogany 

TRADITIONAL 

CE -1C Mahogany 
CE -1CB Birch 

CONTEMPORARY 

Be sure to specify 
model you prefer 

$4395 each 

high fidelity FM tuner kit 
For noise and static free sound reception, this FM tuner is your least 
expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design 
features stablized oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm-up 
and broadband IF circuits assure full fidelity with high sensitivity. All 
tunable components are prealigned so it is ready for operation as soon 
as construction is completed. The edge -illuminated slide rule dial is 
clearly numbered for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from 
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL FM -3A $26.95 (with cabinet) 

broadband AM tuner kit 
This tuner differs from an ordinary AM radio in that it has been de- 
signed especially for high fidelity. A special detector is incorporated 
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sen- 
sitivity and selectivity are excellent and quiet performance is assured 
by a high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable components are prealigned 
before shipment. Incorporates automatic volume control, two outputs, 
and two antenna inputs. An edge -lighted glass slide rule dial allows 
easy tuning. Your "best buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs. 

MODEL BC-1A $26.95 (with cabinet) 

pioneer in 
"do- it- yourself" 
electronics 

HEATH 

HEATHKIT 

master control preamplifier kit 
Designed as the "master control" for use with any of the Heathkit 
Williamson -type amplifiers, the WA -P2 provides the necessary compen- 
sation, tone, and volume controls to properly amplify and condition a 

signal before sending it to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of t 1X db from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program 
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records. 
Five switch- selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass 
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively 
styled, and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

[1bsidiarY of Daystrom, Inc. 
MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet) 

COMPANY BENTON HARBOR 25, MICHIGAN 
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aAir . o, 7 # 
HEATHKIT 25-WATT 

MODEL W -5M 

$5975 
To provide you with an amplifier of top -flight performance, 
yet at the lowest possible cost, Heath has combined the 
latest design techniques with the highest quality materials 
to bring you the W -5M. As a critical listener you will thrill 
to the near -distortionless reproduction from one of the 
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today. 
The high peak -power handling capabilities of the W -5M 
guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity 
system. The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus 
economy! Note: Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier recom- 
mended. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs. 

HEATHKIT 70-WATT 

high fidelity amplifier kits MODEL W -6M 

$10995 
For an amplitier of Increased power to keep pace with the 
growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath 
provides you with the Heathkit W -6M. Recognizing that as 
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings 
approach a dynamic range close to the concert hall itself, 
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying 
plenty of reserve power without distortion. If you are look- 
ing for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality, 
yet at a price well within your reach, the W -6M is for you! 
Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. 
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs. 

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS 
MODEL W3 -AM 

$4975 

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS 
MODEL W4 -AM 

$3975 

high fidelity amplifier kits 
One of the greatest developments in modern hi -fi reproduction was 
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath offers 
you a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages of 
Williamson circuit simplicity with a quality of performance con 
sidered by many to surpass the original Williamson. Affording you 
flexibility in custom installations, the W3-AM power supply and 
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be 
mounted side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here 
is a low cost amplifier of ideal versatility. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs. 

In his search for the "perfect" amplrher, Wbamson brought to 
the world a now -famous circuit which, after eight years. still ac 
counts for by far the largest percentage of power amplifiers in use 
today. Heath brings to you in the W4 -AM a 20 -watt amplifier in 
corporating all the improvements resulting from this unequalled 
background. Thousands of satisfied users of the Heath- 
kit Williamson -type amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding per- 
formance. For many pleasure -filled hours of listening enjoyment 
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs. 
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H EATHKIT 

high fidelity 
amplifier kit 

MODEL A -9C $3550 
For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest 
possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio 
amplifier offers you a tremendous hi -fi value. Whether for 
your home installation or public address requirements 
this power -packed kit answers every need and contains 
many features unusual in instruments of this price range. 
The preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all 
on one chassis providing a very compact and economical 
package. A very inexpensive way to start you on the road 
to true hi -fi enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs. 

HEATHKIT 

electronic 
crossover kit 

MODEL XO -1 $1895 
One of the most exciting improvements you can make in 
your hi -fi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover 
model X0.1. This unique kit separates high and low fre- 
quencies and feeds them through two amplifiers into 
separate speakers. Because of its location ahead of the 
main amplifiers, IM distortion and matching problems are 
virtually eliminated. Crossover frequencies for each chan- 
nel are 1C O, 200, 400, 700, 1200, 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amaz- 
ing versatility at a moderate cost. Note: Not for use with 
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 
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NEW LOW PRICE! 

HEAT HICIT "LEGATO" 

high fidelity speaker system kit 
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to 
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling 
clash of percussion instruments in this masterpiece of sound reproduc- 
tion. In the creation of the Legato no stone has been left unturned to bring 
you near -perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret .410 

of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound. The 
careful phasing of high and low frequency drivers takes you on a melodic 
toboggan ride from the heights of 20,000 CPS into the low 20's without the 
slightest bump or fade along the way. The elegant simplicity of style will 
complement your furnishings in any part of the home. No electronic know - 
how, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow 
clearly illustrated step -by -step instructions. We are proud to present the 
Legato -we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs. 

MODEL HH -1 -C 
(imported white birch) 

MODEL HH -1 -CM 
(African mahogany) 

$2999ach 

MODEL $3995 
SS -2 a 

HEATHKIT HEATHKIT 

BASIC RANGE RANGE EXTENDING 

high fidelity speaker system kits 
A truly outstanding performer for its 
size, the Heathkit model SS -2 provides 

you with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system. The 
use of an 8" mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker 
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet 
allows you to enjoy a quality instrument at a very low cost. 
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B) 
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of veneer - 
surfaced furniture -grade %" plywood. Impedance 16 ohms. 
Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs. 

Frog Catalog! 
Don't deprive yourself of 

the thrill of high fidelity or 
the pleasure of building 

your own equipment any 
longer. Our free catalog 

lists our entire line of kits 
with complete schematics 

and specifications. 
Send for it today! 

>.umavn 

Q U 

4.0 It 0-3 

NEW! "DOWN -TO- EARTH" 
HIGH FIDELITY BOOK 

THE HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FIDEL- 
ITY, by Milton Sleeper, explains what high 
fidelity is, and how you can select and plan 
your own system. This liberally.illustrated, 
48.page book tells you the HI.FI 
story without lancy technical 25C 
tarpon or high- sounding ter- 
minology. 

HEATH 

pioneer in 
"do- it- yourself" 

electronics 

name 

Designed to supply very high and 
very low frequencies to fill out the 
response of the basic (SS -1) 
speaker, this speaker system ex- 
tends the range of your listening 
pleasure to practically the entire 
range of the audio scale. Giving the appearance of a single 
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a su- 
perbly integrated four speaker system. Impedance 16 ohms. 
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs. 

MODEL 9 $995 
SS-is 7 i7 

COMPANY BENTON HARBOR 25, MICHIGAN 

é subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. C 
Please send the Free HEATHKIT catalog. 

Enclosed is 25c for the New HI -FI book. 

address 

city & state 

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS: 
QUANTITY ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

Enclosed lind S Please enclose Postage tor parcel post- express orders are shipped delivery 
charges collet All prices F.O.B Benton Harbor, Mich. NOTE: Prices subject to change without not ce. 
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0 UD' 
1. CROSSTALK TALK. 

0 

Perhaps it's just as well that the new 
stereo tape magazine is taking its time 
about a public appearance. A good many 
of us have been fully occupied with the 
stereo disc, which finally became a com- 
mercial reality in force along in the mid- 
dle of the summer. The problems inevitable 
in the first splurge of real, down -to- earth, 
practical disc stereo (as distinguished from 
advance hoopla, rosy demonstrations, tests, 
samples and so on) are now showing up 
and will continue to show up -I'll make 
a good guess -for at least a solid year 
before we reach the semblance of an even 
keel. It took a lot longer than that, re- 
member, to stabilize the original LP de- 
velopment. More of this shortly. Mean- 
while, back to the still- existing vacuum 
that is the stereo tape magazine. 

The RCA Victor tape -magazine -I hereby 
adopt that terni for good, in place of the 
wholly confusing "cartridge" -was origi- 
nally announced for release in .Lune, more 
or less. My last unofficial checkup turned 
up the interesting thought (from sources 
usually reliable, etc., etc.) that the first of 
the stereo tape magazines would surely be 
in the stores somewhat after publication 
of this issue, in mid -September! The first 
magazine tape machines from RCA, on 
which to play the new tapes, are scheduled 
to make a nebulous debut at this point; 
I gather only that by Christmas time you'll 
be able to give the kiddies a magazine tape 
stereo record player without too much buy- 
ing trouble. (Of course there are others 
than RCA Victor likely to offer tape maga- 
zine players in the near future; they may 
actually beat RCA to it.) 

During the summer there were several 
repeat RCA Victor demonstrations, follow- 
ing up the excellent one that occurred in 
late May, as reported here in the July 
issue. There were only a few, I understand, 
because the tape player was constantly be- 
ing shuttled back and forth from place to 
place and so was out of action, or else- 
where, most of the time. 

Yep, I mean just that. The best of uiy 
guess is that there was exactly one RCA 
Victor tape magazine player in semi -public 
action (luring most of the summer. Com- 
mercial production of the product wasn't 
yet under way. 

Now don't go jumping to wrong con- 
clusions. I am not implying that there has 
been more than perfectly normal and ex- 
pected launching trouble in the magazine 
tape project. I am not implying that things 
have gone wrong, in any but the usual 
minor and irritating ways. It's for this 
very reason that I throw out the above 
casual information. 

What I mean is-do not allow the pres- 
ent slow- motion appearance of magazine 
tape to fool you into underestimating its 
coming importance and coming values. I'll 

12 

Alward ttnall Canby 

stand by all 1 said in the July issue, per- 
haps even more strongly now, though no 
major new information has appeared since 
the first big publicity break and the stuff 
is still not available, at this writing, for 
home trial in person. What I wrote was, 
shall 1 say, interpretive speculation, 
based on the available information as re- 
leased to the press and on brief press 
demonstration. What little I have learned 
indirectly since then has only bolstered me 
iu may conclusions. 

In this connection, I had an interesting 
letter from an Ampex official. (The four - 
track tape system is a joint enterprise in- 
volving both Ampex and RCA.) This offi- 
cial, who is on the inside, was "a little 
more than slightly disturbed " -as he put 
it -by the fact that I raised the question 
of possible cross -effects between the four 
channels on the new tape. There is none, 
lie says, and describes his own Ampex 
demonstrations to the public, which I 
wasn't able to hear myself. Ile also gives 
technical reasons why there should be noue, 
which I'll get to in a moment, since the 
idea is certainly interesting to all of us 
who work or play with magnetic tape. 

I'll only suggest, for my own record, 
that I did raise the question of possible 
cross -talk between the four channels on one 
quarter -inch tape simply because it is the 
immediate and obvious question that will 
,jump into say mind, professional or ama- 
teur, when the system is first described. 
Four tracks, on one skimpy little tape ? No 
inter -action between the adjacent channels? 
Impossible! That is a logical thought, it 
seems to me, for anyone who is not di- 
rectly involved in the highly technical area 
of principles and measurements and per- 
formances that are involved. 

1 suggested, rather circumspectly, that 
I didn't hear any cross -talk at the RCA 
Victor demonstration. That was at least a 
statement of fact, in the midst of a lot of 
speculation! I also suggested that neither 
RCA nor Ampex would be likely to embroil 
their respective reputations in a tape sys- 
tem where such an objectionable fault as 
this might occur in practice. The Ampex 
official -I'll omit his name merely to keep 
things for the time being on a plane of 
generalities -reiterated this idea, which I 
find thoroughly sound. Frankly, I think you 
can trust both RCA and Ampex not to have 
got themselves too far into a technical boo- 
boo in fundamental respects. 

Barring a few inevitable preliminary 
bugs which we can expect as normal, the 
four -track magazine system will work, 
will work well, and will satisfy its "most 
discriminating" users, as the old phrase 
used to go. Not everybody -Heaven forbid. 
There are still lots of people who stick by 
the 78 as the best record (in its hi -fi micro- 
groove form -I'd go along with that, too, 
aside from the little matter of practicality) 
and who like to play their tape at 15 
inches, or 30, for super perfection. But if 

,you'll admit that some of the standard LP 
records are quite satisfactory and that at 
least a few 74 ips commercial tapes are 
pretty good, then you will have no cause 
to expect less from the coming 3/ ips 
tapes. That's my expectation. I can't say 
more, because I haven't done any first- 
hand hone testing. 

As to that cross -talk matter, Ampex 
points out a factor that I didn't know 
about and, I suspect, many tape users 
would not know about either. I'll quote 
directly from Mr. 's letter. 

"It is not the proximity of the various 
tracks on the tape itself [that causes tape 
cross -talk between channels]. Cross -talk is 
a transformer coupling phenomenon be- 
tween the windings on adjacent head 
stacks. In fact, in this new four -track sys- 
tem we have better isolation between chan- 
nels than we have ever enjoyed in any pre- 
vious type of equipment. This is because 
the tracks are narrower and the spacing 
between the heads is farther apart by one 
whole track width, thus allowing for more 
shielding between the heads." 

"The RCA statement that cross talk just 
doesn't exist is correct.... 'Phis is no trick- 
ery; it is ,just good design. In fact, the 
technique of gaining the hitherto unheard - 
of quality which we have been able to come 
up with on 31 ips tape we consider to be a 
significant contribution to the art." That's 
just what I said, in July, you'll note. 

In the space between the four dots, 
above, Ampex describes demonstrations of 
the system back in April for the recording 
companies, at which this question of cross- 
talk came up. The four -track tape, modu- 
lated on all four tracks, was pushed side- 
wise by hand on the heads, to prove that 
there was, indeed, sound recorded in both 
directions -that the two tracks not being 
played were silent until the tape was 
pushed off its proper alignment. I didn't 
hear this demonstration, again, but I don't 
doubt that it happened. 

I think the points to note well, in the 
above account of cross -talk, are that it is 
not on the tape itself that cross- effects oc- 
cur, but in the heads, after the signals have 
been picked up, and furthermore, that there 
is more space between playing tracks in 
this system than in the more conventional 
two -track system. 

It would seem to me- speculating again -that this focusses the problem very 
nicely, on (a) stacked -head design and (b) 
mechanical alignment of tape motion. As 
to the first, Ampex would seem to have 
clinched the matter neatly as far as an 
outsider is concerned. There is more shield- 
ing possible between heads here than in 
the two -track system, due to the opposite - 

direction track that takes up space between 
each pair of tracks in use. Remember (to 
be simple- minded) that we never play all 
four tracks at once -there is always a 
blank or unused track next to a track in 
use. In the head configuration, this space 
can be given over to shielding. If cross- 
talk originates in the heads themselves. 
then Ampex certainly has a point very well 
taken. 

As to the second point, mechanical tape 
alignment, I'm not quite so sure. I am 
sure as far as Ampex equipment is con- 
cerned. Obviously, Ampex will make its 
equipment so that the tape is held to ac- 
curate motion, minus any sort of side -play 
that might accidentally bring a piece of a 
wrong track -even a tiny fringe -under a 
playing head. I am reasonably confident 
that the RCA Victor equipment, on a lower 
price scale, will have licked this problem 
in principle, and probably in practice too, 
even at the beginning. But it is a problem. 

Professional equipment for making com- 

(Con tin lied on page SO) 
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"Rooms 338 and 342, 1958 N. Y. Hi Fi Show" 

STEREO 
the 

AND experts 
say... 

in HI -FI 

the best buys are 

M ONAURAL 

World -famous 
EICO advantages 
guarantee your complete satisfaction: 

Advanced engineering Finest quality components 
"Beginner- Tested," easy step -by -step instructions 
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee 
IN STOCK - Compare, then take home any EICO 

equipment -right "off the shelf" -from 1900 neighbor- 
hood EICO dealers. 

SEica 

131:I= 
Stereo Preamplifier HF85 

FM Tuner HFT90 

Stereo 
Amplif ierPreamp 

HEN 

Monaural Integrated Amplifiers: 
50, 30. 20, and 12 -Watt 

(use 2 for Stereo) 

ó- 
Bookshelf 

Speaker System 
HFS1 

Monaural Preamplifiers: 
HF65, HF61 

(stack 2 for Stereo) 

Speaker System HFS2 
36 "Hx 151/2"Wx 1144 "D 

Monaural Power Amplifiers: 
60, 50, 35, 30, 22 and 14 -Watt 

(use 2 for Stereo) 

Over 1 MILLION EICO instruments n use throughout the world 
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NEW STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT 
HF85: Stereo Dual Preamplifer is a complete stereo 
control system in "low silhouette" design adaptable to 
any type of installation. Selects, preamplifies, controls 
any stereo source -tape, discs, broadcasts. Superb vari- 
able crossover, feedback tone controls driven by feed- 
back amplifier pairs in each channel. Distortion borders 
on unmeasurable even at high output levels. Separate 
to -level input in each channel for mag. phono, tape head, 
mike. Separate hi -level inputs for AM & FM tuners & 
FM Multiplex. One each auxiliary A & B input in each 
channel. Independent level, bass & treble controls in 
each channel may be operated together with built -in 
clutch. Switched -in loudness compensator. Function 
Selector permits hearing each stereo channel individu. 
ally. and reversing them; also use of unit for stereo or 
monophonic play. Full -wave rectifier tube power supply. 
5- 12AX7 /ECC83, 1.6 %4. Works with any 2 high. quality 
power amplifiers such as FICO, HFI4, HF22, HF30, HF35, 
14150, HF60 Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Includes cover. 
HF81: Stereo Dual Amplifier -Preamplifier selects, 
amplifies & controls any stereo source - tape, discs, 
broadcasts -8 feeds it thru self-contained dual 14W am. 
plifiers to a pair of speakers. Monophonically: 28 watts 
for your speakers; complete stereo preamp. Ganged level 
controls, separate focus (balance) control, independent 
full -range bass & treble controls for each channel. 
Identical Williamson -type, push -pull EL84 power ampli. 
fiers, excellent output transformers. "Service Selector" 
switch permits one preamp -control section to drive the 
internal power amplifiers while other preamp-control 
section is left free to drive your existing external ampli 
fier. Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Incl. cover. 
MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIERS (stack 2 for Stereo) 
NEW HF65: superb new design, Inputs for tape head, 
microphone, mag -phono cartridge & hi -level sources. IM 
distortion 0.04% @ 2V out. Attractive "low silhouette" 
design. HF65A Kit $29.95, Wired $44.95. HF65 (with power 
supply) Kit $33.95. Wired $49.95. 
HF61: "Rivals the most expensive preamps" - Marshall, 
AUDIOCRAFT. HF6IA Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF61 (with 
power supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95. 

MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIERS 
(use 2 for STEREO) 

HF60: 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with 
Acro TO -330 Output Xfmr.; "One of the best -performing 
amplifiers extant; an excellent buy." AUDIOCRAFT Kit 
Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. Cover E -2 $4.50. 
HF50: 50 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with 
extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans- 
former. Identical in every other respect to HF60, same 
specs at 50W. Kit $57.95. Wired $87.95. Cover E2 $4.50. 
NEW HF35: 35 -Watt Ultra -Linear Power Amplifier. 
Kit $47.95. Wired $72.95. Cover E -2 $4.50. 
HF30: 30 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $39.95. Wired 
$62.95. Cover E -3 $3.95. 
NEW HF22: 22 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $36.95. 
Wired $61.95. Cover E -2 $4.50. 
NEW HF14: 14 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $23.50. 
Wired $41.50. Cover E -6 $4.50. 

MONAURAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS 
(use 2 for STEREO) 

HF52: 50 -Watt Integrated Amplifier with complete 
"front end" facilities & Chicago Standard Output Trans. 
former. "Excellent value " -Hirsch -Houck Labs. Kit $69.95. 
Wired $109.95. Cover E -1 $4.50. 
HF32: 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. Kit $57.95. 
Wired $69.95. Both include cover. 
HF20: 20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Wellengi. 
neered" - Stocklin, RADIO TV NEWS. Kit $49.95. Wired 
$79.95. Cover E -1 $4.50. 
HF12: 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Packs a 
wallop" -POP. ELECTRONICS. Kit $34.95. Wired $57.95. 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO) 
HFS2: Natural bass 30 -200 cps via slot -loaded 12ft. 
split conical bass horn. Middles 8 lower highs: front radi. 
ation from 81/2" edge -damped cone. Distorlionless spike - 
shaped super- tweeter radiates omni -directionally. Flat 
45-20,000 cps, useful 30.40,000 cps. 16 ohms. HWD 
36", 151'4", 1142 ". "Eminently musical; would suggest 
unusual suitability for stereo." -Holt, HIGH FIDELITY. 
Completely factory -built: Walnut or Mahogany. $139.95; 
Blonde, $144.95. 
HFS1: Bookshelf Speaker System, complete with fac- 
tory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen 
compression- driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth 
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70- 12.000 cps range. 
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HWD: 11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring 
time 15 min. Price $39.95. 

FM TUNER : 

HFT90: surpasses wired tuners up to 3X its cost. Pre- 
wired. pre -aligned. temperaturecompensated "front end" - drift -free. Precision "eyetronic" tuning. Sensitivity 
1.5 uy for 20 db quieting - 6X that of other kit tuners. s 
Response 20- 20,000 cps :'-1 db. K- follower 6 multiplex 
outputs. "One of the best buys you can get in high 
fidelity kits." - AUDIOCRAFT KIT REPORT. Kit $39.95. 
Wired $65.95 ". Cover $3.95. 

FICO, 33-00 Northern Blvd., L.I.C. 1. N. Y. A -9 

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 60 
models of top-quality equpment as 
checked below. Hi.Fi 

Test Instruments Ham Gear. 
Send FREE literature & name of neighbor. 
hood EICO dealer. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

LCITY STATE 
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EDITOR'S REVIEW 
HERE WE GO AGAIN! 

W1'1'11 TIlE FIRST of September, we begin to gird 
oorsel'es inn preparation for the hi -fi show 
season. As a matter of fact. we rather enjoy 

shows -and there is always a feeling of being "let 
down" after each one of them close:. l'nfortunately. 
we will not be able to attend all of them this year 
Imeause there are just too many -- eighteen in all 
sehednled for the l'. S. during the months of Septem- 
ber. )etober, acd November. and all extending 
through weekends. Now there are only thirteen week- 
ends in those three months, so there are naturally some 
duplications -five of the weekends have two shows 
each. ate weekend has three, and only Albany, Roeh- 
ester. New York, Cleveland, and Seattle have week- 
ends all to themselves. 

The Institute of Iligh Fidelity Manufacturers has 
the New York Show from September 30 to October 4; 
Philadelphia from October 111 to 12; and Milwaukee 
from I letober 24 to 26. The ('1iieago Show, run by the 
international Sight and Sound Exposition. oet'upies 
the weekend of September 19 -21, sharing the days 
with Syraense and its Rigo show. Boston, St. Louis. 
and Detroit share October 17 to 19. \ lautreal shares 
October 311 to November 1 with Indianapolis, although 
Indianapolis starts a day sooner and lasts a day later. 
Detroit has two shows scheduled -the Rigo show from 
Oetubei 17 to 19 and an independent group front 
November 7 to 9. 

This is ridiculous. The major shows are eosting the 
larger exhibitors from three to five thousand dollars 
each. with proportionately Tower costs in the smaller 
shows. Hardly a week passes in the late suunner but 
what we reeeive a contraet for another show with an 
invitation to exhibit. But while we would like to 
attend every show there is, it finally beeoules prohibi- 
tive -and if it is prohibitive to us with relatively little 
material to transport around the rountry, (and lets 
face it, we generally have nothing left to ship back). 
what must it lie to those exhibitors who have box after 
box of speakers. amplifiers. tape reeorders, plum() 
equipment. am so on, to say nothing of a large state 
who must be in attendance. 

We are heartily in favor of high fidelity shows -we 
should he. situp we originated the idea 'way baek in 
1949. But we firmly believe there should be some 
agency which could set-ye as a "elearing house" for 
dates, with a more reasonable distribution of loeatiolis 
¿110 d tinter. To enable manifaehlrers to schedule their 
participation and budget expenses. it would be desir- 
able to have a deadline for filing show plans for each 
coming season -say. \largh 1. Those dates in eonfiiet 
could then be ironed out, amicably, we hope, and then 
with a definite schedule ahead to plan for, manufac- 
turers could finalize their arrangements with the as- 
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surauee that they wouldn't be required to juggle show 
plans a half dozen titles during the year. 

Most advertising is planned in advance for a year 
at a time. and budgets are stade aecordingly. IIi -fi 
shows are just another foret of advertising, and should 
be treated the same way. 

We still like hi -fi shows, but we would like to see a 

little more order in their planning and arrangement. 

STEREO MULTIPLEX 
\yitli the granting of temporary authorization by 

the FCC. station \YRAI in New York will begin stereo 
multiplex broadeast tests around the first of Septem- 
ber. This is a temporary expedient to permit the 
station to evaluate the engineering aspects of multiplex 
operation as a medium for compatible stereo broad - 
eastiug- heretofore, multiplex operation has been 
solely for supplemental services such as background 

paging. and so on. The original objective of the 
nl sidixry ('onuclnieations Authorizations was to 
allow the station to "draw financial sustenance from 
them." 

')'here are at present two opposing camps as to what 
the FCC's final rulings should speeify for the multi- 
plex operation. ihu' believes that in the interests of 
optimum quality only one sub -chancel should be 
permitted -and that the sub -channel could be used 
either for stereo broadcasting cu for background serv- 
ires. The other contends that a station should be per- 
mitted to use two sub -channels, allowing for both serv- 
ices simultaneously. Roth sides present good arguments 
for their respective stands. Engineering tests of the 
degradation of quality resulting from two sub- channels 
as compared to only one will be studied carefully 
before any deeision is wade by the FCC. 

Be that as it may, we will present next month the 
details of at adapter witieli will be commercially avail- 
able within a few weeks. 

ERRATA 
Mr. E. F. Worthen, author of the article on the 

Isodyue phase inverter in the August issue, calls our 
attention to two errors in the last column on page 27. 
Measured IM distortion on the amplifier is below .02 
per cent at np to 30 watts instead of below 0.2 per cent 
-which is rather a big difference. Similarly, the dis- 
tortion at 45 watts should have been listed as .06 per 
cent. and frequency response 0.5 db front 10 to 
100,000 cps -which is another big ditfierenee. Also, we 
tote that our own article lists EI.34's in the parts list 
on page 57, instead of the EL84's that should have 
been there. 

Sorry. but those things do seem to happen. 
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Bell Laboratories Announces 

Pocket -Sized Frequency 

Standard for Microwave Systems 

Inside the portable frequency standard. Four Labora- 
tories- developed devices make it possible: (I) transistor, 
which converts the power from a battery to radio fre- 
quency oscillations; (2) voltage reference diode, which 
maintains constant voltage; (3) piezoelectric crystal unit 
of superlative stability; (4) thermistor, which corrects 
for temperature variations. 

Lawrence Koerner, who developed the portable frequency standard, demon 
strates how the device can he plugged in at a radio relay station to supply a 
checking frequency. Battery -powered, the device maintains precision cali- 
bration for several months. 

Microwave radio relay systems depend critically on the 
accuracy of their "carrier" frequencies. At scores of relay stations 
along a route, carrier frequency oscillators must be checked peri- 
odically against a signal from a precise standard. 

In the past, the maintenance man has had to obtain his check- 
ing frequency by picking up a standard radio signal from a 

government station. This operation takes time -and requires 
elaborate equipment. 

With a new portable frequency standard developed by Bell 
Laboratories engineers, the job is much simplified. To check an 
oscillator, the portable standard is plugged in, and a button is 

pressed. In seconds, it supplies a checking frequency accurate 
to one part in a million. 

Until now, such precision in a frequency standard has been 
obtainable only in a laboratory. The new portable standard makes 
it available for routine use in the Bell System. First use of the 
standard will be to maintain frequency control in a new micro- 
wave system for telephone and TV, now under development at 
Bell Laboratories. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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A Simplified Control Unit 
ROBERT G. CHAPLICK 

Believing it is not enough to propose simplicity in an audio system and then 
leave it at that, this author follows his own advice and describes a preamplifier 
unit designed in accordance with the principles presented some months ago 

ALTHOUGH MANY CIRCUIT diagrams of 
preamplifier control units designed 
to be built by the user have been 

published, none has shown agreement 
with the philosophy of system simplicity 
proposed by the author ( "System Sim- 
plicity in Audio," AUDIO, January, 1957). 
The object of this paper is to present 
further arguments on the advantages of 
simplification as applied to a reproduc- 
ing system. Chief advantages are reduc- 
tion of distortion and improvement of 
reliability. Reduction of the number of 
parts and of cascaded controls which du- 
plicate each other not only decreases the 
distortion but, since reliability is in- 
versely proportional to the number of 
parts, improves the reliability. 

The philosophy of simplification in- 
cludes the assumption that the user will 

10001 MoKenney Ave., Silver Spring, 
Md. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of simplified control unit 

not experiment with all types of input 
equipment but will settle on the best 
that he can afford. He will strongly re- 
sist the hi -fi dogma that equipment 

pm chased at 12 noon is obsolete at 12:01 
P.M. Quantitative and qualitative labora- 
tory tests have shown that most of the 
current, better quality phonograph re- 
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Fig. 2. Over -all schemat;c of the author's design for a control unit which is effective in performance and simple and convenient 
to operate 
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producers are about equal in excellence. 
The same is true for FM tuners using 
Armstrong circuits and also for profes- 
sional- quality tape recorder -reproducers. 

The components to be controlled by 
the author are a Pickering 370 cartridge, 
a Harman- Kardon FM -100 tuner, and 
an Ampex 601 tape recorder. The con- 

Fig. 3. Comparison 
between equaliza- 
tion provided and 
the standard 
NARTB (RIAA) 

curve 

reproducer has an output of 1.228 volts 
(+ 4 dbm in 600 ohms); and the average 
peak output of the tuner, with its gain 
control fixed at its maximum position, 
is 1 volt at 30 percent signal modula- 
tion. A low- impedance output of 0.6 
volts is required to drive the 30 -watt 
power amplifier to half power (this 

o 
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trol unit is to have a minimum number 
of controls and adjustments and a fixed 
passive network wherever equalization is 
needed. In addition, the input signal 
should be able to be monitored continu- 
ously as a tape record is being made. 

The phonograph cartridge has an out- 
put of 25 millivolts for a stylus velocity 
of 9 centimeters per second; the tape 

Fig. 4. Response 
curves of hearing 
contour compen- 
sator at various 

settings. 

allows 3 decibels for overdrive). 
With the use of these design parame- 

ters a simple circuit was designed. A 
block diagram and an over -all schematic 
are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 respec- 
tively. 

Conventional circuits are used ex- 
clusively, so detailed explanations are 
not necessary, but descriptions of cer- 

'SCOTCH" BRAND 90A J - 

10 
"SCOTCH' BRAND- IA 

MOO 
MOM 
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18 

Fig. 5. Record - 
Listen frequency 
response of tape 
on Ampex 600 

tape recorder 

tain portions are given in following 
paragraphs. To minimize the number of 
tubes, amplification is based realistically 
on actual needs. The amplification factor 
(or design purposes is the difference be- 
ticeen the average maximum voltage of 

III source and that needed to operate 
the power amplifier. 

Essentially, the control unit is a two - 
stage amplifier with two cathode -follower 
outputs. Signal sources are mixed by 
means of resistive networks which assure 
the proper levels. Because each source 
has its own power supply, each input 
signal is removed by cutting off the 
power. Thus, a selector switch is not 
needed. 

Disc Equalization. Although five equal- 
ization curves were formerly advocated, 
the RIAA curve has proved to be ade- 
quate for all long playing records, 
which are used exclusively. An RC net - 
work is used to obtain the equalization 
curve (Fig. 3). Values are first com- 
puted. The circuit is then built and 
corrected by component substitution in 
conjunction with frequency measure- 
ments to give desired equalization. 

Hearing Contour Compensation 

A "Hearing Contour Compensator" 
is being used with great success in place 
of separate bass and treble controls. 
Briefly, this Compensator improves the 
realism of reproduction by compensating 
for the difference in level between the 
intensity of the sound of the live orches- 
tra at the recording session and that re- 
produced at a necessarily lower level in 
the living room. It compensates for the 
variations in human hearing sensitivity 
to sounds of different loudness. The 
principle of the Compensator is based 
on the study of the differences between 
Fletcher- Munson curves rather than on 
the contour of any one curve. The Com- 
pensator is designed to perform in fixed 
calibrated steps of 0, -10, - 20, - 30, 
and - 40 phons, where the figures indi- 
cate the difference in phons between the 
original and reproduced program levels. 
The appropriate attenuation is designed 
into the Compensator. For speech repro- 
duction a switch is provided to retain 
the attenuation but to remove the com- 
pensation. Music equalization is com- 
pletely wrong for speech reproduction 
because speech, to provide naturalness, 
should he reproduced at about the sane 
level as the original source, and hearing 
contour compensation is not needed. 
Figure 4 presents the response curves of 
the Hearing Contour Compensator. 
When compared with the characteristics 
of many commercial controls, these 
curves may seem to provide less empha- 
sis to the middle low frequencies. This, 
however, is not the case. The Hearing 
Contour Compensator does not depart 
from the characteristic indicated as 
needed by the Fletcher- Munson curves. 
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Correction for deficiencies in the loud- 
speaker or any other component does 
not enter into the design. The bass re- 
sponse of the selected loudspeaker is ade- 
quate. \fore realistic sound is achieved 
by elimination of any booming juke box 
effect. 

Tape reproduction. In his program of 
system simplicity the author uses only 
two types of tape: Scotch 111A and 
190A, since the tape recorder equaliza- 
tion is set for these tapes. Figure :i 

shows the frequency response of the 
Ampex 601 using these tapes. Although 
the response using 111A tape is essenti- 
ally flat, the 190A tape causes a 5 db 
rise above 1000 cps. A loss network, 
added to the control unit so that 190A 
tape will be reproduced with a flat re- 
sponse, is located at the "tape -FM/ 
Phono" switch. This switch is necessary 
to prevent a feedback loop during tape 
playback and to permit both wanted and 
unwanted program material to be heard 
so that undesired signals (such as com- 
mercials) can be eliminated. Also, the 
original source for a tape record can be 
monitored by either headphones or loud- 
speaker. 

Gain Control. This control is actually 
unnecessary. Acoustic shocks, however, 
are avoided by fading in and out the 
signal. The operating procedure is to 
set the Hearing Contour Compensator 
to the desired listening level. Then the 
program is brought in by turning the 
gain control FULLY clockwise. Thus, 
maximum use of the gain control is 
realized by full rotation instead of that 
portion produced by the 10 per cent 
rotation common in most volume con- 
trols. 

Power Supply. The power supply is 
extremely conventional. No trick circuits 
are necessary. An elaborate power sup- 
ply to produce direct current for the 
filaments or the necessity for biasing 
the filaments "above ground" is unneces- 
sary through the use of low- noise, nor - 
microphonic tubes. The electrolytic ca- 
pacitors are mounted on the phenolic 
wafers supplied, and the holes punched 
in the chassis are large enough so the 
can will not be grounded. A ground loop 
is thus eliminated, reducing the possi- 
bility of hum pickup. 

Monitor Circuit. During recording the 
input signal can be monitored continu- 
ously by means of the loudspeaker. How- 
ever, there are times when headphones 
are preferred. An equalizing circuit de- 
signed exclusively for the Brush BA -206 
headphones is included. This circuit pro- 
vides a fixed Hearing Contour Com- 
pensator and makes the sound from the 
headphones as much like the sound from 
the loudspeaker as possible. 

Construction. The location of the vari- 
ous small assemblies is slightly uncon- 
ventional for home equipment but stand- 
ard for rack -mounted equipment. The 
tubes, electrolytic capacitors, and so on, 
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Fig. 6. Front view 
of control unit. 

are mounted on the rear of the chassis, 
and the controls are on the front panel. 
This design permits mounting the con- 
trol unit with either a horizontal or 
vertical front panel. 

Figures 6 and î show the front and 
rear views of the assembled unit. The 
unit with the front panel opened is 
shown in Fig. 8. 

The layout for drilling and punching 
the chassis is shown in Fig. 9. The 
dimensions should be followed closely 
in order to prevent the small assemblies 

Fig. 7. Rear view 
of control unit. 
Tubes with shields 
from right to left 
are V,, V2, and 
V,,. Tube in upper 
left corner is 6X4. 

techniques are employed. All parts are 
mounted on the Vector socket turrets, 
the electrolytic capacitors, or on switches. 
Thus, any small assembly can he replaced 
easily and without disturbing any other 
assembly. 

The best method for assembly is as 
follows. All parts are mounted and 
soldered onto the Vector socket turrets. 
All resistors and capacitors should he 
checked to ascertain that the resistors are 
not open and that the capacitors have a 
high resistance. After the turrets are 

from shifting and interfering with each 
other. 

Some remarks about the parts are 
necessary. Adherence to the suggested 
list is urged because all the parts are 
chosen from the standpoint of size, toler- 
ances, and proved reliability. 

Parts with larger tolerances may be 
necessary for tailoring equalizer circuits 
exactly; for other uses they are permis- 
sible, but many measurements and con- 
siderable substitution of parts could he 
necessary to achieve desired results. The 
parts list also reflects the experience 
acquired during the actual construction. 

The design of the wiring is shown in 
Fig. 10 and should be followed closely. 
The individual parts are located for 
minimums hum. Standard telephonic 

Fig. 8. Control unit 
with front panel 
open. On panel 
from left to right 
are headphone 
jack, tape /FM/ 
phono switch, gain 
control, music - 
voice switch, hear- 
ing contour com- 
pensator, and pilot 
light. Vector turrets 
from left to right 
are V,, V2, and V;,. 

inside the chassis, substitution of parts 
is not particularly easy. Wires do not 
have to be wrapped around the terminals 
before soldering. Even the U. S. NaVV 

has accepted finally the fact that solder 
has suflicierrt strength to support part . 

After the turret assemblies are complete. 
they are mounted on top (yes, on top) 
of the chassis. Now the Vector socket 
turrets are completely wired. This top 
of chassis technique, which provides 
plenty of working room, offers the great- 
est accessibility and ease of wiring. Al- 
though these turrets are handy little 
gadgets. once they are loaded with parts 
and mounted within a chassis soldering 
at the tube terminals is very difficult. 

Twisted pairs of color coded wires are 
used profusely. The color code removes 
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the necessity for locating the end of a 
particular wire with an ohmmeter. A 
pair of wires should not be twisted by 
grabbing one end and twisting the other. 
The proper method is childishly simple. 
Two pieces of wire are cut to the desired 
length. One end of each is clamped to- 
gether in a vise. A wire is grasped in 
each hand close to the vise. Then each 
wire is twisted clockwise with the fingers. 
At the same time the wrists are moved 
about each other counterclockwise. This 
action is repeated until the pair are 
twisted together. The twisted pair will 
be neat, tight and symmetrical. Describ- 
ing the action is far more awkward than 
doing it. 

The twisted pairs that go to switches 
should be soldered at the Vector socket 
only. The filament, plate and ground 
leads are laced at this time. The wired 
sockets are removed from the top of the 
chassis and relocated inside after all 
soldered joints have been inspected. 
After the remainder of the parts are 
mounted on top of the chassis, the power 
supply circuits are wired completely and 
laced into a cable. 

Switches are assembled next. For re- 
liability all active contacts are wired in 
parallel. Most of the resistors and ca- 
pacitors require their leads to be very 

short. Extreme caution should be used 
in soldering so that the parts will not 
be overheated. An angle bracket (Fig. 
9) is used to mount C and C,8 on S. 
Switch S, and its bracket are mounted to 
the front panel and these capacitors are 
bolted to the inside of the bracket. Resis- 
tors R and RJ6 then complete the com- 
pensator circuit. The controls, monitor 
jack, and pilot light are mounted on the 
front panel. Once the twisted pairs of 
wires have been cut to length, the wiring 
can be completed. Lace as indicated. Those 
pairs of wires connecting the controls 
to the remainder of the circuit should be 
long enough so that the front panel can 
be opened at least 90 deg. without strain- 
ing the wires. 

Each soldered joint should be rein- 
spected. The filament and plate leads 
are checked for "shorts" to ground. If 
the unit passes a mechanical and electri- 
cal inspection, the front panel can be 
installed, the tubes and shields inserted, 
and the control unit is complete. 

Construction of this amplifier was not 
without its problems. The proximity of 
the Hearing Contour Compensator to the 
power supply resulted in hum caused by 
electrostatic coupling. The electrostatic 
coupling can be removed by shielding 
which, in turn, can be accomplished by 

two methods. First and the more difficult 
of the two, the compensator switch can 
be completely enclosed in a metal box. 
In this case the switch recommended is 
Centralab PA -2002. Second and easiest, 
a shield can be mounted on the back of 
the switch, in which case Centralab 
switch PA -2010 should be used. This 
switch has two sections each having two 
poles and 2 to 6 positions. The rear sec- 
tion should be removed, and an inter- 
section shield (Centralab catalog P -320) 
should be substituted. Although it is not 
shown in the photographs, the author 
employs the first method. 

Observant readers will notice some 
discrepancies between the parts list and 
the parts visible in the photographs. The 
power transformer shown was employed 
because it was available. Unfortunately, 
male chassis connectors in the Amphenol 
type 80 series are no longer available. 
Anyone who wishes to duplicate this 
unit will have to employ short cables 
with male connectors (J4 and J5) for 
the outputs. 

Results 

The first model of the control unit did 
not have input transformer T,. However, 
the noise level and gain of the first 
stage was unsatisfactory. The perform- 

FRONT PANEL 

HC LE 

34 

5/B 

I 3/32 

D 112 

E 
3/ 

I 

/16 

13/16 

Fig. 9. Chassis layout. Screw -hole diameters for mounting of parts are left to discretion of builder. At right is shown bracket 
for S . 
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ance was improved by the addition of 
input transformer TE (Chicago Trans- 
former WF -28) in conjunction with 
shield SH, (United Transformer shield 
A -33). The transformer is mounted be- 
tween V, and V. with the name plate 
towards V,. Then the shield is bolted to 
the transformer. During these tests con- 
siderable variation of hum pickup and 
microphonics was discovered in the 
EF -86. Therefore, three or four EF -86's 
should be purchased, and the one least 
subject to hum pickup and microphonics 
should be used for V,. 

The results of the construction of this 
control unit have more than compensated 
for the expense and time. The disc equal- 
ization is known to be within ± 2 db of 
the standard curve. A more exact curve 
can he obtained by changing values of 
R+, R,,, C,,, and C4. However, the time 
involved to get an exact curve is not 
justifiable. Background noise is ex- 
tremely low. With either FM tuner or 
disc input the noise is - 61.8 db below 
the 0.6 -volt output. With tape input the 
noise is even lower: -91.7 db below the 
0.6 -volt output. Compensation is pro- 

vided for the differences between 111A 
and 190A tape. The Hearing Contour 
Compensation is the heart of the unit 
and audio system. Greater realism is 
achieved since the design is on a more 
scientific basis than that which depends 
upon the manipulation of bass and treble 
controls. The monitor circuit has another 
advantage besides being an aid in elimi- 
nating commercials. If one wishes to 
listen late at night without disturbing 
anyone, the power amplifier can be 
turned off and headphones used exclu- 

(Continued on page 86) 
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Fig. 10. Complete wiring diagram of control unit. 
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Measurement of Amplifier 
Internal Impedance 

W. H. ANDERSON 

An analysis of the possible errors which may be encountered 
with various methods of measuring output impedance, 
and a suggested method which minimizes the errors. 

NINETEEN FIFTY -FIVE wilI probably 
go down in automotive history as 
"Wraparound Windshield Year." 

For similar reasons it will likely he 
called "Controlled Damping Year" in 
audio circles. While not wishing to get 
involved in the controversy as to how 
much damping is optimum, it is surely 
safe to point out that the source im- 
pedance the speaker sees is important 
for two reasons: 

1. It determines the terminal voltage 
behavior in the face of inevitable 
speaker impedance change accompanying 
frequency change. 

2. It is the load when the speaker acts 
as a generator and releases stored energy. 

The determination, on paper, of such 
source impedances generally presents 
no particular problem. When no feed- 
back is present, the speaker looks back 
into the secondary ohmic resistance plus 
the resistance transformed down from 
the primary. This primary resistance 
includes the primary ohmic resistance 
plus the a.c. plate resistance of the 
tubes. For instance, Fig. 1 shows two 
6V6 triodes (plate resistance about 
2000 ohms each) feeding a 13 -ohm load. 

The source resistance seen by the load 
would be 1.0 + (2 x 2000 +1000) (13/ 
13,000) =6.0 ohms. If negative voltage 
feedback alone is present from second- 

484 Church St., Toronto 5, Ont., Canada. 

P. P. 6w6 
(TRIODES) 

FEEDBACK 

1000u 
RESISTANCE 

I 000:13u 
TRANSFORMER 

lu 
RESISTANCE 

Fig. 1. Experimental amplifier output 
circuit. 
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Fig. 2. Constant voltage equivalent 
circuit. 

ary back to the amplifier, this 6 ohms 
will drop by the same factor as the gain 
is reduced by the application of the 
feedback. For instance, if the input re- 
quired when feedback is applied (for 
a constant output) is 5.5 times the in- 
put required when feedback is absent, 
the source impedance will drop to 
6/...5 = 1.1 ohms. 

If negative current feedback only 
were applied, the impedance would 
rise but not necessarily by any simple 
factor related to gain drop. The catch 
is that many feedback circuits are 
hard to exactly classify as voltage or 
current, negative or positive, and in 
such cases calculation is indeed difficult. 

Taking a cue from Lord Kelvin, the 
obvious next step is to attempt a meas- 
urement. There seems to be no widely 
accepted standard and only two sug- 
gested methods could he discovered in 
the literature. 

The first approach' is, briefly, to 
view the output circuit (Fig. 2) as a 
constant -voltage source which can be 
measured with the load terminals open 
circuited -that is, with RL = °. Then if 
RL is dropped in value until the output 
voltage drops to one half the open cir- 
cuit value, R1, must equal Ri,,,. 

There seem to be two more or less re- 
lated objections to this approach: 

(1A) Since the load seen by the tubes 
may vary from a pure inductance to a 

very low resistance, the assumption of 
constant voltage, let alone constant 
waveform, is difficult to justify. 

(2A) An amplifier with low source 
resistance has a very stable output volt- 

age and it may be almost impossible to 
reduce the terminal voltage to one -half 
without encountering error related to 
resistance of the leads connecting the 
amplifier to its load. 

"Backward Driving" Method 

The second method,' Fig. 3, is to drive 
a known current through the output 
terminals of the amplifier and ascertain 
the voltage drop it produces. There are 
two possible objections to this technique: 

(1B) If feedback is being taken from 
the output terminals in sonic manner, 
care must be taken that the equipment 
involved in measurement does not dis- 
turb the feedback arrangements. 

(2B) If the amplifier is being op- 
erated beyond straight class A, the 
plate resistances rise as the tubes he- 
come cut off for part of each cycle, 
(theoretically up to 2.0 times the class 
A value when operating Class B),3 
consequently the source impedances rise 
nT hen going from class A to AB to B. 
This method would not reveal this 
change since there is no signal coming 
through the amplifier in the usual way. 

It might be possible to run enough 
secondary current so that the primary 
voltage swing will exceed E6b of the 
stage and in this way simulate normal 
operation. This would, however, re- 
quire an external source of known in- 
ternal resistance whose power rating 
would he at least the damping factor 
squared times normal power output of 
amplifier under test. In this instance, 

Fig. 3. "Backward driving" method of 
determining internal impedance. 
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this would amount to (6/1.1) 2 x 4 =119 
watts. Here again the lower the internal 
resistance, the greater the problem in 
measuring it. 

Examples 

A small push -pull triode 6V6GT am- 
plifier of conventional class AB design 
was used for a number of tests described. 
About 15 dli voltage feedback from 
the output transformer secondary was 
available but could be readily removed 
for comparison. The calculated source 
impedances were as outlined above -6 
ohms without feedback and about 1 

ohm with feedback. With the rated load 
of 13 ohms, about 4 watts power out- 
put could be obtained with tolerably 
small distortion throughout the range 
from 40 to 15,000 cps. Naturally, the 
power -frequency response was smoother 
when feedback was used. 

The open circuit /half voltage method 
was tried first. It gave answers that 
were almost dead on the calculated 
values provided the level of measure- 
ment was kept quite low (a quarter of 
a watt or so) otherwise severe squaring 
was encountered as the load resistance 
was dropped. See (1A), preceding. If 
this distortion was disregarded, nearly 
any answer one wanted could be pro- 
duced because the voltmeter reads the 
square root of the sum of the squares of 
the various frequency components and 
the reading is a function of the degree 

Fig. 5. "Small increment" method of 
measuring internal impedance. 
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Fig. 4. Calculated 
internal imped- 
ance for various 

values of "R ". 

of distortion as well as the magnitude 
of the fundamental. 

Figure 4 is an illustration of the 

Fig. 6. Internal im- 
pedance vs. power 

level. 

after all did not take into account class 
AB operation. 

The difficulty with this method (par- 
ticularly when feedback was on) was 
that one was required to read extremely 
.mall voltage variations across the full 
load and then divide by the known re- 
sistance in both cases in order to find 
the current change and, subsequently, 
the source resistance. Some streamlin- 
ing of the procedure may be effected 
by using the layout of Fig. 7. By the 
use of the voltmeter across the 1 -ohm 
resistor alone, we have the current with- 
out further computation, only now it is 
necessary to multiply this voltage by the 
number of ohms total load in order to 
find the amplifier terminal voltage in 
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point raised in (113) regarding the Fig. 
3 layout. Since the impedance of the 
step -down transformer secondary was 
negligible, the current metering resistor 
R becomes the amplifier load. The mag- 
nitude of this resistance is of substantial 
importance when feedback is used since 
the signal that goes back up the feed- 
back path and is amplified sees the re- 
sistor as the load. 

To get around objection (1A) if one 
makes only a small change in the load 
resistance, the internal voltage of the 
amplifier should only be slightly affected. 
If it then were possible to measure the 
small change in output voltage and 
divide it by the small change in current 
through the load, the quotient would be 
the internal impedance (see Appendix). 
Accordingly, the load was changed from 
13 to 14 ohms, then from 13 down to 
13 ohms (see Fig. 5), the internal im- 
pedance computed and the values aver- 
aged. Incidentally, the two values in 
each pair were always within ten per 
cent and usually much closer. This was 
done for several power levels, both with 
and without feedback and the results 
are shown in Fig. 6. Note that at low 
power levels the internal impedance 
drops down to the computed level, which 

each case. The simple advantage of this 
layout lies in the fact that with very 
low source impedances the output cur- 
rent rises sharply with a drop in load 
resistance and since the meter is essen- 
tially a current -measuring device, 
greater accuracy can be obtained than 
if we were trying to observe a total 
voltage change. The values obtained 

(Continued on page 48) 
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Fig. 7. Current metering for small- incre- 
ment method. 
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Stereophonic Recording and 
Playback Amplifier 

WAYNE B. DENNY 

Optimum performance may be had with many professional or semi -professional tape decks when em- 
ployed with the amplifier system described here. Both stereo and monophonic uses are provided. 

ITH THE ADVENT of stereo records 
the present popularity of recorded 
stereo tapes can be expected to 

diminish somewhat. Certainly the new 
dises are more convenient and the cost 
differential between the two is considera- 
ble. Nevertheless, the amateur recordist 
will find it simpler to use tapes for those 
cases where excessive duplication is not 
required. Although single -channel tape 
recorders have found wide public accept- 
ance good two -channel machines are 
neither common nor inexpensive. Yet, 
the serious amateur can make excellent 
stereophonic recordings without undue 
financial strain if he is willing to 
work out a system employing one of the 
several tape -decks currently available 
which can be adapted to the purpose. 
One such deck is the Viking FF75SR 
machine and the system to be described 
was designed for use with this machine. 
Other manufacturers make similar ma- 
chines which could be used with little 
or no modification of the electronics. 

In the initial stages of design it was 
found difficult to incorporate both versa- 
tility and simplicity into the same sys- 
tem. Admittedly, simple and foolproof 
operation is desirable but an analysis of 
requirements showed that the inclusion 
of a "function switch" (as found in 
popular commercial units) would limit 

Physics Department, Grinnell College, 
Grinnell, Iowa. 
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Fig. 2. Inspection of this functional diagram of the recording -playback indicates 
that it may be used for single channel recording and playback, two channel record- 
ing and playback, sound -on -sound recording, tape duplicating, and as a general 
purpose preamplifier and mixer. Bias supply and electronic level indicators ore 

not shown. 

the usefulness of the amplifier, which is 
shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, a plug - 
and -jack system of interconnection was 
adopted and the experience of several 
months has shown the wisdom of this de- 
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Fig. 1. Front view 
of amplifier. 

vision. Despite its seeming complexity, 
the sophisticated amateur who under- 
stands his circuits will find the construc- 
tion and operation of this unit perfectly 
straightforward. 

System Philosophy 

Although the present recording and 
playback amplifier is intended for ama- 
teur use this does not imply that quality 
of performance is compromised. The 
system employs the usual NARTB 
equalization in the recording sections and 
the playback amplifiers are adjusted for 
flat response from tapes using the 
NARTB characteristic. Noise is mini- 
mized by the use of an external power 
supply and by employing d.c. on the 
heaters of all tubes operating at low 
signal levels. Inherent amplifier noise is 
below tape noise under conditions of use. 
120 -cps hum is inaudible. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the recording -playback unit. Although several chassis grounds are indicated the circuit is grounded 
to the chassis at one point only, preferably near the input jacks. Extreme care must be exercised to avoid ground loops. 
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It was desired that recorded material 
should be monitored both prior and 
subsequent to the actual recording proc- 
ess: switches permit Iisteming compari- 
son between incoming and recorded sig- 
nals. Recording and playback facilities 
sire provided in duplicate for single- or 
two -channel use. One rather novel fea- 
ture of the system is the inclusion of a 
hybrid or monitor amplifier whose signal 
is derived from both right and left hand 
channels at all times. This hybrid chan- 
nel is useful for feeding a "middle" am- 
plifier and speaker: this procedure effec- 
tively rids the playback of that "hole in 
the middle effect" sometimes experienced 
with certain types of speaker placement. 
It does not correct for incorrect speaker 
phasing, however. 

The system philosophy is best under- 
stood by reference to Fig. 2 which shows 
the system in block fora. Examination 
of this diagram serves to indicate the 
versatility of the wait. .\ four- position 
mixer is provided. With switch S, closed 
all inputs are connected to each record- 
ing channel. When S, is open each chan- 
nel is provided with two inputs for high - 
and low -level signals. Switches S,, and S4 
select either the incoming program or the 
playback signal for monitoring. The sin- 
gle VII meter is connected to the hybrid 
channel at all times. This is a bit un- 
usual and originally some doubts were 
entertained about the wisdom of this 
arrangement. ngement. Ilowever. it should be em- 
phasized that separate visual monitoring 
of each channel is possible by the in- 
clusion of two electronic level indicators: 
these are not shown in Fig. 2 but are 
used to indicate approximate recording 
level and balance between channels. 

The two microphone -input circuits are 
arranged for either high - or low- imped- 
ance units. Regular three -wire recepta- 
cles are used for balanced low imped- 
ance connections. Switching from low to 
high impedance is automatic. It will be 
noted that several input and output cir- 
cuits employ paralleled jacks: in each 
ease one of the ,lacks is mounted on the 
front panel. the other on the rear of the 
chassis. The utility of this arrangement 
is obvious. 

Ciecuit Details 

iuspe.ction .sit Fig. 3 shows a total of 
thirteen tubes not including voltage 
regulators and volume indicators. Al- 
though the circuit appears somewhat 
complicated it can be seen that the two 
playback amplifiers are identical as are 
the recording amplifiers. Circuits and 
component values are usual for ampli- 
fiers of these types -no tricks are em- 
ployed. Probably other circuit arrange- 
ments could be used, but the ones shown 
operate efficiently and no revision is 
contemplated. 

Hum is reduced to minimal values by 
heavy by- passing of cathode resistors in 
low -level circuits in addition to d.c. on 
the heaters. Measurements showed that 
some residual hum voltages remain in the 
output of the d.c. heater supply even 
though heavy filtering is employed. 

Recording equalization employs both 
RC circuits and LC resonance. The reso- 
nant circuits are used in the cathode 
returns of V,a and 17,a: a resonant fre- 
quency of 16,000 cps provides the upi- 
mum response at high frequencies. RC 
equalizers in shunt with the plat, cir- 
cuits of 1 ",. and 173_a are used for play- 

Fig. 4. The power supply is mounted on a separate chassis and connected to the 
amplifier by means of a six -conductor cable. Heavily filtered direct current is used 

for the heaters of tubes operating at low signal levels. 
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buck. Resistors R, and R,,, are chosen 
for maximum flatness of high- frequency 
response when playing tapes recorded 
with NARTB characteristics. Same ad- 
justment of values for R, and R,0 may 
be necessary particularly if the head -gap 
width differs appreciably from those 
used in the Viking deck. 

Resistors used in low level circuits- 
particularly plate and cath ale resistors 
-should he selected with care if mini- 
mal noise levels are to be achieved. Ex- 
cept in the case of components used in 
equalizing circuits the values of resistors 
and capacitors are not critical. Plus or 
minus 10 per cent tolerance was found 
to be ample. Such components gave gain 
rs. frequency curves for the two record- 
ing amplifiers which differed by no more 
than 1 db; the same was true for the 
playback amplifiers. 

With the exception of the heater sup- 
ply, the power- supply circuit is entirely 
conventional. Details are shown in Fig. 
4. A two -stage capacitor -input filter pro- 
vides low ripple. The two voltage -regu- 
lator tubes shown in Fig. 3 are not re- 
quired to reduce hum. However, their 
use does provide a constant plate -supply 
voltage when the bias oscillator and re- 
cording amplifiers are turned off and on. 
They also contribute to a low value of 
effective power -supply impedance at low 
frequencies where feedback (motorboat - 
ing) can be a problem. 

Two 6.3 -volt heater transformers are 
connected with their secondaries in series 
to provide approximately twelve volts 
d.c. at the heaters of tubes operating at 
low single levels. A hush y selenium recti- 
lier is used in the conventional bridge 
arrangement. The associated filter re- 
moves most of the a.c. ripple. Actually. 
each 2400 -µf capacitance consists of two 
1200 -4f units in parallel. Resistor R,,,, 
is adjusted to give the requisite heater 
voltage. 

Returning to Fig. 3 it is seen that 
switch S, energizes the right recording 
amplifier, electronic volume indicator, 
and the bias oscillator. Switch S, op- 
erates in similar fashion for the left re- 
cording channel. A glance at the electric 
eyes immediately indicates whether the 
associated channel is operative and, more 
important, it shows whether the bias os- 
cillator is on or off. This is important 
in preventing accidental erasure of 
prized tapes. 

Cathode followers are employed in all 
output circuits. The hybrid, or monitor, 
amplifier uses two cathode followers so 
as to isolate the V meter from the out- 
put. The relatively low impedance of the 
meter introduces some waveform dis- 
tortion. This distortion has little effect 
on the ureter indication hut is most un- 
desirable in the monitoring channel. 
This same low impedance requires a 

large electrolytic coupling capacitor. The 
leakage inherent in electrolytic capaci- 
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tors is undesirable in the uuutitoring cir- 
cuit but has no notieeahle effect on the 
meter indication. Separate cathode fol- 
lowers solve these problems nicely. 

Recording bias adjustment is provided 
by variable resistors R99 and R,,,,, which 
are mounted near the bias oscillator in 
easily accessible positions. Initial adjust- 
ment of bias currents is best aeccan- 
plished by measuring the a.e. voltage 
across a known resistance in series with 
the recording heads. Then, the VU meter 
is inserted successively into ,jacks 15 and 
16 and its indications noted. Thereafter, 
the VU meter is used to check bias cur- 
rent as required. 

Mechanical Details 

Inspection of Figs.] and 5 shows that 
the assembly consists of two sections, 
each employing a separate chassis. The 
bottom chassis contains the recording 
amplifiers, bias oscillator, and associated 
circuits; the upper chassis (which is in- 
verted with the tubes projecting down- 
ward) contains the playback amplifiers. 
monitor amplifier, and volume indicators. 
(Logically, the latter belong "down- 
stairs" since they are associated with the 
recording amplifiers but they were moved 
up because they are more easily ob- 
served in this position.) 

Practically all the circuitry associated 
with the various amplifiers is mounted 
on subehassis. These subchassis are lo- 
cated inside the visible chassis and shock - 
mounted thereto by means of self -lock- 
ing bolts and soft rubber grommets. The 
tubes project through the main chassis 
through holes eut sufficiently large to 
clear the tube shields with plenty of 
room for movement. This system for 
shock mounting is recommended-abso- 
lutely no trace of mierophonism has been 
observed even under conditions of severe 
mechanical vibration. It is important, 
however, to propotiou the moving mass 
to the stiffness of the mounting so that 
the natural frequency of oscillation is 
very low. Otherwise, the benefits of 
shock mounting are questionable. All 
heater wiring is rim between the sub - 
chassis and the main chassis. The wires 
pass through small gronmaeted holes im- 
mediately adjacent to the heater termi- 
nals of the sockets. This arrangement 
effectively shields the heater wiring and 
reduces the shielding required on signal - 
earrying leads. This procedure improves 
high -frequency response. 

The outer chassis assembly is stiffened 
by two hand -made brackets shown in 
Fig. 5. These are made of heavy alumi- 
num stock. Weight is reduced by using 
aluminum for chassis and panels. 

The tape deck can he fastened to the 
amplifier unit in a number of ways. 
After several arrangements were tried 
the one shown in Fig. 6 was found most 
suitable. Two aluminum "Tee" bars were 
drilled and tapped to standard rack di- 
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Fig. 5. Rear view of unit showing inverted chassis housing playback amplifiers. 
mensions. Then a couple of -adaptors" 
were fabricated of aluminum to hold the 
deck at an angle. 'Phis permits maximum 
ease in tape handling and retainers are 
not necessary to hold the reels in place 
as would he required if the deck were 
mounted vertically. Some form of shock 
mounting for the tape deck is desirable 
to minimize mechanical noise. 

The over -all package lacks the easy 
portability of sonne commercial record- 
ers. Even though all aluminum construc- 
tion is employed the amplifier, tape deck, 
and power supply weighs a ppri'xiuititel 
fifty pounds. However. the unit fits 
nicely into the trunk of an automobile 
and no trausportufion difficulties have 
been encountered in the field. 

Operation 

The Viking F175Slt tape deck, like 
several other commercially available 
units, is fitted with a single -track erase 
head, a single -track recording and play- 
back head, and a pair of heads mounted 
in -line for stereo recording and play- 
back. Iu the case of single channel re- 
cording the erase and single track heads 
tare connected in the usual fashion by 
means of suitable patch cords and the 
appropriate stereo head is used for 
playback. This arrangement is fine pro- 
vided that material is recorded on only 
one side of the tape. Otherwise, adjacent 
track cross -talk is a problem. Where this 

( ('oatinued on page 53) 

Fig. 6. The tape deck is attached to the amplifier by means of two "Tee" bars. Al- 
though the power supply is shown next to the amplifier it should be no closer than 

three feet when it is being used. 
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Sound Reproducing Systems - 
Monaural, Binaural, Monophonic, and Stereophonic 

HARRY F. OLSON 

A clarification of the definitions of the various types of systems encountered currently, 
as presented by a recognized authority in both acoustics and sound reproduction. 

TTie REPRODUCTION OF SOUND is the 
process of picking up sound at one 
point and reproducing it either at 

the same point or some other point either 
at the same time or some subsequent 
time. There are many different types of 
systems employed for the reproduction 
of sound. In this connection, sound re- 
producing systems in use today may be 
classified as follows: monaural, binaural, 
monophonic, and stereophonic. There ap- 
pears to he considerable confusion in the 
proper use of these terms in designating 
the four fundamental types of sound re- 
producing systems. The result is an al- 
most indiscriminate application of the 
terms to unrelated systems. For this 
reason it appears desirable to define and 
describe the use of the four terms. 
Therefore, it is the purpose of this paper 
to define and describe the characteristics 
of monaural, binaural, monophonic, and 
stereophonic sound systems. 

Monaural 

A monaural sound reproducing system 

" hl':I Laboraloriex, Prinrelon, N. .1. 

STUDIO 
ORIGINAL SOUND SOURCES 

MICROPHONE L 

o 
DUMMY 

MICROPHONE R 

SUBJECTIVE 
LOCATION OF REPRO 

DUCED SOUND 
SOURCES 

TELEPHONE 

RECEIVER L 

LISTENER 

TELEPHONE 
RECEIVER R 

Fig. 2. Binaural. 
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STUDIO 
ORIGINAL SOUND SOURCES 

r 

S03 

MICROPHONE 

TRANSDUCER 

, 
SROki, SRI - -- RS 

REPRODUCED SOUND 
SOURCES LISTENER 

SOS 

TELEPHONE 
RECEIVER 

Fig. 1. Monaural. 

is a closed circuit type of sound repro- 
ducing system in Tvhieh one or more mi- 
crophones are connected to a single 

STUDIO 
ORIGINAL SOUND SOURCES se 

MICROPHONE 

TRANSDUCER 

o 
LOUDSPEAKER 

LISTENER 
ROOM 

SRK 
- 

SRI' Skr-SRS 
REPRODUCED SOUND 

SOURCES 

Fig. 3. Monophonic. 

Imausducing channel which in turn is 
coupled to one or two telephone reeciv- 
ers worn by the listener, as in Fig. 1. 

Binaural 

A binaural sound reproducing system 
is a closed circuit type of sound repro- 
ducing system in which two microphones, 
used to pick up the original sound, are 
each connected to two independent cor- 
responding transducing channels which 
in turn are coupled to two independent 
corresponding telephone receivers worn 
by the lish,ner, as in Fig. 2. 

Monophonic 

A monophonic sound reproducing sys- 
tem is a field type sound reproducing - Menu in which one or more micro - 
IIllcues, used to pick up the original 
,nnn , III coupled to a single transduc- 
ing channel which in turn is coupled to 
one or more loudspeakers in reproduc- 
tion, as in Fig. 3. 

Stereophonic 

A stereophonic sound reproducing sys- 
(Continued on page .56) 

o 
STUDIO 

ORIGINAL SOUND SOLACES 

o 
MICROPHONE L 

TRANSDUCER 
L 

LOUD PEAKER 

- 
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SOJ O 

S 
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o 
r 

o 
MICROPHONE R 

MI/ 

TRANSDUCER 
R 

o 
LOUD SPEAKER 

SURJECTIVE LOCATION OF REPRODUCED 
SOUND SOURCES 

LISTENER 
ROOM 

Fig. 4. Stereophonic. 
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For superb hi-fi listeninL.. , ensen presents ... in modest space 
... at new low costs , , . performance challenging comparison 
with speakers of any size at any price! 

Featuring the new Flexair' woofer and Bass -Superflex' enclosure principle 
that establish completely new standards of bass reproduction. 

JENSEN CN -100 3 -WAY SYSTEM 

A new 12" 3 -way system, the CN -I00 reproducer gives a new small- scaled 
tine furniture look to the hi -fi speaker, ideally suited to small living spaces. 
The 12" Flexair superlow resonance woofer in Bass -Superflex enclosure 
gives full bass response to a low 20 cycles. Special 8 -inch mid -channel and 
RP -103 h -f unit assure smooth clean response to 15.000 cycles. Crossover 
frequencies 600 and 4000 cycles. 32" H., 21" W., 1814" D. Available in 
Walnut, Tawny Ash, and Mahogany. Net Pelee 149.50 

SP -100 ENCLOSURE FOR 12" SYSTEMS 
In up- to- the -minute "Flair Line" styling, the BF -100 cabinet is ideal for all 
12" speakers, and system kits including those with Flexair 12" woofers. 
Incorporates new acoustical design with tube -loaded port for unusual ex- 
tension of the 1 -f range. Available in Walnut, Tawny Ash and Mahogany. 

Net Pria* 69.60 

JENSEN'S AMAZING TR -10 TRI -ETTE Big Speaker Bass In Smallest Space 
Sophisticate's Choice In 3 -Way Components 

Heart of the Tri -ette is the new Flexair 12" woofer with its superlow free -air resonance of 20 cycles and 
high damping. In conjunction with the new Bass -Superflex enclosure, useful response down to 25 cycles is 
attained with the lowest distortion ever measured on such a small reproducer. Cabinet is extra rigid with 
Fiberglass lining. Special 8 -inch midchannel handles the range from 600 to 4.000 cycles, through L -C 
crossover network. RP -103 Tweeter carries the response from 4,000 to 15,000 cycles. 137/s" H., 25" W., 
11%" D. Choice of Walnut, Tawny Ash and Mahogany. Net Price -.114.50 
ST -944 Stand . For floor use. Places top of cabinet 28" above floor. Net Price 12.95 

1 

ST -945 Base - For table or shelf. Net Price 6.46 

ABOUT JENSEN'S NEW PLEXAIR WOOFER 
The new Jensen Flexair Woofers are designed to extend bass response down to very low frequencies. 
They have highly -damped superlow resonance at the very bottom of the audio range -16 to 20 cycles. 
They have an exceptional degree of linearity and are capable of a total movement of I ". In even a rela- 
tively small Bass -Superflex enclosure, they deliver their extreme low- frequency performance with a new 
low in distortion. 

Ai COel 
KT -33 3 -WAY SYSTEM KIT 
Includes basic speaker components for 3 -way system identical 
in performance with Jensen CN -100 and TR -10 reproducers. 
Includes Flexair 12 -inch woofer, special 8 inch m -f unit, and 
RP -103 compression h -f unit. Complete with control, crossover 
network, wiring cable, and full instructions for building enclosure 

and installing speaker system. Net Price $80.00 

KT -34 TRI -PLEX 11 SPEAKER KIT 
Components used in the TP -250 Tri -Plex 11 reproducer. 
15 -inch Flexair woofer, new compression driver m -f unit, 
and new phase correcting supertweeter. Response from 16 cycles 
to upper limits of audibility in Jensen Bass -Superflex 
enclosure (Jensen BF -200 suggested). Complete with 400 
and 4,000 cycle networks, wiring cables and instructions for 
building enclosure. Impedance 16 ohms. Nat Price $179.50 

NEW TP -260 TRI -PLEX 11 3 -WAY SYSTEM 
This latest version of the Jensen 7 ri -flex reproducer incorporates the extreme bass capa- 
bility of the 15" Flexair woofer, in combination with advances in midchannel and super - 
tweeter design. This beautiful unit outperforms any speaker system of comparable size or 
cost. Excellent for superb monophonic reproduction or as one side of a stereo system. 
Response range, 16 cycles to beyond audibility. Components available also in kit torm (see 
KT -34). 301/2" H., 34½" W., 183" D. Net Price 294.50 
8F -200 Cabinet only for 15" Systems, net price 129.75 

Tradel-nark 
Division of The Muter Company 
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MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
6601 5. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois 

In Canada: J. R. Longstaffe Co., Ltd., Toronto 
In Mexico: Rodios Y Television, S.A., Mexico D.F. 
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Hybrid Feedbacks for 
Power Amplifiers 

HERBERT I. KEROES 

While feedback in most amplifiers is partially dependent on the load impedance, it is possible 
to eliminate this effect to a large extent with a claimed improvement in over -all performance. 

MI I 'H INTEREST has been evinced in 
the system of Hybrid F'eedbaek' 
as developed and used in the 

Acrosonnd Ultra- Linear II power ampli- 
fier. This system prevents interaction 
between feedhaek eireuit and load; 
consequently its use results in a feed- 
back system inherently more stable than 
the conventional systems now used. 

The circuit has been developed from 
n consideration of the unique properties 
of the hybrid coil, a device long used 
in telephone conumunieation to permit 
amplification in both directions on a 
telephone line without interaction. This 
property of circuit isolation is put to 
use in a similar manner between feed- 
back and output eireuits of an ampli- 
fier. 

In its usual form, the hybrid coil is 
a three -winding transformer composed 
of a primary winding and two series - 
connected secondary coils of equal 
turns, and is shown diagrammatically 
at (A) in !.iq. I. If power is fed to 
the primary. it is divided equally ls.- 
hrnen each load resistor, the two load 
resistors being of equal value. :bother 
resistor is used to supply balance, and 
is shown eonnected between the junction 
of the two secondary windings. When 
all circuit resistors art. chosen in a cer- 
tain relationship, the circuit has several 
unique properties. A voltage placed in 
series with one load will not be reflected 
into the other load. A voltage placed 
in series with the balancing resistor will 
not appear in the primary winding- of 
the transformer. The hybrid arrange- 
ment can then evidently be used to di- 
vide output voltage Indwee n load and 
feedback circuit without interaction. It 
would not be economical to divide power 
equatly between load and feedback eir- 
euit, hence the section of the secondary 
which energizes the feedback circuit i, 
composed of just enough turns to sup 
ply the requisite amount of feedback 
voltage. 

The solution III' a hybrid eireuit where 
the secondary winding is eoutprised of 

Aero Products Co.. Ph dodo Po. 
1 patent pending. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of voltage and current 
relationships of the hybrid feedback 

arrangement. 

two series- eottmeeted coils of equal turns 
is well kue,evn, and 1,1 1w found in most 
'tauolai'd texts. Where the secondaries 
are not or equal value. the solution is 
not easily available. and will be de- 
veloped here. Another property of' the 
hybrid circuit will also be developed - 
one which, to the best of the author's 

knowledge, has not been previously dis- 
closed. 

As used in the Ultra -Linear II ampli- 
fier, the output transformer forms a 
hybrid coil, and the output circuit is 
shown at (B) in Fig. 1. The eireuit of 
the output transformer alone is shown 
t (C). The voltages and impedances 

'appearing across the various windings 
are as follows: 

E,, The open -circuit plate -to -plate volt- 
age of the output stage. 

E,, A voltage introduced into the load 
circuit to determine its effect on the 
feedback voltage. It may be an 
equivalent voltage generated by It 
change in load impedance (an as- 
sumption valid by the compensa- 
tion theorem), or a back unit' gen- 
erated by the Toad. 
The voltage across the primary wind- 
ing of the transformer, comPused 
of a turns, 

r, The voltage across the winding sec- 
tion composed of n, turns and 
which connects to the feedback cir- 
cuit. 

r. The voltage across the winding see - 

tion composed of n, turns and which 
connects to the load. 

L, The feedback load impedance. 
Z. The output load impedance. 
7,., The balancing resistor. 
%, The plate impedance of the output 

tubes. 

We may write the equations for the 
v ultage drops in each loop in terms of 
the Ioop currents and impedances by 
Icir.'hoff's law, and these give relation- 
-hips (a), (b). :nad (cl below. Equa- 
tions ((I) and (e) are relationships that 
exist in any transformer, the sum of 
the ampere turns in each winding being 
ter". and the exact proportionality be- 
tween the open circuit voltage and turns 
in each winding. 

(a) e= E -7.,i 
(b) e, -Z J l t- (Z,+ Z) r a 

(e) ej =ZJls- ( /., +/.)i, +E,, 
(d) a,a, + It1i, +lllJ =U 

e e, el 

(e) -=- 
It u, at 

'file relationships of (a) and (e) may 
be substituted into (b), (e), and (d), 
to give the following three equations in 
which all currents are expressed in 
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N OW. i 
C! 7/Till" J C (f de, 

Yg. 

THE MARK 
OF 

CONTINUED LEADERSHIP 

New, Dual FM -AM Stereo Tuner and Preamplifier 
by 

The Model 690 is clearly the most original, 

the most versatile, and most brilliantly en- 

gineered stereophonic component to make its 

appearance to date. 

Embodied in one chassis are two high quality 

tuners: FM and AM, with a complete stereo 

preamplifier. The FM and AM tuners operate 

independently of each other. Ideal for FM -AM stereo, this unique 

feature also permits two different broadcast programs to be played 

simultaneously in different parts of your home. It also enables you 

to record one program (AM for example) while listening to a 

simultaneous FM broadcast. The Model 690 also has an FM multi- 

plex output jack for FM -FM stereo. 

Two precision tuning meters are provided for accurate station selec- 

tion, one for FM reception, and the other for AM. 

PIo1 
Also featured in the AM section is a broad - 

narrow band -width selector. 

The preamplifier section of the 690 consists of 

two identical preamp units. Volume, tone and 

stereo balance controls are included. The out- 

puts may be fed to any basic stereo amplifier 

such as the Pilot SA -232 or SA -260. 

The Model 690 provides inputs with equalization for stereo records, 

stereo tape heads, tape recorders and dual microphones. There is also 

an output for making stereo and monaural tape recordings. Housed 

in a modern, low silhouette metal cabinet with brass control panel, 

the 690 is priced at $269.50, complete. 

Slightly higher in West. 

Complete specifications at your high fidelity dealer or write to: 

Pilot Radio Corp. 37-04 36th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Electronics manufacturer for more than 39 years. 
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The Acrosound Ultra- Linear II amplifier discussed in this article. 
terms of the applied voltages E and 
Eh. We may then solve these for the 
current in the feedback circuit, i,, and 
the load current, i2. 

n' E =- (Z, +7,)i, +Z e+ i Z41 
ti 

n- ,Z,i 
ti 

0= n,i, +n,i, +n i, 
The easiest method of solving these 

equations is to effect a solution by means 
of determinants. We obtain the follow- 
ing solutions for i, and i,. 

Di,= - - E n(Z, +Z,)+ tt -° Z,l + 
ti It 

1 Ea + Fr, I I Zrn - Ltt3 Z3l 

a, 
\ / \ / 

Di,= E+h'bl 
Ln(Z,+Z,,)+ /L 

r 
(/ l 

n--7} + 

tt, 
F,1 Zre - 

tt,tt, 

Z+/ tt n 

where 

D= (Z,Z, +Z,Z, +7,,Z,)n+ 
n.1 n.r Z Z -Z Z + -Z.Z4+ =; Ot, + n,)1 
tt n e 

If we now specify the condition that 
Is,, is zero and Eb is not equal to zero, 
we find that i, is zero when Z, is equal 
in value to n,u,Z, /nr. If then Z, is put 
at this value. a voltage injected into 

Fig. 2. Complete schematic of the Ultra- Linear Il amplifier. 
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the load circuit will not produce a cur- 
rent flow in the feedback circuit. 

An impedance variation in the output 
circuit or a back emf generated by the 
load impedance will therefore not be 
transmitted into the feedback circuit. 
We shall now show that Z, may have 
any value from zero to infinity, and 
will not affect the proportionality of 
voltage induced by E in the feedback 
circuit, or change the phase of the in- 
duced voltage. To prove this we will 

take the relationship 1, = and 
ut 

transpose Z, and Z,. This becomes 
Z .n1 

Z; _- This is then inserted into tide, 
the expression for i,. Also let Eh = 0. 

e,Z, +Z,(n, +nt) 
Ir -h,r 

n; 

+n_) +Lr(n,+ n2)r 
u n,n, 

The denominator may then be factored, 
and we find that one factor cancels with 
a similar expression in the numerator, 
giving the following solution for i,. 

/'"Z, 
Z. Z, 

ti, u, tt, 
Note that the only impedance terms in 
this expression are those of the resistor 
in the feedback circuit and the value 
of the balancing resistor. If these are 
set at a fixed value, the current that 
flows in the feedback circuit is constant, 
therefore the voltage developed across 
the feedback load is constant and inde- 
pendent of the value of the load im- 
pedance Z,. 

The hybrid system is normally op- 
erated so that the nominal value of Z, 
produces a load current equal in value 
to i,. No current then flows in the bal- 
ancing resistor Z, and it consumes no 
power. To find this relationship, Eb is 
tut equal to zero and the expressions 
tor i, and i, are equated. This gives 
t he relationship Z, /Z, = n,; a,. The 
turns ratio between the feedback and 
load sections of the secondary winding 
is adjusted to this value. 

Finally, we note that if no current 
(lows in the balancing resistor, the 
.omplete secondary of n, plus n, turns 
feeds a secondary impedance of Z, plus 
/., ohms. The turns ratio between sec - 
.dary and primary is then n, (n,+ 
or ,)2 =Z,/ (Z, + Z,). Z is made equal to 
the correct plate -to -plate impedance of 
the output tubes and the turns ratio 
computed. 

In the Ultra-Linear II amplifier, Z, 
is made variable. This provides a varia- 
ble damping control which changes the 
ratio between voltage and current feed- 
back. With the control adjusted to 

(Continued on page 51) 
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New G -E "Golden Classic" 
stereo -magnetic cartridge 

"GOLDEN CLASSIC" Model 
GC .7 (shown) with .7 52395 
mil diamond stylus 
"GOLDEN CLASSIC" Model 
GC5 (for professional -type 
tone arms) with .5 x.2695 

it diamond stylus 
"STEREO CLASSIC " Model 
CL -7 with .7miI syn. 

$ 
695 

thetic sapphire stylus 
Manufacturer's suggested resole 

prices, 

makes stereo a practical reality - at a realistic price! 
Fully compatible with both stereophonic and 

monaural records 

Frequency response 20 through 20.000 cycles 

"Floating armature" design for increased com- 
pliance and reduced record wear. Effective mass 
of stylus approximately 2 milligrams 

TEST RÉCORDS: 0 to 15KC WESTREK STEREO IA 
ISKC b 20KC RCA MONAURAL 12.5.9 

EREOUENC RESPONSE 

SEPARATION 

100 1KC 

C/S 

IOKC 20KC 

Smooth response on both stereo and 
m 

rat records. 
Consistently high separation between stereo channels. 

GENERAL 

High compliance in all directions- - 
Lateral compliance 4 x 10 ' cm /dyne 
Vertical compliance 2.5 x 10 ` cm /dyne 

Recommended tracking force with professional - 
type tone arm 2 to 4 grams 

Consistently high separation between channel 
signals 

(Specifications for Model GC -5 with .5 mil diamond stylus) 

Stereo is here ! General Electric makes it official 

-with the new "Golden Classic" stereo -mag- 

netic cartridge, a fitting climax to the famous 

line of G -E cartridges. For matchless reproduc- 
tion, hear it with G.E.'s new "Stereo Classic" 
tone arm. Ask your dealer for a demonstration 
soon. Write for complete specifications. General 
Electric Company, Specialty Electronic Corn - 

ponents Dept., Section 598, W. Genesee St., 
Auburn, N. Y. 

ELECTRIC 
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Hearing, the Determining Factor 
for High -Fidelity Transmission* 

HARVEY FLETCHER 

In three parts -Part 3 

FROM THE ARCHIVES OF BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

This is perhaps the first authoritative study of the requirements for ideal systems for the 
transmission of speech and music. Much of our present -day knowledge and practice 
stems from this article, which presents conclusions derived from measurements of 
hearing on more than 500,000 people during the World's Fairs in 1939 and 1940. 

If loudness were the criterion of 
judged quality of reproduced speech, the 
effect of limiting the hand has been meas- 
ured. The loss in loudness due to fre- 
quency -band limitation depends upon 
the level at which the speech is repro- 
duced. In Table VI the values are given 
for two loudness levels. The upper half 
of the table gives values for an initial 
loudness of 215,000 loudness units cor- 
responding to a loudness level of 110 
decibels and the lower half of the table 
gives values for an initial loudness of 
4000 loudness units corresponding to a 
loudness level of 59 decibels. When it 
is realized that under the most favor- 
able circumstances the ear can detect 
loudness differences only when they are 
greater than 3 or 4 per cent then it is 
seen that the elimination of frequencies 
above 5000 or below 100 would not be 
detected as any loudness difference. It 
would be useful if we had a relation such 
as that exhibited in Tables IV and V ob- 
tained from judgment tests of the artis- 
tic qualities of the speaking voice. From 
all these data then it is seen that the fre- 
quency range can he considerably more 
restricted for transmitting speech than 
for transmitting music. before serious 
impairment results. 

TABLE IV 
M rsir -.I UINIED QUALITY 

Judged 
Qualify 

High -Pass 
Filter Cutoff 

Low -Pass 
Filter Cutoff 

100 40 15,000 
97 70 12,000 
93 80 9,000 
90 90 7,800 
85 100 6,500 
80 120 5,600 
70 140 4,800 
60 180 4,000 
50 220 3,600 
40 270 3,000 
30 325 2,500 
20 500 1,700 
10 850 850 
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TABLE V 

FPt:F.fit-ARTICULATION 

Articulation High -Pass 
Filter Cutoff 

per cent 

Low -Pass 
Filter Cutoff 

98 40 15,000 
98 100 12,000 
98 250 7,000 
96 570 5,000 
94 720 3,900 
90 960 3,100 
80 1,500 2,300 
70 1,920 1,970 
60 2,300 1,700 
50 2,600 1,500 

It was seen that the range from the 
peak value of the loudest phonetic sound 
to the faintest was 56 decibels but for 
usual conversation this is reduced to 
about 40 decibels. One would not ex- 
pect any degradation in transmitted 
speech until the intensity level range is 
decreased below 40 decibels. Measure- 
ments on the articulation of conversa- 
tional speech for smaller ranges have 
been made." These were given in terms 
of the level of the speech above threshold 
and masking of the noise. The noise used 
produced a uniform masking between 
250 and 10,000 cps, dropping off at 
either side of these limits. First let us 
consider conversational speech of men 
and assume the listener wishes to hear 
it at levels he would obtain if he were 
21 /2 feet from the speaker instead of 20 
feet. The values in Table I would then 
be raised 18 decibels. From these values 
then we must deduce the level of the 
speech above the standard threshold if 
we are to apply the data referred to 
above. 

Experiments in our laboratories have 
shown that the threshold level, for oh- 
servers with acute hearing of conversa- 
tional speech which is undistorted, is at 
a long root -mean -square level of 5 deci- 

I I i.oc cit., p. 298. 

bels. Now the long root -mean- square 
level for speech was found by Dunn and 
White to be 10 decibels below the maxi- 
mum root- mean -square level in 1 /4- second 
intervals. Consequently at 21/2 feet from 
the speaker the men's conversational 
speech will be 63 decibels above thresh- 
old. The articulation values given in 
Table VII are taken from Fig. 148 of 
"Speech and Hearing. "9 The noise levels 
corresponding to the various values of 
masking were obtained directly from the 
curve in Fig. 3 of the paper, "Relation 
between Loudness and Masking. "' in 
computing the range the highest level 
was considered to be the maximum root - 
mean- square value in 1/4 second, namely, 
78 decibels. If we used long root-mean- 
square values of both speech and noise 
these ranges would all he reduced 10 
decibels. These range values will of 
course depend upon the spectrum of the 
noise but the values given here are 
enough to show that when the range of 
a system for single -frequency tones is 411 

decibels from 100 to 7000 cps very little 

9 Harvey Fletcher, "Speech and Hearing," 
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York. 
N. Y., 19.29, p. 75. 

TABLE VI 
SPK:elII- LOUDNESS 

Loudness High -Pss, 
Filter Cutoff 

Low -Pass 
Filter Cutoff 

per cent 
215,000 = 100 40 15,000 

98 100 5,000 
90 200 3,500 
80 300 2,100 
70 450 1,500 
60 600 1,100 
50 800 800 

4,000 = 100 40 15,000 
98 200 4,000 
90 500 2,500 
80 770 2,000 
70 950 1,700 
60 1 ,125 1,450 
50 1 ,250 1,250 
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THE FISHER 

THE "400" 

STEREOPHONIC 

MASTER 

AUDIO 

CONTROL 

Your dealer will be happy to demonstrate 

THE "400" for you. Compare THE FISHER 

side -by -side with any other stereophonic audio 

control system, regardless of price. In features, in 

construction, and in ease -of- operation, 

THE FISHER will prove itself to be the best! 

Eight pairs of stereo inputs, 4 pairs for low - 

level, 4 pairs for high-level. 

Seven pairs of permanent connections, 

4 low -level, 3 high -level. 

High -gain microphone preamplifier. 

Push -button function and channel selection. 

Built -in crossover network, with complete use 

of the tone controls at all times. 

3- position, lever-type Rumble Filter. 

3- position, lever -type Loudness Contour Contro'. 

Special input for ceramic stereo cartridge. 

Channel indicator lamps. 

Power -on indicator lamp. 

Four auxiliary AC receptacles. 

Three cabinet finishes, for any room decor. 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 21 -29 44th DRIVE LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y. 
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TABLE VII 
CONVERSATION SPEECH -SPEAKER 2I /q FEET 

FROM LISTENER 
Level of speech above threshold = 63 db 
Long root -mean -square intensity 

level = 68 db 
Peak level in 14,- second intervals 

exceeded 5 per cent of the time = 85 db 
Root- mean -square level in %- second 

intervals exceedel only I per cent 
of the time = 78 db 

Articulation Masking Noise Level Range 

per cent 
97 0 10 68 
95 10 36 42 
88 20 46 32 
77 30 57 21 
55 40 67 11 
28 50 77 _1 

or no distortion is produced when speech 
is transmitted. However, if we wish the 
noise from the system to be inaudible. 
the levels must be below the curve of 
Fig. 3. This means a range of 48 deci- 
bels, that is, from 78 to 30 decibels in the 
frequency region where the maximum 
speech levels occur. 

Multiple Channel Transmission 

The third way in which the quality of 
the transmission can be improved if 
there are no economic deterrents is by 
using more than one channel for the 
transmission. We have found that the 
quality of reproduced music is very 
much improved by using two or three 
channels. As stated above, such trans- 
mission makes it possible to produce ap- 
parent motion of the sound and pro- 
vides much greater possibilities in dra- 
matic productions. 

Some preliminary tests to determine 
in a quantitative way the increased 
quality due to using just two channels 
instead of one have been made in our 
laboratories. In one of these a dramatic 
skit used very simple program mate- 
rial and was designed to tie together 
smoothly a number of sounds rich in 
high frequencies. It opened with a man's 
voice dictating a letter to a woman on 
right. Then the man walked from right 
to left and hack and engaged in a short 
conversation. The typewriter started and 

the man walked to the center and made 
a phone call. After another conversation 
between the man at center and the wo- 
man at right, the man walked to the left 
jingling keys and opened a steel cabinet 
at left, and so on. 

For the single -channel condition the 
plot was the same but the props were 
shifted in position and the action was 
adjusted to the restricted space. For 
each judgment the observers listened 
first to the single -channel full- frequency- 
range version, and then with the smallest 
possible interval to the filtered two - 
channel version. 

In the two -channel system filters were 
introduced and a number of observers 
indicated which system they preferred. 
In Table VIII are shown the results. 
When the cutoff for the low -pass filter 
was somewhere between 5500 and 7000 
then one half the group preferred the 
two -channel system with filters and the 
other half preferred the single -channel 

TABLE VIII 
ONE -CH A NEL VERSUS Two- CHANNEL 

TRANSMISSION 

Lcw-Pass 
C to f f 

Speech and Noise 
Per Cent Preference 

One Channel 
Full Range 

Two Channels 
Limited Range 

15,000 3 97 
11,000 10 90 
8,000 27 73 
7,000 39 61 
5,500 71 29 
3,800 85 15 
High -Pass 

C 
125 3 97 
250 19 81 
500 47 53 

which transmitted all frequencies from 
40 to 15,000 cps. Also it is seen that 
according to these tests the two -channel 
system filtering all frequencies below 
500 was considered as good as the wide - 
band single channel. Similar tests were 
made in a very preliminary way on a 
45 -piece orchestra during a hoadeast and 
the single chapel was found to he 
equivalent to a two -channel with a low- 
pass cutoff of about 5000 cycles. These 
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Fig. 3. Hearing 
limits for pure 
tones -typical list- 
ener in typical 
residential room 

noise. 

TABLE IX 

Low -Pass Preference 
Cutoff Binaural Dhotis 

per cent per cent 
8,500 68 32 
5,500 58 42 
4,510 70 30 
3,750 50 50 
2,850 42 58 

tests are very preliminary and are only 
indicative of what more accurate tests 
might show. No direct judgment tests of 
a quantitative nature have been made 
between a two - and a three -channel sys- 
tem but comparison between them indi- 
cates that three channels are definitely 
better. This is particularly true when the 
sound is reproduced from a stage into a 
large hall. 

Although head receivers are seldom 
used as receivers to listen to music, it 
may be interesting to describe some tests 
made in our laboratories to test the 
,judged quality of music transmitted by a 
binaural system yeisus that transmitted 
by it diotic system. In these tests the 
listener had It pair Of high -quality head- 
phones clamped on his ears. Ile could 
listen Lander condition :I (binaural) 
where two high-quality circuits and mi- 
crophones acre used to transmit music 
to him; el udition B (diotic) where one 
channel and one microphone were used 
to transmit to his pair of headphones. 
in the diotic system the full -range of 
frequencies from 40 to 15,000 cps was 
transmitted. In the binaural system low - 
pass filters were introduced to eliminate 
a part of the upper range. Twenty -five 
engineers took part in the preference 
tests. The Philadelphia Orchestra, play- 
ing various select- , was used as the 
music for the test. The results are shown 
in Table IX. 'fhc percentage of persons 
preferring the binaural system with lim- 
ited range is shown under the title 
BINAURAL. These results show that a 
binaural system which transmits a fre- 
quency band greater than 3750 eps was 
preferred to a diotic band transmitting 
the entire range. in other words, if a 
hand 8000 cps wide or greater is avail- 
able for a transmission channel, this 
indicates that better results may be 
achieved by using two channels bin - 

aurally than one diotically. It is rather 
remarkable that one half of the observ- 
ers preferred a binaural system having 
all frequencies above 3750 eps elimi- 
nated rather than a single -channel diotic 
system transmitting all frequencies be- 
tween 40 and 15,000 cps. 

Before definite conclusions can he 
drawn as to the improvement of one 
versus two versus three channels for 
various purposes, much more data must 
be collected. It may not he economically 
feasible to use more than one channel in 

(Con Iinlied on pale .;.3) 
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-NOW {,.FORTHE FIRST TIME... . 
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Q ee 

MONOPHONIC QFUP 
The finest amplifiers are "linear" in the lab, but not in the living 
room! That's because room acoustics play the most important 
part in amplifier performance. 

Now, for the first time, you can actually tailor the performance 
of a superb amplifier to suit the acoustics of your room! AAS 
-the Acoustical Analyzer System -Precise Development's exclu- 
sive new feature accomplishes this amazing feat. And AAS' is 

found only in the great, new ORPHEON amplifier. Using an 
Acoustical Analyzer Probe, you can actually adjust the low and 
high frequencies separately to match the mid -range tones, and 
provide perfect linearity to match the acoustics of your own 
living room! And once the adjustment is set, the ORPHEON 
remains in balance unless there are major changes of furniture 
or drapes in the room. 

To match the musical tastes of everyone, Precise Developments 

STEREOPHONIC EON 
Inc. provides two versions of the great new ORPHEON - one 

Monophonic, and the other Stereophonic. The MONOPHONIC 
ORPHEON offers 40 watts of undistorted listening pleasure plus 
every important feature you'd expect to find in a luxury -class 

amplifier. The STEREOPHONIC ORPHEON provides the greatest 
flexibility ever offered an audiophile. It comprises two systems 

in a single chassis - each one identical with the monophonic 
version described above. They may be used together to repro- 
duce brilliant, clean, linear stereophonic sound, or may be used 

separately to serve two separate areas monophonically with 
different music ... or they may be used together as an elabo- 
rate mixer for recording. 

Before you buy stereo, be sure to hear this great new amplifier 
concept. It's a revelation of the ultimate in high fidelity engi- 
neering! 

ugt qoole QAt allege (.3kota3iNg geatunes ! . . 

wls nn each 

40 watts monophonic output (peak 80 watts) 

e0 watts stereo output (peak 
160h 

watts? 
nd 

Inputs for radio, TV, tape, 

magnetic or crystal phono on each system segment 

Tape and monitor outputs on each system segment 

Calibrated Microphonic Acoustical Probe for AAS, can also 

be used as public address microphone or for tape recording 

24 positions of equalization for each system segment 

DC on input filaments 

At least 18 db of bass and treble boost attenuation plus 

additional 20 db with AAS 

Model AM40A- Monophonic, 40 watts (80 watt peak), with AAS* 

-factory -wired complete $189.50 

Model STAM80A -40 watt stereo system (160 watt peak, mono- 
phonic), with AAS'- factory -wired complete ;169.50 

THE 

CouizM,eataL 
A superb AM and FM tuner providing 
matched performance and great 
beauty. Coupled with variable auto. 
matic Frequency control and metered 
output, it brings in the weakest sta 
ions and provides razor -sharp selec- 
tivity. Rich gold- and -silver trim. Hear 
the Continental ... discover how in 
expensively you can own one of the 
finest tuners mode today. 

FM -88 to 108 MC AM -500 to 1600 

Model TI MK, Ku ._.. 549.95 

KC Output tuning meter Cathode - 

follower output Convenience outlet 
Phono, FM, AM, TV switch and inputs 
Foster -Seeley discriminator Fly- 

wheel tuning 2 limiters Ferri -loop 
3 -gang variable condenser Log- 

ging scale 13" z 41/4" z 93/4". Cage 
at additional cost. 

Model TUMW, Factory -wired 559.95 

Volume and Loudness 
5 my full system segment: output 

Rumble filter Muting filter 

tape 
ut t meter 

in volts 
power 

ones 

output 
each system segment. 

It is also a Sound -level Meter with AAS 

Separate tape output level potentiometer on 

each system segment 

Cathode- follower tape output on each system segment 

Internal grid bias hum control 
( -80 db for radio, -60 db for phono) 

Model STAM40A -20 -watt stereo system (80 watt peak, mono- 

phonic), with AAS'- factory -wired complete ;289.50 

Model ST40 -20 -watt stereo system (80 watt peak, monaural), 
without AAS' and Acoustical Probe, factory- wired, complete 

$249.50 ^PATENT APPLIED FOR 

THE 

A superb 40 -watt amplifier 
which supports a symphony 
orchestra with live, crisp, 
brilliant distortion -free repro- 
duction. 

24 positions of equalization DC on 
input tube filaments Volume or loud- 
ness control 5 my full output Rum- 
ble filter Muting switch Conven. 
ience outlet Output meter reads power 
output in watts, tape output in volts 

Separate and independent tape out. 
put level potentiometer Cathode. 

Model AMK, Kit $69.95 

follower tape output Internal grid 
bias, grid balance and hum balancing 
controls ( -80 db for radio, -60 db 
for phono) Output selector for differ- 
ent impediance speakers A.AB.B 
speaker selector Special patent - 
pending output transformer Silver - 
plated, etched front panel 10 tubes 

fused supply 13" z 41/4" g 12" 

Model AMW, Factory -wired $89.95 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OCEANSIDE, N. Y. 
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The Stereo Phasing Problem 
C. G. McPROUD 

The techniques of stereo recording have not yet shaken down sufficiently that 
we are completely sure of the phasing of the two groove walls. This may help ex- 
plain some of the inconsistencies which many readers have mentioned in letters. 

IN AUDIO ETC for this mouth, Mr. 
Canby brings up a question which 
has engaged the attention of many 

others during the past few months - 
"When I am set up to play records with 
a stereo pickup, I find that if the ,v-- 
tem is properly phased for monophonic 
records, it is out of phase when I play 
a stereo record; why is this!" 

The writer first encountered this con- 
dition last February at the Los Angeles 
High Fidelity Show. In the Pickering 
exhibit room, a system was set up with 
the speakers phased correctly for mono- 
phonic records, with the sound ap- 
parently coming from a virtual speaker 
directly in the center. Shortly after- 
ward, during the playing of the Capitol 
Stereo Demonstration Record, Ed Ueeke, 
Capitol's chief engineer, came in and 
the first thing lie said was, "That's out 
of phase." 

Since Mr. Canby had discussed this 
problem with us recently, we set out 
to find out why this should be -for we 
had already noticed it ourselves on sev- 
eral occasions. To begin with, let us 
consider the stereo pickup. For the pur- 
poses of this discussion, we are using a 
magnetic cartridge, although the same 
conditions obtain with ceramic or crystal 
types. 

Figure 1 shows the hookup of a 
typical magnetic cartridge with four 
terminals. For a movement of the stylus 
as shown by arrow A, the moving ele- 
ments are carried as shown by the ar- 
rows B and C. The convention used 
here is that a movement of the element 
in the direction of the arrow generates 
a signal of positive polarity at the end 
of the coil by the head of the arrow. 
Thus for a lateral movement of the sty- 
lus, positive signals are generated at 

Fig. 2. Reversing polarity of one coil 
provides reproduction of vertical records. 
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Fig. 1. Connections of stereo pickup coils 
for reproduction of lateral records. 

terminal. I :aid 3, and negative signals 
at term inn 2 and 4. For lateral ree- 
ords only therefore, terminals 1 and 3 
can be eouneeted together. and terminals 
2 and 4 can be connected together. If 
the two roils are paralleled in this 
manner. any vertical components in the 
record will he cancelled out, which will 
reduce any rumble that may he present. 

Figure 2 shows the same pickup 
actuated by a vertieal movement of the 
stylus, arrow I), producing positive sig- 
nals on terminals I and -I as generated 
by the movement. or the elements indi- 
cated by arrows E and F. With this 
hookup, lateral movement of the stylus 
generates two signals which are can- 
celled out, and only the vertieal signal 
will appear at the output. 

F'ignre 3 shows a t hree-term ina I 
pickup, such as Stereot win and ESL, 
which have the coils connected so that 
the two "hut" leads are in phase on 
lateral signals. This is, of course, the 
same condition that would exist if ter- 
minals 2 and 4 of the four -terminal 
pieknp were connected together as a 
COI nnun terminal, as is generally the 
ea.,. When lateral records are played 
with a pickup so connected, the output 
should be about equal to that front either 
coil alone; if the coils are improperly 
phased, there will he very little output 
when the two are paralleled. 

In the original presentation of the 
\Cestrex cutter, the arrangement was 
like the coils in Fig. 1 without the coils 
being connected in parallel as they are 
shown in the figure. Using the saine 
convention for polarity, it will he noted 
that to cut a lateral record the two 
signals had to be out of phase with 
respect to the tops and bottoms of the 
two coils. It seems to be the consensus 

of recording engineers that the stereo 
groove should he cut so that the pre- 
dominant modulation of the groove is in 
the lateral direction, which means that 
the signals were fed to the coils out of 
phase. This has since been corrected by 
an RL\A standard which defines the 
polarity such that when two identical 
signals are fed to the cutter in phase, 
the groove will have lateral modulation 
only. It is quite possible, however, that 
before this standardization many ree- 
ords were cut with the polarities re- 
versed, which results in the difference 
in phasing between monophonic and 
stereo records. 

How to Tell Phase 

it is difficult to explain how to detect 
the proper phase. With monophonic 
records, a system should he set tip so 
that the sound appears to tome from a 
point half tray between the two speak- 
ers. This is easily detectable by anyone. 
But on stereo, the two speakers are 
reproducing different signals, even 
though some components of the signals 
are the same. Mr. Canby describes the 
nut -of -phase sound as like hearing it 
through vertieal venetian blinds, giving 
a sound like a ripple as you walk hack 
and forth in front of the speakers. John 
Rubbers of B&(' Recording Company 
says the room seems to have standing 
waves in it, which is an engineer's way 
of saying just what Mr. Canby says. 
Our suggestion is that you walk back 
and forth in front of the two speakers 
-if the sound is smooth, with only a 
gradual (.hanging effect from one 
speaker to the other, the system is in 
phase; if the sound seems to jump hack 

(Conlinned on page 79) 

Fig. 3. Three -terminal pickup should be 
polarized so that shorting "hot" leads 

will reproduce lateral discs. 
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DEBUT 
of the Bozak Urban enclosures for 

the B302A and B305 speaker systems. 

See and hear them at the Audio Fairs 

and franchised Bozak dealers -or write 

The R. T. Bozak Sales Co. Darien, Conn. 
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Audio Engineering Society 
TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION 

September 29- October 3, 1958 

HOTEL NEW YORKER 
34th Street at Eighth Avenue, New York City 

RETURNING to the theme of the first 
audio show ever held in the U. S., 
-Professional Audio Equipment -the 

Audio Engineering Society is this year 
holding its own show, concurrently with 
the New York High Fidelity Show, with 
all of the exhibits devoted to non-consumer 
equipment. The growth of the high -fidelity 
industry has so greatly overshadowed in 
magnitude the market for professional 
audio equipment that the shows -which 
were originally designed for the engineer 
-now have little attraction for the manu- 
facturers of test and measurement gear. 
This year they have their own show, and 
engineers will welcome the change. 

The convention of the Society brings a 
wider range of papers than ever before, 
:nid the complete program follow.: 
Monday, September 29. 
9:30 a.m. THE TRANSISTOR IN AUDIO 
CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS 

1'. M. Ir chat, Itaytlmom \t :rnifactur lug 
Company, Chairman. 
Direct Coupled Transistor -Tube Audio Amplifier for Radio and TV. 

William F. Palmer and G. Sdtiess, Syl- vania Electric Products, Inc. 
Applying the Transistor in a Stereophonic Tape System. 

Dwight V. Jones, General Electric Co. 
A 25 -Watt High -Quality Transistorized 

Audio Pregnancy Power Amplifier 
R. Minton, RCA. 

Design of a Stereo Control Center 
Paul A. Grace, Raytheon Mfg. Co. 

1:30 p.m. STEREO PERCEPTION 
H. E. Roys, RCA Victor, Chairman. 

Physiological and Psychological Aspects of Stereo 
Dr. Fred P. Seguin, G.E. Co. Psychological Factors Governing the Bi- naural Effect 
John A. Cooley, Georgetown University. 

Stereo as an Integral System 
Norman H. Crowhurst, Audio Design Services. 

Determining the Arena of Stereo Percep- tion 
A. B. Cohen, Advanced Acoud i,- t' 

7:30 p.m. MUSIC AND ELECTRONICS 
Prof. Vladimir Ussachevsky, Dept. of Music, Columbia University, Chairman. 

Several Problems in Musical Acoustics Prof. Melville Clark, Jr., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Specialized Equipment used at Columbia University Studio for the Production of Tape Music 

Peter \Lauzey, Dept. of Electrical Engi- 
neering, Columbia University. 

Sound Synthesis By The Use of Magne- 
tized Arrays 
A. H. Frisch. 

Musical Timbre Mutation by Means of the "Hlanguniwandler," a Frequency - Transposition Device 
Irofessor Vladimir t ssachevsky, Dept. 
of Music, Columbia University. 

Generation of Music by a Digital Com- puter 
H. V. Mathews and N. Guttman, Acous- tics Research Dept., Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Inc. 

Possibilities For Combining Electronic 
Music, Tape Music, and Musique Con- crete with Traditional Music 
Prof. Otto Luening, Dept. of Music, Co- lumbia University. 

Tuesday, September 30. 
9:30 a.m. DISC RECORDING AND REPRO- 
DUCTION. 

H. E. Roys, RCA Victor, Chairman. 
Prom Stereo Tape to Stereo Disc 

Albert B. Grundy, Jr., International 
Electro- Acoustic Corp. 

Program of Convention Papers 
A New Master Disc Recording Lathe for 

Stereo-disc Use 
Stephen F. Temnier, Gotham Audio De- velopnient Corp. 

Recent Developments in Stereophonic 
Disc Recording 
C. t'. Davis and Dr. Jolui i''ray u,, \1',s- 
tr,-x corporation. 

Checking the Axes of Operation of Stereo Cutter Channels 
H. G. Redlich, Teldee, Berlin, Germany. 

The Ortofon Stereo Recorder 
H. A. Arentzen, Ortofon Industries, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

1:30 p.m. DISC RECORDING AND REPRO- 
DUCTION. 

13e n jani in B. Bauer, 0135 Laboratories, 
Chairman. 
Some Thoughts on Geometric Conditions in the Cutting and Playing of Stereo 

Discs and Their Influence on the Final Sound Picture 
C. It. Bastia:ris, N. V. Philips, The 
Net het hinds. 

A Stereophonic Variable Reluctance Phon- ograph Cartridge 
Peter E. Pritchard, G.E. Co. The Development of a High -Quality Ster- eophonic Pickup Cartridge 
Walter O. Stanton, Pickering & Co. 

A Single -Element Stereo Cartridge John F. Wood, Elect ro- Voice, Inc. 
A Constant -Displacement Stereo Cartridge William S. Bachman, Columbia Records. 
A Moving Coil Stereo Cartridge 

Rein Norma, Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. 

Wednesday, October 1. 

9:30 a.m. MAGNETIC RECORDING -TAPE, 
THE MEDIUM. 

Walter II. Erikson, Radio Corporation of America, Chairman. 
An Investigation of Magnetic Drop -outs Robert H. Carson, U. S. Naval Research Laboratory. 
50 Mylar T -A Film Especially Designed for Use as a Magnetic Tape Base 

Lester lt. Parton, E. I. DuPont d, 
Neutoun s t'n., 

Magnetic Tape Recording with Longitu- 
dinal or Transverse Oxide Orientation Richard F. Dobbs, MMM. 

The Noise in Magnetic Recording which is a Function of Tape Characteristic 
Philip Smaller, Ampex Corporation. 

Signal to Noise Problems and New Equal- ization for Magnetic Recording in Music John G. AGKnight, Ampex Corporation. 
A New Device for the Reduction of Print -Through 

Frank Radocy, Audio Devices, Inc. 
1:30 p.m. MAGNETIC RECORDING TECH- 
NIQUES AND EQUIPMENT. 

Walter If. Erikson, Radio Corporation 
of America, Chairman. 
Evolution of a Successful Spring -Driven Broadcast -Quality Tape Recorder 

Albert C. Travis, Jr., Broadcast Equip - ment Specialties Corp. 
Magnetic Recording of Audio Frequen- 

cies 
Chest , -r 12. Beaohelt, National Film Board or i':uiada. 

Optimum Recording Conditions for Low Tape Speeds 
iturold A. Johnson, Jerre L. rapier, and Verner Ituvalds, Shure Brothers, Inc. Electromagnetic Efficiency of Magnetic 
Recorder Heads 
Marvin Cani ras, Armour Res. Finn. 

A Special Technique Applicable to Slow - 
Speed Tape Recording 
R. J. Youngqui.st, MM\T. 

Thursday, October 2. 
9:00 a.m. ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING 
9:30 a.m. MAGNETIC RECORDING -NEW 
DEVICES. 

Walter H. Erikson, Radio Corporation of America, Chairman. 

High Quality Reproduction of Magnetic 
Tape in a Cartridge 
D. It. Andrews, RCA Laboratories. 

A Magnetic Head for Stereo or Half Track 
on !é -inch Tape 
II. R. Warren, RCA. 

Professional High -Speed Duplication of 
the New Pour -Track Stereo Tapes 
R. .1. Tinkhani, Ampex Corpoi., 1 in,n 

A Magnetic Disc Recorder for Broadcast 
Use 
George Singer, RCA. 

A Magnetic Head for Grooved Magnetic 
Recording Discs 
H. R. Warren, RCA. 

Properties and Performance of Magnetic 
Rubber Recording Belts 
William Fabing and It. 1;. Bartel. Cle- 
vite Corporation 

1:30 p.m. MEASUREMENTS AND STAND- 
ARDS IN AUDIO. 

Sheldon I. \\'ilpon, New York Naval Shipyard, Chairman. 
The Automatic Plotting of Cartridge Re- 

sponse 
I'. P. le rmatnc, Clev ite Corporation. 

Standards - Stepchild in the Laboratory 
('harles E. White, The Avco Manufac- 
turing Company. 

The ARP2 - A New Instrument for 
Sound Measurement 
Louis W. Erath, The Southwestern 
Electronics Company. 

Determination of Absolute Recording Sen- sitivity of Magnetic Tape 
E. Ii. Daniel and I. Levine, N.B.S. 

7:00 p.m. TENTH ANNUAL BANQUET. 

Friday, October 3. 
9:30 a.m. STUDIO EQUIPMENT AND 
AUDIO APPLICATIONS. 

Philip l-ili rn, Audiofax, Inc., Chairman. 
A Three -Channel Stereophonic Sound Re- inforcement Mixing Console 

Philip Ei-ti rn, Audiofax, Inc. 
An Audio Console Designed for the ra- ture 

A. C. Angus, general Electric Company. 
Multi- Channel Stereophonic Mixer Con- 

sole 
William Il. \liltembm'g, RCA Victor. 

A Packaged Equipment for the Produc- tion of True Reverberation 
Wilhelm Franz, Elektromesstechnik, 
Lahr, Schwarzwald and V. J. Skee, Elec- 
tronic Applications, Inc. 

The Development and Application of Syn- thetic Reverberation Systems. (Demon- stration). 
Lewis S. Goodfriend. John H. Beau - 
noait, Vanguard Recording Society 

7:30 p.m. LOUDSPEAKERS- DESIGN AND 
APPLICATION. 

Abraham 13. Cohen, Advanced Acoustics 
Company, Chairman. 
Two New Horns and Drivers (Covering 

High Frequencies) 
Messrs. Levy, Matsuoka, and Brociner, t'n iversity Loudspeakers, Inc. 

Analysis of a L -P Loudspeaker System 
Peter W. Tappan, The Warwick Mfg. Co. 

New High-Efficiency P. A. Speakers 
Messrs. Levy, Sicles, Carlisle, and 
Sharp, University Loudspeakers, Inc. 

A New Approach to Vented Cabinet De- sign 
Messrs. Sioles and Broclner, University 
Loudspeakers, Inc. 

A New Wide -Angle Direct -Radiator 
Tweeter 
Adelore F. Petrie, G.E. Co. 

A Novel Compact Stereo Speaker System 
F,manuel Berl:utt, Stephens- Trusonic, 
In 

A Definitive Loudspeaker System for 
Monitoring in Control and Audition 
Rooms 
Wilhelm Franz, Elektromesstechnik, 
Lahr, Schwarzwald and V. J. Skee, Elec- 
tronic Applications, Inc. 
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Every part of every collctro changer 

is precision -engineered to meet the rigid demands of Stereo 

The new stereo records require a higher standard 
of performance f your record changer than do 
standard LP's because stereo cartridges are extra. 
sensitive to noise. That's why. in planning your stereo 
system, you begin with the Collard. Every part of 
evey Collaro changer is precision -i ngineered to 
meet the rigid quality demands of stereo. 

The motor 1-ee A above) is dynamically bal- 
anced, so rigidly mounted that wow and flutter speci- 
fications are superior to any changer. 

The spindle assembly IB) reflects this precision 
quality in every part. The spindle itself is micro - 
polished for complete smoothness. 

The sensitive velocity trip ,mechanism ( part shown 

AUDIO SEPTEMBER, 1958 

in f.) has been designed so that the changer can 
trip at extraordinarily light tracing pressures. 

The exclusive Collars transcription -type tone arm 
1 D) with the new plug -in head 1 E t is designed to 
eliminate all resonances in the audio spectrum. The 
new four -pin head-- -the only high fidelity changer 
with this feature -provides the ultimate in - 

reduction circuitry. 
There are three Collaro changers ranging in price 

from $38.50 to $49.50. No matter which you select. 
you're sure to start your system off right when you 
choose Collaro- the turntable that changes records. 

For new Collaro catalog write to Dept. A -9, Bock- 
bar Corporation. Mamaroneck, New York. 

Rockbar 
is the American 

sales representative 
for Collaro, Ltd. 
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Equipment Review 
Madison -Fielding Series 330 Stereotuner and Series 
320 Stereo Amplifier- Harman -Kardon F -10 FM Tuner 

MADISON FIELDING 
SERIES 330 STEREOTUNER 

With the growing number of FM-A \I 
stereocasts, demand has increased for 
stereotoners- separate A \I awl FM tuners 
on a single chassis. Today in approximately 
two dozen cities there are affiliated FM and 
AM stations that are stereocasting on 
schedules ranging from one -half to 'o hours 
a week. One of the newcomers to the still 
slender ranks of stereotuners is the \ladi- 
sou Fielding Series 330 shown in Fig. 1. 
This unit has four output jacks. which 
supply the following signals: 

1. 1'M. for feeding the FM signal into 
the left channel of a stereo amplifier. 

2. AM. for feeding the AM signal to the 
right channel of a stereo amplifier. 

a. A \1 /FM, for feeding either the AM 
signal or the FM signal into a single- 
channel amplifier. 

I. Multiplex, which takes the FM audio 
signal prior to the treble de- emphasis cir- 
cuit for the purpose of supplying a multi- 
plex adapter, which will be on the market 
when multiplex broadcasting bec s a 
reality. 

The Series 330 is neat :nad simple in ap- 
pearance, with only three operating knobs, 
one for A \I tuning, one for F\1 tuning, 
and the third a selector switch with four 
operating positions, as follows: 

1. (lee. 
2. W \I : The AM signal is connected both 

to the AM, FM output jack and to the left 
channel output jaek, narked FM. More- 
over, although the instructions wake no 
mention of this, the FM signal is connected 
to the right eh: 1 output jack. marked 
AM. In others words, in the AM position 
of the selector switch the channels are 
reversed. 

:i. STEREO: Here the FM signal is con - 
weted to the FM output ,jack and the AM 
signal to the AM output jack. 

4. F \i: The FM signal is fed to the left 
output ,jack, marked FM and to the AM, 

l' \I output ,jack. There is no signal present 
then at the AM output ,jack. 

It would seem that the above variations 
its to the signals that may be obtained at 
the various output ,jacks would take care 
of most needs of most stereofans. More - 

oser, there are level controls for the two 
output jacks at the rear of the chassis, 
permitting output levels to be brought at 
(cast approximately into balance. Exact 
balance cannot be achieved, except for two 
specific FM and AM stations because levels 
differ among stations and, in the ease of 
A \t, with signal strength. 

FM sound is clean and, when A- MI with 
it comparison tuner of known character- 
istics, seems to have the correct amount of 
treble de- emphasis. An appreciable number 
of manufacturers of FM tuners succumb to 
the temptation of using less than the re- 
quired amount of de- emphasis, thereby im- 
parting a false brilliance to the sound, a 
brilliance which often does not wear very 
well upon protracted listening. 

The FM circuit is on the whole simple 
and conventional, with a few departures 
from convention that make a favorable 
difference. It employs a tuned grounded - 
grid r.f. stage, a triode mixer and separate 
triode oscillator, a triode a.f.c. circuit, two 
i.f. stages, a limiter, and a ratio detector, 
which is no longer looked upon with dis- 
dain for use in first -rate tuners. One of the 
things that sets the Series 33(1 apart is the 
unusually wide i.f. bandwidth, which is 
::55 kc at the :i -db -down points. This helps 
keep distortion low and accounts at least 
in part for the clean character of the 
sound. Alignment can be perforated with- 
out removing the bottom plate, so that this 
does not raise the problem of alignment 
changing when the bottom plate is put 
back. Sensitivity is high, and a 3 -foot 
strand of wire appeared to work quite 
satisfactorily at a distance of :iu miles 
trout a number of FM stations. A.f.c. 
action is quite moderate, just enough to 
overcome drift but not so much as to 
complicate seriously the problem of select- 

Fig. 1. Madison -Fielding Series 330 Stereotuner. 
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iug a weak station adjacent to a strong 
one. Use of a tuning eye -half of a 6AFti 
(the other half is used for the AM section) 
-facilitates t g, and the point where a 
station comes in best coincides with maxi- 
mum closure of the eve. 

All in all, the FM tuner appears to be a 
very satisfactory unit. 

While in the main the same can be said 
of the AM tuner, the latter does raise one 
serious question, that of adequate treble 
response. Many AM stations transmit a 
wide range signal, extending in a number 
of cases to 10,000 cps, 12,000 cps, or even 
higher. The limitation on frequency re- 
sponse, therefore, often lies in the AM 
tuner. The Series 330 appears to have what 
is often called "typical AM sound" so far 
as frequency response is concerned. This 
reviewer tuned the AM section of the 
Series 3311 to a New York City AM station 
known to transmit a wide -range signal, and 
there was a very decided difference be- 
tween the signal received on the AM sec- 
tion of the tuner and the signal received ou 
the FM section, which was tuned to the FM 
adjunct of the station. 

Otherwise, there appears little it any- 
thing to criticize. Within the limitations of 
frequency response, sound is clean, attri- 
butable in part to the use of a separate 
diode for a.v.e., thereby minimizing dis- 
tortion. Also, the use of a separate diode 
makes the a.v.e. action more effective, so 
that the volume level is more constat 
from one AM station to another. 

Cathode -follower outputs are used for 
both the FM and AM sections, permitting 
long ruas of cable to the stereo amplifier. 
Flywheel tuning facilitates station selee- 
tion. The wait has a low silhouette and, as 
previously remarked, is good looking; it 
becomes even more handsome when in- 
stalled i the natural ,ml fiui,h cabinet 
availals,- at extra cost. K -25 

MADISON FIELDING 
SERIES 320 STEREO AMPLIFIER 

The sudden onrush of stereo due to the 
emergence of the stereo dise doubtless has 
caused amplifier manufacturers to do a 
good deal of deep thinking. In designing 
an amplifier for stereo, there is much room 
for the display of imagination, originality, 
and ingenuity, for there are many ways in 
which the amplifier can provide for con- 
trolling the stereo chanels, coordinating 
theme, and permitting their use for mona- 
ural as well as stereo sources. The Madison 
Fielding Series 320 amplifier reflects a 
good deal of serious and imaginative think- 
ing as to the problems that the audiofan- 
or rather stereofan -is apt to encounter. 

The Series 320 includes a control ampli- 
fier (tone, gain, loudness, selection) and a 
power amplifier, rated at 20 watts, for each 
channel. 

The 320 is as much interested in provid- 
ing m nnauralt service as stereo service - 
after all, most of us will still want to keep 
playing our treasured LP's and to keep 
listening to single -channel FM until multi- 
plex comes along. To this end, the selector 
switch has duplicate sets of positions, one 
set to the left of the center position, and 
the other to the right. When turned to the 
left (where there are three positions 
marked tape, tuner, and preamp), the am- 
plifier becomes a monophonic device, caus- 
ing any input fell to the left channel also 
to be fed to the right channel. Inputs to 
the right channel are then disconnected. 
When the selector switch is turned to any 
position to the right of center (again 
there are three positions marked tape, 

I The tern monaural is used here instead 
of monophonic because the former is the 
term used an the panel of the Series 320. 
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Enjoy stereo high fidelity now or plan for 

it later using the versatile ALTEE 344A 

Quartet monaural amplifier. 

With the ALTEC 344A the conversion to stereo 

is simple and inexpensive. All you need is 

ALTEC's ingenious, new 

Master Stereo Control and a 

second 

S40 

Quartet amplifier. 

The remarkable ALTEC Master Stereo Control, priced at just $12.00, 
simply plugs in to the 344. It provides master channel control for both 

Quartet amplifiers which can be used together for 40 watt stereo high 
fidelity from tape, records or radio, or singly for 20 watt monaural play. 

If you already own an ALTEC 344A Quartet you can use it for stereo 
conversion anytime. All Quartets have been pre -engineered to 

accept the ALTEC S40 Master Stereo Control. 

You have all of these control 
features for each channel 
with the ALTEC 344A Quartet 

stereo amplifier system. 

Learn how you can 
convert simply and 

inexpensively to stereo 
high fidelity with the 
S40 Master Stereo 

Control at your local 
ALTEC dealer or write: 

ALTE[ 
LANSING CORPORATION 

AUDIO SEPTEMBER, 1958 

Six Inputs - V.R. phono, tape deck, microphone, radio 
tuner, tape machine, high level phono. 

Four Major Source Volume Controls allow you to pre -set 
and balance the level of any major program material and 
change from input to input or turn the power on and off 
without readjustment. 

D.C. powered program indicator lights for completely 
hum -free operation. 

4 Position Contour Control for undistorted listening with- 
out loss of extreme high and low frequencies at low 
levels. 

Separate bass and treble controls. 

Three Position independent rumble and scratch filters. 

Tape Recording Output - provided so material from any 
input may be selected for recording. 

Guaranteed Performance Specifications: 20- 22,000 cps 
range, 20 watts (40 peak), 138 db gain, 32 db bass con- 
trol range, 35 db treble tone control range. 

Prices: S40 Master Stereo Control $12.00 
344A Quartet $111.00 
Walnut, blond, or mahogany cabinet $19.50 

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 9A -A 

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York 

t 

] 2 
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tuner, and preamp), then the inputs to each 
channel are normalled through; that is, 
inputs to the left channel go through the 
left channel amplifier, and inputs to the 
right channel go through the right channel 
amplifier. In short, when the selector switch 
is right of center, the Series 320 is a stereo 
amplifier. 

Unlike the majority of stereo amplifiers 
-although there are other exceptions in 
the same respect -the Madison Fielding 
Series :3211 does not have a balance control. 
Instead it relies upon separate gain con- 
trols for each channel to achieve balance. 
Concentric with each gain control is a 
switch that converts the former into a loud- 
ness control. Like all stereo amplifiers (at 
least all this reviewer has come across), 
the Series 320 has a master gain control 
that governs both channels simultaneously. 

One of the most intriguing and novel 
features of this amplifier is the means 
provided for achieving balance between 
channels, employing the aid of a dual 
magic eye tube, a 6AF6, each half of which 
is similar to the familiar 6E5. A built -in 
tone generator is switched to each power 
amplifier by means of a control marked 
CALIBRATE. The output from each power 
amplifier goes to half of a 12AX7 and 
thence to one of the grids of the 6AF6, 
causing the eye of each half of the electron 
ray tube to close partially or fully. The 
extent to which the eye closes is determined 
by a potentiometer marked POWER, which 
is concentric with the switch marked 
CALIBRATE. There is a set of power and 
calibrate controls for each channel. The 
power controls are set to the same position, 
according to panel markings for i watt, 
5 watts, Itl watts, 15 watts, and 20 watts. 
The listener may choose any panel marking 
he desires, provided both power controls 
are turned to the same position. This 
meats that each half of the 6AF6 will re- 
spond in the saute fashion for equal 
amounts of power supplied by each power 
amplifier. Then the gain control of the left 
channel is advanced until the left eye 
shadow of the 6AF6 barely closes. The 
gain control of the right channel is simi- 
larly advanced until the right eye shadow 
barely closes. With the eye producing equal 
indications in each section, there should be 
equal power output by each amplifier. 

The tone controls are separate for each 
channel instead of being ganged, as is 
nuore frequently the custom. For the left 
channel there is a concentric pair of bass 
and treble controls; and the same for the 
right channel. There are opposite schools 
of thought as to whether ganged or sepa- 
rate controls are most desirable, and this 
reviewer is on the fence between. Ganged 
controls make for simplicity of appearance 

and operation, and since matched speakers 
are necessary for optimum stereo results, 
there is a good case for the ganged control. 
On the other hand, many stereofans will be 
using different speakers for the right and 
left channels, at least initially, and in this 
case separate tone controls may well be 
desirable in order to allow for the variation 
in frequency response of each speaker sys- 
tem. Even when matched speakers are em- 
ployed, it is quite possible that differences 
in their room location will call for different 
amounts of toue correction. 

Although the Series 320 is rated at 20 
watts, it was found that at 1111111 cps it 
clipped at about 14 watts un each channel. 
This may be due to the use of E1.84's in 
the output tube sockets instead of the 
6BQ5A's designated ou the chassis. Ac- 
cording to the manufacturer, the 6BQ5A's 
will produce somewhat higher power under 
the same operating conditions. In any 
cent, the difference between 14 and 20 
watts is a matter of only about 1.5 db. 
which is far from serious. It was found 
that each channel could turn out a good 
deal of power at very low frequencies, 
which is not true of all amplifiers that 
turn out 14 watts or so at 10011 cps. Thus 
at 30 cycles, clipping was not observed on 
an oscilloscope until output reached 12 
watts. 

The sound of the Madison Fielding 
Series 320 may be described as sweet and 
clear. The quality of the sound is con- 
firmed by IM distortion measurements. 
using 60 and 5000 cps respectively in 4:1 
ratio. Measurements for the left channel 
showed IM of about 0.2 per cent at 1 watt 
equivalent sine wave power, 0.3 per cent 
at 2 watts, 0.4 per cent at 3 watts, 0.8 per 
cent at 5 watts, 1 per cent at 8 watts, 1.4 
per cent at 10 watts, and 3 per cent at 13 
watts. 

Sensitivity of the Series 320 appears to 
be quite adequate for all inputs. As meas- 
ured on the left channel at 1000 cps with 
all gain controls full on, the tuner and tape 
amplifier (high level) inputs required 270 
my for 10 watts output, the tape head in- 
put required 2 mv, and the magnetic phono 
input required but 3.6 mv. The right 
channel had about 2 db more sensitivity, 
but of course the user would correct for 
this by means of the individual gain con- 
trols for each channel. 

Equalization appeared to be quite ac- 
curate on the magnetic phono input at the 
low end, being within 1 db of the RIAA 
curve at 50 cps; at the high end, however, 
treble eut was some 4 db less than stipu- 
lated by RIAA. In the case of a signal 
taken directly from a tape head, bass 
equalization was considerably short of the 
NARTB curve, with only 15 db boost 

Fig. 2. Harman -Kordon Model F -10 FM Tuner. 

supplied at 50 cps instead of 23 db, using 
1000 cps as the reference point. Above 
1000 cps the NARTB curve exhibits about 
10 db cut out to 15,000 cps, and the Madi- 
son Fielding appeared quite accurate in 
this respect. 

It would be unfair to omit from this 
extensive discussion of the Series 320 some 
mention of the very handsome cabinet 
which is available for the amplifier at 
moderate extra cost. The cabinet is in a 
natural wood finish. The amplifier com- 
plete with cabinet has a low silhouette that 
makes it attractive and suitable for table- 
top or booksheld use, assuming adequate 
ventilation is provided in the latter ease. 

H -26 

HARMAN -KARDON F -10 
FM TUNER (THE TEMPO) 

At a high enough price almost anything 
be had in the way of audio equipment 

-for example, a power amplifier producing 
2011 watts at less than 0.1 per rent dis- 
tortion. But the commonsense approach is 
to draw the line for a particular compo- 
nent, a line above which no significant in- 
crease in pleasure or convenience results 
from additional dollars spent. Of course 
the line varies with the individual. depend- 
ing upon his tastes, hearing acuity, pocket- 
book, and the quality of the rest of his 
audio equipment. 

For those living in urban and suburban 
areas within easy distance of FM stations, 
there is little or no need for an extremely 
sensitive F:11 tuner. A tuner of normal sen- 
sitivity can save them money. Additional 
savings can be had if they are willing to 
sacrifice some of the features found inn 

higher priced totters, such as variable a.f.c., 
variable sensitivity, tuning meter, and so 
On. On the other hand, no compromise 
should be tolerated with respect to the es- 
sentials, namely clean sound and stable 
operation. 

The individual seeking good FM repro- 
duction but willing to accept some com- 
promises in order to keep cost down will 
find the Ha rutaut- iCardom F-10, Fill. 2, of 
interest. The design is along souitd, straight- 
forward lines, and the tuner correspond- 
ingly offers clean sound and simple opera- 
tion. Six tithes and a selenium rectifier are 
used. The front end has a toted triode 
amplifier of grounded grid configuration 
for low noise. There are two i.f. stages, 
one limiter, and a Foster - Seeley discrimina- 
tor, such as usually found in the higher - 
priced tuners. The discriminator has fairly 
wide bandwidth, 600 kc, to minimize the 
consequences of drift and off -station tun- 
ing. In conventional manner, a dual triode 
is used as an oscillator and as a variable 
reactance for a.f.c., which is not defeatable. 

I)ue to a.f.c., flywheel action of the 
tuning knob, and a 0 -100 logging scale, 
tuning is facile. Stations snap in and out 
with very little uncertainty as one goes 
along the dial. One or two twirls of the 
tuning knob take one clear across the dial. 
On the other hand, the dial is somewhat 
on the small side, so that in sections of the 
country with a good many FM stations, 
some stations may appear quite crowded 
on certain parts of the dial. Nevertheless, 
even though AFC is not defeatable, no 
difficulty was experienced by this reviewer 
in dialing close- together stations of con- 
siderably different signal strength, pro- 
vided one tuned slowly. A.f.e. action is 
broad enough for tuning ease, yet not too 
broad. 

Sensitivity is good, adequate for all but 
the fringe area listener or the DX'er, with 
the high end of the dial somewhat the 
more sensitive. Compared with a high gain 
tuner having three i.f. stages and two 

(Continued on page 47) 
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ELECTRONICS 
IN 

BRITAIN 

STEREO STEREO STEREO STEREO 
1 

I 1Eizip'3i, 

12W high slope 
miniature pentode 
This medium power, high fidelity tube is particularly suitable for 
stereo equipment. Its high slope of 11,300 kmhos allows two EL84s 
in push -pull to give over 10W output power at less than 1% distortion 
-all achieved for only 16V of grid to grid drive. 

The EL84 may also be used for the more economical higher powered 
equipments. Two tubes will provide an output of up to 17W at an 
overall distortion of 4 %. 
A single EL84 will provide an output of nearly 6W. It has a maximum 
plate dissipation of 12W. 
Typical performance details for this tube are given here -for further 
information and supplies write to one of the distributors listed below. 

MEDIUM POWER l 
Distributed load conditions (screen grid 
taps at 43% of primary) 

V, 

Ve2 

300 
300 

V 
V 

Ik)o) 2 . 40 mA 
Ik( max. sig.) 2 . 45 mA 
Rk (per valve) 270 f2 

Vin larzar.m.,, 16 V 
R,-, 8.0 k f2 

Poor 11 W 

D,o, 0.7 0, 
u 

HIGHER POWER 
Two valves in class AB push pull 

V, 
Ve2 
Rk 
R,., 

300 
300 
130 

8.0 

V 
V 
62 

k R 
I,lo) 2 36 mA 
I, (mag. sig.) 2 . 46 mA 
le2lo) 2 4.0 mA 
It2(max.sig.) 2: 11 mA 
Vin)rl-cpr.m,, 20 V 
Poo, 17 W 
D< 4.0 0 

Supplies available from: 
In the U.S.A. 

International Electronics Corporation 
Dept. A9, 81 Spring Street, N.Y.12, 
New York, U.S.A. 

In Canada 

Rogers Electronic Tubes & 
Components 
Dept. HI, 116 Vanderhoof Avenue, 
Toronto 17, Ontario. Canada. 
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Mullord 
ELECTRONIC TUBES used throughout the world 

"Mulford" is the Trade Mark of Mullard Limited and is registered 
in most of the principal countries of the world. 

MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD, MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON, ENGLAND 
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BEADY 
The biggest volume ever! 

The 4th 
Audio Anthology 

\ 
i1 

Just published. 

The 4th Audio Anthology is ready for 
shipment. 144 pages of complete ar- 
ticles by world- famous authors...con- 
tains everything from transistors to 
speakers. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 of the 
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY are valued 
highly in reference libraries throughout 
the world...Number 4 of the series 
promises to provide the same quality 
of articles that has made the AUDIO 
ANTHOLOGY a prized reference 
work among the countless audio and 
high fidelity enthusiasts, students, en- 
gineers and musicians. $2.95 postpaid. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
If you've missed the 3rd Audio Anthol- 
ogy...here is a wonderful opportunity 
to get it for your reference library at a 
savings of 60%! 
As a special offer...while they last...we 
will send you the 3rd Audio Anthology 
for only $1 when you order your copy 
of the new 4th Audio Anthology. (This 
offer good only while the small supply 
lasts.) 

r___ 
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
Dept. AA34 
Post Office Box 629 
Mineola, New York 

Enclosed is my remittance for $2.95. 
Please send me a copy of the 4th Audio 
Anthology postpaid. 

Enclosed is my remittance for $3.95. 
Please send me BOTH the 3rd and 4th 
Audio Anthologies, postpaid. 

Name_ _ 

Address 

(ily -aar__SMa 
L J 

seoentit fYfZíZGGfcl 

Chicago High Fidelity Show 
and Music Festival 

First major show of the season bows in at the Palmer House 
on Friday, September 19, for a three -day stay. Radio Station 
WBBM -FM cooperating with suitable demonstration programs. 

FOR TIIE FIRST TIME ill Hi -Fi Show his- 
tory-, a local radio station is co -oper- 
ating with the show management with 

programming designed especially to serve 
as excellent demonstration material for the 
high high fidelity equipment on display. 
WBBM -FM, Columbia Broadcasting Sys- 
tem affiliate in Chicago, will feature a 

"block concept" of programming during the 
show, alternating light and classical music, 
with hourly news broadcasts, and program 
listings will be distributed in advance so 
exhibitors may demonstrate their equipment 
with the type of music they choose, accord- 
ing to information received from S. I. 
Neiman, Show manager. Advance publicity 
over the station itself has resulted in over 
5000 inquiries from interested listeners as 
to the Show and the equipment to be exhib- 
ited. 

In addition to its programming co- opera- 
tion, WBBM -FM- which, with its televi- 
sion and AM radio affiliates blankets the 
Chicagoland trading area -plans a hospi- 
tality suite and various demonstrations at 
the Show. A special staff of engineers and 
announcers, independent of the AM and 
TV affiliates, has been set up by WBBM- 
FM to best serve the more -critical require- 
ments of the typical FM listener. 

Selling "Before and After" 
Another form of co- operation is being 

developed to merchandise high fidelity ag- 
gressively "before, during, and after" the 
Show itself. The Chicago Tribune, the 
Show management, trade groups, and local 
radio and TV stations are working to- 
gether to promote high fidelity -as well as 
the Show -to the thousands who will at- 
tend, long after they have seen and heard 
what the exhibitors have to offer. 

"While we have been successful at each 
of our annual shows in bringing huge 
crowds to the Palmer House, there has al- 
ways remained the question of following 
through and selling these prospects after 
the slow is over;" said Neiman. "Last year, 
one exhibitor used a full-page advertise- 
ment in The Tribune to illustrate many of 
the products displayed at the Show, listing 
prices and details. Sales were phenomenal, 
the firm reported. 

The plan for this year is for the news- 
paper to run a supplementary section im- 
mediately after the Show -sort of a "Post 
Hi -Fi Show Section " -to say in effect, 
"Now you've seen and heard everything in 
Ili fi- here's where to buy it and here's 
what it costs." 

Dealers have thus three fronts in which 
to clinch the interest in hi fi -the pre -show 
sections in The Tribune and advance pro- 
gramming on radio and TV, the Show it- 
self, and the follow -up which tells the 
people where they can purchase the items 
they saw and heard. With this technique, 
Chicagoland is likely to be much more hi -fi 
conscious after the event than it was 
b1-yore. 

Show o Sellout 

As of August 15th, a total of 134 rooms 
were under contract, with only four suites 
and a scattering of individual rooms still 

available. As of press time, the following 
exhibitors are scheduled: 

AUDIO Magazine 
ABC- Paramount Records 
Acoustic Research, Ire. 
Admiral Radio 
Allied Radio Corp. 
American Electronics, Inc. (Concertino.) 
Amperex Electronic Corp. 
Ampex Audio, Inc. 
Audio Fidelity Records 
.1udiocraft and High Fidelity Magazines 
Bell Sound Systems 
Bercraft 
David Bogen Co. 
R. T. Bozak Sales Co. 
British Industries Corp. 
Custom Hi Fi 
De Haan 
EICO 
Electro- Voice, Inc. 
Extron 
Fisher Radio Corp. (Fellieson) 
Glaser- Steers Corporation 
Grado Laboratories, Inc. 
Grundig Majestic 
Harlan n- Kardon 
Ileath Company 
Hi Fi Co. and Electrola 

(Magnavox sponsored) 
International Electronics 
Jensen Manufacturing Company 
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
Lyon & Healy 
Don McGohan 
McIntosh Laboratories, Inc. 
Magna Electronics 
Magnavox 
Master Electronics 
Mercury Records 
Newark Electric Company 
North American Philips Co.,_ Inc. 
Olson Radio Warehouse 
Oxford Components 
Petersen Co. 
Philco Corp. 
Pilot Radio Corp. 
Precision Electronics (Grommes i 

Radio Corporation of America 
Radio -Electronics magazine 
Radio Station WBBM -FM 
Radio Station WEFM 
Record Distributors 
Rck -O -Kut Co., Inc. 
Revere Camera Co. 
Sampson Company 
Sargent- Raynient Co. 
Schwartz- Woodlawn 
H. H. Scott, Inc. 
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories 
Oren H. Smith 
Sonotone Corp. 
Stromberg- Carlson 
Superscope, Ire. 
Telefonken 
Thoreis Company 
tnnbeuhuer Co. 
University Loudspeakers, Inc. 
Viking of Minneapolis 
V -M (Voice of Music) 
\Vellcor 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Wilcox Gay 
Wollensak Optical Co. 
Zenith Radio Corp. 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW 

worn pane 4.1 

limiters, it brought in all the stations iu 
the New York City area (at least 16) just 
as well from a distance of 30 miles, using 
an outdoor antenna. Only when reaching 
for stations considerably more than 30 
miles distant did the FA -10 show signs of 
falling behind the comparison tuner. 

A 36 -in. piece of wire is supplied with 
the FA -10 as an indoor antenna, and it 
performed surprisingly well in picking up 
stations 30 miles away, leaving no doubt 
that it would be quite satisfactory in an 
urban location. However, much better re 
stilts were obtained with an outdoor an- 
tenna. Although the instructions state, 
"Your TV antenna is not recommended," 
excellent reception was obtained by con- 
necting to a TV u'ideband antenna. Ap- 
parently it is the narrowband TV antenna, 
cut for one particular channel or group of 
adjacent channels, that is not recommended. 
True, still better results can probably be 
obtained by the fringe listener if he fol- 
lows the manufacturer's suggestion that 
"A good FM dipole or yagi is worth the 
investment." At the same time, he should 
not be frightened away from use of his 
TV antenna, if it is a wideband type, 
which he can easily connect to the tinier 
by a simple switch and a few feet of 300- 
ohm flat wire. 

Noise and hum of the FA -10 appear to 
he as low as one could ask for. At reason- 
able volume levels when receiving stations 
of normal strength, noise and hunt pro- 
duced by the tuner were not discernible - 
such noise and hunt as were heard could he 
traced to the station. Between- station noise 
is quite moderate at reasonable levels, 
without great rushes of sound as stations 
suddenly conic in or go out. 

Stability is excellent. Harman -Kardon 
claims drift of only +5 kc, and this ob- 
server has no cause to dispute it. A station 
would conic in at the same point on the 
dial when the tuner was first turned on as 
when it had been on an hour. 

The inherently good design and construc- 
tion of the FA -10 is evidenced by its low 
distortion, which the manufacturer claims 
to he less than 1 per cent harmonic and 
less than 1 per cent iM at 30 per cent 
modulation. On a signal of normal strength, 
this reviewer measured only 1.2 per cent 
IM distortion at full modulation (he has 
measured 4 or 5 per cent on much higher 
priced tuners); and only 0.25 per cent at 
30 per cent modulation. 

However, these are miniunun 1 M figures 
obtained by tuning for lowest distortion 
as observed on the IM meter. Since there 
is no tuning indicator, the user cannot 
tune exactly to the station for minimum 
distortion. About the best that he can do 
is to tune to a spot on the dial half way 
between the points where the desired sta- 
tion snaps in and snaps out. Thus at full 
modulation, by this "half way" method, 
2 per cent IM was obtained instead of the 
possible minimum of 1.2 per cent; at 30 
per cent modulation, the "half way" 
method resulted in 0.455 per cent. IM in- 
stead of 0.25 per cent. All in all, careful 
tuning can produce very good results on 
normal signals, probably indistinguishable 
from the sound obtained with the aid of an 
accurate tuning indicator. 

The sound of the FA -l0, already de- 
scribed as clean, has a light, incisive qual- 
ity which may be ascribed to the use of 
appreciably less than the 75 -µsec de- 
emphasis stipulated by the FC('. Utilizing 

AUDIO SEPTEMBER, 1958 

AIR LD 
stereo 

cartri ge 
model 

The owner of a Fairchild Stereo Cartridge takes justifiable pride in its possession, for it reflects 
in tangible form a quarter century's consistent policy of building up to a high quality standard - 
cost remaining a secondary consideration. 

He is sure that the new Model 232 Stereo Cartridge is an investment in the finest record 
reproduction -both stereo and monaural. He knows that its superb performance is the natural 
result of advanced engineering -the very same engineering which produced the first Stereo 
cartridge ever demonstrated to the public (December 1957). Its phenomenal tracking ability, 
absence of distortion, and gentle treatment of records, are taken for granted by the Fairchild 
owner, although they are often a revelation to those accustomed to ordinary cartridge perform. 
ance. Its transparent, shimmering sound quality, so faithful to the original, as well as its full 
range channel separation, are further evidence of Fairchild's engineering leadership. 

Therefore, he is not surprised to learn that many major recording studios are using Fairchild 
cartridges to test the quality of Stereo and other high fidelity recordings. His pride of ownership, 
in short, stems from the added satisfaction which only a quality product can provide, and from 
his secure knowledge that the name Fairchild is synonymous with integrity of manufacture. 
Price of this superbly engineered cartridge ... $49.50. 
Hear the Stereo 232 at your hi -fi dealer. Write for booklet K -1, the complete Stereo Disc Story. 
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY 10-40 45th Ave., L 1. C. 1, N. Y. 

Fairchild "Sound of Quality" Components include: 
cartridges, arms, turntables, pre -amplifiers and amplifiers. 
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AUDIO 
ENGINEERS' 

SHOW 
Audio Engineering Society's 
1958 CONVENTION and EXHIBITS 

at the HOTEL NEW YORKER 
34th Street at Eighth Avenue, New York City, New York 

Showing Professional Audio Equipment 
for Studio and Laboratory 

SEPT. 29, 30, - OCT.1, 2, 3 

Psychoacoustics of Stereo 

Transistor Application Problems 

Magnetic Recording and Reproduction 

Loudspeaker Design and Applications 

Standards and Measurements 

Disk Recording and Reproduction 

Music and Electronics and others 

DAILY SESSIONS - 9:30 am & 1:30 pm 
Additicnal - Mon. & Tues. 7:30 pm 

EXHIBITION HOURS - Daily - noon to 7:30 pm 

Runs concurrently with IHFM Annual High Fidelity Show 

P.ta ta,`rc ,4vaidaeee kw,* 

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
P.O Box 12, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York 

a 22K resistor and a ,002 -µf capacitor, the 
deemphasis network has a time constant 
of only 44 pee. Adding the capacitance 
of the cable supplied for connecting the 
tuner to an amplifier and of the probable 
input capacitance of the amplifier, the 
time constant rises to about 50 usec, re- 
sulting in treble droop with a turnover 
frequency (3 di) down) at about 3200 cps 
instead of 2120 cps. The result is treble 
boost, reaching somewhat more than 3 db 
at 10 ke and larger amounts at higher 
frequencies. Sufficiently accurate deempha- 
sis could be obtained by placing a .001 -sf 
capacitor across the signal either at the 
output jack of the tuner or the input jack 
of the following amplifier. 

AUDIOCLINIC 
(from page 4) 

When an amplifier is turned off, the 
lines of force collapse about the turns of 
the secondary of the power transformer, 
causing the voltage across this winding to 
rise momentarily to a value considerably 
higher than that of normal operation. This 
causes the amplifier to draw more plate 
current. At the same time, the higher volt- 
age allows the filter capacitors to take a 
greater charge, which means that even 
more momentary current flows. Although 
these fuses are designed to handle mo- 
mentary surges, they nevertheless have 
their limits. I recommend, therefore, that 
you use a large fuse. Since the ratings of 
these Fusetrons are graduated in small 
steps, I'm sure you can find one which is 
sufficient to handle the overload peaks, and 
still provide protection. 

AMPLIFIER 
(from page 3) 

from this technique were as close to 
those displayed in Fig. 6 as resistor 
accuracy and meter reading ability 
would permit, in other words within 
about 5 per cent. 

The "Unbalanced Bridge" Method 

In an attempt to refine this method 
still further and mensure the voltage 
change more accurately, an unbalanced 
bridge arrangement was us-d (see Fig. 
S). The philosophy here is that the 
voltmeter reads I.1., [ O..S R s / (R, + R ,) ] . 

Furthermore, if the two half -ohm re- 
sistors are not exactly equal, their rela- 
tive value may he established by ini- 
tially balancing the bridge and noting 
the rending on the decade potentiome- 
ter. This reading is then used in place 
of 0.5 in the foregoing formula. One - 
ohm increments of the total load are 
taken as above and each time the 
bridge is unbalanced enough to produce, 
say, .01 volt. R,, is then computed and 
handled in the same manner as the volt- 
meter rending in the preceding method. 
This setup is perhaps the most accurate 
;ut requires more elaborate equipment. 
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SOUND AS NATURAL AS 
.,.,y ..,..K:_ 

imaressie 

, -- - '`:,+ '_ ; 

'SIfREO 

.._ 0 `. -7. ' j°" 

.. 3.0411Pg"11111.' 

.4 ` _ _7 - ,. 
,,g -7' 

By 5/L %%1 

The sighing wind ... the rippling water ... the roaring surf ... each voice clear 
and distinct yet blending into the glorious symphony of the sea. This quality of 
living natural sound can be yours to enjoy with High Fidelity by Grommes .. . 

the natural tone of each voice ... each instrument... the sparkling clarity and 
realistic depth of the live performance ... high fidelity reproduction at its finest. 
Grommes Hi -Fi components are craftsman -designed and assembled with jewel -like 
precision ... built to last for years of musical enjoyment. Beautifully styled in 
gleaming gold and white set in leatherette cases. 

Visit your Grommes Hi -Fi Dealer ... see and hear these exciting new Stereo High 
Fidelity Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and Tuners. 

e., M?= _.__- - 

J Please send me Free Color 
Brochure featuring the new 
Grommes Hi -Fi Series. 

incü cñiér.n 

4jrte. -m met Div. of Precision Electronics, Inc. Dept. 0000, 9101 King St., Franklin Park, Ill. 

Name 

Street City State 
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THE NEW 
STROMBERG- 
CARLSON 
COMPONENTS 
Integrity in Music, as 
applied to high fidelity 
components, means re- 
production which adds 
nothing to, or takes 
nothing from, the origi- 
nal performance. 

St rombe rg -Carl son's 
choice of this slogan is 

no accident. Just as your 
purchase of a compo- 
nent system is not a 
casual investment, our 
attitude toward the man- 
ufacture of components 
is very serious indeed. 
Each piece of gear must 
reflect the highest possi- 
ble achievement of en- 
gineering, production, 
and musical skill. The 
guiding minds, hands 
and ears of the Strom - 
berg- Carlson component 
group are those of pro- 
fessional electronic and 
acoustic engineers with 
extensive musical train- 
ing. 

The musical sound of 
our new components 
was the final critical test 
before they were made 
available to you. 

We proudly submit 
our specifications to 
your critical judgment. 
These specifications are 
accurate and conserva- 
tive. We have declared 
ourselves out of the 
"battle of exaggerated 
specifications." Please 
study our specifications 
to see how the phrase 
"Integrity in Music" 
takes on true life and 
meaning. 

Selected For Display 
At The Vienna 
International Fall Fair. 

ASR -433 
STEREO AMPLIFIER 
The most important aspect of 
stereo is stage effect. The in- 
struments of the orchestra 
should come back to you from 
their exact positions on the 
stage, How? 

The answer is balance. The 
ASR -433 is the stereo ampli- 
fier with "Tone -signal Bal- 
ance," the surest method of 
achieving this realistic stage 
effect. 

The ASR -433 is a superb 
monaural amplifier as well, 
giving you o full 24 -watt out- 
put. The electronic crossover 
at 3,000 cycles provides out- 
put for 12 watts low and 12 
watts high frequency opera- 
tion. Every function has its 
own control for each channel 
and a master volume control 
is provided. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

POWER OUTPUT: 24 watts 
(2 -12 watt channels)- FRE- 
OUENCY RESPONSE: 20.20,- 
000 cycles 4- 1 db. HAR- 
MONIC DISTORTION: Less 
than 1%. NOISE LEVEL: 63 
db down. INPUTS: Magnetic 
Phono, Ceramic Phono, Tape 
Head, Tuner and Aux. Tape. 
OUTPUTS. 4, 8, 16 ohms and 
dual Tape Out. LOUDNESS 
CONTROL: In -out, continu- 
ously variable. TONE CON- 
TROLS: Bass 15 db droop, 
15 db boost; Treble 14 db 
droop, 12 db boost. EQUAL- 
IZATION: RIAA Mag. Phono. 
NARTB Tope Head. TUBES: 
2- 12AX717025, 2.6AV6, 2- 
6U8, 4 -E184. CHANNEL SE- 
LECTOR: Channel "A," 
Channel "B," Stereo, Monau- 
ral, Crossover (at 3000 cy- 
cles). DIMENSIONS: 131/2" 
W, 133/e" D, 4s/e" H. PRICE: 
$129.95 (Audiophile Net). 

'All prices are Zone I. 

See your dealer or write to 
us for full data on our com- 
plete new line of amplifiers, 
speakers, speaker systems, en 
closures and program sources 

-There is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson' 

STROMBERG -CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL 

1418C N. Goodman Street 

DYNAMILS ,tNPORAi 
Rochester 3, N. Y 

Electronic and communication products for home, in 

dustry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles 
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems. 

SC 
vb 

GD 
3É 

50 

OUT 

A, C, 

VTVM 

Fig. 8. Bridge method for accurately 
measuring small voltages. 

N. significant differences from previous 
results were recorded here. 

Seeking a somewhat more direct tech- 
nique and noting that internal resistance 
determines the power change when the 
load is changed, an accurately cali- 
brated power output meter of the Gen- 
eral Radio 583A or 783A and Daven 
0P961 types were utilized. Two output 
powers were recorded with two different 
loads -in this ease, 12.5 and 15 ohms 
were the closest to the rated load. If we 
assume that load R,,, gives greater 
power output that /d, t and thus 
FR > 1) we can write: 

F. z 

Rin, +Rz) 
It, 

Power ()Wind with load RI., 
Power ofltpat with load 111,2- 1 

R 

Performing the necessary algebra 

Raft = 

R,k(PR -1) ±V/ PRR,R, (11, -R1) 
R, - PRR., 

Use the negative sign in the numerator 
when the denominator comes out nega- 
tive--- positive when the denominator is 

positive. The only difficulty with this 
system (other than the thorny formula 
above) is that the power meter indica- 
tions tend to become unreliable at the 
higher frequencies. but below 10,(1011 

cps results tallied with Fig. 6. 

As a final check, it was decided to use 

two tlequency components-0lle coming 
through the amplifier and one being run 
through the output circuits -and meas- 

ure them separately by means of a wave 
analyzer (see Fig, 3). Make R = 13 
ohms and substitute a low- output -im- 
pedance signal generator for the \'arise. 
Note that the amplifier is correctly 
terminated as the impedance of the 
step -down transformer secondary is 

extremely small. This tItSLC corresponds 
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to a stored- energy transient situation 
as encountered in audio amplifiers. The 
impedance seen by the signal being fed 
back into the amplifier may be deter- 
mined by simple voltage- division princi- 
ples since we know the magnitude of the 
voltage supply and the drop across a 
known resistance. As long as we keep 
within reasonable frequency bounds, 
there will be no appreciable phase shift. 
Sufñee to say that the impedance seen 
by this -backward" Counpoilent is al- 
most entirely a function of the magni- 
tude and frequency of the signal com- 
ing through the amplifier in the normal 
way, "Almost entirely" because it is 
possible to create t'auslbrnu'I' satnra- 
tiou with this driven current, but this 
is scarcely likely to happen under nor- 
mal amplifier usage. This, too, produces 
a set of values within normal measure- 
ment error of those displayed in Fig. 6. 

Since many of these calculations in- 
volve .small differences between rela- 
tively large quantities, it is mandatory 
that the resistors, voltmeters and other 
paraphernalia be accurate to one -half 
of nne per cent or better. 

REFERENCES 

Richter. "Measuring amplifier internal 
resistance, ADDIO ENGINEERING, October. 

1 14R, 
2 Mitchell, "Audio amplifier damping." 

Eitels'oiicn, September, 1951. 
z W. L. Everitt, Communications Rngi- 

BCCring (second Ed.). McGraw Hill, p, bliß. 

APPENDIX 

(Refer to Fig. 2) 

E E I Ren,+R,, . 7--Xfn, 
6, 

=I,R,,,; 
Ennll=7:Re, 

/,Rin, + Enu1, = I.Ri n, 

Ri,,,I,-Ie) = Eno 2- E.51, 

E,u,,l - Eu,, 
Bin,' 

FEEDBACK 
'rlll INlgr' . I 

nominal value, the damping factor of 
the amplifier is 4, a value which pro- 
vides good operation with most speak- 
ers. Ilolvever, other damping factors 
can be used. and while absolute isola- 
tion between load and feedback is not 
obtained, a sutiicient degree is realized 
to be of positive benefit.. For example, a 
capacitive load will not display ringing 
at any setting of the control. \Moreover, 
the system has the beauty of supplying 
variable damping with insignificant in- 
crease in distortion, and maintains a 
constant amount of feedback so that 
output level is independent of the set- 
ting (ir the damping control. The co 
plete scheuuttie tst' the amplifier - 

shown in Fig. 2. . 
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CIDdesign 

ZSpecifications 

H 

H 
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NEW SLIMLINE "' SPEAKERS 
Our speakers are completely revolutionary in per- 
formance. Our equipment and background in the 

and specifications of speakers are second 
to none. We have put into words an exact descrip- 
tion of the way they sound ... so radically differ- 
ent that a full explanation is necessary. 

Full specifications are incorporated in a Strom - 
berg- Carlson booklet explaining our concept of 
speaker specifications and design. Ask your deal- 
er or write to us for "A Revolution in Speaker 

and Design." 

RF -484 15" COAXIAL TRANSDUCER. 
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Cone Resonance 20 cps +5 cps. 
Woofer -more than 100 watts; 
Frequency Responv: flot to 70,000 
$149.95 (AUDIOPHILE NET/ 

ç 
RF -480 Slimline 8" Transducer. 

$24.95 
(AUDIOPHILE NET/ 

Power Handling Capacity: 
Tweeter -more than 50 watts. 

cps. IM Distortion: 0.3%. 

0 L 
RF -481 Slimline 12" Wide 

Range Diffusez Transducer. 
$39.95 (AUDIOPHILE NET) 0 

RF -482 Slimline 12" Coaxial 
Transducer. 559.95 
(AUDIOPHILE NET) 

RF -483 15" Coaxial 
Transducer. $99.95 
(AUDIOPHILE NET/ 

1/ 
RF -475 15" Coaxial Transducer. 

$229.95 (AUDIOPHILE NET) 

'All prices ore Zone I. 

See your dealer 
or write to us for 
full data o 

n 
our 

complete ttnew 
line of mplifi- 

speakers, 
speaker systems, 

ces. program sources. 

'There 

STROMBERG- 
A DIVISION 
1418C 

Electronic 
dustry and 
School, Sound, 

is nothing finer than a Stromberg- 

CARLSON 
OF GENERAL DYNAMIC, 

N. Goodman Street Rochester 

and communication products for home, in- 
defense; including Nigh Fidelity Consoles, 

Intercom and Public Address Systems. 

Carlson" 

LORPO!ATION 

3, .f en 
4 

N. Y. 

w 
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STEREO RECORD 

YOUR OWN SPECIAL EFFECTS 

WITH THE AMPEX 

UNIVERSAL "A" 960 

Now you can capture any memorable event in living stereo - with the new 
Ampex Stereo Record Universal "A" Portable ( Model 960). And in addi- 
tion to "live" recording with microphones, you can record stereo off the air, 
copy stereo tapes and discs and build a stereophonic tape library of truly 
professional quality at lowest cost and with this single unit you can record 
monaural sound -on -sound with full control of balance. This precision engi- 
neered, ruggedly constructed Portable stereo recorder /reproducer gives you 
all the advantages of traditionally superior Ampex features. With the instant - 
acting head switch, you can shift from 2 -track to 4 -track operation at will, 
and play back as long as 4 hours and 16 minutes of stereo music on a single 
reel of tape (2400 ft.). Automatic stop at end of reel. Also available is the 
Ampex monaural recorder /stereophonic reproducer (Model 910). Perform- 
ance will be within specifications the first day you own it and for many years 
to come. Three precision dual head stacks (one each for record, playback and 
erase) are Ampex designed and built to tolerances as close as 10 millionths 
of an inch. The two Ampex ( Model 2010) Amplifier -Speakers will complete 
your stereo portable system. All three units are lightweight, durable and in 
matched, smartly styled two -tone grey carrying cases. 

A_VIPHX STERNO 
SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND 

AMPEX AUDIO INC. 
1060 -1 KIFER ROAD. SUNNYVALE. CALIF. 
Please send me full information on the AMPEX STEREO 
RECORD UNIVERSAL "A" PORTABLE SYSTEM (Model 960): 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE- STATE- 

NEW LITERATURE 
Lafayette Radio, 165-08 Liberty Ave., 

Jamaica 33, N.Y., is now mailing its new 
1959 general catalog of electronic parts 
and equipment, including a complete sec- 
tion devoted to high -fidelity components. 
Highlighting this section is a compre- 
hensive listing of the newest stereo equip- 
ment, including components for conver- 
sion of monophonic systems to stereo- 
phonic sound. A complete selection of 
major -label stereo discs and recorded 
tapes Is also listed. An extensive public - 
address section lists components as well 
as complete systems from all major man- 
ufacturers. The catalog contains 64 pages 
in color, and has the large R" x 10" page 
Lafayette format. Your copy will be 
mailed free upon request for Catalog 590. 

H -18 

Pickering h Company, Suunyside Blvd., 
Plainview, N.Y., is making available a 
new booklet written by Jean Shepherd, 
well -known radio personality and hi -fi 
hobbyist. "ISOPHASE --A New Kind of 
Sound" is a basic story of the electro- 
static speaker, written for the non -tech- 
nical reader in the erudite style for which 
Shepherd is noted. It offers delightful 
reading for the engineer and layman alike. 
Your copy of this excellent booklet will 
be mailed free upon request to Depart- 
ment 11I at the address shown alive. 

K -16 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., 2219 
Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Calif., de- 
scribes and illustrates the entire line of 
Lansing round reproducers in a new 
folder which has just been released. Il- 
lustrated with s 40 photographs, 
drawings and charts, the folder includes 
data on wide -range speakers, low- and 
high- frequency drivers, dividing networks 
and various types of enclosures and 
horns. A featured listing is accorded the 
"Paragon," an integrated stereo repro- 
ducer which IS the newest addition to the 
Lansing line. He sure to specify Bulletin 
SC -504 when writing for your copy. 

K -17 

Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 555 Marion 
Road, Columbus, Ohio, is now releasing 
a new 24 -page booklet which is a handy 
reference guide, with photographs, of 
the complete line of Bell high -fidelity 
components. Retailed specifications pro- 
vide a complete directory of the per- 
formance characteristics of all units 
shown. Two special sections of the hand- 
book are devoted to questions and an- 
swers about high fidelity and stereo, to 
help readers plan their own installations. 
In requesting your free copy of this in- 
teresting boolclet, he sure to .pc.ify 
Catalog 101. 1C-18 

Centralab, A Division of Globe -Union, 
Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis., 
has just released a revised version of the 
Centralab booklet on the "L`onnpeut rol,'' 
a compensated volume control for high - 
fidelity music systems. Intended primarily 
as a replacement unit for ordinary volume 
controls on radio and TV receivers, phono- 
graphs, and the like, the Compentrol 
compensates for the Fletcher -Munson ef- 
fect in human hearing. The 20 -page 
booklet is profusely illustrated, and is 
available free of charge up,n, written 
request. X-19 

Reeves Soundcraft Corporation, Ira E. 
52nd St., New York 22, N.Y., has just 
published a bulletin on "Magna- See," a 
new solution recently developed by the 
Reeves firm which makes visible the 
sound track recorded on magnetic tape. 
Magna -See Type SO (for sound record- 
ing) enables the recordist to make fast, 
simple and accurate equipment checks for 
head alignment, track uniformity, bal- 
ance, and head wear. The bulletin de- 
scribes, with illustrations, how the solu- 
tion should be used. Requests for espies 
should specify Bulletin RS- 57 -10_ K -20 
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NEARING 
(from page 36) 

broadcasting but it should lw kept in 
mind when considering what improve- 
ments are possible in the quality of the 
reproduced sounds. 

In enuclusion then, it is seen that for 
an ideal system. one which is determined 
by the capabilities of hearing. the maxi- 
mum and minimum intensit V levels and 
frequencies will he determined by Fig. 3 
and two or three channels should be used 
in the transmission. With such a system 
there will be no limitation upon the type 
of material used in the broadcast. For 
economic reasons we only line'k away 
from these ideal requirements.: 'though 
the best quality cannot be obtained with 
a frequency range lower than 14,000 to 
15,000 cps, economic necessity may re- 
quire a compromise to a Solllewhat lower 
frequency limit. The ideal volume range 
for producing a facsimile of such music 
is 65 decibels. How much this volume 
range can be reduced below this value 
without producing serious impairment 
has not been determined in a quantita- 
tive way. There is no doubt that enn- 
siderahle improvement in quality will 
also result by going to two or more 
channels instead of one, but whether 
such improvement is worth the addi- 
tional cost must he decided for each kind 
of service in which the transmission sys- 
tem is used. 

STEREO PLAYBACK 
( en to page 27) 

problem exists the same head is used 
both for recording and playback. The 
writer rarely uses both sides of the tape 
for single track work because he likes 
to edit his tapes: consequenetly there is 
no cross -talk problem. Furthermore, the 
USe of separate heads permits the tape 
to he monitored as it is being made, giv- 
ing an audible indication of the quality 
of the recording. 

l tifortunately the Viking deck does 
not have a second set of stereo heads 
for monitoring stereo recordings off the 
tape as they are being made. However, 
adaptor units are available with the nec- 
essary heads installed and these are de- 
signed for `outboard" mounting. Such 
an arrangement would he decidedly 
worthwhile and inclusion of such a de- 
vice into the present system is contem- 
plated. 

This amplifier has been used to make 
duplicates of tapes recorded in the usual 
manner, both single track and stereo. 
Fortunately, the writer has been able to 
borrow a second deck for this purpose. 
One machine is used for playback, the 
other for recording. The output of the 
playback amplifiers are patched to the 
input of the recording amplifiers. Ex- 
cellent results have been obtained. It has 
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FULL FREQUENCY 
FEEDBACK 
AMPLIFIERS 
All output tubes in our 
new line operate below 
their rated capacity. For 
example, our 40 -watt 
power amplifier uses 
output tubes rated for 
100 -watt operation. 
These amplifiers incor- 
porate a new concept of 
record equalization. 

AR -430 CONTROL AMPLIFIER 
POWER OUTPUT: 12 watts. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 
20,000 cycles, +1 db. HAR- 
MONIC DISTORTION: less thon 
1.5 %. NOISE LEVEL: 63 db 
down. INPUTS: Magnetic Pho- 
no, Ceramic Phono, Tape, Tuner 
and Aux. OUTPUTS: 8 ohms. 
LOUDNESS CONTROL: In -out, 
continuously variable. TONE 
CONTROLS: Bass, 15 db droop. 
15 db boost; Treble, 14 db 
droop, 12 db boost. EQUALI- 
ZATION: RIAA Meg. Phono. 
NARTB Tope Head. TUBES: One 
7025112AX7, one 6AV6, one 
6U8, two 61O51E1.84, one 
6CA41EZ81. DIMENSIONS: 12' 
W, 51/2" D, 41/4" H. PRICE: 
$59.95 (Audiophile Nell. 
Price includes top cover. 

AR -432 CONTROL AMPLIFIER 
POWER OUTPUT: 30 watts. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 
20,000 cycles ±.9 db at full 
output. HARMONIC DISTOR- 
TION: 0.7% at full output. IM 
DISTORTION: less than 1% 
program level. (60:7kc14:1 ). 
NOISE LEVEL: 70 db down. 
INPUTS: Magnetic Phono, Ce- 
ramic Phono, Tape Head, Tuner, 
Tape, Aux. OUTPUTS: Tape, 
Amplifier (A, 4, 8, 16, Bl. 
SPEAKER SELECTOR SWITCH: 
Provides switching to one speak. 
er, second speaker, or both. 
LOUDNESS CONTOUR: Two po- 
sitions provide different levels 
of compensation in accordance 
with Fletcher- Munson curves. 
TONE CONTROLS: Bass 20 db 
droop, 15 db boost; Treble 15 
db droop, 15 db boost. EQUAL. 
IZATION: Adjustment of RIAA 
Recording Curve -Three slide 
switches for high frequencies 
and three slide switches for low 
frequencies. RUMBLE FILTER: 
In effect on all inputs. Has 3 
positions. SCRATCH FILTER: In 

For Full Data On Any And 
All Items, See Your Dealer 
Or Write Us Direct. 

effect on oll inputs. Has 3 po- 
sitions. TUBES: one SV4GA, 
one 6U8, two 7025(12AX7, two 
7027. DIMENSIONS: 131/2" W. 
134" D, 4%" H. PRICE: 
$119.95. without top cover 
(Audiophile Net). 

AR-431 CONTROL AMPLIFIER 
POWER OUTPUT: 20 watts. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 
20,000 cycles +.9 db at full 
output. HARMONIC DISTOR- 
TION: Less than 1% at full 
output. IM DISTORTION: Less 
than 1' /e program level. NOISE 
LEVEL: 65 db down. INPUTS: 
Magnetic Phono, Ceramic Pho. 
no, Tope Head, Tuner, Aux. 
OUTPUTS: Tope, Amplifier (A, 
4, 8, 16, B). SPEAKER SELEC- 
TOR SWITCH: Provides switch- 
ing to one speaker, a second 
speaker or both. LOUDNESS 
CONTOUR: Two positions pro- 
vide two different levels of 
compensation in accordance 
with Fletcher -Munson curves. 
TONE CONTROLS: Bass 22 db 
droop, 16 db boosts Treble 15 
droop, 16 db boost. EQUALI- 
ZATION: Adjustment of RIAA 
Recording Curve -Two slide 
switches for high frequencies 
and two slide switches for low 
frequencies. RUMBLE FILTER: 
Two -position switch. In effect 
on all inputs. SCRATCH FILTER: 
Two -position switch. In effect 
on all inputs. TUBES: one 7025, 
two 12AX7, four B05. DIMEN- 
SIONS: 131/2" W, Sys" D, 
43/4" H. PRICE: $99.95' with- 
out top cover (Audiophile Net). 

AP -437 POWER AMPLIFIER 
POWER OUTPUT: 40 watts. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 
20,000 cycles ±.1 db at 40 
watts; 10- 60,000 cycles ±1 db 
at 40 watts; 10.100,000 cycles 
+1 db of 10 watts. HARMONIC 
DISTORTION: 0.1% said Ire - 

quencies at 40 watts. 0.5% 
20. 20,000 cycles at 40 watts. 
IM DISTORTION: 0.4% at 40 
watts. (60:7k44:1). NOISE 
LEVEL: 90 db down. INPUT: 
One with variable input sensi- 
tivity from .7 to 10 volts. CON- 
TROLS: Hum control, balancing 
control, bias control. OUTPUTS: 
A, 4, 8, 16, B. SPEAKER SE- 
LECTOR SWITCH: Provides 
switching for one speaker, a 
second speaker, or both. TUBES 
two 6550, one 12BH7, one 
7025, one 5AR41GZ34. DI- 
MENSIONS: 10t /t' W, 6y;' 
H, 10" D. PRICE: $145.00' 
(Audiophile Net). Price in 
eludes top cover. 

Alt prices are Zone 1. 

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson" 

STROMBERG -CARLSON 
A DIVISION Or GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

1418C N. Goodman Street Rochester 3, N. Y. 

Electronic and communication products for hone, in- 
dustry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles; 
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems. 
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been found that the tape hiss on a "first 
generation" duplicate is a little higher 
than that of the "master" but not seri- 
ously so. Also, there is the possibility 
that some differences of pitch will be evi- 
dent to the trained ear. However, this is 
usually not serious enough to bother 
unless the tape machines differ markedly 
in speed or the listener is "cursed" with 
absolute pitch. 

Sound -on -sound recording is also pos- 
sible. The usual procedure for addition 
of material to material already recorded 
makes use of an extra playhead in front 
of the erase head. The original signals 
are mixed with the material to he added 
and the composite material is then re- 

corded in the usual manner. With the 
Viking deck the procedure is somewhat 
different. The original material is re- 
corded on the "wrong" side of the tape. 
(The tape must be new or erased com- 
pletely beforehand!) It is then player] 
back and mixed with the additional ma- 
terial: the composite material is then 
recorded on the regular side of the tape 
in the usual manner. This arrangement 
has the advantage that the original re- 
cording is not destroyed. With a little 
ingenuity the process can be repented 
several times. 

From time to time requests are re- 
ceived for single -track recordings of 
material originally recorded in stereo. 

"It's not Hi -Fi if it doesn't have Tung -Sol Tubes" 

vi 

What we're driving at is the sim- 
ple fact that Tung -Sol Audio 
Tubes are preferred by makers 
of the finest Hi -Fi equipment. 

TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
Newark 4, N. J. 

TUNG-SOL® 
AUDIO TUBES 

54 

]'sing a second tape deck the two signals 
are played back, mixed, and then re- 
corded on a single track. Usually some 
trial and error is necessary before good 
balance is obtained but nothing is lost 
except time. 

A more prosaic use for this amplifier 
might be mentioned. At one time or an- 
other most audio tans are called upon to 
set up sound reinforcing systems for 
special events. This recording amplifier 
can he used as the preamplifier and mixer 
for such a system. Simultaneous record- 
ing can be en rtied on as required. So far, 
there have been no requests for stereo 
sound reinforcement hut it is obviously 
possible with this unit ! 

Conclusion 

Development of the recording-play- 
hack amplifier required ninny weeks. 
Many circuit arrangements were tried 
out "on paper" and "in the flesh" before 
the final version was completed. Perhaps 
a few words of caution are in order. 
No one should attempt the construction 
of a unit of this kind unless he is thor- 
oughly conversant with good audio tech- 
niques. Good wiring practice arrest be 
followed. Ground loops must be scrupu- 
lously avoided if hum is to be minimized. 
Some experimenting with chassis ground- 
ing points may be necessary for the low- 
est possible noise level. After construc- 
tion is completed proper adjustment 
requires the intelligent use of a wide - 
range audio -frequency generahn. ,cillo- 
scope, sensitive n.e. yaelll1111 tub volt- 
meter, and various other instruments. 

The system which has been described 
has been used for several months and 
has given excellent results ,fece sufficient 
experience was gained for it, proper. 
operation. The writer happens to live 
in an area served by stereophonic broad- 
casts using AM and FM. Many of these 
programs have been recorded and within 
the limitations imposed by AM on one 
channel the results have been highly 
satisfactory. Live stereo recordings of 
chamber music and choral groups have 
been uniformly good once the problems 
of proper microphone placement were 
solved. Experience is the best guide here 
and no absolute rules can be given. Two 
identical eardioid microphones have 
given the best results in all cases. 

Earlier reference was made to the 
"hole -in- the -middle" effect. This is hard 
to describe in words but a recent visitor 
put it this way: "It sounds as though 
you hear two point sources instead of 
one." Most available recorded stereo 
tapes avoid this effect provided that the 
two loudspeakers are placed flat against 
the wall away front the corners of the 
listening area. The writer prefers corner 
horns for their low -frequency efficiency 
but he often experiences the "hole- in -the- 
middle" effect when these horns are used' 
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for stereo reproduction. It can be effec- 
tively eliminated by using a third, or 
middle, channel whose signal material is 
derived from both outside channels. This 
was the main reason for inclusion of 
the hybrid channel in the system de- 
scribed. It requires a third amplifier 
and speaker but the results are worth 
the price. It should be mentioned that 
the two outside channels are combined 
without the use of a resistance mixer. 
Electronic mixing is used to avoid cross- 
talk between channels. There is some un- 
avoidable cr55 -talk between the two 
heads Mounted in -line and there is no 
need to increase it. 

The only valid objection to this sys- 
tem is its size and weight. It should be 
possible to reduce both by the use of 
transistors to replace some or all of the 
Many tubes now employed. Work is now 
progressing along this line but that is 
another story. 

.\R'1'3 1,isT 
Resistors 

R R R.;, R,,;, R, 
R,,, 1 megohm, 1/4 watt 

R R, 2200 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R R,, Ra, R,,, R.:,- 

R, 2200 ohms, 1 watt 
R R , R,.;, R,,, R 

11.22 megohms, 1 watt 
R., R,,, 1,000 aluns, 1/2 watt R, R 11.56 megohms, 1/2 watt 
R,. R,,1.. R., 

li 1f ,. R,,, R , .,3011 ohms, 1 watt 

R,, 

Capacitors 

C C C,,, C 
r f' 

f (',:, C C,,, C 
C,,, C, C,., C4., 
C.,, C,., ('.,. C,,. 

17,0110 ohms, 1 ,v,itt 
0.1- megohnl potenti- 

ometer, audio taper 

11.1 megohms, 1 watt 
11.112 ntegohuts, 1,;. watt 
1000 ohms, 1 watt 
10,000 ohms, 1 watt 
0.27 utegoluns, 1 watt 
0.8.2 megohms, 1 watt 
0,25 ntegohm potenti- 

ometer, audio taper 

11.27 megohms, 12 watt 
!2,11110 ohms, I watt 
2 mogohals, I.. watt 

11.1 111egollnls, 12 watt 
11.47 megobuts, 1/2 watt 
1800 ohms, 1 watt 
11.22 nlegohnis. 12 watt 
4.7 megohms, 12 watt 
50,0110-ohm wire - 

wound potentiom- 
eter, linear taper 

33,000 ohms, 1 watt 
27,000 ohms, 1 watt 
62,1100 ohms, 1 watt 
100 ohms, 1 watt 
100-ohm wire -wound 

potentiometer, lin- 
ear taper 

10 -ohm, 25 -watt wire - 
wound, adjustable 

1250 ohms, 20 watt' 

50 -0, 6 -volt electro- 
lytic 

0.05 -0, 6 -volt paper 
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NEW 
SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 
Some speakers and 
speaker systems provide 
clean, sharp transients 
at low and low -low fre- 
quencies. Others are 
very linear in response 
at low and low -low fre- 
quencies. Only the new 
Stromberg- Carlson mul- 
tiple speaker systems 
give you both. 

Low end frequency 
response extends at 
least an octave below 
that heretofore possible. 
The range of our MSS - 
492 system is 16- 22,000 
cps; the range of our 
MSS -491 system is 22- 
18,000 cps. 

Speaker system reso- 
nance is lower than the 
unbaffled free air cone 
resonance of the woof- 
ers. Exceptional tran- 
sient response, linear 
quality and extraordina- 
ry low frequency re- 
sponse are directly re- 
lated to a carefully in- 
tegrated design between 
our woofers and our 
quarter wavelength 
Acoustical Labyrinth® 
baffling system. Three - 
way crossover networks 
are included. 

MSS -492 SPEAKER SYSTEM 
12 Soft Skiver Woofer, 8 
mid -range, two 21/4" Tweeters. 
Available in cherry or walnut. 
32I/2" high, 331/:" wide, 163/4" 
deep. PRICE: $249.95 (Audio 
philo Net). 

For Full Doto On Any And 
All Items, See Your Deole, 
Or Write Us Direct. 

:-_A1616g11111111111el6- 

MSS -491 SPEAKER SYSTEM 
15" Soft Skiver Woofer, 8" 
mid -range, Induction Tweeter. 
Available in mahogany, wal- 
nut or limed oak. 321/4" high, 
38' /e" wide, 21" deep. PRICE 
Mahogany, $379.95'; Walnut, 
$389.95', limed oak, $389.95' 
(Audiophile Net). 

MSS -461 SPEAKER SYSTEM 
8" mid -range, 21/4" Tweeter. 
Available in mahogany, oak or 
walnut. 241/4" high, 19" wide, 
10" deep. PRICE: Mahogany, 
$69.95'; Walnut, oak, $74.95 
(Audiophile Net). 

RW -490 IS" Soft Skiver 
Woofer. $99.95. 
(Audiophile Net/ 

RT -477 Induction Tweeter. 

RW-489 12" Soft Skiver 
Woofer. $49.95 
(Audiophile Nei 

RT-476 21/4" Tweeter. 
$9.95' Audiophile Nell 

All prices ore Zone i 

There is nothing finer than a Stromberg Carlson- 

STROM BERG -CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 
1418C N. Goodman Street Rochester 3 N. Y 

Electronic and communication products for home, in 
dusüry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles 
School Sound, Intercom and Public Addre,, Systems 

S-C 
,le 

GD 
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S 7,Ùteded 
SEPARATE AND BALANCED 

STEREO al 

(44.0e 6ecoote olAdolete 

You can use Frazier -Engineered 
High Fidelity Speaker Systems 
for true separate -channel 
stereo or for monaural 

reproduction -and get all 
the musical enjoyment you want. 
Remember, too -it is not 
the size of the drivers, 
but the way they are coupled 
to an acoustically- adequate 
enclosure that gives you the 
range, the balance and the 
realism you want, with minimum 
distortion, without coloration, 
overdrive or hangover. 

Your listening is not complete 
until you hear the Frazier. 

Many Other Hi -Fi Models 
Available at Frazier Dealers 
to Meet Your Space and 
Budget Requirements 

Write to Dept. A for 
Informative Bulletins 

HIGH FIDELITY JRAZI£R STEREORAMA 

Utilizes two Frazier Mark II high fidelity speaker sys- 
tems with 30- degree separation, in smart contemporary 
enclosure. The 30- degree separation and projection as- 
sure excellent stereo effect at distances of five feet to as 
much as sixty feet. Balanced reproduction from 30 to 
17,000 cps. High efficiency permits use of any 12 -watt 
stereo amplifier. When used as a monaural system, "big- 
ness" is obtained way beyond the cost. Size: 54" x 43 + _" 
x 32 ". Finished in Fruitwood Mahogany, Blonde Korina, 
Walnut, Dark Mahogany, or Ebony. Net, $295 
STEREORAMA JR. Designed like the Stereorama, but 
utilizes two Frazier F -8 -3X Black Box speaker systems. 
40 to 15,000 cps. Size: 45 +.i" x 30" x 18 ". Net, $195 

WIDE -RANGE JRAZIER MARK II 
Exceptionally wide range high fidelity speaker system. 
Employs Frazier modified Helmholtz -type enclosure 
with specially- designed 8 -inch woofer and compression - 
type tweeter. Smooth response 30 to 17,000 cps. Use as 
is or in walls, closets, or other locations. 
Size: 221 _" x 26" x 16 ". Net, $99.50 
Available also in Capri cabinet. Net, $137.50 

POPULAR JRAVER DEL MAR 

Remarkable high -fidelity performance in custom- crafted 
cabinet at low cost. Uses highly efficient Frazier modi- 
fied Helmholtz direct radiator type speaker system, 
with specially -designed 8 -inch driver and cone -type 
tweeter (as in Frazier F -8 -3X Black Box). Gives clean 
reproduction from 40 to 15,000 cps. Size: 23 h" x 231," x 
11' /s ". Finishes as Stereorama above. Net, $79.50 

25 years in electro- acoustics 

íZTER 
International Electronics Corporation 

2649 BRENNER DRIVE, DALLAS 20, TEXAS 

C,,, C> Ca., C.,, 
C,., C, 

C., 

C,,, C,., C,,, C,,, C 
C;. 

C,., C,,, C,,, C,,, C7o, 

C, C7, 

C:,, C., C 

C:,, 

C5 C5, C. CO 
C; C557 C5. 

C.:,, C. 

Miscall 

D D, F F, / :, J Ji, J,,, It / J,,, /, Jm J, J, 
J,,, J 

L, L, 

L.,, L, 
S S S, S S SJ 
SR 

T T, 

T, 

T T, 

T, 

P V, 
F. F 177, 

Fu, F, P V, 
C», Pu 

rr,,, F 

Ft, F,,, 
Fu 

0.1 -0, 600 volts paper 
40.µf, 450 -volt elec- 

trolytic 

501tf, °_:i -volt eleetro- 
lytic 

20 -ttf, 450 -volt tlee- 
trolvtir 

&µf. 450-vclt electro- 
lytic 

25 -µf, 25 -volt electro- 
lytic 

100 -µµf, mica 
0.4 -µf, 600 -volt pa- 

per 
600 -volt pa- 

per 
0.0()6 -itf, mica 
0.0005 -µf, area 
11,01 -µf, mica 
6000 -µcaf, mica 
11.25 -0, 600 -volt 

per 
1000 -mtf, mica 
2400 -µf, 20 -volt elec- 

trolvtir 

pa- 

diodes 
2- ampere fuses 
Closed- circuit jacks 
Open- circuit jacks 

4 -30 mh adjustable 
coils 

15 -11., 65 -ma chokes 
DPST switches 
SPST switches 
2- ampere selenium 

rectifier, full -wave 
bridge 

Microphone -to -grid 
transformers 

Bias oscillator coil 
(Viking D501 or 
(equivalent) 

6.3 -volt filament trans- 
formers 

350 -0 -350 volts at 70 
ma, 5 volts at 2 
amps, 6.3 volts at 2 
amps. 

12AX7 

12Ai'7 
5579 
6E5 
VR150 
5V4 

STEREO 

(l,'1, pap, ...') 

tern is a field type sound reproducing 
system in which two or more micro- 
phones, used to pick up the original 
sound, are each coupled to a correspond- 
ing number of independent transducing 
channels which in turn are each coupled 
to a corresponding number of loud- 
speakers arranged in substantial geo- 
metrical correspondence to that of the 
microphones. as in Fig. 4. 
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Description of Systems 

Following the definitions' of mon- 
aural. binaural. monophonic, and stereo - 
phonie sound the next consideration will 
be a description of some of the charac- 
teristics of the four systems. 

To achieve realism in a sound repro- 
ducing system. four fundamental con - 
ditions must he satisfied. as follows: 

1. The frequency range must he such 
as to include without frequency dis- 
crimination all of the audible compo- 
nents of the various sounds to be repro- 
due ed. 

2. The volume range must be such as 
to permit noiseless and distortionlcss 
reproduction of the entire range of in- 
tensity associated with the sounds. 

3. The reverberation characteristics of 
the original sound should he approxi- 
mated in the reproduced sound. 

4. The spatial sound pattern of the 
original sound should be preserved in 
the reproduced sound. 

A diagram of a monaural sound re- 
producing system is shown in Fig. 1. 
The most common example of a mon- 
aural sound reproducing system is the 
telephone in which there is, in general, 
a single source of sound, one micro- 
phone. a transducer, and one telephone 
receiver coupled to one ear of the lis- 
tener. in most Ioeal applications, the 
carbon microphone is coupled directly 
to the telephone receiver. In long dis- 
tance telephony vacuum tube and tran- 
sistor amplifiers may he used between 
the microphone and loudspeaker. For 
other more limited applications, as for 
example, monitoring purposes, the trans- 
ducer may be a radin transmitter and 
receiver, a television sound transmitter 
and receiver. a disc phonograph recorder 
and reproducer, a sound motion picture 
recorder and a reproducer and /or a 
magnetic tape recorder and reproducer. 
In some applications. there may he more 
than one sound source. One or more mi- 
crophones may be used. In some appli- 
cations two telephone receivers may be 

I The definitions of the terms monaural, 
binaural, monophonic, and stereophonic, 
agree substantially with those of modern 
dictionaries. In addition, the terms binaural 
and stereophonic as defined in this paper 
have been standardized. As a result, the in- 
correct usage of binaural to designate a 
stereophonic system is disappearing. Mon- 
aural is still incorrectly used to designate 
a single- channel field -type sound reproduc- 
ing system- Monophonic is a relatively new 
term, which has been introduced to supply 
a void in terms to describe the four funda- 
mental sound systems. Monophonic and 
stereophonic are harmonious and congruent 
terms which complement each other and 
have a common relationship in describing 
field -type sound systems. Monaural and 
binaural are also harmonious and congru- 
ent terms which complement each other 
and have a common relationship in describ- 
ing closed-circuit sound systems. 
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PROGRAM 
SOURCES 

PR -499 AUDIOPHILE 
TURNTABLE: 
This is Me first turntable with 
double -acting dual - 

sion, combined with elastic 
belt drive and cosh ly 

v 

ariable torque drive. 
These specifications shown be. 

low are those of a Stromberg- 
Carlson turntable machined to 
the worst tolerances possible 
under manufacturing conditions. 
We will guarantee all delivered 
turntables to exceed these speci- 
fications. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
NOISE LEVEL: 55 db down. 
WOW: Less than 0.25% peak 
(0.18% RMS). FLUTTER: 0.1 
peak (0.01 / RMS). SPEEDS: 
Continuously variable from 14 
to 80 RPM, guaranteed to be 
completely constant at any set- 
ting. STROBOSCOPIC WINDOW 
PILOT LIGHT: Visual guide to 
accurate speed. DOUBLE SUS- 
PENSION SYSTEM: Turntable 
and arm are suspended above 
mounting plate, motor beneath 
for complete isolation. HUM 
FIELD: Motor is isolated from 
magnetic cartridge hum field. 
BELT DRIVE: Elastic belt drive 
prevents rumble transmission. 
MOTOR: Four -pole. DRIVE: 
Cone drive on idler wheel, sep- 
arates completely in "off' po- 
sition. Driving pressure: from 
torque of drive cone. 45 RPM 
CUTOUT: No manipulation nec- 
essary for 45 RPM records. 
DECK: Provided with legs for 
operation without base. FIN- 
ISH: Morocco red, aluminum 
trim. PRICE: $99.95. (Audio- 
phile Net(. 

See your dealer or write to 
us for full dato on corn 
plete new line of amplifiers, 
speakers, speaker systems, en- 
closures and program sources. 

RA -498 TONE ARM: 
Extremely low resonance. Vari- 
able pitch eccentric for perfect 
mass centering. Weight calibra- 
tion eliminates need to weigh 
tone arm. Four leads for stereo 
-clip-in cartridge plate. Avail. 
able separately. PRICE: $24.95' 
(Audiophile Net). 

PR -488 AUTOSPEED 
CHANGER: 
Performance matches or ex- 
ceeds the finest. It is the only 
changer that cannot damage 
record surfaces. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
AUTOSPEED: Automatically 
changes speeds and intermixes 
records for 33 and 45 RPM with 
-tylus of microgroove position, 
without regard to sequence. 
Operates of 78 RPM automati- 
cally with stylus in 78 position. 
BALANCED ARM: The stylus 

se 
is variable to less thon 

one gram, less than any other 
changer. CHANGE CYCLE STOP: 
Fivesecond change cycle. 
ACOUSTICALLY ISOLATED 
TONE ARM: trouble -free -the 
tone arm can be handled at 
any time without damage o 
dislocation. IDLER WHEEL DIS- 
ENGAGE. FOUR SPEED AUTO 
MATIC AND MANUAL OPERA- 
TION. MUTING SWITCH AND 
FOUR POLE MOTOR. DIMEN. 
SIONS: 13th" wide, 12" deep, 
3" below and 5" above mount- 
ing board. MODEL PR -488 DS. 
GE VRII Diamond/Sapphire 
Cartridge, $84.95'. MODEL 
PR -488 SS: GE VRII Dual Sap. 
phire Cartridge, $74.95. (Prices 
A -rdiophile Net.) 

SR -440 AM -FM TUNER: 
TUNING RANGE: FM -88 to 108 
MC; AM -540 to 1600 kc. I F 

BAND WIDTH: FM -200 kc. AM. 
I5 kc, broad position. 8kc 
sharp position. FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: FM -20 to 20,000 
cycles. AM -20 to 7,000 cycles 
brood position. SENSITIVITY: 
On 72 ohm matched antenna 
input, 0.9 uv for 20 db quiet - 

ing. On 300 ohm antenna in- 
put, 1.8 we for 20 db quieting. 
AUDIO OUTPUT: Controlled by 
tuner volume control. Low im. 
pedante cathode fol owe, out- 
put. TUNING STABILITY: Im 

ved temperature compen- 
sated circuits prevent cilla 
ror drift on both AM and FM. 
OSCILLATOR SHIELDING: 
Meets FCC and EIA Specifica- 
tions for minimum radiation. 
ANTENNA CONNECTORS: FM. 
terminals for 300 ohm input. 
AM terminals for high imped- 
ance antenna. Combined AM 
FM antenna on single di -pote 
connection. CONTROLS: AM. 
FM selector switch. AFC switch. 
Loral- distant switch for both 
AM and FM. Broad -sharp switch 
for AM. Tuning and gain con- 
trols. TUBES: three 6BA6, one 
68E6, one 6BQ7A, one 6BZ7, 
two 6AL5, one 12AÚ7, one 
6FG61EM84, one e 6X4. DIMEN. 
SIONS: 13th W, 4s /e" H, 
91/4" D. PRICE: $159.95' (Au- 
diophile Net) without top cover. 

All prices are Zone I. 

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson 

STROMBERG- CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

1418C N. Goodman Street Rochester 3 N. Y. 

Electronic and communication products for home, in- 
dustry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles, 
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems. 

5C I GO 
LM elo 
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The "Lipstik" 

famous A L TEC 

Condenser Microphone has the perfect new mate 

THE M -30 CARDIOID CONDENSER 
Now with the new ALTEC M -30, the smallest 
Cardioid Condenser microphone system in 
existence, you can fill both your directional 
and omnidirectional microphone needs with 
ALTEC "Lipstik" microphones. 
The frequency range of the superb new M -30 
Cardioid Condenser, mate to the famous M -20 

" Lipstik," is from 
20 to 20,000 cps 

with an out- 
standing 

M 30 

smoothness typical of ALTEC condensers. 
It has the same rugged construction, tiny size, 
and light weight of the famous "Lipstik." The 
Cardioid pattern of the new M -30 illustrates 
its high discrimination over a wide frequency 
range. 
We invite critical judgment of both ALTEC'S 
M -20 "Lipstik" and M -30 Cardioid at your 
dealer's. 
When you own both you have an unbeatable 
combination for all your omnidirectional and 
directional microphone needs. 

ICROPHONE SYSTEM 

POLAR CHARACTERISTIC 

M 30 CARDI010 MICROPHONE 

M -30 Cardioid Microphone System 

ONLY $334.00 COMPLETE 

Includes: 
29A Microp^.cne 5150.00 

175A Base $ 65.00 
166A Stand Attachment $ 7.00 
169A Shock Mount $ 12.00 
525A Power Supply $100.00 

M -20 " Lipstik" Microphone System 
ONLY $236.00 COMPLETE 

STAY AHEAD WITH 

A. I RIOOIN.r RISPONDI AND I PONT 10 BICA OISCRIMBMIIai 
AINDS,II I NOSCRRx - - 

o 

1R0 

5 

10 De 

15 

20 

LES N ; 

M -30 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
295 Microphone 

Type: Condenser 
Directivity: Cardioid 
Freq. Range: 20 to 20,000 cps 
Hum: Not susceptible to mag- 

netic, fields 
Capacitance: 50 mmf 
Dimensions: 3/4' Diameter, 

J32 Seated Height 
Finish: Stainless Steel 

111 C'. .' 
ALTE[ 

LANSING CORPORATION 
ALTEC 

MOO 14W 

SYSTEM OUTPUT LEVEL FROM 
525A POWER SUPPLY: 

Unbalanced: 
High Impedance 
(10,000 ohms or higher/ 

-35 db /1v/10 dynes /cm2 
(open circuit voltage) 

600 ohms 
'i4 dbm /10 dynes /cm2 

150 ohms 
58 dbm /10 dynes /cm2 

30 ohms 
64 dbm /10 dynes /cm2 R. Balanced: 

Using 4665 Plug -in 
Transformer for 30, 
150 or 600 ohms 

-53 dbm /10 dynes /cm2 

LANSING CORPORATION 

1515 S. Manchester Avenue. Anaheim, California 161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York 
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used transmitting the same program to 
each of the ears of the listener. The 
monaural sound reproducing system is 
of the closed- circuit type in which the 
ear of the listener is transferred to a 
microphone location by means of the 
Microphone, transducer, and telephone 
receiver combination. The acoustics of a 
single room are involved in the repro- 
duction of the sound, namely, the studio 
in which the microphone is located. The 
monaural sound reproducing system may 
be constructed so as to satisfy condi- 
tions 1, 2, and 3 on realism of sound re- 
production. It cannot, under any condi- 
tions, satisfy condition 4. 

A diagram of a binaural sound repro- 
ducing system is shown in Fig. 2. There 
is no widespread use of the binaural 
sound reproducing system. The use is 
limited to specific applications. The bin- 
aural sound reproducing system consists 
of two separate channels. Each channel 
consists of a microphone, transducer, 
and telephone receiver. The microphones 
are mounted in a dummy simulating the 
human head in shape and dimensions 
and at the locations corresponding to the 
ears of the human head. The transducer 
may be an amplifier, a radio transmitter 
and receiver, a phonograph recorder and 
reproducer, a motion picture recorder 
and reproducer, or a magnetic tape re- 
corder and reproducer. The binaural 
sound reproducing system is of the 
closed -circuit type. The listener is trans- 
ferred to the location of the dummy by 
means of a two- channel sound reproduc- 
ing system. The binaural sound repro- 
ducing system may be constructed so 
as to satisfy all four conditions on real- 
ism of sound reproduction. 

A diagram of a monophonic sound re- 
producing system is shown in Fig. 3. It 
is the most widely employed of all sound 
reproducing systems. Examples are the 
disc phonograph, radio, sound motion 
picture, television, magnetic tape repro- 
ducer and sound systems. The mono- 
phonic sound reproducing system is of 
the field type, in which the sound is 
picked up by a microphone and repro- 
duced by means of a loudspeaker into a 
field. The sound at the microphone is 
reproduced at the loudspeaker. The 
transducer may be an amplifier, radio 
transmitter and receiver, a phonograph 
recorder and reproducer, a sound mo- 
tion picture recorder and reproducer, a 
television transmitter and receiver, a 
magnetic tape recorder and reproducer. 
The monophonic sound reproducer may 
be constructed to satisfy conditions 1, 
2 and 3 on realism of sound reproduc- 
tion. It cannot under any conditions 
satisfy condition 4. 

A diagram of a stereophonic sound 
reproducing system is shown in Fig. 4. 
The stereophonic sound reproducing sys- 
tem is of the field type, in which the 
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sound is picked up by two or more mi- 
crophones which are coupled to a cor- 
responding number of independent 
transducing channels which in turn are 
coupled to corresponding number of 
loudspeakers arranged in substantial 
geometrical correspondence to that of 
the microphones. The transducer may be 
an amplifier, radio transmitter and re- 
ceiver, a phonograph recorder and re- 
producer, a sound motion picture re- 
corder and reproducer, a television 
transmitter and receiver, or a magnetic 
tape recorder and reproducer. Two chan- 
nels are used in the disc phonograph 
and radio. Two and three channels are 
used in the magnetic tape reproducer. 
Two, three and more channels are used 
in motion picture reproducers. The 
stereophonic sound reproducer may be 
constructed to satisfy conditions 1, 2 
and 3 on realism of sound reproduction. 
It can be constructed to provide audi- 
tory perspective of the reproduced sound 
and in this sense the stereophonic sound 
reproducer satisfies condition 4 on real- 
ism of sound reproduction. Stereo- 
phonic sound is being rapidly com- 
mercialized. The first wide scale use was 
in sound motion pictures. This was fol- 
lowed by the magnetic tape reproducer. 
The stereophonic disc phonograph is be- 
ing commercialized this year. Experi- 
ments are now being conducted in the 
transmission and reproduction of stereo- 
phonic sound by means of a radio sys- 
tem. In one arrangement, the two chan- 
nels are transmitted on two separate 
radio links, one by a frequency modula- 
tion system and the other by an ampli- 
tude modulation system. In another ar- 
rangement, the two channels are trans- 
mitted and reproduced by means of a 
multiplex frequency modulation system. 

Summary 

The four fundamental types of sound 
reproducing systems -namely, monaural, 
binaural, monophonic, and stereophonic 
-have been defined and described in 
this paper. The terms monaural and 
binaural are used to designate closed 
circuit sound reproducing systems. The 
terms monophonic and stereophonic are 
terms used to designate field -type sound 
reproducing systems. Monaural and bin- 
aural (or monophonic and stereophonic) 
are mutually harmonious and congruent 
terms which complement each other in 
describing closed -circuit type (or field 
type) sound reproducing systems. The 
definitions as presented in this paper 
agree substantially with modern diction- 
aries. The terms binaural and stereo- 
phonic have been standardized. In view 
of this and the logic presented in this 
paper it is only a question of time until 
all four terms, monaural, binaural, 
monophonic, and stereophonic are stand- 
ardized. j£ 
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STROMBERG- CARLSON 
ACOUSTICAL LABYRINTH' 
BAFFLING SYSTEM 

FURNITURE 
STYLED 
ENCLOSURES 
Our new line of speak- 
er enclosures combines 
full quarter wavelength 
labyrinth path ... styl- 
ing so artful that it har- 
monizes with any room 
setting. 

RH -417 
SPEAKER ENCLOSURE: 
Cherry o 

r 

walnut. Will house 
one 12 " or one 15" coaxial 
speaker; or two 12" woofers 
and two tweeters; or one 12" 
woofer, one 8" midrange and 
two tweeters. 32 t/" high, 
333/4" wide, 163/x" deep. 
PRICE: $129.95' (Audiophile 

RH -418C 
EQUIPMENT CABINET: 
Provides space for any combina- 
tion of components, plus chang 
er or turntable and record stor- 
age space. 321/4" high, 33%" 
wide, 16%" deep. Cherry. 
PRICE: $129.95" (Audiophile 
Net) 

RH -413 12" 
SPEAKER ENCLOSURE: 
Contemporary styling in walnut 
or limed oak. 32" high. 281/4" 
wide, 181/2" deep. PRICE: 
589.95' (Audiophile Net). 

RH -416 
SPEAKER ENCLOSURE: 
Contemporary styling in mo 
hogany, limed oak or walnut. 
Will house one 15" coaxial 
speaker; or a 15" woofer, 12" 
or 8" midrange and two tweet. 
ers. 321" high, 383/s" wide, 
21" deep. PRICE: Mahogany, 
$129.95'; Limed Oak, 
$139.95'; Walnut, $139.95' 
(Audiophile Net). 

See your dealer or write to 
us for full data on our cam. 
pinte new line of amplifiers, 
speakers, speaker systems, en 
closures and program sources. 

RH -412 12" 
SPEAKER ENCLOSURE: 
Traditional styling in cherry or 
walnut. 32" high, 281/" wide, 
181/2" deep. PRICE: $89.95 
(Audiophile Net) 

'All price: are Zone I 

There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson" 

STROMBERG -CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL 
1418C N. Goodman Street 

DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

Rochester 3 N. Y. 

Electronic and communication products for home, in- ír W 
dustry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles. .A, 
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems. - ' 
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1. KEYBOARDS OF THE PAST 
Cimarosa: Sonatas (complete). R. Veyron- 
Lacroix, harps. 

Westminster XWN 18698 
This once- famous Italian of the time of Mo- 

zart and Haydn is known ordinarily for his 
opera "II Matrimonio segreto" (Secret Mar - 
riage) -and not very well known, at that ; but 
even Mozart thought well of him. These short 
little one -movement sonatas for harpsichord 
(they could well have been piano works, but 
suit the harpsichord to perfection) were the 
product of an interlude in an otherwise busy 
career, thanks to the political upheavals of the 
French Revolution. They are nominally in the 
style of Scarlatti and may well remind listen- 
ers of the many Scarlatti harpsichord sonatas, 
but the date is considerably later and there 
are many traits of the Mozart -Haydn period to 
give these a new sort of harpsichord piquancy. 

A valuable addition to the recorded reper- 
tory, as the old phrase goes. and n pleasing 
complement to better known harpsichord mu- 
sic. M. Veyron- Lacroix's somewhat wiry harp- 
sichord is expressively played. 

Dussek: Piano Sonatas Op. 61; Op. 45, 
=1; Op. 20, =2; Sonata for Piano Four 
Hands Op. 32. Heida Hermanns, Ruth 
Stoneridge, pfs. 

Society for Forgotten Music SFM 1002 
This "forgotten music" is another well 

worthwhile addition to available piano record- 
ing. Dussek was a Czech (Bohemia), somewhat 
younger than Mozart, who composed mightily 
at the end of the eighteenth century, at the 
turn towards Romanticism. His last sonata, 
Opus 81, of the time of early Beethoven, is 
claimed to be extraordinarily Romantic in 
cast and perhaps a forerunner of much toe 
I found the others, in an earlier and more Mo- 
zart -like style, just as interesting. Altogether 
an important "second -line" composer, obvi- 
ously an able and skillful writer. Pianists, as 
well as record listeners, will enjoy the good 
playing here. (The company is a division of 
Contemporary Records, Los Angeles.) 

Haydn: Piano Sonatas #52, -34, -43. 
Nadia Reisenberg. (vol. 21. 

Westminster XWN 18358 
This music, except for the last big Sonata in 

E Flat, ( #52), is actually of earlier date than 
the Cimarosa above -but it seems later. The 
music is clearly piano -style, the sonatas are 
multi- movement instead of the short one -move- 
ment type. 

Haydn's piano sonatas have had a small and 
devoted following, mainly among amateur pian- 
ists who read endlessly and not very well 
through the numerous published volumes fa- 
miliar to most pianists. They are quite unlike 
those of Mozart, these sonatas, both more ad- 
vanced, more like Beethoven, yet in a way of 
an earlier time, Haydn being considerably 
older than Mozart. Nadia Reisenberg is a good 

'780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y. 
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pianist for them. She makes them sound as big 
as they actually are (most pianists make them 
tinkle like fragile miniatures), yet she does not 
romanticize them. 

They aren't demonstrative, they are seldom 
showy ; but after a few playtngs they are likely 
to stick in your memory-. In true Haydn style, 
most of this music is far more profound than 
it outwardly seems ; Haydn was a peculiarly 
reticent soul. In the big E Flat sonata espe- 
ciaily (dating from after his last symphonies) 
there are extraordinary near- Romantic expres- 
sions, remarkable modulations, into strange 
keys, a really powerful expression, all in fairly 
gentle outward terms. 

This is one of a continuing series. If you 
enjoy it, there'll be more coming. 

Handel: Keyboard Music, Vols. I, II 
(Suites =3, » 13, # 11; Suites =14, 15, 
=8). Paul Wolfe, harpsichord. 

Exp. Anonymes EA 0032, EA 0033 
A million pianists have played various move- 

ments from these Handel suites as part of their 
beginning keyboard training ; not one in a thou- 
sand of us ever hears the familiar little pieces 
in their original context and on the originally 
intended instrument! They are ever so clearly 
improved by the harpsichord playing. 

Paul Wolfe is a gifted and fluent young per- 
former, stable as a rock and accurate as to the 
implied rhythms and ornamentation that a 
harpsichordist must add to the literal written 
notes, imaginative in his registration for harp- 
sichord tone color. Only a somewhat metro- 
nomic and too -mechanical tempo (as I hear it, 
anyhow) cuts down a bit on the expressive- 
ness of these brilliant works. 

The harpsichord is a large one with a gor- 
geously Mendelian sound to it and the record- 
ing makes it seem even larger. Keep the volume 
down, as you listen, if you want a faithful 
harpsichord sound. 

Couperin: Messe à L'Usage des Couvents. 
Titelouze: Four Versets on "Ave Maris 
Stella." André Marcha', organ at La 
Fleche, France. 

Westminster XWN 18674 
Ail -if only these older works had simple, 

easy titles. like "Dreaming of You" or "Ten 
for Two" ! The long spiels in strange languages 
often are much harder to understand than the 
music Itself. 

This is a Mass, not a mess, to begin with. 
It's no mess at all, but a serles of short organ 
pieces grouped around the five sections of 
the Catholic Mass and intended for use in 
convents and monasteries of the late Sixteen 
Hundreds in glorious France under the great 
Louis XIV, The composer was only 21, but 
already was n top figure in the King's music. 

These little "couplets." sometimes eight or 
nine to a section, must have been played as 
brief interludes or "background music" to the 
actual Mass. They are as sweet and wholesome 
as a glass of light French wine, beautifully 
tinted in contrasting individual tone colors. 
The most interesting aspect of the music is 
that young Couperin actually specified the 
particular stops he intended, a rare thing in 

those days ; thus, as played here on a splendid 
old French organ built fifty years before his 
time, the music is about as close to the actual 
sound of Couperin's day as we shall ever get 
in any artistic reconstruction. Lovely, espe- 
cially the reedy trumpet stops and the Crom- 
orne (Krumhorn), contrasted against the 
soft -toned Tierce. 

Marchai is the great blind organist of 
France, recently heard in several organ rec- 
ords made nt M.I.T. in Cambridge, Mass. A 
rather deliberate player who phrases his music 
carefully, he is an excellent player for this 
delicate music. 

The Titelouze piece is an earlier work, vari- 
ations built upon a Latin hymn. It takes up 
the last piece of Side 2 -the rest is Couperin. 

Le Roux: Pieces de Clavessin -1705. Al- 
bert Fuller, harpsichord. Overtone 15 

-And here, from the same period as the 
Couperin, is a set of harpsichord suites in the 
elaborately ornamented French manner of 
Couperin's own keyboard music -a style that 
has come back into its own on the harpsichord, 
where on the piano it was virtually meaning- 
less and quite unplayable. French music of the 
Louis XIV and Louis XV period is staging a 
monumental comeback these days, and a "new" 
composer of the period, name unknown. Is no 
longer surprising. 

Le Roux was an excellent musical workman 
in the brilliant circle of French music and art 
that existed then. Few of us could tell that 
these fluent works were by an "unknown" 
composer. The Suites, as was customary then, 
are loose collections of short pieces in a com- 
mon key, each with a dance -form title or n fan- 
ciful name -one of these is called "The Piece 
without a Title." 

You didn't have to play them all in the or- 
der given, then, and you don't need to now. An 
excellent record for sampling, an LP band or 
so at n time- or for nicely sophisticated back- 
ground dinner music. (But don't tell the per- 
former I said so.) 

Buxtehude: Complete Organ Works, vol. 
6: Toccata in D Mi., 2 Chorale Fantasias, 
3 Chorale Variations. Alf Linder, organ 
at Skänninge, Sweden. 

Westminster XWN 18689 
This continues the intermittent Buxtehude 

organ series. on a tine old Swedish organ -the 
same on which the Westminster Bach series is 
issued, with Carl Weinrich. 

Other reports may have been "glowing" - 
I'm not that enthusiastic, though Buxtehude, 
the jolly North German (Swedo -Danish) pred- 
ecessor of Bach, is one of my own favorite or- 
gan composers. My slight reservations are on 
two counts ; first, Alf Linder plays Buxtehude, 
it seem to me, with a slightly heavy hand 
¡speaking figuratively) and less humor, in ap- 

propriate places, than he might. Rather serious - 
minded, though excellent as a player. Second, 
there is the "hi -fl" Westminster -style record- 
ing, which somehow disembodies the organ, 
bringing practically every pipe close to you 
(via multiple miking, as far as I know). It's 
no serious objection, but I still like a more dis- 
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tant, perspective -giving pickup for this type of 
music. 

Matter of taste, on both of these points, and 
you may find you feel quite otherwise. 

Bach: Organ Works, vol. 4. (Fantasia in 
C, Fugue in C Mi., Preis and Fugues in F 

Mi., D Mi., G Mi., Trio in G.) Anton 
Heiller, organ. Epic LC 3462 

The mere fact that in this recording the 
particular instrument being used is not sped - 
fled is a clue to its nature, a sincere. dignified, 
somewhat noble and occasionally monotonous 
playing of much Bach in a style that is already 
rather old -fashioned, out of the time of 
Schweitzer. It will stress for most listeners 
the noble monumentality of Bach ; those who 
are not well versed in Bach's music will find 
the sound and the playing unspectacular. Bach 
lovers will appreciate the good musicianship 
underlying this somewhat stolid Viennese 
approach. 

Oddly, Heiller is a young organist, under 
forty. His playing is that of an older genera- 
tion of Bach organists, far removed from the 
now popular "Baroque" or Classic approach. 

2. CLASSICAL WINGDINGS 
Copland: Billy the Kid (1938); Rodeo 
(1942). Morton Gould & His Orchestra. 

RCA Victor LM 2195 
A good record, this one! Here are the two 

Copland ballets that first launched the vogue 
for Western material in ballet form- they've 
since been followed by innumerable examples 
in ballet, in films, musical comedies, TV shows. 
Just as it took a German, Handel, to show the 
British how to write British oratorio, so it 
took the boy from Brooklyn, no cowboy him- 
self. to write the first effective Western music 
for our own ballet stage. 

The thing about Copland is that his stuff is 
strictly high- level -yet it is strictly enter- 
taining and strictly Western, without compro- 
mise. No highbrow effects here! There's a bar- 
room piano with thumbtacks in its hammers 
to make it tinny enough, there's n low -down 
hoe -down and an old -style square dance-the 
titles of the parts run from Buckaroo Holiday 
to Corral Nocturne. But even so, the music is 
on a symphonic plane and up to anybody's 
standards for "classical." Copland showed 
how you could be classical and Western too 
and he's justly admired for it by all concerned. 
(Credit, too. goes to his dance colleagues, such 
as, here, Lincoln Berstein. Agnes de Mille, 
Eugene Loring.) 

It takes craftsmen like Aaron Copland to 
keep music alive and healthy -even if he isn't 
exactly a Mozart from New York. There are 
many such, and they are vital to musical de- 
velopment. I'm sure that in engineering and 
other sciences the same sort of men are 
equally admired -for the same superior skill. 
tenacity, imagination, Inability to do a poor 
job no matter what. Copland is not the great 
American musical genius, but he is surely one 
of the hest workers in American music ever to 
have put his services at our disposal. You can 
hear it, in his work, and you'll both respect 
and enjoy ft. 

Morton Gould was an excellent choice for 
these works -his playings are as fine as they 
come. His own orchestra is always cracker- 
jack and though his own composing style is 
generally far from Copland's, he obviously 
appreciates the splendid new territories that 
were staked out in these ballets and his inter- 
pretation does them proud. with full under- 
standing. You'll get the feeling he wished he'd 
written them himself. 

The Moldau (The Moldau, Inv. to the 
Dance, Mephisto Waltz, Minuet of the 
Will o' the Wisps; Dance of the Symphs, 
Rakoczy March.) Philadelphia Orch., Or- 
mandy. Columbia ML 5261 

Columbia's durable and wide -selling list of 
old favorites by the Philadelphia is always 
hard to review -there really isn't much to 
say, though these records probably account for 
a good hunk of the total popular classics mar- 
ket sales. 

They just go on and on, they get better and 
better technically, and Ormandy proves always 
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to he a superb conductor of war horses. who 
somehow makes them sound on records as 
though they hadn't been played for several 
months. Fresh, musical, well -tailored. expertly 
toned, the stiff doesn't sound n hit hackneyed. 
Don't know how they do ft. 

Tchaikowsky: Piano Concerto #1. Van 
Cliburn; Anon. orch., Kondrashin. 

RCA Victor LM 2252 
Biggest surprise of the year -at least to me : 

this turns out to be a really very nice recorded 
performance of the familiar Concerto, with 
much unexpected warmth and sincerity. a 
"new approach" feeling, that comes both from 
the earnest young pianist and the unaccus- 
tomed leadership of the visiting Russian con- 
ductor. The sound is good, too. though RCA 
really bad to rush this through to capitalize 
on the great to -do over "Van," before it should 
show signs of deflation. Heartily recommended, 
annuynums arc),, or no. 

Levant's Favorites. Oscar Levant, piano. 
Columbia CL 1134 

tlsear Levant is making a species of come- 
back, I gather. I didn't know he had gone away 
-guess I didn't notice. Anyhow, he's the same 
old Oscar here, the bad, naughty. brilliant boy 
of the old "Information Please' (before the 
billion -dollar TV quizzes), the witty. erratic 
pianist who always did and still does seem to 
play like an extremely gifted amateur. 

Oscar goes in for Spanish and French - 
Ritual Fire Dance, Malaguena, Claire de Lune, 
Le Cathédrale Engloutie, the Albeniz Tango, 
and even an odd little intrusion by the modern 
Poulenc, very nice. The playing is not polished. 
not really professional, full of blurs and un- 
evenness; but It would be silly to deny that it 
has the old flashy Levant persuasiveness. You'll 
enjoy it. 

Granados: Goyescas; El Pelele. Eduardo 
del Puyeo, piano. RCA Victor LC 3444 

llere's some really professional Spanish pi- 
ano playing, a whole suite of Granados pieces. 
which will hit the ear more or less as familiar 
stuff I think, plus one extra number that goes 
into the same general category. All based on 
sketches by the Spanish artist, Goya. Fine 
playing. I'd say. 

Tchaikowsky: Swan Lake (excerpts). Royal 
Opera House Orch., Covent Garden, 
Morel. RCA Victor LM 2227 

Ah ! Scrumptuous. A fine, smoothly articu- 
lated and very much alive playing of the 
familiar (mostly) Tchaikowsky ballet music, 
with a minimum of that soggy, repetitive feel- 
ing that sometimes emerges from this sort of 
music when it is heard minus its visible dance. 
This goes right along, the verve making up for 
the missing, unseen stage. 

Moussorgsky -Ravel: Pictures at an Exhibi- 
tion. Chicago Symphony, Reiner 

RCA Victor LM 2201 

Oof, what a high- powered "Pictures" we 
have here! Disciplined, taut, admirably played. 
steely -true to Ravel's orchestration, but for my 
ears It is all cold chrome and lacks the sombre 
magnificence (to use the best cliché I can pull 
out) of the original Moussorgsky music. A lot 
of people will like it better this way, maybe. 

Schumann: Piano Concerto in A Minor. 
Chopin: Piano Concerto #2. Maria Tipo; 
Bamberg Symphony and Pro Musica 
Orch., Perlea. Vox PL 10.320 

Two solid warhorses in a Vox bid for compe- 
titive buying, but the competition is only half 
there. Maria Tipo continues to be a big lady 
artist, an impulsive, commanding young pian- 
ist, who does a rousing job with almost any 
concerto she picks, though her style may be a 
bit on the rough -and -ready side. But the two 
orchestras here, playing as though one (I 
couldn't tell them nor their recorded sound 
apart) seem to have been earnestly incompe- 
tent on these two occasions. Mine is not to rea- 
son why : I can only state that the orchestral 
backing is notably underpowered, through it 

tries hard. Nice piano sound, nice orchestra 
too-as far as it goes. 

3. EUROPE IN THE OLD DAYS 
Haydn: Oboe Concerto in C. 
Dvorak: Serenade in D Minor, Op. 44. 

Members the Hallé Orchestra, Barbirolli. 
Evelyn Bothwell, oboe. 

Mercury MG 50041 
Haydn was both a prolific and, eventually, 

a very famous composer within his lifetime. 
So was almost everybody else prolific in those 
days -especially when it came to writing mu- 
sic that could pay well if palmed off under 
Haydn's name. There is plenty of pseudo - 
Haydn, and a lot of It sounds very much like 
the real thing. Is this Oboe Concerto of that 
sort? There seems to be a question. 

As to little old me, I somehow doubt if it is 
by the old man himself, even In his earlier 
period, around 1700, thirty years before the 
well known symphonies. Only the last move. 
ment has a Haydnish ring to it, and the whole 
piece is not only of a more elaborate outward 
style than most of Haydn -full of typical 
"busy" playing of the sort that he did not so 
extensively indulge 1n -but the tunes and har- 
monies are relatively lax,quite good humoredly 
lacking in any forceful shape or color. A nice 
piece and a good one, but not good enough for 
old man Haydn, I say. The oboe playing by 
Mrs. Barbirolli- Evelyn Bothwell profession - 

ally -is superb. She's a whiz. Husband John 
does a somewhat over -tensioned orchestral 
part, more vigorous than the music Itself. 

The lovely Dvorak Serenade, for winds with 
a few lower strings added, is given a luminous 
but strangely cool performance here. That's 
one way to do it, but I've heard this same 
music played with much more intensity and a 
powerfully romantic mood -and I liked it. 
Still, this is surely a legitimately musical ap- 
proach, and Mercury's one -mike sound makes 
the whole thing glitter and glow. A beautiful 
mike pickup. 

(The Oboe Concerto sound is excellent, too, 
with an unusually natural and musical balance 
between the oboe and the orchestra.) 

Vivaldi: Concerto in G Mi. for Flute, Oboe 
and Bassoon (without orchestra). Haydn: 
Wind Divertimento in B Flat. Mozart: 
Wind Cassation in E Flat. Paris Wind En- 
semble. Epic LC 3461 

Boy oh boy : France is famous for virtuoso 
wind playing and that's what we have here, 
with a vengeance. The players toes the three 
works off (with that peculiarly nasal, brilliant 
French wind tone quality) like so many tech- 
nical exercises -and that, I suspect, is what 
they amount to in this company. The whole 
thing reminds me of an engineering confer- 
ence -only these men talk musical shop. To 
them, it would seem, Mozart and Haydn. Vi- 
valdi as well, were so many wind technicians. 

Two Items of special interest. even an. are 
the Haydn, with the "Saint Anthony" theme 
used by Brahms in his ultra -familiar Varia- 
tions on a Theme by Haydn -this tune, note 
for note -and, secondly, the interesting little 
Vivaldi Concerto for three wind instruments 
all by themselves ; they somehow manage quite 
easily to give the impression of solos and 
"orchestra," in concerto grosso fashion. In- 
genious. (This is already Its second appearance 
on records.) 

Geminiani: Concerti Grossi, Op. 7. I Mu- 
sici. Epic LC 3467 

Complementing its earlier lloza rt anniver- 
sary series (his 200th birthday, 19501, HOE.- 
Philips of Holland, to be precise -is running a 
new one with a fancy Latin name, Monuments 
Italicae Musicae, Monuments of Italian Music, 
under the direction of a gent with an Italian - 
Dutch name, Vittorio Negri- Bryks. The record- 
ings by the famous I Musici (the Musicians) 
in this series seem to me to he superior to 
those done earlier for Angel, and the differ- 
once is probably in the more knowledgeable 
historical direction, by the above -mentioned 
Negri -Bryks. 

Geminiani was one of the famous roving 
Italians who brought the Italian musical in- 
fluence in the eighteenth century to many 
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other countries; he spent much time in Eng- 
land and died, of all places, in Dublin. His 
sweet music is very much of the progressive 
school of Bach's day, that, already, in Italian 
terms, was leading onwards to the grace and 
elegance of Mozart. 

The wretched notes on this album cover 
don't tell us about the interesting musical 
sleight of hand in several of these concerti 
one of them is written in "three different 
styles " -French, English and Italian (coun- 
tries where Signor Geminiani had made music 
himself), another is "the art of the fugue in 
four real parts" -this in a day when the fugue 
was blending handily into a symphonic or- 
chestral style -and still another is written 
in multiple voice- lines, 5, 6, 7, and 8 parts, 
a genial tour de force. You won't have to 
fathom all of this to enjoy the fluent writing, 
the rather feminine grace, of the Geminiani 
music. 

Johann Stamitz: Orch. Trio Op. 1, =2; 
Oboe Concerto in C; Clarinet Concerto in 
B Flat; Sinfonia à 8 in D. Soloists, Mun- 
chener, Kammerorchester, Gorvin. 

Archive (Decca) ARC 3092 
The generally superb Archive series from 

Deutche Grammophon in Germany- is far too 
extensive for the space we can occasionally 
give to it ; I must fall back on occasional sam- 
plings, to indicate the sort of things it covers. 

For all those who have had a brief session 
in music history and can remember mention 
of "The Mannheim School" of pre -Mozart 
composers - -for anybody who is curious as to 
how Mozart got to be Mozart in style -this 
pleasant record is a revealing one. There were 
two younger Stamitzes from Mannheim. sons 
of this one. who lived on after Mozart. But 
they weren't the real innovators. The father, 
Johann, died in 1757 -when Mozart was one 
year old. It's the more remarkable, then, that 
in this, his music, so much that is basic to 
the 'Mozart" sort of expression is already well 
worked out. Stamitz died before he was forty. 
but he turned out vast amounts of music -74 
short symphonies, for instance, in the days 
when the symphony was just taking form as 
a worthwhile device on its own. 

The Oboe Concerto is a somewhat earlier 
work, continuing interestingly the older plan 
of the continuo accompaniment, harpsichord 
harmonies to support the music. (Haydn used 
the same in his first couple of dozen sym- 
phonies.) The Clarinet Concerto, later, was 
one of the very first big pieces for that in- 
strument, long before Mozart's Clarinet Con- 
certo, which set the instrument up in higher 
musical society for good. 

Monteverdi -Selected Works. (Originally 
recorded in 1937). Nadia Boulanger, vo- 
cal and instr. ensemble Angel COLH 20 

This is a reissue (Great Recordings of the 
Century Series) of one of the very first of the 
"old music" revivals, a 78 album that had an 
immense effect on a whole generation of en- 
thusiasts. I still remember its impact, hack 
in the slim pre -war days when unusual old 
music on records was practically unavailable. 

The performance is, perhaps. more French 
than Italian and somewhat out of date as of 
present standards, using a piano (played by 
the great teacher herself, Boulanger) instead 
of n harpsichord, but it was, and is, n power- 
ful set of performances, its authority still 
enough to make any ear listen closely to the 
strange, wild music, voices and instruments 
combined, of the great Monteverdi. a basic 
musical pioneer and a genius to boot. 

Lassus: Missa VIII toni; 8 Latin Motets. 
(a) Aachener Domsingknaben, (bl Aach- 
ener Domchor, Rehmann. 

Archive (Decca) ARC 3077 
Here's one more Archive disc that has in- 

trigued my ear. Lassus, one of the very biggest 
and most universal composers of the late Six- 
teenth century, is better known by choral 
singers than by most record listeners since 
his greatest output was in choral music. 
paralleling that of Palestrina but of a much 
more varied scope, composed in four or five 
different languages, in every current style of 
the Europe of the day. 
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;-? 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

30 CROSS STREET CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 

'l'his disc is, as far as I am eoaeermd. n 
Hue- sider, and worth the cost for that. Oddly, 
there are two choirs here. the Children's Choir 
(Aachen Cathedral Singing Boys) and the 
grown -up choir of the cathedral: of the two, 
the youthful group is by far the best it sings 
rings around the old folks! Its Lassos Mass 
(Missal is superbly alive and beautifully re- 
corded ; you don't need to worry about the 
Latin nor the fancy title -Just listen straight 
through and you'll know what Lassus had 
to say. 

The short Motets sung by the older Choir 
are beautiful enough but the performance is 
less interesting. and it is not as easy to nc- 
elimate the ear to each of these more concen- 
trated pieces In turn. one after the other. as 
it is to sense the cumulative power of the 
longer Mass in its five great sections. 

Blanchard: Te Deum (1745). Soloists, 
Chorus of Radiodiffusion-Télévision Fran- 
wise, Lean -Marie Leclair Instr. Ensemble, 
Frémaux Westminster XWN 18692 

Here's another in the I-'reuch- produced re- 
vivals of older French music, recorded by West- 
minster's Erato affiliate. Blanchard was one of 
a later period of brilliance at the French Court, 
in the days of Louis XV-the times of Bach 
and Daudet in other lands. 

The Te Delon Is a big piece, as usual only 
recently dug up out of the library. For ears 
accustomed to Bach and Handel it will have a 
curious flavor. sometimes sounding Handelian 
or like Bach tit is closest to his Magnificat), 
more often full of the more leisurely. low -pres- 
sure gracefulness of French musical art. There 
are periodic choruses here, alternating with 
groups of solo pieces or duets two tenors, 
two sopranos, a contralto and a baritone with 
obbligato instrumental solos to go with them. 
In the big. Impressive numbers a trumpet part 
adds pomp and circumstance. most decora- 
tively. 

It's not a profound piece, this. nor was it so 
intended tit was a victory celebration for the 
winning of a battle by Louis XV) but it is 
largely pleasurable and only occasionally a bit 
routine. In n showy way. 

4. BIG VOICES 
Mark Reizen sings Highlights from "Boris 
Godunov (Mussorgsky); "Aleko" (Rach- 
maninoff). With other soloists, chorus, or- 
chestra the Bolshoi Theatre, Bebolsin, 
Golovanov. Monitor MC 2016 
Chaliapin sings "Boris Godounov," other 
Russian Operatic Arias. ,Recorded 1925- 
31). Angel COLH 100 

In spite of the mixed-up titles and assorted 
spellings on these two discs. the main theme 
is clear enough a brand -new Russian basso 
and the great all -time master. Chaliapin, sing 
from Moussorgsky's tour spelling' great opera -plus tidbits of this and that to fill up the 
extra space. 

The coote rison is most interesting. Anyone 
who lins followed recorded music these last 
thirty years will have heard the ultra- famous 
Chaliapin recordings of "Boris " -- -with the 
well -remembered groans, grunts, rending sighs, 
ghastly death- agonies, as the 'l'zar Boris ex- 
pires in stark musical form. 'l'he present -day 
basso, Mark Reisen. sings some of the sane 
passages. What n difference: In Chaliapin's 
days which extend hack into Moussorgsky's 
own time the role of Boris was sung with 
extraordinary- freedom to net and emote. in 
the flamboyant style of the day. Never will 
you have heard saeh death- rattles as are 
Chal inp i u's: The famous Interpretation seems 
to us- -if we haven't heard it hero re exagger- 
ated in the manner of many an old nao v le: for 
Chaliapin was the .John Barrymore of Russian 
opera. But this was the perfo rm a ue, that 
shook n generation of music- lovers and opera - 
goers and it remains a tremendous foree in 

h unde, if HOW stylistically outdated. 
Mark Belson Is the modern interpreter of 

the same mush. and so are his vocal cohorts, 
Whose names are too long to spell out here. 
They preserve much of the stark, sombre tra- 
dition of great Moussorgsky performance but, 
in the modern manner, they do far more on- 
pitch singing. put on fewer and less exagger- 
ated histrioui.s. 'l'imes hate Changed. 
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The Monitor disc Is a good one. the Presen- 
tation as tine as any that now is available in 
terms of present -day singing. Don't make the 
mistake of thinking it is an "either -or" propo- 
sition. as between the immortal Chaliapin and 
the present Rolshoi Theatre artists. Far from 
it. Tradition must move and grow to stay 
alive: it is nut possible to sing as did l'halia- 
pin. Ilose days -- though to hear him "in per- 
son" dill always he a rare experience. via 
DIPS, bcautifnlly restored recordings. 

Russian Art Songs (Balakirev, Borodin, 
Moussorgsky, C u i , Rimsky- Korsakoff, 
Rachmaninoff, Tchaikowsky, Gretchani- 
noff). Maxim Karolik, tenor, various pian- 
ists. Unicorn UNS 2 (3) 

A monumental recording project energeti- 
cally carried out, this three -disc album covers 
a fine collection of Russian songs of the last 
century. sung with great drama in the original 
Russian. An interesting and extensive booklet, 
with all of the texts in English, makes follow- 
ing the sense of this music unusually easy. 
That highly -colored, "speaking' quality of ex- 
citement in Russian song, so easily lost In 
translation, is brought out magnificently by 
Maxim Karolik. who explains in his preface 
that the singing -artist -as distinct from the 
mere singer 'must have as his motto, "Listen 
to what I am saying with my voice." It is that 
speech. even in n strange language, that car- 
ries us through this album with growing in- 
terest as the many songs follow one another. 

It is. therefore. merely incidental to the 
main impact of the singing that Mr. Ku rolik's 
musical ear turns out to be somewhat less 
than accurate. and easily thrown off by unex- 
pected twists of Russian Romantic harmony! 
At times, vuier and piano simply part com- 
pany, until the new harmonic path is found 
by the wandering vocal instrument. 

Yet I am here to say that, in a case like 
this. good drama and a high sense of diction 
can make up for n bail ear. I enjoyed Mr. 
Karolik and I found a new respect for his 
numerous rum pusrs' unusually- powerful songs 
-which is surely what Unicorn had in mind 
when the album was made. 

Robert Pettitt is the excellent pianist in 
most of the works. but two others spell him 
for :I song or tiro, here and tbcrc. 

Nicolai Gedda- Mozart Arias. Paris Con- 
servatory Orch., Cluytens. Angel 35510 

Weil. Nicolai Gedda is supposed to shed the 
resplendent lustre that comes with a contract 
at the Met 11957 -- 58) and lie luis been one of 
the last season's highlight voices. But here, 
on my first hearing of his voice, he turns out 
to be n situ iluw and colorless 'Mozart singer. 
His best, I guess. is "I bill[ sun pare' from 
"Don Giovanni" of Mozart, where he suits the 
smug vi rt uuu stiess of the somewhat mealy- 
mouthed Don Ot tavio-- Mozart's foil for lusty 
Don Giovanni himself. 

In short, .lust another tine tenor. complete 
with golden tone. beefy physical proportions, 
yet lacking in any sort of communicative 
musical intelligence. at least in this music. 
And his tattier was a Pon Cossack, too! 

Mahler: Songs of a Wayfarer. 
Brahms: Seven Songs, Op. 32. Dietrich 
Fischer -Dieskau; Philharmonia, Furtwan- 
gler; Hertha Klust, pf. Angel 35222 

Mahler: Lieder eines Fahrenden Gesellen 
(Songs of a Wayfarer); Kindertotenlieder 
(Songs on the Death of Children). Kirsten 
Flagstad; Vienna Philharmonic, Boult. 

London 5330 
Here are two Impressive vocal records, over- 

lapping In the songs- with -orchestra by Mah- 
ler -the most personal, the most poetic Ro- 
mantic composer after Schubert. 

Fischer- Dieskau Is the finest German bari- 
tone of the younger generation and the reason 
why is easy to hear - -a tine voice. plus a tre- 
mendous musical intelligence and an emotional 
power that hits to the very depths of these 
songs. !Like German songs with piano, the 
Mahler works can be sung by various types of 
voice. male or female.) 

Generally. it is harder for us to get the 
sense of this sort of music vhf a taule voice 

(Continued on page 77) 
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Premium Hi-Fi 

APPROVED 
by HIGH FIDELITY 

CONSUMER'S BUREAU 
OF STANDARDS 

The only stereo cartridge and arm 

approved by High Fidelity Consumer's Bureau of Standards 

The independent, bias -free High Fidelity Consumer's Bureau of Standards has established 

rigid performance standards against which all equipment must be tested before the 

Bureau's official Seal of Approval can be given. 

The triumphant new ES L GYRO /JEWEL stereo cartridge and GYRO /BALANCE stereo 

arm are the only true high- performance stereo components approved by the High Fidelity 

Consumer's Bureau of Standards at this time. The ESL C -6o Series cartridge, for 

matchless monophonic reproduction, also enjoys the Bureau's distinctive Seal of Approval. 

Here's why the best costs less: Inferior or makeshift stereo products all too soon may 

require replacement. No need to buy one substandard component after another, when a 

single purchase can bring you the superlative new ESL stereo cartridge and arm, 

years ahead in design and long -lasting in construction. 

' In addition, the ESL GYRO /JEWEL (only $69.95) and GYRO /BALANCE (only $34.95) 

will more than save their own cost by greatly extending the life of valuable records and 

styli. Economize today with ESL -the perfectionist stereo equipment of tomorrow! 

FOR L I S T E N I N G AT ITS B E S T 

Electro -Sonic Laboratories, hic. 
Dept. A 35-5 4 Thirty-sixth Street Long Island City 6, N.Y. 
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HARTLEY 
CRASHES THE 

*NATURAII SOUND" 

BARRIER... 

With a Superb, New 

Speaker Concept 

CONVERTS UNDISTORTED 

OUTPUT INTO 

UNDISTORTED SOUND 

CONE MATERIAL - "Tri. 
Polymer" ... wafer 

thin ... strongest, most 
rigid cone material known 

cannot fold or buckle. 
New I CONE DESIGN - Molded 

to scientifically pre 
determined shape to provide 

optimum response at all frequencies. 
CONE BASKET - Mode 

New I of special non -resonant 
amorphous material ... 

non magnetic . . Chemically inert. 
/ VOICE COIL - Recipro 

New cal Equalizing snubbers 
guarantee constant force of excur- 

Anj lion, both front and rear. 
n . A Great NEW Enclosure 

Concept that matches ... and sur 
passes the unwieldy and expensive 
"big" systems. It's the Hartley -Luth 
"HOLTON" system that offers "big" 
system performance without unnec 
essary tweeters, woofers and cum- 
bersome "cross-avers". The HOLTON 
is sensibly -sized and beautifully 
styled in simplicity and good taste. 
Compare the HOLTON with the 
"big" systems ... you'll agree with 
the experts ... you'll hear "big' 
system performance ... at a sen- 
sible price. 

AT THE NEW YORK HI FIDELITY SHOW... ROOM 547 

HARTLEY 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 
521 East 162 Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Noises Are Expensive 
HAROLD LAWRENCE 

THE STAGEHANDS have already set up the 
players' seats and stands, and the re- 
cording crew is now busy laying out 

cables and hanging microphones. Thirty 
minutes or so before the start of the ses- 
sion, the musicians begin arriving; violin- 
ists can be heard limbering up their fingers 
with snatches of the Mendelssohn and 
Tchaikovsky concertos, the harpist goes 
through the elaborate process of tuning her 
instrument, and the first desk men who 
have solos are practicing for their big mo- 
ments. Finally, the personnel manager 
herds the orchestra on stage, the conductor 
strides out on to the podium, greets his 
players, and the session is about to begin. 
If all goes well, no extra -musical sounds 
will crop up to affect the proceedings 
seriously. Unfortunately, sonic gremlins 
have a way of intruding on recording ses- 
sions, despite all advance precautions. 

By way of illustrating the kinds of un- 
wanted sounds that harass recording com- 
panies, the preceding mythical session will 
be sprinkled liberally with the more com- 
mon varieties of noisemakers. 

Humidity and temperature are known 
to affect the acoustics of a hall in ternis of 
brightness and resonance. These factors 
can he responsible indirectly for less subtle 
aural results. The time of the present ses- 
sion is nine a.m. It is a chilly March day. 
Because the stage lights were switched on 
only moments before the recording was to 
begin, the first 25 minutes were marred by 
cracking filaments. Outside the hall, the 
weather has taken a turn for the worse. 
Dark clouds are forming overhead, and the 
wind and the rain quickly follow. Inside the 
hall, the sensitive microphones pick up the 
gusts and raindrops in pianissimo sections 
of the music. 

The storm now subsides and the men in 
the control booth breathe easier. Suddenly 
the microphones begin transmitting a series 
of low- frequency sounds which are obvi- 
ously not called for in the orchestral score. 
A rapid investigation reveals that the con- 
ductor, carried away by the rhythmic ex- 
citement of the work, is vigorously stamp- 
ing out the beat with his right foot. In- 
formed of his misbehavior, he decides to 
get off his feet entirely so as not to risk 
a repetition of the noise. A slew number is 
slated and the session stoves along. Min- 
utes later, during a vitally important and 
tricky bridge - pasage leading to a new sec- 
tion of the work, odd squeaks begin to 
emerge from the playback speakers. It ap- 
pears that the stool on which the conductor 
is now seated is a rickety antique fit for the 
woodpile. 

"Take Five" 

Furious at being interrupted so many 
times, and annoyed with himself for having 

;e6 lI'. Ninth St., New Fork 11, N. Y. 

been t lie r-:ni.st' of the last two incidents. the 
maestro asks for and gets a break. in order 
to regain his composure. 

During intermission, the stagehands re- 
move the stool and place a carpet on the 
podium. Alone in the artist's room, the con- 
ductor paces the floor. 

The clanging of a bell indicates that it 
is tinte to get back to work. The personnel 
manager claps his hands, gets everyone 
on stage. Up on to his sound -treated po- 
dium steps the conductor who lifts his ba- 
ton, and waits for all rustles, squiggles 
and conversation to stop. But he does not 
give the down- beat -an airplane motor has 
,just broken the silence of the hall. As it 
dies away, the stick goes up again, to be 
interrupted this time by a call from the 
control booth. The drone of the engines 
has been replaced by a mysterious hum, 
and could the maestro "hear with us while 
we try to locate it?" The stage malinger, 
accompanied by the recording crew. rush 
out. The source of the trouble is the blower 
system, which had not been turned off after 
the intermission. 

The now restless conductor faces his 
players, grits his teeth, and at last succeeds 
in giving an unbroken down -beat. But now 
the sound of distant chimes is heard in the 
hall. Since the work being recorded is not 
.Night on Bald Mountain, Dream of a 
Witches' Sabbath (from Berlioz' "Sym- 
phonic Fantastique"), or Dann Macabre, 
and since the percussionist isn't touching 
the chimes, obviously these bells are in- 
truders. They belong to the Town Hall's 
clock tower, and are ringing the hour. 

Among the extra -musical sounds pro- 
duced by musical instruments, the fixing 
and removal of mutes is a familiar one. No 
one notices them during a concert perform- 
ance, but it is a different matter in a re- 
cording session, especially when the music 
is quiet. In the present mythical session, 
the affected section was played twice; the 
first time with mutes, going on beyond the 
point at which mutes were to have been re- 
moved; and the second time without mutes, 
proceeding without interruption. In this 
way, the noise of mutes could be thoroughly 
eliminated in editing the tape. 

Although barriers were posted outside 
the hall to divert traffic, one annoyed driver 
who had taken the wrong turn and found 
himself confronted with a closed -off street, 
did what so many motorists do when faced 
with delays: he sounded his horn. This was 
of course picked up in the hall, as were the 
shouts of children being let out of school 
down the block. 

Before the session was over, a door or 
two had slammed shut somewhere up in the 
balcony, a vacuum cleaner whined in the 
corridors, several members of the orchestra 
sneezed or coughed, and the conductor for- 
got himself and hummed, grunted, and sang 
as he worked. 
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Why Bother? 

The difficulties encountered in this imagi- 
nary recording session would have long ago 
exhausted the patience of even the mildest - 
mannered of conductors. That all of these 
mishaps could occur within one session is 
highly improbable. Yet, taken individually, 
none of them is a rare phenomenon when 
recordings are made in a concert hall, thea- 
tre, church, or town hall. Why then, you 
might ask, are recordings made in these 
places when there are insulated recording 
studios availablet 

First, the studio has yet to be built that 
can rival the acoustics of Chicago's Or- 
chestra Hall, London's Kingsway Hall, 
Amsterdam's ('oncertgehouw, or Vienna's 
Musikverein. Second, an orchestra is 
generally more at ease in the familiar 
surroundings of its own home, and for other 
than purely sentimental reasons. Tonal pro - 
duction is intimately related to acoustics. 
Iu a 'dry' hull, musicians play louder and 
more forcefully in order to overcome the 
sonic limitations; in a more resonant room, 
dynamics are enhanced, and they can play 
truly soft passages without the danger of 
slipping into inaudibility. Acoustics play 
a basic role in shaping an orchestra's per- 
sonality. Therefore in order to preserve this 
personality, many record companies prefer 
to visit the orchestra in its own home, 
rather than take it to a studio. As for 
these extra -musical sounds, what's a little 
noise to a 'big sound'? Æ 

COMING HI -FI SHOWS 

\vru ding la our lato -st information, the 
following is a list of the high fidelity shows 
presently scheduled for the next few 
months: 

Sept. 5- 7- Albany, N. Y.; De Witt Clinton 
Hotel. (Rigo) 

Sept. 19- 21- Chicago, Ill.; Palmer House 
Hotel. (International Sight 4- Sound 
Exposition) 

Sept. 19- 21- Syracuse, N. Y.; Onanduga 
Hotel. (Rigo) 

Sept. 26- 28- Rochester, N. Y.; Sheraton 
Hotel. (Rigo) 

Sept. 30 -Oct. 4 -New York ; Trade Show 
Bldg. (IHFM) 

Oct. 10-12- Philadelphia, Pa.; Benjamin 
Franklin Hotel. (IHFM) 

Oct. 10- 12- Cincinnati, Ohio; Sheraton - 

Gibson. (Rigo) 
Oct. 17- 19- Boston, Mass. ; Hotel Touraine. 

(Independent) 
Oct. 17 -19- Detroit, Mich.; Statler Hotel. 

(Rigo) 
Oct. 17- 19 -St. Louis, Mo.; Ambassador 

Kingsway Hotel. (St. Louis Electronics 
Club) 

Oct. 24-26--Milwaukee, Wie.; Wisconsin 
Hotel. (IHFM) 

Oct. 24- 26- Kansas City, Mo.; Bellerive 
Hotel. (High Fidelity Music Guild of 
Greater Kansas City) 

Oct. 29 -Nov. 1- Montreal, Canada ; Wind- 
sor Hotel. (Dominion High Fidelity 
Association) 

Oct. 31 -Nov. 2- Indianapolis, Ind.; Hotel 
Antlers. (Electronic Show Corp. of 
Indiana) 

Nov. 7 -9 -Omaha Neb.; Paxton. (Rigo) 
Feb. 16-23 -Los Angeles, Cal.; Biltmore 

Hotel. (IHFM 

save on 

STEREO 
save on everything in 

EH! 
see the best values in the 1959 

ALLIED CATALOG 

see what's 
Stereo Music Systems 

Stereo Amplifiers & Tuners 
Stereo Cartridges & Pickups 

Mono Systems & Components 
Speakers & Enclosures 
Changers & Turntables 

Tape Recorders 8 Accessories 
High Fidelity KNIGHT -KITS 

Hi -Fi Records & Books 
Hi -Fi Custom Cabinets 
Stereo Records & Tape 

EASY TERMS: Only 10% down on 
hi -fi orders of $20 or more. 

Fast handling -no red tape. 

free! send for it 
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION 
Here's your complete money- 
saving guide to Hi -Fi- featuring 
the newest and finest -the world's 
largest choice of systems and 
components. Just check these 
highlights: Everything in thrilling 
Stereo; tremendous savings 
with the exclusive Allied System 
Plan; new KNIGHT Stereo systems 
and components -truly the 
"Royalty of Value "; the world's 
largest stocks of famous name 
Hi -Fi components; wonderful new 
build -your -own KNIGHT -KIT 
Stereo components that save you 
up to 50 %; easy terms to fit 
your budget. For everything in 
Hi-F, for everything in Electronics . 
get the 452 -page 1959 ALLIED 
Cata og. FREE -Write for it today! 

Ask also for our Stereo Tape 
Catalog listing latest Stereo 
Hi -F1 Tapes -FREE 

Suu 

ALLIED RADIO 
au eitIcaé kt -Ft C At 

f ree 
CATALOGS 

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 17 -1b 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago O0, III. 

CI Send FREE 1959 AWED Catalog 
Send FREE ALLIED Stereo Tape Catalog 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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CHARLES A. ROBERTSON 

STEREOPHONIC 
Erich Kunz: German University Songs, 
Vol. 2 Vanguard VSD2009 
Jimmy Rushing: If This Ain't The Blues 

Vanguard VSD2008 
One of the advantages enjoyed by an inde- 

pendent record finm is mobility and the ability 
to change direction at the first shift of the 
wind. These two stereo items not only mark 
the entry of another label into n fast growing 
field, but also are representative of the master- 
ing practices of two major companies. Acting 
on Its prerogative as a free agent, Vanguard 
allotted n portion of its initial stereo dice re- 
lease to the custom departments of both Co- 
lumbia and RCA Victor. 

The German university Songs. handled by 
Columbia, are ideal for the new medium in its 
present stage of development. The settings are 
varied and impose no overmodulnted passages 
on the grooves. The snare baritone voice of 
Erich Kunz is balanced by a male chorus which 
spreads to the t loudspeakers when not sup- 
porting the soloist. As conducted by Anton 
Pnulik, the Orchestra of the Vienna State Op- 
era remains mostly in the background. When 
a harp is brought to the fore, it seems centered 
between the sound sources, effectively tying 
them together. 

The fraternal harmonies of the songs are 
quick to create an Illusion of the high hills di- 
vided by the Rhine. rather than the concert 
ball. Their outer limits evade spatial limita- 
tions, and the voices dissolve pleasantly in the 
distance. Muds of the stereo interest stems 
from the different ways In which the forces 
involved are employed by the arrangements. 
As each variation opens new possibilities, the 
attention of the listener is consistently en- 
grossed. 

The bullnecked blues shouting of Jimmy 
Rushing is more firmly embraced by the phrases 
of eight stellar instrumentalists in the 
stereo version mastered by RCA Victor. The 
virtues of the session were detailed in these 
pages when it first appeared on LP, and it is 
packed with the vigorous jazz interplay that 
has proved so adaptable to stereo. The elec- 
tronic organ which competes with Rushing can 
be balanced to suit your taste, and the guitar 
of Roy Gaines serves to hold the rhythm sec- 
tion together. 

If the German Songs seem more successful, 
they also presented fewer problems. Both discs 
have adequate volume level and distortion is 
kept within bounds. They reached the stores 
about a week before the first Victor releases 
and preceded the initial Columbia offering by 
a longer interval, illustrating another aspect 
of the independent's capacity to move fast. 

According to Vanguard engineer John Beau- 
mont, who was engaged in its recorded tape 
program from its inception, the company is 
keeping alert to all developments in stereo. 
Like every other label in the industry, It is 
still feeling its way in the stereo disc field. 
One of the pioneers of stereo tape, it has built 
a substantial catalogue. For the past several 
years, all sessions in its studios In this couti- 

'732 The Parkway, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
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try were recorded in stereo. It will use the ex- 
perience gained in the process to seek out and 
employ the best techniques for transf.rin_ 
them to discs. 

Dick Marx: Marx Makes Broadway 
Omega Disk OSL2 

Siau.what of a fixture in the recorded tape 
indusr ry. Omega is mudding n catalogue of stereo 
discs to its line. Of the first four items received, 
the jazz treatment of Broadway show tunes by 
Dick Marx is most successful. The young Chi- 
cago pianist, in one of his rare journeys away 
from his native city, joins a group of Los An- 
geles musicians in ten hits of such caliber as 
Leonard Bernstein's Cool, Just In Time, and 
Too Close for Comfort. His flexible piano work 
is nicely balanced by the flute of Buddy Col- 
lette. Red Mitchell alternates with Carson 
Smith on bass, and IIoward Roberts and Irving 
.Ashby share featured roles on guitar. The quar- 
tet is in the lyric modern vein. and the swift 
interplay becomes especially rewarding 
through stereo. 

Paul Tanner, a fouler trombonist with 
Glenn Miller, plays an electro- therentin om 
"Music For Heavenly Bodies," (USIA). Devel- 
oped to his specifications, it boasts a measured 
frequency range from zero to better than 20,- 
000 cps, and its sounds are pure sine waves 
without any harmonics. Unlike a thereinto op- 
erated by hand motions, it works on n slide 
and is more accurately controlled. Andre Mon - 
teru's Orchestra backs the eerie melodies in 
astronomic mood settings by Warren Baxter. 

Another mood item is Lloyd Mumm's Or- 
chestra on "Champagne Music for Dancing," 
(OSL1). Heinz Sandauer conducts the Omega 
Orchestra on Leith Stevens' dynamic score 
for the movie "Destination Moon." (OSL3). 

The Stereo Disc Capitol SWAL9032 
Capitol Stereo Demonstration Record 

with the entry of Capitol Into the arena 
late in August, all of the majors and a goodly 
number of independent companies are repre- 
sented on stereo discs in some form or other. 
To introduce its new product and disseminate 
advance information on its quality, the label 
has prepared two demonstration records, both 
narrated by Art Gilmore. One lists to sell at 
the usual price of an LP, and the second is not 
for sale, being allotted to distributors and 
dealers to promote the merits of the firm's 
line of packaged stereo equipment. 

Their combined total is an impressive array 
of excerpts, with only one duplication -the 
mighty impact of a train at an unidentified 
railroad crossing. Several artists and groups 
appear on both, the honors going to the thrice 
heard Concert Arts Orchestra, under Felix 
Slatkin, playing Britten's Young Person's 
Guide to the Orchestra. In the part devoted 
to the percussion section, stereo separation 
works its wonders and for once the tympani 
fail to overpower the strings. 

This interlude is assigned to the paying cus- 
tomers who. on the whole, receive the best 
value. Fewer hard -sell tactics are employed in 
announcing the examples chosen to acquaint 
them with the new system of home entertain- 
ment. The sound effects are there to dramatize 

the event. but they are not lacking in Interest. 
The ittanhn ttau subway train is easily identi- 
fied as belonging to the IND, rather than either 
of the alternate lines. A slumbering Diesel en- 
gine is roused Into action and moves ponder- 
ously out of the yards. A New York ferry boat 
smacks comfortably into its dock. There is a 
sequence in a bowling alley and one of children 
returning from school. Only the crowds in 
'rimes Square celebrating New Year's Eve 
seem a little artificial. They hardly ever come 
that boisterous anymore. A track for balancing 
speakers uses the sound of castanets. 

The musical samplings cover the entire range 
of the catalogue and aim at "creating an even, 
natural display of sound all across the 'stage' 
in front of the listener." This seems to be a 
characteristic of the items recorded nt Capitol 
Tower. Not only is there no drop -off of sound 
in the middle, but there is no excessive amount 
of presence centered between the two speakers, 
as Is found in some three -channel efforts. It is 
a quality especially evident in numbers by the 
Roger 1Vagner Chorale and Fred Waring. The 
highs are clean and clear, even to the hiss of 
air so essential to Ernst Toch's Symphony 
No. 3. Nat Cole. Stan Kenton. and Jackie 
Davis all appear. in addition to Carmen Dragon 
conducting the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra. 

The side given over to music runs roughly 
twenty -two minutes, n goodly length for a 
stereo demonstration dia,'. The sound is excel- 
lent and cannot be distinguished front that on 
the promotional sides. As a briefer program 
is desirable and the wider cut will permit the 
harsher handling anticipated, these are shorter 
by half. Classical bits fill one side and the re- 
verse is devoted to Les Brown, Harry James, 
Les Baxter, Billy May. and others on the 
Capitol roster. Never have the big bands 
seemed more live. 

When compared to the London demonstra- 
tion disc or those mastered with a Fairchild 
cutter, our two main reference points nt the 
titi anen t, the reaction is wholly favorable. 
There is a little less gain. but almost no tech- 
nical deficiencies distract front the music and 
distortion is at a minimum. If you attend a 
High Fidelity Show this fall, you will hear 
.lust how far the ste rco disc has advanced in 
less titan a year. 

MONOPHONIC 
The Music Of New Orleans, Vol. 2 

Folkways FA2462 
The subject of the second volume in a series 

devoted to the traditional sounds of New Or- 
leans is the Eureka Brass Band. the largest of 
the marching bands left in the city and the 
une closest to the legendary paraders of the 
past. Organized about 1020, it outlived many 
of the older bands and survived the depression 
to enjoy its best years after 1930. Its jauntier 
tunes are part of the standard dixieland rep- 
ertoire and have achieved wide circulation, 
but the actual units are more untidy covered 
in print than by recordings. These are some- 
what of a rarity, and the Eureka participated 
seven years ago in the only previous one not 
made by a group hastily organized for record- 
ing purposes. Because the setting was then an 
open courtyard. the sound is diffuse and little 
of the impact of the band is felt. Such is not 
the case in the present venture, recorded in a 
meeting ball on Dryades Street. last March, 
shortly after :Mardi Gras Day and the Zulu 
Parade. When the band begins to roll with re- 
sounding bass drum and sousaphone on Just 
A Little While To Stay Here, the wonder is 
that the equipment stayed in the room. 

Samuel B. Charters briefly outlines the his- 
tory of the brass bands in his totes. touching 
on the changes in Instrmnentatiou which 
brought into the Eureka the saxophones of 
Manuel Paul and Ruben Roddy, a veteran of 
Walter Pages Blue Devils, in place of bari- 
tone horn and clarinet. The trombone team of 
Albert Warner and Sony Henry, who at 72 
is the oldest member, overflows with good 
spirits un the ragtime piece Tromboni., in, and 
fluently supports the trutupet of leader Percy 
Humphrey on Lord, Lord, Lord. One of the 
players is always carrying the melody as the 
band improvises un Maryland. and a less ably 
recorded rehearsal of Panama. A quieter mo- 
ulent comes with the funeral dirge Eternity, 
an intense anti ciitfieult Lurent in four strains, 
and its eloquent trumpet solo by Willie Pa- 
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10 BASITE and his 

ACCORDEON 

' di ROMA 

exciting, new 

releases on 

AUDIO FIDELITY. 
AL HIRT Swngin Dixie! 

nt Dnn Pie. 600 gn New Orlennn 

Once again, Jo Basile weaves 
a magic musical carpet to 
transport you to the beautiful 
city of Rome. AFLP 1871° 

Terrific, true swingin' Dixie in 
the finest New Orleans tradi- 
tion! A Hi -Fi enthusiast's 
delight - a Jazz Collector's 
must! AFLP 18770 

TANGO 
ARGENTINO 

- MOLTO 
ITALIANO! 

- lama hie 
R ' aal rr 

A Ballso Lw{ 

Brilliant and exciting best de- 
scribe the new Johnny Puleo 
album of beautiful, easy- 
swinging, favorite Italian mel- 
odies. AFLP 18830 

Let's go back to College! Fav- 
orite Gridiron and College 
songs in the Dukes unique 
styling converts the ordinary 
to the unusual. AFLP 1891° 

Champagne and caviar, 
moonlight, roof -top gardens 
and lush string arrangements! 
Mood music at its most inti- 
mate! AFLP 1873° 

A modern Jazz pianist with a 

distinctive captivating rhyth- 
mic style! Pat and her group 
play Blues, Ballads and 
Swing. AFLP 18750 

tren. app. 

Write 

AUDIO 

Tango -the dance of love - 
torrid as a warm breeze, ex- 
citing as a new love! Lush 
arrangements Recorded in 
Buenos Aires. AFLP 1880 

Johnny and his gang create 
musical sounds on their new 
album making it difficult to 
believe one is listening to 
just harmonicas.AFLP 18590 

Ace Harris and Buddy Charles 
really "rock" that piano with 
solid interpretations of old 
time standards. AFLP 18760 

A delightful array of scintillat- 
ing tunes specially arranged 
for xylophone,glockenspiel, 
marimba, vibes. AFLP 1882° 

Exciting, massive sounds - 
powerful earth -shaking dy- 
namics from the world's 
largest Theatre Organ. All 
"pop" favorites. AFLP 1886* 

e 

r BEVERLY KELLY 

SINGS 

,.. 4 ..... 
P.,T aia4iraa 7a 

A wonderful new intense dra- 
matic Jazz vocalist whose 
voice runs the gamut of mus- 
ical expression. AFLP 18744 

Here are some of the most exotic sounds and 
musical effects ever recorded! ... and the Fi is fantastically high! 

These are not just records ... each is truly a wonderful emotional experience! 
recorded in brilliant High Fidelity ... $5.95 each 12 inch LP 

*also available on AUDIO FIDELITY STEREODISCt - $6.95 

for FREE Catalog - AUDIO FIDELITY, Inc. 770 Eleventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y. 
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érformance 

Marantz amplifying components are 
pre- eminent as the standard for 
quality. Made and tested carefully 
in limited quantities, their superior- 
ity of performance is recognized by 
those who know and understand 
high fidelity equipment. Where only 
the best possible results are ac- 
ceptable you will find Marantz well 
worth its slightly higher price. 

MODEL 1, AUDIO CONSOLETTE $153 
Cabinet 318 * NO audible hum 

* Lowest hiss, distortion * Audibly superior sound 
quality 

MODEL 2, POWER AMPLIFIER $198 
* Conservatively rated at 40 

watts, it is the finest 
performing amplifier 
available today. 

* Unconditionally stable * Metered tube adjustments 
for continuing optimum 
performance 

* Exceptionally fine 
overload characteristics 

MODEL 3, 

0 

5, POWER AMPLIFIER $147 
Cover Grille $7.50 * Compact 30 watt version 

of the Model 2 * Full powered transients 
without breakup. It will 
drive ANY speaker 
system fully 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER $90 
Cabinet $15 * Audible improvement 

for almost all speaker 
systems. Adds the final 
touch of perfection to 
deluxe installations 
(Requires 2 amplifiers) 

COMING:... MODEL 6, STEREO ADAPTER * Connects two Audio 
Consolettes for stereo. 
Step type master volume; 
Speaker reversal; Master 
power switch; Master 
Function selector; Monitor 
switching; etc. Choice of 
horizontal or vertical 
mounting. 

Prices slightly higher 
in West. 

Available at dealers in quality 
high fidelity components. 

* Write for literature 

maranfz company 
25 -14 Broadway, Long Island City 6, N. Y. 
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jeaud. The Ampex 600 and Electro -Voice 055 
microphone. as well as technical assistance. 
were supplied by Dr. Edmund Souchon. and 
the recording belongs in every jazz or folk 
collection. 

The Ward Singers: Meeting Tonight 
Savoy MG14015 

There Is it lesson for all aspiring jazz and 
folk singers in the gospel songs of The Ward 
Singers, the most outstanding of several such 
worthy groups based in New Jersey. A pure 
passion animates their every phrase. in con- 
trast to the blatant emotion of rock and roll 
or the devitalized sentiment of much pop sing- 
ing. One side reconstructs a tent- covered re- 
vival service, with the group singing 7'enting 
Tonight On The Old Camp ground to intro- 
duce featured soloists on Tlae Lord's Prayer, 
Xining Loa+. Sweet Chariot. and a wordless la- 
ment by Gertrude Ward on Amazing Grace. A 
recital of spirituals. in forceful arrangements 
which place them in the private preserve of 
leader and pianist Clara Ward, fills the reverse 
side anti includes .4 Step To Make, I'll Be 
7'here, and Blessed Are They. Robert Banks is 
organist, anti drummer Buddy Mack Jones 
snatches the varied and moving rhythm pat- 
terns of the group. None of its heady excite- 
ment is lost in the recording. 

Al Hirt: Swingin' Dixie 
Audio Fidelity AFLP1877 

Based nt Dan Levy's lier 600 on Bourbon 
Street, the Ai Hirt band also wakes the Delta 
with a morning radio show. It presents a 
unique anualga nation of swing and dixieland, 
operating much as might, in a playful moment, 
one of the smaller forces that Harry James 
or Lionel Hampton drew front the Benny Good- 
man organization In the late '30e. The leader's 
trumpet is fiery stud brillinn t, roistering along 
the path of the powerhouse stars of the swing 
area. To showcase it and the work of other so- 
loists, the band prefers fast tempos and loosely - 
woven dixieland ensembles to repeated riff pat- 
terns. It strives for excitement and attains it 
through swift changes of mood, the sudden 
climax and a charging rhythm section. 

Three members were formerly led by George 
Girard, the New Orleans trumpeter who died 
last year of cancer. They are Bob Havens, st 

trombonist in the Brunies' tradition even to 
maneuvering the elide with his foot. bassist 
Bob Coquille and drummer Paul Edwards. Once 
clarinetist with The Dukes of Dixieland, Hal 
Cooper is back in his native city and with 
pianist Ronnie Dupont completes the lineup. 
Hirt contrasts skyrocketing solos on And the 
Angels Sing or Big Butter and Egg Man 
against is quieter Neu Orleans or Mississippi 
Alud. A younger edition of Wingy Mannone and 
Louis Prima, he hits their zest and capacity 
to drive at band. Edwards sets it rapid pace on 
Caravan. and Cooper sparkles on Hindustan. 
And the band has worked on The Saints long 
enough to add several new choruses. Made on 
location at the club, the recording dispenses 
with audience noises and applause in favor of 
good sound. Stereo versions on tape and discs 
Ore forthemming. 

Dukes Of Dixieland: Circus Time 
Audio Fidelity AFLP1863 

Hnvlug exhausted a large amount of the 
standard dixieland fare on their six previous 
albums, The Dukes of Dixieland are up early 
to meet the circus train and expand their reper- 
toire by catching the glamor of the big show. 
There are Billboard March and Washington 
Post to get the parade underway. Entry Of 
The Gladiators puts the three rings in motion, 
and there is a lofty Flying Trapeze. The ex- 
travagant attractions of the sideshows are re- 
layed on 7'a- Ra- Ra- Bootn- De -Ay, A Vision of 
Sab ote, and In .4 Persian Market. 

Some of the introductory passages find the 
three Assuntos far removed from their usual 
style, but before they are finished even the 
Lone Ranger's theme is brought around to n 
dashing two -beat on Swinging William. And 
clarinetist Jack Maheu's solo on Over the 
1Varea is steeped in New Orleans tradition. 
Barney Mallon, a new addition on tuba, reaches 
down to the lower depths in awesome low -fre- 
quency meanderings on Asleep in the Deep. He 
switches to bass to take the Merry Widow on n 
tour of the midway. In their use of sound to 

evoke n carnival spirit. The Ihikes are un- 
matched on records and on this trip they are 
bigger and better than ever. 

Bobby Henderson: Call House Blues 
Vanguard VRS9017 

Having recalled the eras of Harlem stride 
pianists on his previous effort, Bobby Hender- 
son pays a visit to a still earlier period in this 
leisurely documentation of the honky -tonk 
sounds that tilled the gap between ragtime and 
the matured styles of Fats Waller and Jansen 
P. Johnson. It is Joyous party piano, drawing 
strength from countless regional artists and 
pointing the way to later developments. It 
survives, with any authenticity, only in the 
memories of some of the older musicians, a 
few piano rolls and still fewer records. Where 
else is it possible to hear Alexander's Ragtime 
Band played in march tempo, as it was treated 
in 1911 ? Henderson's placement of accents and 
use of dynamics transforms it in a perform- 
ance which could be studied with profit by all 
jazz aspirants, not Just pianists. His style 
may seem remote. but his methods will never 
be outdated. 

For Henderson gets under the surface of a 
tune and takes his audience with him on 
Diga- Diga -Doo, Land of Jazz, and A Good Man 
Is Hard to Find. He always uses two full 
hands. guiding them wills audible humming, 
and builds a smoldering blues atmosphere on 
Isis title piece. There is is diversionary Mis- 
souri Waltz, matched by the tinkly rhythms 
of Three O'Ciock in the Morning. The piano 
has the stringy treble tones of an old upright 
and a resonant bass. all superbly conveyed in 
the recording. 

Jimmy Witherspoon: Goin' to Kansas City 
Blues Victor LPM1639 

Jay McShnuu. the Kansas City pianist and 
leader, gave Jimmy Witherspoon his start as 
a blues singer in 1944, and this reunion en- 
gages them on is group of songs associated 
with the city and its jazz greats. There are 
more than live minutes of Joe Turner's Piney 
Brown Blues, a recollection of Pha Terrel on 
Until the Real Thing Comes Along, a trip to 
Mary Lou Williams' Froggy Bottom, and three 
Withers' originals. The blues shouter is in 
tine form and the arrangements by Budd John- 
son are loose and swinging. Assembled by Mc- 
Shaun for the session, only part of the band 
has the direct Kansas City antecedents of 
bassist Gene Ramey, but all are close to the 
blues. notably trombonist J. C. Higginbotham 
and guitarist Kenny Burrell. McShann's ap- 
pearance on an LI' is long overdue, and the 
recording is free of the echoed concessions to 
the rock- and -roll fraternity whicin marred 
Witherspoon's last effort. 

Modern Jazz Concert Columbia WL127 
Couauissioued by Brandeis Cuiversiiy and 

performed at its 1957 Festival of Arts, Use 
six works on this record are remarkable in the 
variety of their conception. By the broadest of 
generalizations, they might be called a mar- 
riage of jazz and other musical forms, but it is 
simpler and more exact to regard them as ex- 
tensions of ideas with jazz origins. Ian addi- 
tion to fostering the project from its inception 
and conducting the orchestra, Gunther Schul- 
ler brings the subject into focus in his compo- 
sition Transformation, and the liner notes. 
Much of his reasoning will become academic 
to those who heed his dictum that the works 
"will take participation on the part of the 
listener, repeated heariugs.and an open mind P" 

They are far removed from earlier sym- 
phonic jazz.. ranging from the fundamentals 
preached by Charlie Mingus in his Revelations 
to the blocks of sound molded by Milton Bab- 
bitt in his Ail Set. They seem most compelling 
according to the amount of space allotted for 
improvisation by Bill Evans, Art Farmer, 
Jimmy Knepper, Fred Zimmerman, and James 
Buffington, indicating that Schuller might have 
expanded his remark about the commercial 
"level that suppresses creative Imagination 
by the stereotyped mass- appeal patterns" to 
include a larger area than jazz or popular 
music. George Russell conducts his All About 
Rosie. Harold Shapero's On Green Mountain 
bears the subtitle "Chaccone after Monte- 
verdi," and Jimmy Giuffre is represented by 
Suspensions. 
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Charlie Byrd: Blues For Night People 
Savoy MG12116 

The place of the unamplitied Spanish guitar 
becomes more secure in Jazz with this recital 
by the talented Charlie Byrd, a former stu- 
dent of Andres Segovia and leader of a Jazz 
trio in Washington, D. C. Filling one side is 
the title piece. an inclusion examination of 
blues moods in three sections, at times remi- 
niscent of the solos of Teddy Bunn. Ills classi- 
cal training and concert experience never 
impede his flow of ideas, but are used unob- 
trusively to shape and extend them into a com- 
position of sustained interest. The blues vein 
is continued on an old favorite, once recorded 
by Jimmy Noone under the title Blues My 
Naughty Sweetie Gives To Me, as the regular 
bassist in his trio, Keeler Bette, moves from a 

supporting role for melodic choruses. Gus 
Johnson drums discreetly to recall his former 
post in the Basle band on Jive At Fire. With 
two newcomers like Bill Harris and Charlie 
Byrd to state its case, the unamplifled guitar 
looks to a splendid future. 

Mose Allison: Young Man Mose 
Prestige 7137 

After introducing his delightful southern 
sketches on his first two albums, Mose Allison 
treats a sheaf of standard tunes in the same 
individual style. The resulting mixture of old 
and new is refreshing in its element of surprise 
and the recasting of familiar themes. His sin- 
gle -line piano statements bear a close resem- 
blance to his laconic, unstrained vocals on 
Don't Get Around Much Anymore, I Hadn't 
Anyone Till You, and Let Me Hold Your Hand. 
IIis lone composition is for muted trumpet, 
played against a background of Addison Farm- 
er's bass and the drums of Nick Stabulas. Its 
title, pl,-oll. is indicative of its carefree nature. 
Fed by his memories of country blues singers 
and the ragtime playing of his father, Alli- 
son's roots give him an advantage over most 
young modernists, though some may boast 
more teehntcal proficiency. Like Thelouioue 
Monk. he always has something to say and the 
means to say it, making him the most distinc- 
tive new nix IIis t to emerge since llorace Silver. 

Cliff Jordan: Cliff Craft Blue Note 1582 
In its gift of saxophonists to Jazz, Chicago's 

DuSable High may soon acquire the fame Aus- 
tin High School boasted in another day. Among 
Cliff Jordan's classmates were Johnny Griffin. 
John Gilmore, and John Jenkins, all visitors 
to Manhattan recording studios. The young 
tenurmau mines a rich blues strata here, urged 
on by pianist Sonny Clark. IIis three originals 
are formed with strong, flowing lines and con- 
tain reflective muted passages by trumpeter 
Art Farmer. They exercise their Ingenuity on 
Parker's Confirmation, and a faster paced 
Anthropology. Jordan, with Clarke and bassist 
George Tucker, makes a beautiful solo vehicle 
of Sophisticated Lady, impinging on her more 
earthy qualities. Louis Hayes is on drums. 

Hal McKusick: Triple Exposure 
Prestige 7135 

Because of his concentration on the alto 
saxophone in recent years, the playing of Hal 
McKusick seemed fairly static in its references 
to Lee Konitz and Charlie Parker. Nothing he 
does here on the instrument moves him from a 

category somewhere between the two, but he 
essays his first recorded solo on tenor, choos- 
ing u warm sound suited to the Basle- styled 
Something New, and features his clarinet on 
three numbers, as he did when with Terry 
Gibbs seven years ago. Two of them are his 
own compositions, u blues and the vernal A 
Touch of Spring, and provide a creative base 
for his pleasant, melodic solos. They open a 

folk vein that he should explore further, as 
his ideas bwrome more Individual and his tone 
is liquid and full. After a period spent In 
France working as an arranger, trombonist 
Billy Byers marks his return with an exultant 
war whoop on The Settler and The Indians. 
Unison chording by pianist Eddie Costa paces 
the rhythm section of bassist Paul Chambers 
and drummer Charlie Persip. 

(Continued on page 75) 

Recent PRESS COMMENT on the AR -2 

=tact ;act-oft- (Joseph Marshall) 

"There are many systems, both large and 
small, whose claimed or casually measured 
curves will match that of the AR -2 ... 
The paradox is that in comparison Mtith 
most of these the AR-2, on musical 
material, seems to have response about 
an octave lower. 

. low distortion seems to add another 
octave I of bassi to the AR-2 or, if you 
prefer, ... distortion takes an octave away 
from speakers with seemingly similar 
response curves 

review recorded 
r , music (Fred Grunfeld) 

.too much cannot be said for the 
little AR -2's ... they have a wonderfully 
natural quality -- totally unlike the 
metallic timbre that mars so many 
top -ranking speakers. They are particularly 
the answer for anyone who demands 
a very clean string tone." 

2 

1 / I i ̀  1 ` ̀ '' O N (Joseph S Whiteford) 

. the problem of reproducing very 
low frequency organ tone without distortion 
or coloration was considerable. 
'Electronic' sound would not do. Acoustic 
Research speaker systems DO AR -2's 
installed permanently in a synthetic 
reverberation device at Christ Church, 
Cambridge, Mass. I provided an 
ideal solution." 

PLAYBOY(John M Coniyl 

"One exception to this rule: I of selecting 
o single -cone unit from among low -cost 
speaker systems I the Acoustic Research 
AR -2, at just under $100, is a two -way 
speaker (tweeter and special air -supported 
woofer), of extraordinary smoothness. 
It is definitely a bargain." 

2 
2 

AR -2 acoustic suspension speaker systems are $89 to $102, depending on 

cabinet finish. Literature is available for the asking. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC. 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
VII Meter. Although they meet Ameri- 

can Standard C16.5 -1954, the new Model 
561 VU meter recently introduced by 
Assembly Products, Inc., Chesterland, 
Ohio, occupies 15 per cent less panel space 
than comparable units. Construction is 
such that only the indicating area is 
exposed, the remaining portion of the 

model battled to afford 360- degree lis- 
tening. Frequency range of the entire 
assembly is 100 to 12,000 cps. Power 
rating is six watts. The Audiolier is 
available in stake -type or base -equipped 
models. Manufactured by Shalda Manu- 
facturing Company, Inc., 156 W. Provi- 
dencia Ave., Burbank, Calif. 1C-3 

Oscillator- Voltmeter. Constructed to fit 
a standard 19 -in. rack and using only 7 
inches of panel space, the Waveforms 
Type 1501 oscillator- voltmeter cotnbina- 
tlon is a complete miniaturized audio test 
system. The oscillator section covers a 
range of 18 cps to 1.1 me and delivers 10 
volts open circuit. Distortion is under 0.2 
per cent. The voltmeter operates over the 
same frequency range with an accuracy 

meter bell ... located behind the mounting 
panel. For easier reading without strain, 
the scale of meter is tilted upward to 
reduce glare. The meter may be illumi- 
nated from behind the panel through a strip of translucent plastic across the top 
of the scale section. In accordance with 
the Standard, the meter has a response 
time for a step change of 0.3 second ± 10 
per cent. Overshoot is 1.0 to 1.5 per cent. 

H -1 

Transistor Teeter. A general purpose 
transistor tester for laboratory, field, and industrial application, the Sonex Model TT -205 measures small signal beta, col- 
lector leakage current, and collector resist- 
ance on all NPN, PNP, surface barrier, grown or diffused Junction transistors. 

of ± 3.0 per cent. Twelve overlapping 
ranges read from 1.0 Inv to 300 volts full 
scale. Input impedance is 10 megohms. 
Waveforms, inc., 331 Sixth Ave., New 
York II, N. Y. 8 -4 

Altec Lansing Mixer Amplifier. Excep- 
tionally flexible for use as a remote broad- 
cast mixer, in public address systems, or 
for recording, the new Altec Model 1567A 
has four low -level and one high -level in- 
puts, each with individual volume con- 
trols, a master gain control, separate bass 
and treble controls, and an illumination 

Eleven operating points are provided with 
one convenient selector switch. The tester 
is self -calibrating and the transistor 
under test is operated in a temperature - 
stabilized circuit insuring that each unit 
is tested under identical biasing condi- 
tions. The tester employs three transistors 
and is powered by one battery with very low current drain. Sonex, Inc., 73 S. State 
Road, Upper Darby, Pa. X -2 

Garden Speaker. Designed to blend natu- rally into outdoor settings, the "Audio - lier" is made of molded fiber glass, 
weather -proofed, and is garden green in 

color. It is easily connected as an exten- 
sion to indoor hi -fi or intercom systems. 
The speaker unit is a 6 -in. extended range 
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control. .\ VU range switch is provided 
for use with a VU meter which may be 
easily installed without soldering. Inputs, 
normally high- impedance, may be con- 
verted to low impedance by installation of 
the 4722 plug -in transformer. Illustrated 
as it appears both in and out of an 
accessory portable carrying case, the am- 
plifier may be rack- mounted when desired, 
occupying three units (5% in. high). Total 
weight, including all accessories, is 22 lbs. 
For portable use an adapter provides XL 
connectors for inputs and binding posts 
for outputs. Complete technical informa- 
tion will be supplied by Altec Lansing 
Corporation, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., 
Anaheim, Calif. 12 -5 

Starlight Two-Speed Stereo Tape Deck. 
A new tape -transport mechanism featur- 
ing a hysteresis- synchronous motor, stereo 
record /playback heads and professional - 
type construction throughout has recently 
been introduced by Metzner Engineering 
Corporation, 1041 N. Sycamore Ave., Holly- 
wood 28, Calif. Designated the Starlight 
120, the new deck is designed for pro- 
fessional use and home hi -fi systems. Op- 
erating speeds are 7% and 3% fps. Com- 
plete shielding of the stacked stereo heads 
provides a signal -to -noise ratio of 60 db 
and response flat within ± 1.0 from 40 to 
10,000 cps or ± 2.0 db from 30 to 15,000 cps 
when amplifiers employing NARTB equal- 
ization are used. Wow and flutter are less 
than 0.18 per cent rms at 71/2 ips; under 
0.27 per cent rms at 33¡ ips. Other features 
include slot loading, flywheel capstan 

drive, switch contacts on record-playback 
control for operation of external equip- 
ment, universal compatibility with avail- 

able amplifiers, and a three -digit index 
counter. Additional information and speci- 
fications may be had by writing to the 
address given. X -6 

G -E PM -AM Tuner. Scheduled for avail - 
ability in September, the new General 
Electric FM -AM Tuner will feature high 
sensitivity, precision tuning, and an un- 
usually low hum and noise level. It will 
also be equipped with an FM multiplex 
jack for reception of multiplexed broad- 
casts with addition of a special adapter. 
Sensitivity of the unit will be 5.0 micro- 
volts 1'ßn 30 db quieting on FM, and 200 

' 

---- 
i o 

microvolts /meter for a 20 -db signal -to- 
noise ratio on AM. A built -in dual -purpose 
tuning meter will allow precise visual FM 
center tuning and maximum- signal AM 
tuning. The FM frequency response falls 
within plus or minus 2.0 db of the FCC 
standard de- emphasis curve. AM frequency 
response is down 25 db at 10 lie fur inter- 
ference suppression. The tuner will be 
announced as the Model FA -11. The con- 
trol panel features a textured escutcheon 
with extra -size knobs, a station logging 
scale, and easily -read white edge- lighted 
dial numerals. Further information is 
available from: General Eletcric Company, 
Specialty Electronic Components Depart- 
ment, West ticnesee St.. Auburn. N. 

K -7 
Fisher 90 -Watt Stereo Amplifier, Ia- 

signed for use in both stereo and mono- 
phonic installations, the new Model X -101 
Stereophonic Master Audio Control /Du- 
plex Amplifier combines a two -channel 

preamplifier- equalizer, complete audio con- 
trols, and a two -channel power amplifier 
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now... a Rondine Turntable 
IN KIT FORM! 

for less than the cost of a "high fidelity" changer! 

*39azet 

model K -33 

MOUNTS UNIVERSALLY 
TO FIT IN 
LIMITED SPACE 

Just in time for the era of stereo... a revolutionary break- through! 
A Rondine Turntable...IN KIT FORM...saves you money...lets 
you enjoy stereo at its best -free of vertical rumble! Because you 
assemble it, you save. Because it offers the same Rondine engineer- 
ing, you get accurate, silent operation...for keeps! Mount the 
exclusive lathe- turned tapered aluminum turntable (it's mated to 
its own self -lubricating bearing -well) to the rugged deckplate. 
Fasten the motor to its mounting...add the belt, cover plate and 
power switch. You're done in thirty minutes or less...thanks to 
the simplicity of Rek -O -Kut design! Styled by noted industrial 
designer, George Nelson! Ask your dealer for this new Rondine 
from Rek -O- Kut...winner of top test ratings three years in a row 
..style leader chosen for display at the Brussels World's Fair! 

ADVANCED FEATURES OF NEW RONDINE K -33 STEREO TURNTABLE! 

Single -speed (33% rpm) Crown -Spindle Belt Drive. 
Custom -made endless -woven fabric belt with thick- 
ness held to ±.001. Adjustment for belt tension. 
Assembly time for mounting: about 30 minutes with 
simple tools. Template supplied. 
Noise level: -47db. (NARTB standards.) 
Motor: 4 -pole induction motor, designed and built to 
Rek -O -Kut specifications. 
Built -in strobe disc: for checking speed. 
Turntable: Heavy Cast Aluminum, lathe- turned. 
Tapered for easy disc handling. 

Bases and mounting boards available. Also see the all -new, improved, factory -assembled Rondines at your dealer! 

PERFECT 

TURNTABLEr 
MATE... 

AUDAN TONFARM - the only stereo tonearm in kit form! 

Assemble in 15 minutes ... no mechanical skill needed' A profes- 
sional tonearm precision- engineered to highest broadcast standards. 
You save over 50% simply because you assemble it yourself. In- 
geniously simple for foolproof operation, dependable performance. 
Takes all stereo cartridges. 12" arm- KT -12- $15.50. 16" arm - 
KT-16- $18.50. 

Send for new 1958 Catalog. 
HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES TONEARMS 

38 -19 108th Strt, Corona 68, Nw York 
ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO - DESIGNED FOR THE HOME 

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N. Y. 13 Canada. Atlas Radio Corp. 50 Wingold Avenue. Toronto 10, Ontario 

REK-O-KUT 
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ARE YOU 
SOUND 
HAPPY? 
To achieve superlative sound reproduction, 

there must be a reason. Such results cannot 
be obtained from cheap materials, slipshod 
workmanship, expedient design, or other cost 
cutting devices to make a big, wide profit. 

The Bakers Ultra 12 Loudspeaker and the 
Bradford Patented Baffle reproduce ultimate 
facsimile for an inevitable reason. The reason 
is in the specs. 

BAKERS 
ULTRA 12 
20 to 25.000 cycles 

from a single, ex- 
ponential 12" cone; 
20 cycle cone reso- 
nance; 18,000 gauss; 
200,000 maxwells; 
plastic foam sur- 
round; aluminum 
voice coil on alumi- 
num former; heavy 
cast aluminum 
frame; 20 watts; no distortional crossovers. 

For these reasons, the Bakers Ultra 12 1s 

extremely sensitive, and therefore provides a 
smoothness. clarity and transient response... 
a true naturalness ... not found in any other 
speaker regardless of price. Pride of posses- 
sion is only 85 bucks. 

BRADFORD 
PATENTED BAFFLE 

Stereo, or !!!!! null rol, the trend is toward 
compactness; 12" x 12" x 9" for Ss and 10s; 
17" x 17" x 14" for Its and 15s. Because of 
the patented (No. 2,834,423) pressure relief 
valve. this enclosure is equivalent in results 
to a 20 cubit foot 
infinite baffle. 
The Bradford 
Patented Baffle 
provides the only 
true acoustic sus- 
pension principle 
for the pressure 
relief valve auto- 
matically regu- 
lates the acoustic 
tension or spring 
of the air within 
the enclosure to 
the excursion characteristics of the Bakers, 
or any other, speaker. Because of this pat- 
ented principle, there Is absolutely no boom, 
cabinet resonance or listening fatigue. 

The Bradford Patented Baffle is recom- 
mended by renowned audio authorities, and 
sold throughout the world because of its out- 
standing merit and adherence to claims. 

Mahogany, walnut and unfinished birch; 
selected, grain -matched, y%" plywood veneer; 
rugged construction; hot lacquer finish . . . 

hand -rubbed. 834.50 to $89.50. 

Speakers and baffles sold separately. In 
combination, we guaranty these units to be 
superior In true realism to any other system 
regardless of price. 

write for literature 

BRADFORD AUDIO CORP. 
27 East 38th St., New York 16, N. Y. 

Telephone: OXford 7 -0523 
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on a single compact chassis. Monophonic- 
ally, inputs to either channel of the X -101 
can be used to drive both power amplifiers 
for spatial effects. A total of twelve inputs 
are provided: six pairs for stereo use, or 
all twelve for monophonic use. Controls 
are electrically separate, but mechanically 
ganged for simplicity of operation. Pro- 
vision is made for making either stereo 
ur monophonic recordings, including re- 
recording of existing tapes and discs. Re- 
cording output jacks may be used on both 
channels while the instrument is engaged 
for normal listening. Full technical in- 
formation is available from Fisher Radio 
corporal ton, 22 -22 44th Drive, Long Island 
city 1, N. Y. 8 -8 

Stereo Conversion Kit for Tape Re- 
corders. Existing monophonic tape record- 
ers may easily be converted to stereo op- 
eration by means of the Nortronics Stereo - 
Kit Model SK -100 or SK -50 plus an addi- 

tional sound channel. The former is in- 
tended for use with standard half -track 
two -channel machines, while the latter is 
designed for conversion to four -track op- 
eration. Either model may also be used 
for reproducion of monophonic tapes. Both 
units are completely assembled and wired, 
and incorporate a Nortronics TLS mag- 
netic head. Also available are Erase -Kits, 
which mount on either side of the Stereo - 
Kit to provide necessary erasure while 
recording. The Nortronics Company, Inc., 
1011 S. Sixth St., Minneapolis 4, Minn. 8 -9 

Turner Dynastic Microphone. Engineered 
to meet the most exacting professional re- 
q uirements, the new Turner Model 210A 
microphone has a smooth response from 
40 to 20,000 cps. Output level is -86 db 

und - 80 db at 50 and 200 ohms, respec- 
tively. Housed in lightweight metal fin- 
ished in dark and light umber, the unit 
has an over -all measurement of 91íz ins. 
and can be mounted on desk stand, floor 
stand or boom. Designed essentially for 
professional use, the 210A is also well - 
suited for home recordists who demand 
exceptional quality in their recordings. 
The Turner Company, 909 17th St. N.E., 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 8 -10 

Audio -Tech Speaker System. Custom - 
engineered and built, this system faith- 
fully reproduces the audio spectrum from 
30 to 17,000 cps. The 15 -in. woofer is the 
heart of the unit, suspended as it is with 
an elastic material which affords re- 
markably high cone compliance. The ma- 
terial is also an excellent damping agent, 
virtually eliminating the effects of cone 
resonance and break -up. The woofer rolls 

oft naturally to the crossover point of 

5000 cps, assuring a smooth mid- range. 
The crossover network is of the L -C type, 
designed to be free of "ringing." Peak - 
power input of the system is 30 watts and 
impedance is S ohms. The rear is fitted 
with a tweeter balance control, and bind- 
ing posts are ended for easy phasing when 
the system is used in stereo systems. 
Basic finishes are striped and bleached 
mahogany with other woods available at 
slight additional cost. Audio -Tech Labo- 
ratories, 3420 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn 3. 
N. Y. 8 -11 

Transmission Measuring Set. Consisting 
of a signal generator and an electronic 
level indicating meter, the Waveforms 
Model 452A is an instrument for direct 
measurement of frequency response and 
gain in professional audio installations. 
The 452A can monitor its own output 
directly, eliminating the need for precision 
attenuators. The level meter will match or 

bridge any commonly used input imped- 
ance, and has a range of from - SO dbm 
to + 20 dbm. The generator is continuously 
tunable from 10 cps to 100 kc. The system 
is fully direct reading and no correction 
constants need be added to the meter 
indication for the various impedances at 
whieh the instrument may be used. Manu- 
faotured by Waveforms, Inc., 333 Sixth 
Ave., New York 14, N. Y. K-12 

Stereo Balance Meter. A new dual audio- 
output level indicator, incorporating two 
independent damped a.c. meter movements 
with scales calibrated in VU and percent- 
age, is now being offered for stereo hi -fl 
system balancing by Lafayette Radio, 
Jamaica 33, N. Y. The Model TM -40 has 

a separate continuously- variable attenua- 
tor for up to 20 db of attenuation in each 
channel, and a switch for calibrating one 
meter against the other. Input impedance 
is 10,000 ohms /channel, and sensitivity Is 
1.4 volts for zero VU. Blocking capacitors 
are included in the circuitry to prevent 
meter damage by d.c. IC -13 
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JAll AND ALL THAT 

(from paye 71) 

Jimmy Smith: Groovin' At Smalls' Para- 
dise, Vol. 1 Blue Note 1585 

Uf tt lung list of Harlem clubs flourishing in 
the 1020s, Smalls; Paradise Is the sole survivor 
and not until the punt year or so did it regain 
the ground lost during the lust war, enabling 
the owners to keep the bandstand occupied all 
week long. The first recording session on the 
premises finds Jimmy Smith at the Hammond 
organ in a relaxed performance, keynoted by 
Avery Iharrish's After Hours. The trio soon 
leaves the theme behind to set off on u ram- 
bling blues excursion, with drummer Donald 
Bailey nudging Eddie McFadden along on 
imaginative guitar solos. Two tender ballads. 
My Nunny Valentine and Laura, are separated 
by Slightly Monkish, a searing opus composed 
by Smith as u tribute to the pianist. As in his 
last album. Smith demonstrates his growing 
ability to please a varied audience without 
lessening his jazz pulse. One justification of 
recording on the scene is the engineering by 
Rudy Van Gelder. Another is indirectly indi- 
cated in the notes by a mention of some of the 
bands at Smalls' in the first decade of its 33 
years of existence. A good tape from the 
period would be worth Its weight in gold. 

Lennie Neihaus: I Swing For You 
EmArcy MG361 18 

Composed of sidemen drawn from Stan Ken - 
tun's band, the nonet under Lennie Neihaus is 
designed to combine the attributes of a small 
group and the deeper sound of u large ensem- 
ble. The leader shares the arranging with Bill 
Perkins, who is heard on flute and tenor sax, 
and together they account for most of the 
solos. On Benny Golsol's blues salute, Four 
Eleven West, the exchanges by Neihaus on alto 
sax are especially alive with basic jazz qual- 
ities. Perkins, along with pianist Lou Levy. 
takes his outing on Little Girt Blues, a swing- 
ing composition of his own. But the younger 
members, some in their first recorded venture 
away from the big baud, rise to the occasion 
and trumpeter Ed Leddy, bass trumpeter Ken 
Schroyer, drummer Jerry McKenzie, and Steve 
l'erlow on baritone sax all display a flexibility 
and easy intimacy destined to contribute to 
the growth of the Kenton organization. 

Pat Healy: Just Before Dawn 
World Pacific WPM409 

Helen Merrill: The Nearness Of You 
EmArcy MG36134 

If you should happen to hear either of these 
young singers and their music on your local 
radio, you will know it is a station with an 
intelligent program director, or that the re- 
cent Washington hearings into the affairs of 
ASCAP and BMI accomplished something. Un- 
til then, they and their pick of superior ASCAP 
melodies belong in your collection. Pat Healy 
begun singing professionally in the Los Angeles 
area little more than a year ago and was guest 
on the "Stars of Jazz" TV show. But her earli- 
est memories were of her mother leaving 
nightly to perform in a Cleveland club and 
she enjoys a total recall of countless lyrics. 
Fred Katz made the arrangements and con- 
ducts the orchestra. 

At the age of 27, Helen Merrill is a relative 
veteran whose resistance to show business and 
devotion to jazz has hampered her career. Her 
best work is done on records and they are 
worth seeking out. Two sessions contributed 
to this LP, and her accompaniment is excep- 
tional. Pianist Dick Marx and Mike Simpson, 
on flute, head a Chicago group of John Frigo, 
Fred Rundqulet and Jerry Slosberg. In New 
York, pianist Bill Evans and Bobby Jaspar, on 
flute, are joined by George Russell, Oscar Pet - 
tiford. and Jo Jones. Neither singer duplicates 
the other in choice of tunes and those which 
have slipped your memory will hold special 
appeal. 
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Cook's Tour Of High Fidelity Cook 1079 
Billed as as uninhibited examination of the 

seamy backstage of uudioland, this panacea for 
hi -fi addiction carries no guarantee to kill or 
cure. due no doubt to the vigilance of the 
American Medical Association. And if the frus- 
trated components salesman can survive the 
episode in which everything goes wrong in his 
shop, then so can you. There is a compendium 
of sound effects for a do -it- yourself soap up- 
era, including a realistic meeting of cat and 
dog, thunder, rain, sirens, door slums, a dream 
sequence, crashing glass, announcements, and 
organ interludes. The feature attraction is 
"The Case of the Forgotten Recording Method," 
starring pianist Leonid Hambro and violinist 
George Ockner in a brilliant evasion of reels 
of tape to reach the master disc unscathed. 
Every audiofan should go on this tour at least 
once. It might even take him to the point of 
no return. 

Such are Emory Cook's frank fears regard- 
ing the stereo disc, expressed in u publicity re- 
lease announcing a sampler "Cook's Tour of 
Stereo" (2004sd), containing new tracks by 
Mighty Sparrow and Tony Almerico, in addi- 
tion to others from his regular catalogue. 
Stating that the medium has saddled itself 
with some basic limitations, he concludes "And 
so, as record companies launch the stereo disc 
with its coterie of unsolved problems they run 
the risk of scuttling u highly refined product, 
the long playing record. If the public should 
just happen to hear stereo with the jaundiced 
ear that is companion piece to the eye with 
which they have seen color Ty, well, -we 
never heard of anybody pulling the old console 
back down out of the attic." 

All this was before the Fairchild cutter or 
the London demonstration disc were unveiled. 
As be expects to make "substantial advances" 
in mustering techniques in the near future, his 
most dire predictions may not be realized. 
But they may explain why Cook material is 
appearing on the Rondo label. 

On Wings Of Song Urania ÚR9018 
In the eight years since it was organized to 

sing for services ut the Naval Air Station 
chapel at Pensacola. the Naval Aviation Cadet 
Choir has grown from thirty to seventy voices 
and gained acclaim across the nation. A reper- 
toire of religious songs widens to embrace, 
among the seventeen numbers represented here, 
There's Nothing Like a Dame, Shenandoah, I 
Wonder as I (Vander, and boggy Dew. Theme 
sung of the group is Mighty Navy 1Vinys, and 
The Navy Hymn is part of the memories of 
every Navy man. The choir continues to main- 
tain its high standards in spite of a complete 
turnover of personnel about twice a year. As 
the directors are aviators on active status, the 
turnover also applies to them. Lt. Ken Welch, 
Ensign Ed Coleman, Lt. R. E. Howey, and En- 
sign Fred Schad all stood watch over its course. 

Sabicas: Festival Gitana Elektra 149 
As a sequel to his three volumes of flamenco 

guitar solos. Sabicas is joined by an electric 
group, Los Trianeros, in a depiction of the 
tense emotional joys and sorrows of the Span- 
ish gypsy. Diego Castellon, his brother, and 
El Nino de Alicante are the guitarists who 
follow the changing expressions of the sing- 
ers. Enrique Montoya and Domingo Alvarado 
take turns, to the accompaniment of a lone 
guitar, on the songs of sorrow and travail. 
The more wildly abandoned modes engage the 
entire group in the plastic rhythms of the 
dance, ticked off by chattering castanets, hand- 
claps and almost vocal foot beats. Recorded in 
Carl Fischer Hall, the various elements are 
well combined by engineer Leonard Ripley. 

IlihritoimmeittorttueioARNII= 

Did you know that 
a tape recordist 

is "born" every minute? 

'1111, year, a tape recorder will be 
sold -and a new tape recordist will be 
"born" -every minute! This surpris- 
ing fact is based on the latest report 
of the Magnetic Recording Industry 
Association, which estimates that 
600,000 tape recorders will be pur- 
chased in 1958 -better thanonea min- 
ute, 24 hours a day, all year long! 

The same report indicated that 
about 500,000 machines were sold 
last year -and that 2,000,000 tape 
recorders are in use today. Another 
industry source places about 14 mil- 
lion of these in homes, 175,000 in 
schools, 75,000 in churches and 
250,000 in business. This is indeed a 

phenomenal growth for an industry 
that was established less than a 

decade ago. 
Before that time, the fascinating 

world of recorded sound was limited 
largely to professional audio engi- 
neers, for disc recording required 
both skill and experience. But with a 
modern tape recorder, anybody can 
now make sound recordings of ex- 
cellent quality. 

If you are one of the 600,000 indi- 
viduals who will acquire a tape re- 
corder this year, you'll be entering a 

new world of sound enjoyment. For 
fine musical recordings that won't 
wear out, tape your favorite radio or 
TV programs off- the -air. And if 
you're a real hi -fi fan, stereo tapes 
will bring sound alive as never be- 
fore. The uses of tape recording are 
virtually limitless -preserving family 
festivities, providing party fun and 
entertainment, "canned" bed -time 
stories for the youngsters, education 
and self- improvement, tape corre- 
spondence with distant friends. The 
list could go on and on, limited only 
by your own ingenuity. 

If you are wondering what make 
or model of tape recorder to buy, 
you'll want to get the new, free, 24- 
page Tape Recorder Directory. It 
gives you condensed performance 
data, features and prices on over 
300 makes and models of tape re- 
corders- arranged for easy reference 
and comparison. The 1958 -59 issue 
will be off the press by the end of 
September. To get your free copy, 
write to Audio Devices, Inc., Dept. 
AA, 444 Madison Ave., New York 22. 

*one of a series 
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Patricia Clark: Hielan' Lassie 
Capitol 110119 

The lilting soprano voice of Patricia Clark 
graces three mood albums by the Norrie Para - 
mor Strings and their success warrants this 
recording under her own name. Studies at the 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music, and at the 
Royal Academy in London, have pointed her 
toward an operatic career, but here she turns 
to the traditional airs of her own Scots. An 
accompaniment played by a full orchestra un- 
der Phil Green in the London E.M.I. studios 
might seem to add up to a production guaran- 
teed to erase the folk charm of The Rower. 
Tree, Robin Adair, or Bonnie Wee Thing. To 
believe so is to underestimate the native good 
taste of the Glasgow lass and miss the experi- 
ence of meeting a promising young artist. 

Mike Sarkissian: Turkish Delight 
Audio Fidelity AFLP1867 

A long and bloody process, the founding of 
the Turkish Republic is commemorated by a 
holiday corresponding to our Fourth of July. 
Called the Cumhuriyet bayram, it lasts three 
days and is characterized by a relentless pur- 
suit of gaiety. That accomplished delineator of 
Middle Eastern festivities, Mike Sarkissian, 
again directs his Cafe Bagdad Ensemble in a 
zestful set of a dozen descriptive numbers. 
Sounds originated by nomadic tribes are 
merged into a heady music, seemingly primi- 
tive to our ears because its sophistries are so 
ancient. The fine recording brings the strange 
instruments as close as today's headlines, fos- 
tering the hope that the bayram will be cele- 
brated for years to come. 

German Marches Capitol 110156 
Like the new republic of West Gerauunv, I nts 

Musikkorps L.A. Der Bundeswehr is a young 
unit full of spit and polish. Organized in Bonn 
only two years ago, it holds a reputation now 
as the finest marching band in the country 
and can also present a string section on its 
radio programs. Captain Ilans Herzberg. who 

11 

you think 
that all brands of 

recording tape are alike ... 

ferro -sheen 

Available wherever quality tape is sold. 
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was still in music school during the last war. 
conducts it in eleven stirring numbers, in- 
cluding Beethoven's York'acher March. selected 
to typify the resurgent spirit of a people freed 
from the unbending goose step. The sound is 
crisp and bright, recorded at a perspective 
broad enough to scan the entire sweep of the 
parade scene. 

George Wright Goes South Pacific 
HlFlrecord R716 

To follow on the success of his volume dedi- 
cated to "My Fair Lady," George Wright 
heads into tropical waters for another out- 
standing treatment of show music and a new 
look at the score of the Rodgers and Ham- 
merstein opus. In the rash of albums engen- 
dered by the release of the film of "South Pa- 
Mlle," those few which bring a fresh approach 
to the familiar tunes are most rewarding, 
whether it be by means of the quicksilver jazz 
drums of Chico Hamilton or the tones of this 
five -manual Wurftzer theater pipe organ. 
With a 32 -foot pedal Bombarde and a host of 
graduated effects, including a shimmering 
Chinese gong and Grand cymbal crash, it is 
as fit for any asignment as it was when origi- 
nally installed, in 1931, in Chicago's Paradise 
Theater. 

The inventive Wright ties the main themes 
together in an animated overture, suitable as 
a sampling of the delights to follow. Part of 
his charm lies in a knack for the unexpected. 
Unlike some popular organists, he is unpre- 
dictable in his choice of harmonies and regis- 
trations. But he is appropriately amusing on 
Honey Bun, exotic on Bali Ha'i, and lingers 
tenderly over Younger Than Springtime. The 
recording is excellent in every respect and the 
liner lists the numerous properties of the in- 
strument. 

Juerga Flamenca! 
Audio Fidelity AFLP1852 

In an interesting new departure for this 
label, titis importation from Spain presents 
it troupe of flamenco dancers and singers re- 
corded before an audience thoroughly en- 
tranced by the performers. This gypsy music 
has become part of the folklore of the coun- 
try and the shifting panorama of the spacious 
sound brings it close to its nomadic origins. 
With the rhythms of the dancers projecting 
the pulse of the fiesta, the voices of La Jere - 
zaun, Rafael de los Reyes, and Rafael Ortega 
are unrestrained in their emotion. Triguito and 
Andres Heredia are the guitarists. The edit- 
ing carries the reactions of the spectators 
through the usually silent bands separating 
the numbers. giving an impression of continu- 
its worth of adoption on all such productions. 

Æ 
Elsa Lanchester: Songs For a Shuttered 

Parlor 
HlFlrecord R406 

Unless you are among the tort titinte ones 
whose memories fondly harbor recollections 
of Elsa Lanchester in a party mood, most of 
her songs will present a new listening experi- 
ence. She has uncovered a remarkable lyricist 
in Forman Brown and made his whimsical 
compositions entirely her own. Together they 
range from the coquetry of The Yashmak 
Song to the astonishing career of Melinda 
.Mime. By taking the frank humor of the 
British music ball and giving it an intimate 
sophistication, they come up with a witty and 
mischievous form of delivery not surpassed 
since Bea Lillie was at her creative peak. 

You may easily have heard naughtier tunes, 
but few as saucy as Pm Glad to See Your 
!tack, or My New York Slip. Then there are 
those juvenile delinquents Little Fred, and 
The Janitor's Boy. As in her previous album 
"For a Smoke -Filled Room," husband Charles 
Laughton gives an informed and paternal 
commentary, before joining in a closing duet 
on She IVaa Poor, but She Was Honest. And 
once again, pianist Hay Henderson follows 
her constantly changing humors. 

Victor Feldman: Suite Sixteen 
Contemporary C3541 

To introduce the most recent addition to 
its roster, a young newcomer to these shores, 
Contemporary offers selections from sessions 

made by Victor Feldman in his native Lon- 
don. just before he migrated to the West 
Coast. His talents as a composer, arranger, 
and leader are paraded at the head of a 14- 
piece band. a septet, and a quartet. A drum- 
mer since the age of six, he appeared as a 
guest and wonder of the swing era with the 
Glenn Miller Air Force orchestra in his tenth 
year. His present musical span was more than 
half over before he found his primary voice 
on the vibes in his early teens. His experience 
as a percussionist is carried over on that in- 
strument in sensitive background passages, 
but as a soloist his long melodic lines show 
his reasons for finding an outlet of greater 
tonal range. 

His choice of a locale for his new home is 
forecast in his writing for the big hand, 
chosen from Britain's top musicians and list- 
ing Jimmy Deuchar, Dizzy Reece, Ronnie 
Scott, and two members of the London Phil- 
harmonic in the tuba and French horn chairs. 
It is suitable for the organizations of Stan 
Kenton or Woody Herman, who gave Feldman 
his first berth in this country. He returns to 
drums for a solo on Cabaletto, provides a 
conga beat for the West Indian rhythms of 
Maenya, and fills in on piano with the septet 
on Brawl For All. As a vibist he extends him- 
self on Tony Crombie's four -part suite for 
quartet. The recording benefits from the engi- 
neering of Arthur Lilly at most sessions and 
Feldman is currently carving himself a niche 
at the Hermosa Beach Lighthouse. 

Dick Hyman: Oh Captain! 
M -G -M E3650 

Modern Jazz Quartet: One Never 
Knows 

Atlantic 1284 
Discussions of the validity of departures 

from normal jazz channels often provoke as 
much interest as the works concerned. Because 
of their new approach to the still unorthodox 
union of jazz and show material, these two 
albums are worth their weight in argumenta- 
tion, regardless of your views on the subject. 
The version of "Oh Captain !" concocted by 
Dick Hyman and Leonard Feather has the 
virtues of vocals by Marilyn Moore and Jackie 
Paris, plus a valiant attempt to lift it out of 
the mood -jazz category of similar compila- 
tions. The jazz cast works under the handi- 
cap of an undigested and not too memorable 
score, though soloists Tony Scott, Harry 
Edison, Coleman Hawkins, and Osie Johnson 
rise above it. In trying too hard, pianist Hy- 
man becomes too prominent. But there are 
many enjoyable moments, and the faults pro- 
vide conversational fodder. 

The background music of the French film 
to he released in this country as "No Sun In 
Venice" was written in the first months of 
1957 by John Lewis, pianist of The Modern 
Jazz Quartet, the group used to make the 
sound track. Since last spring these six ex- 
cerpts from the score have played a large 
part in its concert performances, both here 
and in Europe. A delicate and impressionistic 
work, it seems often remote from jazz, and 
criticisms have ranged from the adulatory to 
a flatly worded "dull." There is no doubt that 
a viewing of the film would place it in better 
context, but there is a New Orleans funeral 
parade miniaturized by drummer Connie Kay, 
the exposition of themes by vibist Milt Jack- 
son and the superbly timed bass of Percy 
Heath. With each side lasting less than 
eighteen minutes, the recording has distorted 
passages and it is hoped the sound track 
offers a better reading of the Quartet's sound. 

Marilyn Child -Glenn Yarbrough Sing 
Folk Songs Elektra 143 

In an affecting collaboration on a healthy 
total of seventeen American and British folk 
songs. Glenn Yarbrough meets Marilyn Child, 
a pleasant- voiced former school teacher from 
California. Under the guidance of Fred Hel- 
lerman, who accompanies on guitar, they range 
through Mary Had a Baby, Nickety Neck, Red 
River Valley, and Buffalo Boya. Erik Darling 
plays banjo on the lively Three Jolly Sailor 
Boys, and the roistering New York Girls. Out 
of deference to his partner, Yarbrough is less 
extroverted than on his solo album and seems 
content to show another side of his personal- 
ity in the smooth blend of voices. 
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RECORD REVUE 
(from page 65) 

than a female but this baritone makes it more 
than easy ; though his singing seems at first 
unrestrained, the touches of emotional strength 
soon show. The exquisitely shaped phrasing 
and tone color, the sheer power of communica- 
tion in words, make this relatively quiet in- 
terpretation one of the most potent on records. 

So. too. with the Brahms songs, an early 
opus of great seriousness. 

Flagstad has been rushing onto tape in one 
recording after another, while there is yet 
time, and not all of it 1s good by any means. 
But this record, In spite of a few momentary 
points of unpleasant vocal strain, is a real 
beauty. The music is suited to Flagstad's 
large. resplendent voice and to her extraor- 
dinarily accurate sense for pitch and harmony. 

In this version, the Songs of a Wayfarer 
are quite unlike those with Fischer -Dieskau ; 

here the music is more opulent. slower -paced, 
more straightforwardly romantic. Flagstad 
takes her time -so does Sir Adrian Bout!, who 
does n remarkably fine job in a rather old - 

fashioned style of emphasis on relaxed detail. 
Not a slide or a slither to be heard in the 
voice. and only a few of the top notes are un- 
comfortably forced. Flagstad makes up in 
beauty of pitch and tone quality for her rela- 
tively- lax diction, as compared with Fischer - 

Dleskau. 
There never was more excruciatingly beau- 

tiful music -the only word that fits --than the 
Songs on the Death of Children, a late Mahler 
work of the most astonishingly great commu- 
nicative power. Just play these through a cou- 
ple of times and I defy you to remain un- 
moved. 

Wonderfully clear recording of the Flagstad 
voice and of the inner colors of Mahler's 
orchestration add much to this record's effec- 
tiveness. Let's hope it appears in stereo soon. 

The Weavers at Home 
Vanguard VRS 9024 

The Weavers' earlier act un I -perfo rma ace al- 
bums for Vanguard. out of a Carnegie Hall 
concert complete with audience reaction, have 
been best sellers. This is a follow -up in the 
studio and it ain't so good. I say. 

Somehow, the Weavers manage to tread a 
thin line that lies exactly between the "au- 
thentic" folk music and the popularized, semi - 
juke -box sort. In concert, especially a large 
one. their high -power style is sure -fire and 
will carry anybody along, even on records. 
But here. close -up, at "home" (it sounds like 
a well equipped professional studio to me) the 
stuff Is less genuine, more faked -up, contrived. 
less spontaneous. You'll likely be a bit disap- 
pointed even though the songs are new ones. 

The record is the usual mixture of various 
American -style tunes with a few "universal" 
folk's!' items -- Africa. Spain, etc. It's still 
pretty good, but the earlier discs are better. 

P.S. The corny "at home" cover picture, 
complete with antique Regulator clock cour- 
tesy of H. Berman & Sons and guitar player 
perched behind n cockeyed old coal stove - 
where he obviously would be burnt to a crisp 
if it were operational- somehow sets the un 
spontaneous scene. 

5. SPEECH FOR PLEASURE 
The Reluctant Dragon (Grahame) -Read 
by Boris Karloff. Caedmon TC 1074 

If you want to send your kids off to bed In 
a Seventh Heaven of pleasure -and to please 
yourself too. then try this delightful story on 
yourself and them. The reading is utterly 
charming. the whole thing done in true story 
suspense manner, exciting yet imaginative and 
amusing. It's un excellent antidote to too touch 
gunlightiag and spaceship stuff. 

Mother Goose. Cyril Richard, Celeste 
Holm, Boris Karloff. Music by Hershey 
Kay. Caedmon TC 1091 

.lust had time to sample this - - -not bad, not 
bud. i'yril Richard always did want to sing 
and dues s, (in his croaky yokel at the 
slightest opportunity. This Is Mother G. done 
up In an arch and eye -winking manner that's 

supposed to entertain kiddies and parents too. 
It will. The Hershey Kay music you'll rec- 
ognize as the good old tunes we always heard 
when we were kids. Don't ask me where they 
came front or who originally composed them, 
if anybody. And don't ask me whether they are 
"right" in Mr. Kay's hornpipes, waltzes, cake - 

walks and other modern what -not. Mother 
Goose is durable enough in any language (Cf. 
Ravel's "Ma MAre L'Oye ") to take a bit of 
jazzing and tropicalizing. On the basis of my 
sampling, I'll say that you won't be unduly 
shocked. Unless you like your Mother Goose 
strictly nursey- style. 

(Don't forget that "Mother Goose" was 
originally a series of very pointed and loaded 
satires, political in tone and very much of the 
moment. The stuff survived into poetic 'minor 
tality hut it still has the lustiness of sharp 
politics in It.) 

The Psalms of David. Read by Agnes 
Moorehead, to music by Ralph Hollander 
(solo violin). Lyric Arts AMRH -003 
(Lyric Recordings, 8 E. 48th St., New York 17) 

I found these readings unusually communi- 
cative, in a free, un -arty style of speaking yet 
with great precision and Intelligibility ; Moore 
head's voice records with unusual clarity. The 
music, for a single violin, goes along in the 
background, with certain recurrent themes, a 
vaguely defined relationship to the events and 
ideas in the Psalms themselves. It's both help- 
ful and unobtrusive, though perhaps one LP 
side- or one hand -at a time will please you 
best. 

A few people will object to this literary or 
stage type of reading, I suspect, on the ground 
that the Psalms ought to be read like the 
Bible. in the preacher's tone of voice. I heart- 
ily disagree myself. I think they should he 
read for sense, for imagination. for communi- 
cation, in any language and in any style. 
)'reacher English Is no nearer the original 
than stage English. Clarity and naturalness 
are what count. and we have them here. The 
Psalms are really beautiful, all over again. 

Dylan Thomas Reading "A Visit to Amer- 
ica" and Poems (by various other au- 
thors). Caedmon TC 1061 

I lere, I gather, is the last gleaning from the 
numerous recordings the incomparable Dylan 
Thomas left behind him. This is from a lec- 
ture, recorded in excellent sound ; he is at his 
best. 

The short, bitter, superbly baited and loaded 
satire on the lecturer in America (describing 
himself. of course) is an unbelievably funny 
affair, in the highest sense of humor that is 
also goading and, in a way, tragic. It was 
tragic for him -he died of the very things he 
here describes. lint you'll roar with laughter, 
even so. 

6. INTERESTING LP REVIVALS 
Bidu Sayao- Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 
(Villa- Lobos); Brazilian Folk Songs; Five 
Puccini Arias. Ensemble conducted by 
Villa- Lobos. Various other orchs. 

Columbia ML 5231 
The Art of Sergei Rachmaninoff, Vol. 1. 
Chopin: Sonata in B Flat Minor; Schu- 
mann: Carnaval. RCA Camden CAL 396 
The Best of Caruso. 

RCA Victor LM 6056 (2) 
The Art of Galli- Curci. 

RCA Camden CAL 410 
The Ait of Josef Cantor Rosenblatt (re- 
corded 1920 -22). 

RCA Camden CAL 453 
Beethoven: Symphony 7. N. Y. Philhar- 
monic, Toscanini. 

RCA Camden CAL 352 
Beethoven: Violin Concerto. Fritz Kreis- 
ler; London Philharmonic, Barbirolli. 

Angel COLH 11 

build what it takes 
to get the best 

high fidelity 
SOUND REPRODUCTION 

IT TAKES THE FINEST OF COMPONENTS 
PRECISION 1BL SIGNATURE LOUD SPEAKER UNITS 

THE 0130 
EXTE 

RANGE SPEAKER 

THE 175GLH 
HIGH FREQUENCY 

OR THE 075 
HIGH FREQUENCY 

UNIT 

--to get the best in high fidelity sound. And to get all 
of the rich, crisp, accurate, deep down bass generated 
by your D130, you must mount it in a carefully con- 

structed, engineered acoustical enclosure. One of the 
most popular enclosures ever made, because of its com- 

pact dimensions and smooth, clean response, is the 
1111. Harkness Model C40 a back -loaded folded horn. 
Sound below 150 cps is radiated from the back of your 
D130 through the horn. Above 150 cps the speaker acts 
as a direct radiator. The six foot long, exponentially - 
flared horn path is ingeniously folded within sleek. 
low enclosure measuring only 38" wide. The horn is 

completely contained within the enclosure and is 
independent of room walls. 

UILD YOUR 
C4O FROM 

PRODUCTION 
PRINTS 

Prove your woodworking skill and get 
the greatest thrill high fidelity can 
give you. Here is a project that will 
make use of your finest craftsmanship 
for the enjoyment of yourself and 
your family a project you can show 
off to others witn pride. Detailed 
production prints, complete with a 

list of parts, and step -by -step 
instructions have now been released 
by the factory. The set is yours 
for only three dollars. 

1 

- - USE THIS FORM TO ORDER YOUR PLANS - , 
JAMES S. LANSING SOUND. INC. 

3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Calif. 

Gentlemen Enclosed find $3.00 
for one set of Model C40 Production Prints. 
Please print clearly or type your name 
and complete address: 

Name 

Address 

L J 
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the 

anechoic 
enclosure 

Stately, slender, graceful, beautifully 
styled with Hellenic simplicity. This 
is the Audiolab Anechoic Enclosure, 
a closed box using acoustic principles 
new to the field of high fidelity. Its 
musical quality is pristine. Inexpen- 
sive and consuming virtually no floor 
space it is ideal for stereo. Mount 
ANY decent wide range or co -axial 
speaker in the Anechoic and we will 
guarantee the following claims: 
Increased low frequency range (sine wave 

acoustic output at 30 cycles or lower) 
Vastly improved transient response 
Reduced harmonic and i.m. distortion 
Increased power handling capacity 

No matter what speaker you choose, 
it will sound better and measure bet- 
ter in the Anechoic than in any other 
enclosure. From $39 to $89. 

Hear it at your dealer's today! 

See us in Room 604 at Sight 
& Sound Show in Chicago 

AUDIOSPEAKER 
LABORATORIES 

1114 East Emporia Street 

Ontario, California 
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STEREO RECORD RELEASES 
More stereo records were released during the month of August, and those listed 

below were reeeived since last month's issue went to press. This makes well over 
300 to choose from so far, and there are more to conic. 

COLUMBIA 

The Pines Of Rome, The Fountains of 
Rome MS 6001 

Concerto for Violin (Bartok) MS 6002 
Grand Canyon Suite MS 6003 
Symphony #5 in B Flat Major (Prokofiev) 

MS 6004 
Rack at Zwolle KS 6005 
Symphony #6 in B Minor (Tchaikovski) 

MS 6006 
Transfigured Night, Fantasia on a Theme 

by Tomas Pallia MS 6007 
Symphony #2 in C Minor (Mahler 

M2S 601 (2) 
Le Sacre Ih( Printemps MS 6010 
'S Awful Nice CS 8001 
Sound Ideas CS 8002 
Patterns CS 8003 
Sing along With Mitch ('S 8004 
Perey Faith Plays Music from 

South Pacific 
The Columbia Album of 

Victor Herbert 
Encore 
.J. J. in Person! 
Portraits 
A Guy In Love 
Good Night, Hear Lord 

LONDON 

CS 8005 

l'O_S 801 (2) 
CS 8008 
CS 8009 
CS 8010 
CS 8011 
('S 8012 

A Midsummer Night's Dream CS 6001 
Symphony #2 in D Major (Brahms) 

CS 6004 
La Boutique Fantasque, 

The Sorcerer's Apprentice CS 6005 
Espana, Capriccio Espagnol Andaluza, 

Espana, Spanish Dances CS 6006 
The Blue Danube CS 6007 
Viennese Bonbons CS 6008 
Petrushka CS 6009 
Concerto in E Minor (Mendelssohn), 

Concerto in G Minor (Bruch) CS 6010 
Concerto in D Major (Tchaikovski) 

CS 6011 
Russian Easter Overture, Tsar Sultan, 

May Night CS 6012 
Images CS 6013 
This is Vienna CS 6014 
Overtures in Hi Fi CS 6015 
Symphony #1 in C Minor (Brahms) 

CS 6016 
The Firebird CS 6017 
Scheherazade CS 6018 
Concerto #5 in E Flat Major (Beethoven) 

CS 6019 
Symphony #5 in E Minor (Dvorak) 

CS 6020 
Brahms Piano Music CS 6021 
Symphony #3 in F Major (Brahms) 

CS 6022 
Nocturnes, Ma Mere I:oye CS 6023 
La Mer, Prelude A L'Apres -Midi d'un 

Faune, Rapsodie Espagnol CS 6024 
Symphonie Fantastique (Berlioz) CS 6025 
Les Sylphides, La Source CS 6026 
Symphony #94 in G Major (Haydn) 

Symphony #99 in E Flat Major 
(Haydn) CS 6027 

Variations on a Theme of Haydn, 
Academic Festival Overture, 

Tragic Overture CS 6030 
Le Sacre Du Printemps CS 6031 
Serenade in E Major (Dvorak) CS 6032 
Concerto #1 in E Flat Major (Liszt), 

Concerto #2 in A Major (Liszt) 
CS 6033 

Apollon Musagete, Renard Capriccio for 
Piano, Concerto for Piano (Stravinsky) 

('S 6035 
Christmas Eve, Sadko, Flight of the Rumble 

Bee, Jlubiuushka (S 6036 
Symphony #5 in C Minor (Beethoven) 

(S 6037 
1812 Overture, Capriccio Italien, Marche 

Slav CS 6038 
('oppelia ('SA 2201 (2) 
Operatic Recital by Renata Tehaldi 

OS 25020 
Operatic Recital by Mario Del Monaco 

OS 25021 
Great Sacred Songs OS 25038 
Kindertotenlieder, Lieder Eines Fahrenden 

Gesellen ()S 25039 
The Mikado OSA 1201 (2) 
The Pirates Of Penzance OSA 1202 (2) 
Die Walkure -Act 3, se. from Act 4 

OSA 1203 (2) 
Die \Valkure -Aet 1, se. from 

Gotterdammerung OSA 1204 (2) 
Giuditta OSA 1301 (3) 
La Gioconda OSA 1:602 (3) 
Andrea C'henier OSA 13(13 (3) 
Don Giovani OSA 1401 (4) 
Le Nozze Di Figaro OSA 1402 (4) 
Aleeste OSA 1403 (4) 
A Journey into Stereo Sound PS 100 
Men Of Brass PS 101 
Holiday in England PS 102 
An Album of Military Band Music 

PS 103 
Hi -Fi With The Grenadier Guards PS 104 
High Fi -esta PS 105 
Gems Forever PS 106 
Land of My- Fathers PS 107 
,razz at Toad Hill PS 108 
Just For You PS 109 
Ros on Broadway PS 110 
Hoch Und Deutschmeister Kapelle PS 111 
Music From The Films PS 112 
Rhythms of The South PS 114 
Johann Strauss for Two Pianos PS 115 
Hits I Missed PS 116 
All Time Top Twelve PS 117 
Strauss Waltzes PS 118 
Waltz Encores PS 119 
National Anthems of The World PS 120 
My Fair Lady, Great Film Songs PS 121 
Immortal Serenades PS 122 
We Could Have Danced All Night PS 123 
Film Encores PS 124 
Song Hits From Theatreland PS 125 
An Evening in Paris, An Evening in Rome 

PS 126 

WESTMINSTER 

Serenade For Orchestra, Suite Maximilien, 
Three Rag Caprices, Five Studies for 
Piano and Orchestra XWN 18717 

Violin Concerti in E Flat Major and G 
Minor i Vivaldi XWN 18718 
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STEREO RECORDS 
Organ Symphony (Saint -Seems 

X \VN Is; '_ 
The Armenian Mass X \\'X I s7:21; 
The Divine Liturgy of Saint .Iules 

Chrvsostoul XWN 1s727 
Hebrew and Yiddish songs X \VN 1872S 
('autorial ;VMS X \VN IM;_!) 
Gavue Ballet Suite, Night. on Bald 

Mountain, l'olovilsi:nl Dances. Flight Of 
The limpid, Bee X \VN Is7:1I 

Air t liarh I. Perchance to Breath. largo. 
Solve,Ig's song, :\,e', I4ath, \I itiing. 
The sisal'. Ilvnln tu 'HIV 81n1, \ \'alti ..t 
the F'luwIrs X \VX Is - : 

In \Valli 'Tempo. \\;tltz of the I.9ott r , 

Cake, Ros,nk:n :I lier \VaItzcs. \Vailz. 
Mephisto Waltz, Waltz in . Major 

XWN 18731) 
Peter and The Wulf, Carnival of the 

Animals, 'flue Voting Person's Guide to 
The Orehestra X \V N I s, 

Sonatas #8 in (' Minor. #14 in I' Stu rli 
Nliuor, #23 in F \liuor (Iieethotel; 

N \VN 1ST Iii 
Sonatas #_I iu l' Major, #.:I_ in I' Minor 

(1{eethuceu N\VN Isll 
l e Marten Sans Nlaitre, I)iseatix Exotiques 

N \VN 18746 
The Vienna . \eoolculy Chorus ou Tour 

\V l' 6088 
Gospel Singing in \Washington Temple 

\VI' 8089 
Hebrew Melodies in Popular I/; live Time 

WI' 11ííM 

PHASING 
( from om 1r09, ` I 

and forth rapidly as you walk, the - 

teni is ont Of tillant', 

Rumble Improvement 

t'onsiderahle improvement in quality 
of monophonic record reproduction can 
he noted by eonneeting a pickup as in 
Fig. 1. \Ve have played many lateral 
recotds through o system connected for 
stereo, and it the two speakers are 
different there is some illusion of sep- 
aration. With the coils I, u'atlleled, how- 
ever. there is muell less rumble noted 
in the starting and run -out grooves, and 
any vertical motion of the stylus due 
to the pinch effect is entirely cancelled 
Out. We would recommend that the 
"hot" leads be shorted together for 
monophonic use, either by some switch 
at the amplifier, or by a separate switch 
at the turntable. For instance. the filter 
resistor on a Miracord can be shorted 
out with a wire juniper which will per- 
mit the filter switch to be used as a 

mono- stereo switch. We have done this 
to serve as at stopgap until we get 
around to designing a new preantp espe- 
cially for stereo. In the meantime, we 
are enjoying i x eel lent reproduction Ott 

both types of reeords, 
There is still much fo learn in the 

making and playing of stereo reef frds. 
but we still remember that the LP -no\v 
so uniformly excellent was not always 
as good as it is now. 

professional performance at popular prices 
NOW YOU CAN RECORD STEREO, TOO! 

Pentrons totally new TM -4 Stereo Tape Deck is the 
ideal addition to your custom high fidelity system: 
records and plays stereo , . , 4 -track as well as 2 -track 
tape, records and plays monaural and hos all the 
exclusive Pentron stereo features which assure you 
matchless performance of a professional qualify never 
before possible at popular prices. 

Pentron tape mechanisms are precision engineered 
with full -ronge frequency response, Azmur -X head 
azimuth adjustment, single Finger -Flite rotary control, 
easy dual -speed control lever, four outputs plus two 
AC convenience outlets, self- energized braking, stereo 
or monaural erase, designed to operate al any mount- 
ing angle. 

The Pentron TM -4 is priced at $109.95 net and is 

available at professional high fidelity showrooms. For 
detailed information on Penlron high fidelity tape 
recorders, amplifiers, pre -amps, mike mixers, tape 
decks, and stereo conversion kiss, write Dept. A -9 or 
see your yellow pages. 

SEE THE NEW PENTRON EMPEROR II... 

"IriJ 

THE ONLY COMPLETE PCPULARPRICED 
STEREO RECORDING SYSTEM 

CORPORATION 777 South Tripp Avenue, Chicago 24. Illinois 

CANADA: Allos Radio Ltd.. Toronto EXPORT: Raytheon Manufacturing Company. Waltham. Massachusetts 

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE- 
To audio engineers, music enthusiasts, and students interested in the science of 
Acoustics and Musical Instruments. 

From the distinguished Acoustical Instrumental Studio in Gravesano, Switzerland comes 
the- 

GRAVESANER BLATTER /GRAVESANO REVIEW 
(English /German Edition) Edited by Hermann Scherchen 

... dedicated to the contribution toward the more perfect reproduction of music through the 
science of acoustics and musical instruments. The GRAVESANO REVIEW is edited by 
Professor Hermann Scherchen, noted European conductor and musicologist. It begins 
its third year with Volume IX, reporting the meetings of the Acoustical Experimental 
Studio in Gravesano, Switzerland. Issued quarterly, subscription is now available in the 
United States by special arrangement with Radio Magazines. Inc., publishers of Audio. 

iI i 4r i ry 

You may begin your subscription with Volume IX of the GRAVESANO REVIEW i r 
which is combined with the GRAVESANO SCIENTIFIC RECORD, a 33'/3 rpm LP / ' 
demonstration record. 

o O 

Partial list of contents in Volume IX: , 
(all articles appear in both English and German ) 

The Modulor, Concentration instead of Expansion, Acoustics and Large Orchestral , RADIO Studios and Concert Halls, Psychoacoustical Phenomena accompanying natural and 
MAGAZINES, synthetic sounds. The Ear -a time measuring instrument,Experience with a new high 

quality loudspeaker for control booths. Tuning the Oboe. Accompanying Volume r INC., SUBSCRIP- 
IX: THE GRAVESANO SCIENTIFIC RECORD contains a demonstration of i TION DEPT. GBA 
the Frequency Regulator of Anton Springer of Telefon -Und Apparatebau AG., ¡ P. O. BOX 629, 
Frankfurt /Main. MINEOLA, N. Y. 

Issued quarterly, THE GRAVESANO REVIEW is accompanied with a i please enter my subscrip- 
GRAVESANO SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION RECORD. / tion to GRAVESANO 

of Single copies not for sale, by subscription only, $6.00 per year, postpaid. REVIEW and accompany - 
mg SCIENTIFIC DEMON- 

STRATTON RECORD. I 
Exclusive United States Subscription Agency: / enclose the full remittance of 

II $6.00. 

, 
MINEOLA, N. Y. 

, 
Name 

, 
Address 

City - -- Zone -State 
, 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
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LOW FREQUENCY 

LOWDOWN 

The Racon model 15 -HW, 15" low 
frequency speaker, is now available from 
stock. Production facilities have been 
doubled and your sound distributor should 
have no difficulty in filling your order at 
once. 

The 15 HW is characterized by ex- 
tremely high efficiency. The magnetic 
"pot" assembly weighs 18 lbs., with an air 
gap capable of supporting an iron weight 
of 1000 lbs. 

It uses a patented cellular plastic sur- 
round, resulting in high compliance com- 
bined with pneumatic damping. The 2" 
ceramic voice coil is permitted large axial 
movement, without encountering mechani- 
cal restraints or magnetic non -linearity. 

To prevent "breakup" at high levels, the 
mechanical rigidity of the cone has been 
increased by cementing feather weight 
stiffening struts to its rear surface. 

The 15 -HW is your best bet in a low 
frequency reproducer if you're building a 
two or three way speaker system. Ask your 
dealer for a side -by -side comparison with 
any similar appearing speaker, regardless of 
price. 

Write for free literature. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

RESPONSE 20 -4000 cps 
POWER 25 w. 
IMPEDANCE 8 ohms 
RES. FREQ. 24 cps* 
FLUX 14,500 
DISPERSION 100° 
DIMENSIONS 151/8 x 81rí 
SHIP. WT. 26 lbs. 
NET PRICE 69.50 

*Subject to production tolerances 

HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS'1 

RACON 
ELECTRIC 

COMPANY. INC. 
1261 Broodway, New York 1,14 Y. 

I 
Export: Joseph Plasencia 

401 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments Ltd. 

4040 St. Catherine St., West -Montreal 6, Que. 
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merciai four -track tapes, the "slave units" 
that record quarter -inch tapes from half - 
inch masters, will of course operate within 
professional tolerances and should cause 
no trouble, at least in public -but what of 
home equipment? 

My only question, at this point, is in 
respect to low- priced home equipment that 
may be put out by various other com- 
panies who merely take over the basic 
Ampex -RCA specifications, with few strings 
attached. As iu every expanding area of 
production, there may well be various 
shades of shoddy, quick -profit deigning in 
low -cost magazine tape equipment. Here, 
it seems to me, is a fine area for trouble 
with the tricky matter of mechanical tape 
:alignment. What's more, many an honest 
and sincere design attempt may turn out 
to be bug -ridden, in spite of best efforts. 
Building to a price often involves miscal- 
culations of this very sort. It seems to me 
likely that in the first rush of tape maga- 
zine equipment we'll run into some trouble 
Isere. A slightly wobbly tape drive (it 
wouldn't have to wobble very far) -and 
there'd be a resulting irregular cross -talk 
as the four tracks strayed off the straight 
and narrow path. 

The straight -line tape drive problem, 
after all, isn't completely settled in con- 
ventional tape drive, even for two tracks 
or for a single track. 

But, to turn about again, the fact is that 
it is already practical to make a drive sys- 
tem accurate enough to prevent "wander- 
ing" and four -track cross -talk, yet inex- 
pensive enough for introduction into home 
equipment. Experience and mass produc- 
tion, as always, will do plenty to improve 
the situation later on. 

I see no reason, then, why we should 
run into any major or inherently perma- 
nent cross -talk on this second score, due 
to mechanical drive trouble- though I 
strongly suspect that there will be some 
transitory trouble here and there in the 
early months. There is, as Ampex observes, 
even less chnuee of trouble via signal inter- 
action between closely spaced heads. No 
chance, I'd say, except through grossly 
poor design. 

Well . we'll soon know, in practical 
terms. Sometime between now and next 
spring. perhaps. 

2. PHASED -OUT 
As I started to observe above, we are 

now entering the birth -pang phase of prac- 
tical stereo disc -that is, those of us who 
are already dabbling, wading, or plunging 
into the new medium. to see what's there. 
Most people haven't got around to worrying 
about it yet. It takes a year or so and 
millions in persuasive advertising to "ori- 
entate" the general mass public towards 
something new that costs money, like disc 
stereo. 

Thus, as you read this, there will be a 
handful of hardy consumers who actually 

wn the new "hi -fi" home -type stereo disc 
quipment and records to match. There'll 
e more people who have bought into com- 

ponent hi -8 .stereo, adding sections, dupli- 
:Ming existing channels, buying double 
reamps and the like. Oddly, since compo- 

ucnt stereo disc got an early start, there 
will be more component systems around, 
t'or .a while, than ready -made disc stereo 
hi -fi. 

And oddly, too, I suspect that the people 
who buy the complete and ready -made 
stereo phonographs this autumn will gen- 

rag/ 11, 

erally have an easier time, get better stereo 
satisfaction (and better musical pleasure) 
than those who elect to plunge into parts. 
That may sound traitorous, coming from 
nie, but there's sound reasoning behind it. 
The ready -made systems may boast such 

virtues as pairs of 3 -watt amplifiers 
("6 -watt peak ") and 3 -inch "woofer" 
speakers. Yet the plain fact is that each 
of these handy home systems has been de- 
signed as a working unit and may be de- 
pended upon to work, at least for a while, 
without technical complications. The pick- 
ups match the amplifiers' needs, the speak- 
ers do likewise, the system is integrated, 
phased, de- hummed, as far as is commer- 
cially possible. 

The big headache in stereo component 
equipment right now is, shall I say, the 
extensive unintentional mismatching be- 
tween various excellent components -ex- 
cellent in themselves but not vet standard- 
ized to the point where there is real, 
honest, true interchangeability. It's an old, 
old problem; we went through all this years 
ago with the standard monophonic, one - 
channel hi-fi. There, it is now solved, re- 
markably well, after these many years of 
adjustment and consolidation. Components 
do hook up easily, rightly, effectively, with 
remarkably little disagreement between 
them. 

The trouble is that, superficially speak- 
ing, stereo components are merely an ex- 
tension of standard component equipment 
and so, on the surface, can be too easily 
thought of as "the same." Alas, the differ- 
ences, in practical stereo, are appallingly 
great. Great, worse luck, in that they are 
mostly small, but irritatingly important. 
All sorts of minor problems erupt -seem- 
ingly minor. A little bit of a mismatch 
here, another there; things that ought to 
be identical turn out not to be- speakers, 
amplifier characteristics, equalization; out- 
put is a little lower somewhere than it 
might be ideally, required gain higher than 
it really ought to be by a bit, impedances 
not quite rightly matched ... all sorts of 
minor misfits. 

Stereo in plain fact has brought tremen- 
dous behind- the -scenes engineering prob- 
lems, such as few outsiders are likely to 
realize. The results show up in these seem- 
ingly minor divergencies, compromises, 
changes, the not- quite- matched character- 
istics, just a little different from things 
in the past, which actually are the final 
almost- heartbreaking result of engineering 
sweat over months and months of prob- 
lem- solving. 

When it comes to hooking up stereo com- 
ponents, then, you will be running into a 
nest of Nagging Incidentals, minor stum- 
bling blocks of incompatibility or confu- 
sion that can turn a hi -fi holiday into a 
cumulatively bewildering set of frustra- 
tions. 

Until we -i.e. the hi -fi manufacturing in- 
dustry -can phase ourselves out of this 
stage, an inevitable and quite understand- 
able one, you'll find that home stereo com- 
ponent listening isn't going to be all fun. 
If you don't care a fig for phasing and if 
constant 60 -cps hum -music pleases your ear, 
then you'll have no trouble. But frankly, 
my disc stereo listening hasn't yet been 
happy, though my predictions for the fu- 
ture remain rosy -I like stereo. 

The two biggest sets of bewildermeuts 
and confusions for me, so far, have in- 
volved those ancient and familiar problems, 
hum and phasing, both of which are a good 
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deal more than doubled in seriousness in 
the stereo components for disc. Transitory 
problems, of course. No excuse for either 
one of them. Day after tomorrow, all will 
be well. But not right now. 

Situation Fluid 

I've been working already for some time 
(as all this may suggest) with three or 
four specific makes of stereo cartridge, with 
any number of stereo discs-official and 
for sale, instead of the endless test discs 
we've been playing with in past months - 
and I've on hand a reputable, modestly 
priced stereo dual amplifier. (I chose the 
modest price range deliberately since I 
felt that stereo problems, if and when. 
would tend to concentrate in that area and 
engineering ingenuity in solving them 
within the cost budget would be at its most 
intense.) 

But in all honesty, I am not yet ready 
to report on these products by name, model 
by model. Black print is much too final, 
too positive, to be realistic at this point. 
Things are too fluid -not the products but 
the situation. Stereo is not yet solidified, 
in the area of evaluation. Evaluation means 
judging a product in the light of its re- 
lations to other products, and to a hypo- 
thetical norm of "good" performance that 
comes from long experience and constant 
acquaintance. We can do that sort of judg- 
ing with almost any kind of monophonic 
equipment for the home. There, critical 
standards (production standards as well) 
are fairly clear, accepted, understood. 

Even (I would like quickly to point out 
stereo tape is now in the settled, judge- 
able, to-be-counted-on-for-performance cate- 
gory. This is amazing, after so short a 
time. It crept up on me. But, paradoxi- 
cally, I have suddenly realized that stereo 
tape (non- magazine, 7i ips) has settled 
down -at least for me. Surely for many 
others, too. I know what it can do, is sup- 
posed to do, I can judge it and ,judge its 
associated equipment without heart- rending 
uncertainty. Best of all, I can listen to 
stereo tape for its end -product, music, 
without undue technological or mechanical 
interference, I can enjoy it for what it 
was always intended to be, at leisure and 
in relaxation. 

Not so with stereo disc -yet. There are 
flashes of sheer joy to be had from it 
(otherwise I would long since have given 
up in disgust!) and much satisfying, pleas- 
ing listening. But in between there is H. 
to pay. Granted, a lot of it is my fault, 
at least on the surface. I'm just dumb; 
I don't get things right, I get tangled up 
in confusions. I spent a good half hour, 
one recent hectic stereo day, trying to fig- 
ure out what strange stereo technique the 
Vanguard Recording Society had used to 
produce one of its new Beethoven sym- 
phonies on stereo disc. Believe me, I was 
so addled at that point that I didn't even 
notice I was playing the non -stereo version 
of the record. The album covers are almost 
identical; I had both versions on hand. 

My fault for being a dope -but that sort 
of thing wouldn't happen if I hadn't gone 
through fifty -nine other confusions and in- 
decisions that same day. Beethoven tends 
to get thoroughly lost in the shuffle, for 
the time being. Maybe the performance is 
good -or bad -but what worries me most 
is whether the cellos should be on the right 
aide or the left, whether I'm hearing music 
from the middle, whether -above all -the 
sound is in phase, or out of phase. Also, 
whether I'll ever be able to get rid of the 
constant, nagging hum problems that have 
risen out of the particular combination of 
circumstances I have at hand. Rather typi- 
cal circumstances, I fear. 
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goes STEREO 

LEONARD RADIO! 

Mail Cr Phone 
Orders Filled 

25% Deposit, 
Balance C.O.D. 

Stereo Audio Compensator C -85 
McIntosh C -BS adds Stereo and improves monaural listen- 
OW Here is a control unit that sacrifices Absolutely nothing 
when you add Stereo. Balance of tonal quality from un- 
matched equipment such as amplifiers and speakers can fir 
achieved only with the C -8S because of the complete 
flexibility of equalization and tone compensation. The C -BS 
does NOT obsolete any other equipment. it can be used with 
any other preamplifier: With the C-SS you a id C -8S. 
without cabinet -599.00: C -5S8, blonde cabinet -5109.00: 
C -85M. Mahot. cabinet- S109.00. Unique control fea- 
tures: Stereo Balance Control, Stereo Mode Selector. Ganged 
Stereo MASTER volume control, plus -all the other versa- 
tile functions of the superb McIntosh C 8 compensator. 

30 Watt Amplifier MC -30 
30 watts power 60 watts peak,. Harmonic distortion: (20- 
20.000 cycles, 1 3 "" at 30 watts. 0.1 °" at 15 watts! Inter - 
modulation distortion: Guaranteed below 1 2 °4 at full 60 watts 
peak output. Hum level inaudible: 90 die below rated oetbst. 
Two Inputs: 0.5 volts 500 K with gain control and 2.5 volts. 

Damping factor: 12 or better for T, B and 16 ohm u,tp.t. The 

outstanding performance of the MC -30 asserts new listening 
enleyment without fatigue. $143.50. 

IMINARD 
69 Conla,.dr v N,.. 

RADIO. INC. 
Yawls 7, N. Y. COwM.M 7-0315 

THE QUESTION: Do you know where you can find information about 
the current articles in magazines about microwaves, loudspeakers, television 
repairing, electronic musical instruments, traveling -wave tubes, transistor 
amplifiers, oscilloscopes, or any other electronic subject? 

THE ANSWER: 

I 
FORMERLY 

RADIOFILE 
Not a new publication, but one which for over ten years has served engineers, 
libraries, experimenters, researchers, hobbyists, radio amateurs, radio and TV 
repairmen, and anyone else connected with radio or electronics. Covers radio, 
television, electronics, and related subjects, and published bi- monthly as a 

cumulative index throughout the year, with the last issue of the year an 
Annual which may be kept as a permanent record of all electronic periodical 
I iteratu re. 

LECTRODEX -the electronic magazine index -has been expanded to in- 
clude over twenty publications in the radio and electronics fields. Sold by 
subscription only, $3.00 for one year, $5.50 for two years. Back Annual 
issues are available for the years 1947, 1948, 1949, 1951, 1952, 1953, 
1954, 1955 and 1956 at 500 per Annual. Order your subscription and 
Annuals TODAY! ! ! 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 
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Phasing 

Two things are dreadful about phasing. 
une, it is so very hard to determine con - 

sistently, so ephemeral, in the midst of 
onstantl- changing musical sound -and 

'-.,t it is so very important. You can't tell 
the difference when you want to; yet if 
you are wrong, you'll have hours of ill -de- 
fined discomfort and falseness of effect in 
your stereo listening, until you fix it. 

Secondly, wrong phasing is so very sim- 
ple and yet so devilishly hard to locate - 
it can happen in so many places, both 
legitimate)- and not -so- legitimately. There 

re dozens and dozens of possibilities, even 
,ch unthinkable (but likely) matters as 

reversed phasing in a master recording 
tape, or in the recording amplifiers, or in 
any one of the many tape -playing steps 
before there is a thought of n disc master; 
or in the disc cutter itself. 

Or in various types of supposedly 
simon -pure commercially -released home 
stereo equipment. Witness my fine RCA 
Victor Stereotape player, described here a 
year or so ago, which arrived from the 
taetory with its speakers out of phase. 

Or was it somewhere else, inside ? 1 

The worst -the very worst -thing about 
phasing in stereo is that it depends 99 
percent on the ear. Very seldom can you 
cheek it via a strictly electrical or me- 
chanical test, minus listening. An out -of- 
phase sound is just the sort of audible 
subtlety that is most easily ignored by 99 
percent of the technicians who deal with 
stereo equipment. They can't hear the dif- 
ference, can't take the time, or haven't the 
nriosity, to study it and learn what the 
ifferenee is; and therefore they simply do 

.got take phasing seriously. Hence- phasing 
rouble. here, there and everywhere. 

They should take it seriously, those who 
have any hand in the matter. It makes all 
I he difference. The difference, that is, be- 
iween satisfactory stereo listening and 
False. It is the sort of difference that a 
rank outsider, a musical amateur. will dis- 
,encertingly spot for you on the instant, 
where a hardened critic like myself may 
have been overlooking it for da }-s. 

I had this happen to me on three occa- 
sions last summer. Two of the people had 
never heard of stereo -but they were right. 
The third was editor of one of our co- 
publications in hi -fi and he thereby earned 
his medal as a good Ili-Pi Ear. as far as 
I was concerned. (These people spotted the 
cut -of -phase RCA Victor machine, each in 
his or her own terms. The amateurs de- 
scribed the out -of -phase effect itself, accu- 
rately, though not knowing what it was. 
The editor ,just said "it's out of phase." 

It's subtle but devastating, this phasing. 
You can't hear it at all when you're tired 
or out of sorts or discouraged or confused, 
or fed up with the kids or acid indigestion 
or traffic jams. Your mental ear just shuts 
up and doesn't hear -or everything seems 
out of phase, right or wrong. The best 
hours for phase testing are between S and 
11 in the morning. You are fresh in mind 
and body, your ears still have that sound 
of bacon frying in them, the daily routine 
is not vet wearing you down. Later on- 
you can't be sure. Sometimes you can tell, 
sometimes you can't. What seemed right 
at 11 a.m. is horribly wrong at 3 p.m. You 
are uncertain. And yet the phasing must 
be right. you tmrvt fit it. Or you'll go crazy 
trying to figure out why your stereo sounds 
wrong, wrong, wrong. Yep, it's really a 
problem. 

And the goad that sticks into your hack 
N that you have always that 50 per cent 
..fiance of being right, willy -nilly. Is it 
right because it is right -throughout your 
-tereo system? Or because the sum -total 

t eight or nine phasing mistakes happens 

to come out correctly phased, Not a pleas- 
ing thought, and you can't ignore it as 
academic; chances are that when you 
switch to some other medium, some other 
record, some other cartridge, you'll he in 
the phasing soup for fair. 

It's here that I'm presently going nuts. 
I want to be right ALL the time, and not 
by any fifty -fifty accident. The way things 
are shaping up now, I'd say I'm right 
maybe 52 per cent, allowing a whopping 
two per cent for deliberate, calculated. 
checked correctness. The rest is happen- 
stance. Each time I think I've got phasing 
licked, a new contradiction pops up and I 
start all over again. 

The most exasperating part of the whole 
problem is the way it keeps popping out 
improbable contradictions at you, spring- 
ing unforeseen traps, confusions, redun- 
dancies, until you don't know whether 
you're coming or going. Maybe I should 
say, whether you're in phase or out. (Am I 
out of phase, or is IT?) 

For instance, here's one of my unresolved 
little phasing mysteries, as of this moment. 
I found out that a certain highly repu- 
table magnetic stereo cartridge was in phase 
for stereo sound, dual -track, but that when 
I switched to one track alone (in both 
speakers) the sound was out of phase. 
Same with my radio input or any standard 
mono cartridge -when they were in phase, 
from the two speakers, the stereo cartridge's 
stereo sound was out. I have a phase switch 
in my speaker line, of course, to check AB 
on these matters. (So should you.) 

No doubt about it -I've checked this 
again and again. To shift from playing 
stereo to playing the radio through both 
speakers (or to a standard monophonic 
cartridge) I have to change the speaker 
phasing. Why? I really don't know. I'm 
no chess player nor a mathematical game 
fan. Maybe you are -in which case, you 
can try it out for yourself, on your own 
equipment. I'll bet you I'm right. 

(See page 38 for some possible explana- 
tion. En.) 

A simple reversal of phase can happen 
in so many, many places! I had already 
checked two pairs of speakers. One pair 
(still nameless, for this month) was defi- 
nitely opposite. The other pair were iden- 
tical. Or maybe the first pair was identical 
and the second pair opposite -fee my 
equipment, It's all relative. Anyhow, in- 
dubitablv the two pairs were different. One 
I hooked up with the connections the same 
on both units, the other with the connec- 
tions opposite.... Then there's the ampli- 
fier-or amplifiers. Two circuits, switched 
together in all sorts of combinations. How 
do I know what goes on inside that mass 
of interconnected complexity? Output trans- 
formers? They could be oppositely phased 
-why not. Or could they 

And, of course, there are my own home 
connections. Yep, it turned out that my 
two stereo arms were hooked up with the 
channels reversed. What came out "right - 
speaker" on one arm was "left- speaker" on 
the other, until we corrected this. But 
phasing? 

We've gone over every foot of yards of 
hookup wires, we've color -coded connections, 
tested circuits electrically, and I'm sure - 
I think -that what goes in one way comes 
out the same way. But there's always a 
tiny, gnawing doubt in my mind . one 
slip, one connection overlooked. and the 
whole system is 180 deg. out. 

I don't know the answers to most of 
these nagging doubts on phasing, at this 
stage. I haven't had the patience to try all 
my equipment, systematically, and keep log 
books on what happens. I haven't tried, 
for instance, to find out whether a ceramic 
stereo pickup also produces the curious 
phase -reversal noted above with the two 
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magnetics. I haven't tried my two ceramics, 
to see whether they act alike. Dollars to 
doughnuts they won't, and the fault might 
he mine, in the connecting, or the maker's, 
in the making. 

I just don't have enough ear left. 
Correction: I had just barely enough ear 

left to listen monophonically, in a simple, 
happy state of bliss minus any phasing 
complications at all, to the vast number of 
non- stereo discs you'll find reviewed in this 
month's Record Revue. So far, I haven't 
listened to disc stereo; I've listened mainly 
to phasing. And I'm tired of it. I can 
tell you. Also to hum. 

3. Ho -Hum. 

I will effuse briefly on hum; it is a sub- 
ject that oughtn't to be mentioned in polite 
hi ti circles. It is my most cordial hate, 
above all other sounds. 

Stereo hum is just around the corner in 
a great deal of present component con- 
catenations. At the present moment, I hear 
hum on all stereo disc reproduction, with 
all my cartridges (in different ways, de- 
grees) and in all possible set -ups, using the 
presently un -named stereo amplifier. Some 
aspects of my hum are still inexplicable 
to me- various mysterious ground -loops 
and the like that defy detection. Other hum 
situations I have cleared up in part, re- 
duced the hum to a satisfying degree, with- 
out quite eliminating it. 

But what gets me down is that with any 
one of a half dozen fine monophonic mag- 
netic cartridges I can play ordinary records 
with no ham at all, on the very same am- 
plifier. That galls me. I like stereo, but I 
like standard sound better -if it has no 
hum. I'm still tearing my hair. I still have 
hum and I cannot take the blame for all 
of it. 

Plural Trouble 

Since this month's writing is deliberately 
in general terms, I'll mention no cartridges 
nor other equipment. But the combined 
source of my hum is not hard to apportion 
aut. The trouble is never serious in any one 
place or component. It is the combination 
of minor ills that makes the major one, 
the sum total of hums. 

1. Stereo magnetics, so far, are often 
very low -level as compared to well known 
high -quality standard magnetica, mono- 
phonic. 

2. Some that produce a healthy output 
do it via transformers -and thereby risk 
jumping from the frying pan to the fire. 
Transformers love to pick up hum, espe- 
cially two of them. 

3. Some ceramic stereo cartridges, with 
high -level non- preamplified output, never- 
theless produce (a) relatively low level for 
this stage, requiring plenty of work on the 
amplifier's part -hence more amplifier hum; 
and (h) the ceramics now available tend 
to rate a very high impedance input, which 
makes for more and easier hum pickup. 

Thus for a variety of reasons, my first 
batch of stereo cartridges all involve an 
objectionable hum level, as compared to 
monophonic standard cartridge equivalents. 

I. Stereo discs tend to be eut lower in 
level than standard discs- considerably 
lower in many cases. Hence -more gain 
needed in the systems and more hum pro- 

duced in the final sound, from wherever it 
may come. Bad! 

Admittedly a somewhat special set- 
up, my pickup connections allow for switch- 
ing from standard to stereo operation, 
using either type of cartridge. In the same 
manner, with standard equipment and 
standard records I experienced no hum 
trouble -but along comes stereo and I find 
myself involved in a lot of private hum, 
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induced along the way in my own hookup. 
The switch has had to be heavily shielded, 
the "shielded" leads I have twisted into 
odd positions to keep them as far as pos- 
sible from contamination, and so on. My 
biggest unsolved problem, with the trans- 
former- coupled stereo cartridge, is an un- 
explained ground loop (1) that acts this 
way: When only one channel is connected 
-either one -there is only negligible hum. 
But when the second channel is hooked 
up- either one -there is loud hum and a 
a very unpleasant pickup of motor noise 
from the turntable. So, at the moment, 
I'm "testing" that particular stereo car- 
tridge on one channel only. 

If I seem to grouse, and if my problems 
seem particularly fuzzy and ill -assorted, I 
bring them upon this generalized way sim- 
ply because, the world being imperfect, I 
suspect that many a home buyer of very 
high quality stereo disc equipment is going 
to run into the same tangled confusions as 
to phasing and, very likely, as to hum, and 
I further suspect, people being what they 
are, that many a hi -fi dealer and, perhaps, 
even many a professional engineer, is going 
to find himself disagreeably ensnared too 
in a few of these minor but irritating 
plural -problems. 

As I've often said, if every audio prob- 
lem had one inescapable, exclusive, single 
cause, if every single fault could be cured 
with a single solution -then hi -fi life would 
be a dream come true. Also the rest of life. 
But as things usually are, trouble is vir- 
tually always plural trouble, a combination 
of factors, a plurality of causes. And most 
of us, being typical, find that to pinpoint 
plural trouble is the nastiest small job in 
the world. 

It never was more typically nasty than 
in stereo hum and stereo phasing. Pluraled 
plural. 

(P.S. I trust that by next month I'll be 
hack in my usual optimistic frame of mind, 
with most of my plural problems reduced 
to singular. In any case, I'll be more spe- 
cific then as to equipment and, in the Rec- 
ord Revue, as to records.) 

I'll throw out one specific product, for 
your inspection, in case you have hum trou- 
bles and haven't run into it. It's sticky 
aluminum tape in rolls and it makes a mar- 
ellous shielding material to cover those in- 

accessible unshielded sections of hi -impe- 
dance lead, out of pickups into preamps, 
that add to the total hum in critical situa- 
tions. 

My own hi- impedance hookup, as men- 
tioned above, had an unshielded switch 
(stereo- monophonic) in the pickup line, 
plus several sections of unshielded connec- 
tion. The hum pickup was inaudible in all 
npplieations other than stereo disc -but 
when I threw in my stereo cartridges, 
something had to he done. 

There are probably many brands; the 
stuff T got, via my engineer assistant, is 
called Pressure Sensitive Electronic Ad- 
hesive Aluminum, put out by Modern Ad- 
hesives and Electronics (what a sticky 
corporate name!) of Garden City, N.Y. 
Came in a 900 foot roll, three -eighths in 
width, .0008 gauge and sort of crimped. As 
far as I can tell, you can make contact 
through the adhesive hacking but to he 
sure you can always crimp over a bit of 
the edge on each layer. Tt greatly reduced 
the hum pickup at and around my hi -im- 
pedance toggle switch, and took only a few 
moments to apply. Look out for accidental 
shorts with the signal "hot" lead. though. 

3. MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES 
It's getting so that I can't find anything 

to say at all about the best of the newer 

8"COAXIAL 

Voice Coil Impedance 16 ohms 

Resonant Frequency 59 -70 cps 

Frequency Ronge 40- 20,000 cps 

Maximum Power 8 W 

Sensitivity 103 db /w 

Weight 1.7 kg 

FUKUIN ELECTRIC 
5, ororocho 6 -c home, Bunkyo ko, 

Tokyo, lapon 
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No. 119 

HIGH FIDELITY AND THE MUSIC LOVER 
by Edward Tatnall Canby 
An up- to- the- minute guide that shows you how to get the 
best out of your hi -fi records and tape recorder. Mr. Canby 
discusses in detail the speaker, the amplifier, the radio tuner, 
the record player and the tape recorder. He shows you how 
to save time and money, and get the hi -fi equipment that suits 
your particular needs. Illustrated with line drawings. $4.95 

A convenient service to AUDIO 
readers. Order your books 

leisurely by mail -save time and 
travel, we pay the postage. 

No. 110 
HANDBOOK OF SOUND REPRODUCTION 
by Edgar M. Villchur 
Right up to date, a complete course on sound reproduction. 
Covers everything from the basic elements to individual 
chapters of each of the important components of a high fidelity 
system. $6.50 Postpaid. 

NEW! 
No. 120 
THE 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY 

$2.95 Postpaid 
This is the biggest Audio Anthology ever! 
Contains a wealth of essential high fidelity 
know -how in 144 pages of complete arti- 
cles by world- famous authors. 

COMPLETE DETAILS WITH SPECIAL 
OFFER IN AD ON PAGE 46. 

No. 115 
McPROUD HIGH FIDELITY OMNIBOOK 
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud, 
publisher of Audio and noted authority 
and pioneer in the field of high fidelity. 
Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's, 
what to's and when to's, written so 
plainly that both engineer and layman 
can appreciate its valuable context. 
Covers planning, problems with decora- 
tion, cabinets and building hi -fi furni- 
ture. A perfect guide. $2.50 Postpaid. 

No. 112 
TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING 
by Harold D. Weiler 
A complete book on home recording by the author of 
High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and learn the 
techniques required for professional results with home 
recorders. Covers room acoustics, microphone tech- 
niques, sound effects, editing and splicing, etc. Invalu- 
able to recording enthusiasts. 
Paper Cover $2.95 Postpaid. 

No. 114 
Revised Edition 
THE NEW HIGH FIDELITY HANDBOOK 
by Irving Greene and James R. Radcliffe 
With Introduction by Deems Taylor who says 
"...Messrs. Greene and Radcliffe, two gentlemen whose 
knowledge of hi -fi is only slightly less than awesome 

. Read it through, and you will arise full of knowl- 
edge." A complete and practical guide on high fidelity; 
covers planning, buying, assembly, installation, and 
building hi -fi furniture. $4.95 Postpaid. 

AUDIO Bookshelf 
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., Dept. A 
P.O. Box 629, Mineola, New York 
Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the 
full remittance of $ (No. C.O.D.) 
All U.S.A. and CANADIAN orders shirpcd postpaid. Add 500 for Foreign orders 
(sent at buyer's risk). 
BOOKS: 110 112 114 115 118 119 120 

No. 118 

NEW! How -to Book on Hi -Fi Repair 

CARE AND REPAIR OF HI -FI- Volume I 

by Leonard Feldman 

Latest information on hi -fi components for efficient repair and main- 
tenance. Complete, down -to -earth information that is not punc- 
tuated with complicated mathematics. Helpful to the hi -fi enthusiast, 
technician or engineer, this first volume includes many important 
features: Example schematics with tube layouts, descriptive illustra- 
tions and hook up diagrams, buyers' guide. 156 pages profusely 
illustrated. $2.50 Postpaid. 
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magnetic cartridges; they all sound alike, 
and they should, considering the extremely 
low distortion factors present. Normally, I 
don't go around AB -ing cartridges one after 
the other. I prefer to put them to work on 
music, over a good span of time. This tells 
me more of what I need to know than any 
Al; test. 

Shure and Norelco 

Two new units that recently reached me 
are in this category and use the same basic 
principle, a novel one, the moving magnet. 
Which of them came first I do not know; 
one, Norelco, comes from Philips in Hol- 
land, the other, Shure Dynetic, comes from 
the U.S., and both produce top -quality 
sound from a removable stylus that is also 
a magnet, oddly magnetized in a sidewise 
manner so that one side of the pencil -like 
shaft is North, the other South. 

Whether the moving -magnet magnetic is 
now the ultimate ultra I don't know. It 
certainly works beautifully and sounds the 
sanie. Output in both of these cartridges is 
enough to avoid any thought of a trans- 
former. The compliance in the Norelco is 
somewhat higher than in the Shure -but 
this all -purpose model of the Shure Dynetic 
is made somewhat more ruggedly than the 
original studio Dynetic (the one on its own 
spear- shaped arm), for use in changers and 
in standard arms to choice, and thus it has 
a slightly heavier, slightly less compliant 
stylus assembly. Even so, it is plenty com- 
pliant enough to give ultra -smooth response 
on the loudest recorded passages. Both car- 
tridges will zoom easily over stereo vertical 
bumps. Both are well worth investigating 
if you want the latest in top quality sound 
in a separate cartridge, to fit in any good 
arm. 

I must say in all honesty, now that I 
have my cartridges rigged up for frequent 
and quick interchangeability, that most of 
the time I can't possibly tell these super - 
duper newer units apart. Is it the Fairchild 
225, the ESL (the older model, with trans- 
former -still a terrific cartridge), the Nor - 
eleo, the Shure -by- itself, or the Shure- built- 
into -its- own -army or the Gradof 

What I hear, as you can guess, is music. 
Unless something about the cartridge's per- 
formance distracts me, I tend to forget it, 
in favor of the music itself, or the sound 
itself, whatever it may be. 

I find it very difficult to concentrate on 
the performance of an extremely fine car- 
tridge -and this is precisely as it should be. 
If it shows no unpleasant peaks, tracks 
nicely and cleanly in the loud parts, gives 
enough wallop, if the stylus stays clear of 
the side- guards or pole pieces (one of my 
GE 78 styli keeps buzzing against the pole - 
piece on one side -stylus is bent a bit), if 
dust refrains from collecting and jamming 
the point en route (which happens plenty 
often with some cartridges) -then I just 
listen. That's what a cartridge is for. 

It's only afterwards -after many play - 
ings -that I suddenly wake up one day and 
say, hey, that cartridge is good. Cumulative 
high performance. It's likely to be that way 
with these moving -magnet jobs, the Norelco 
and the Shure Professional (the separate 
cartridge). At this early point they're both 
too good to tell apart, my style. Give 'em 
time. 

Orado 
I've had a Grado cartridge in use, too, 

for a longer time, and am pleased with it, 
decidedly. It's made like a watch, by watch- 
makers, etcetc. but what really sells it to 
me is simply the fact that it works, sounds 
extremely good, is rugged so far, in spite 
of a seemingly risky suspension of the 
stylus, out in front of the cartridge. I was 
sure it would break or get caught in some- 
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thing, but it hasn't yet, after many months 
of solid use as may main radio broadcast 
pickup. I've really banged it around, too, 
under duress. 

The compliance on the Grado is fantastic, 
and the play of the projecting stylus "bar ", 
both vertically and horizontally, has to be 
felt to be believed. It is of the type that 
sticks far forward at a diagonal and in this 
respect is extremely useful for all who need 
to pinpoint record groove positions by eye, 
as in radio stations and in all situations 
where records are played by hand, by the 
LP band. This is a blessing to me. 

So far -there are no quirks and tricks 
along with this extreme compliance. The 
stylus is still centered; it doesn't stick over 
to one side of its long almost -free move- 
ment, it doesn't hit anything and buzz, as 
many styli do on provocation. It doesn't 
distort when you weight it downhill side- 
wise, as is so easy to do with a slightly 
off -level playing surface. It doesn't make 
funny noises on extremes of vertical warp- 
ing (the compliance allows it to track 
warped records unusually easily). Alto- 
gether a reliable and top -sounding unit, so 
far, with no reservations that I can think 
of. More can't be said; if you want engi- 
neering details go check the specs yourself. 

Volpar 
Finally, still another cartridge that is 

unusual, though a bit on the delicate side 
for a rough user like me. The Volpar, made 
in Florida, is a unique cartridge -and -arm 
combo, a long, thin aluminum tube sup- 
ported on a simple and ingenious nylon 
bearing, the end of the tube flared out to 
house the tiny magnetic cartridge, all of a 
piece. No springs -the tube is counter- 
weighted and point pressure is adjustable 
by a simple screw -on weighted tube at the 
rear, slightly larger in size than the arm - 
proper. Balsa wood and such aside, this is 
about the lightest arm I've seen. You pick 
it up and put it down yourself, without 
handles, pushbuttons, or fingerlifts. Eco- 
nomical and ultra -simple. 

I can't tell you at this point what con- 
struction the cartridge uses, but in working 
with it for my weekly broadcast (tempo- 
rarily in place of the Grado) I found 
quickly that it is sensitive to ridewise pull 
and, oddly, to sudden pressure from above, 
as in dropping it or accidentally pushing 
it down with a finger. Side -pull makes it 
distort ; the stylus is centered in a very nar- 
row space -but stays centered very nicely 
when you aren't mauling it. (To maul, in 
this case, means barely to touch the feather- 
weight arm.) 

The effect of dropping this cartridge, or 
pushing down gently on it, is strange -a 
kind of amplitude flutter. It sounds like a 
vibrato, but obviously can't be frequency - 
modulated. The pulsing, only for an instant, 
sounds like the quick flutter when a tape 
recorder starts up. It must, however, be an 
oscillation that affects the output level, not 
the frequency, and has to do, I'd guess, 
with the (vertical) stylus suspension. Un- 
important, but I've never heard this parti- 
cular effect before. Interesting. 

The Volpar was sent me for trial some 
time ago, and I suspect that it was a hand- 
made prototype. It just looks that way. If 
the pickup has got into production, it 
should be of considerable interest to a lot 
of readers. It comes, if I remember rightly, 
from Panama City, Fla. Don't have the 
address with me at the moment. I haven't 
bothered to say that the sound of this unit 
appears to be excellent. Negatively speak- 
ing, I haven't noticed anything wrong with 
it. Good sign, especially with all of the 
above competition. (P.S. I've found the ad- 
dress-it is 4404 W. 22nd Panama City, 
Fla.) 

INVALUABLE NEW 64 -PAGE 

PRACTICAL 
SOUND 

PLANNING 
HANDBOOK 

COMPLETE, AUTHORITATIVE ... ONLY $1 

Over twice the size and far more compre- 
hensive than the previous edition ... and still 
the only book of its kind. Eleven fully illus- 
trated chapters ... each packed with solid, 
factual data ... new techniques, new techni- 
cal charts and diagrams, new products, and 
the exclusive Sound System Design Chart. 
An absolute must for engineers, technicians, 
architects and servicemen! 

le 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

JUSTA FEW OF THE SUBJECTS COVERED: 

How to judge and select drivers 
Mismatch and power transfer 
Wide -angle vs. directional horns 
Overload protection 
Correct phasing 
Control of reverberation 
Speakers as high output microphones 
Handling line matching transformers 

. and much more ... all representing 
the more than two decades of research 
and progress in the design and manu- 
facture of loudspeakers which have 
made the University brand world fa- 
mous. Yours for just one dollar. 

if MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY in 

Desk R- 7,University Loudspeakers, Inc. 
80 So. Kensieo Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 

1 .m nclosina S- Please .end m. -eopiee 
of N. all-new 64.p.e. University T.chniloa. 

I would also tike free copy of your I 

Product Catalog. 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

CITY PONE_STATE_ 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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TS4ADLX 

GIBSON GIRL®... 

TAPE SPLICERS 
Six Models from 1.75 to 55.00 

ROBINS GIBSON GIRL tape splicers 

assure you of PROFESSIONAL SPLICES 

IN SECONDS! They are the accepted 

standard of the professional and Indus- 

trial users of recording tape because 

of their ease and reliability of 

operation and high standards of work- 

manship. The only splicers which cut 

and trim the splicing tape and tape 

edges with an Indented trim cut, 

making THE SPLICE WITH THE 

GIBSON GIRL SHAPE. 

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

Write for FREE Catalog of ROBINS' 

Phono and Tape Accessories! 

AROBINS 
INDUSTRIES CORP. 

FLUSHING 54 NEW YORK 

Circle 86A 

A SUPERIOR TAPE FOR 

BEGINNERS, EXPERTS, PROFESSIONALS 

WIDE LATITUDE RECORDING TAPES 

IN THE PERMANENT PLASTIC CASE 

Completely distortion free, regardless 
of input level; lowest noise recordings; 
matchless reproduction on any make 
recorder; lifetime lubrication eliminates 
squeal, adhesion, head deposits; longer 
lasting; highly resistant to abrasion, 
print through and cupping. 

FREE TAPE -TIME RULER 
(tells at a glance, 
time and tape left 
on reel -write to: 

A110 

86 

4sansCd CORPORATION 
// LODI, NEW JERSEY 

Circle 868 

CONTROL UNIT 
(from page ,21) 

lively. A great improvement in relia- 
bility was realized by a 50 per cent 
saving in parts when compared to the 
control unit formerly used. 

PARTS LIST 

(All resistors 1/2 watt 5 %, unless otherwise 
indicated) 
C,, C, 20- 20/450, electrolytic 

.01 µf, mica 

.0025 µf, mica 
100 ta, 6v., electrolytic 
0.5 µf, 600 v., paper 
0.2 pf, 600 v., paper 
600 µµf, mica 
.05 pf, 600 v., paper 
4 pf, 250 v., electrolytic 
.006 pf, mica 
50 µµf, mica 
.01 µf, 600 v., mica (Sangamo 

Fuse extractor post (Littelfuse 
324003) 

% amp. fuse (Littelfuse 3AG) 
Amphenol 80 -PC2F connector 
Amphenol 80- P -MC2M connector 
Phone jack (Mallory SC -1A) 
Pilot light socket (Dialco 

95408) 
4700 ohms, 2 -watt, 10% 
12,000 ohms, 2 -watt, 10% 
0.27 meghoms 
30,000 ohms 
2 megohms, 10% 
1000 ohms, 10% 
0.1 megohms, 10% 
0.39 megobnts, 10% 
0.24 megohms 
0.36 megohms 
0.15 megohms 
1200 ohms, 10% 
47,000 ohms, 10% 
75,000 ohms 
24,000 ohms 
0.51 meghoms 
0.56 meglioms 
0.16 megohms 
9100 ohms 
600 ohms (use two 300 -ohm 

resistors in parallel) 
12,000 ohms 
5100 ohms 
1.0 megohm, 10% 
47,000 ohms, 1 -watt, 10% 
820 ohms, 10% 
6,000 ohms 
0.39 megohms 
0.5 megohm potentiometer 
2 -gang, 2 -pole rotary switch 

(Centralab PA -2005) 
1 -gang, 2 -pole rotary switch 

(see text) 
UTC transformer shield, A -33 
Power transformer: 500 v. CT 

at 20 nia 6.3 v. at 2 a. 
(Triad R -3A) 

Input transformer -Chicago 
WF -28 

EF86 tubes 
12AU7A or ECC82 tube 
6X4 tube 

C, 
C, 
C C, 
C, 

C, 
C, 

C, C 
C 
C,,, C,. 
Cn, C,a 

F, 

F 
J» J J, 
Ju J: 
J, 
PL, 

R R, 
R, 
R, 

R, 
R, 
R, 
R, 
R, 
RIO R 
R R 
R,, R R 
R,» R 
R,e R 
Rn, R R 
R,,, R 
RIO 
R, R,a 
R,,, Ru 
R,o, R,r 
R,p R,e R, R 
S, 

S, 

SH, 
T, 

T, 

V V, 
V, 
V, 

Miscellaneous 
3 Vector Socket turret 8 -N -9T 
1 Vector turret 8 -12 
6 Vector socket saddle nuts 4 -40U 
6 Vector socket screws, S4 
1 DPDT toggle switch 
1 NE -51 neon bulb 
1 7 -pin miniature socket 
3 noval tube shields, 14 in. 
1 miniature tube shield, 21/4 in. 
1 chassis, steel, 5 x 131 x 21?I2 in. 
1 bottom plate, steel, 5 x 131/2 in. 1£ 

CLASSIFIED 
late: los pr word per Insertion for noncommercial 
aaaaaDeements; 25, per word for commercial aleer 
tisements. Rates are net, and no discounts will be 

allowed. Cupo most be accompanied by remittance In 

full, and must reach the Row York ofilm by the 
erst of the month nreredln, the date of loue. 

THE AUDIO EXCHANGE has the larges 
selection of new and fully guaranteed used 
equipment. Catalog of used equipment on 
request. Audio Exchange, Dept. AE, 159 -19 
Hillside Ave.. Jamaica 32, N.Y., AXtel 7 -7577 
367 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains. N.Y., 
WH 8-3380 ; 836 1"latbush Ave.. Brooklyn, 
N.Y., BUckminster 2 -5300. 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED 

Amprlte Speaker Service, 
70 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. BA 7 -2580 

LOOKING FOR CLEAN RESPONSE TO 
20 CYCLES'! Listen to the radically new 
Racon "Hi -C" 15" foam -suspension speaker. 
Racon Electric Company, Inc., 1261 Broad- 
way. New York 1, N.Y. 

ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then 
write us before you purchase any hi-ti. You'll 
be glad you did. Unusual savings. Key Elec- 
tronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6. N.Y. 
EVergreen 4 -6071. 

WRITE for confidential money saving prices 
on your Hi- Fidelity amplifiers. tuners, speak- 
ers, tape recorders. Individual quotations 
only ; no catalogs. Classified Hi -Fi Exchange, 
A R, 2375 East 65 St., Brooklyn 34. N.Y. 

TRADE for new -used AMPEX's. Grove En- 
terprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7 -4277. 

HI -FI HAVEN -New Jersey's leading 
sound center. Write for information on unique 
mail order plan that offers professional ad- 
vice and low prices. "Awarded Institute of 
High Fidelity Manufacturers Piacque as 
Registered Component Dealer." 28 Easton 
Ave., New Brunswick, New Jersey. 

FOR SALE: Model TWD Concertone 20/20 
tape recorder deck, and TWA preamp. Also 
Hartley -Luth 220 Type "A" speaker. Ken- 
neth E. Gould, 509 Vine St., Liverpool, N.Y. 

SCOTT 210 -C Dynaural amplifier : with 
case. 1st class condition. Last one ; only $95. 
B. K. Balch, 611 Livingston Rd., Linden, N.J. 

FOR SALE : Presto K disc recorder and 
P.A. unit. 334, & 78 rpm. Takes 13a,ß." 
masters. Microgroove feed screw available. 
Webster 80 wire recorder, latest head. Box 3, 
New Britain. Conn. 

NE1V, wired, tested, Dynakits, Mark Ill's 
$86.00 ; Mark II's $76.00, F.O.B. Stuart 
Quint, 3 Grandview Avenue, Peabody, Mass. 

FOR SALE: Presto 900 -R2 tape mecha- 
nism and custom -built recorder power sup- 
ply. $250. Details on request. Walter Creed. 
1202 Atwood Road, Phila. 31, Pa. 

FOR SALE: V -M Model 750 staggered - 

stneked, stereo tape recorder. Will ship in 
original factory carton. $215. Walter Zelaya, 
140 Amanda St., Clyde, Ohio. 

WANTED: RCA 73 -B or similar disc re- 
corder with stationary overhead lathe mecha- 
nism. State condition and price. Star Record- 
ing Co., 1615 London Rd., Duluth 12. Minn. 

FOR SALE : Fisher 80 -R AM /FM tuner. 
Heath WA -I"2 preamp. McIntosh 2011'2 Ampli- 
fier. Excellent condition. Best offer over $135. 
D. Kilbrith, 1722 California Ave., Seattle 16. 
Wash. 

PERMOFLUX : Only true hi -fi headphones; 
Binaural $35. Monaural $33, Postpaid. Fortin, 
3452 N. Hackett Ave., Milwaukee. Wis. 

AMPEX 350, full- track, 7tr - -15 ips, either 
commie or portable cases. Excellent condi- 
tion, less than 100 hours. $795. R. J. 
Ent ringer, 2211 Camino Del Reposo, La 
Jolla. Cal. 

WANTED: GE S1201D speaker, will 'pay 
$12. Eugene Roy, 5 Hillside St., Haverhill, 
Mass. 

I'. S. GOVT surplus Grade 1. Class A audio 
transformers. ± 1.5 db to 20.000 cycles. Pri- 
mary 7500 ohms. 15 ma d.c. Secondary 600 
ohms split. 2 ma d.c. max. Size 2 x 1T_ x l'_ 
in. Only $1.00 each. Add 25f ea. for postage 
anywhere in the U.S.A. Transico. Box 260, 
Bronxvllle, N.Y. 

FOR SALE: Hewlett- Packard VTVM 400D 
$135 : Audio oscillator 200CD $90. Excellent 
condition. Fairchild 201 -B turret transcrip- 
tion arm $25. A. C. Smrha, 12 Mountainview 
Dr.. Westfield. N.J. 

WANTED: Used RCA RT -3 tape recorder. 
Also Scully lathe. R. H. Holselaw, 2912 E. 
Mabel. Tucson. Ariz. 
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PROFESSIONAL 
DIRECTORY 

HIGH - FIDELITY HOUSE 
Most complete stock of Audio 

components in the West 

Phone. RYan 1 -8171 

336 S. Fair Oaks, Pasadena 1, Calif. 

FM- 

Circle ö7C 

ANTENNAE 
Get more FM stations with the worlds most 

powerful FM Yagi Antenna systems. 

Send 25r for booklet "There And Varia- 
tions" containing FM Station Directory. 

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO. 

Wethersfield 9, Connecticut 

Circle 87D 

CANADA 
High Fidelity Equipment 

Complete Lines Complete Service 
Hi -Fi Records - Components 

and Accessories 

&LECTRO-UO1CtE 
SOUND SYSTEMS 

141 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANADA 

Circle 87E 

the .finest i11 IIi-Fi 
featuring gkcZyto,ct<, 

HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS 

SOUND 
CORPORATION 1 

120 N. Myopic IM. LA.11, Wit M741271 

LOOK 
no further . if you're 
searching for hi -fi savings. 
Write us your require- 
ments now... 
Key Electronics Company 
120 -K Liberty St., N.Y. 6. N.Y. 

EV 4 -6071 

Circle 87C 

ARKAY Offers 

FREE 
Regular 35t book 
"Let's Talk About 
STEREO." The Com- 
plete story of STER- 

EOPHONIC SOUND. No cost or obli- 
gation. Available now only from your 
local dealer. 

Circle 87H 

J lyL{,(tiL Nates . . . 
H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard, Mass., re- 

cently received two awards for company 
advertising from the National Federation 
of Advertising Agencies. One was for the 
hest consumer advertising in 1957, while 
the other was for the hest single ad of 
the year. Presentation of the awards was 
made to Hermon Hosmer Scott, company 
president, and Marvin Grossman, adver- 
tising manager, by Harold S. Goodstein, 
vice -president of Arnold & Co., Scott ad- vertising agency. Participating in the 
competition were more than 200 agencies. 

Sidney Frey, president, has announced 
plans for Audio Fidelity, Inc., to enter 
the classical record field. Present thinking 
calls for the release of monophonic and 
stereophonic record albums, as well as 
tapes, ranging from light classical to \.ety serious works. Emanuel Vardi, well - 
known violinist and conductor, has been appointed to head up the Audio Fidelity 
classical Artists and Repertoire depart- 
ment. 

Altec Lansing Corporation is the latest of the major component manufacturers to enter the field of packaged high fidelity. Within the near future the firm will intro- 
duce two hi -fi consoles in furniture styled 
by Glenn of California- Both models in- corporate a Garrard record changer, with all other components, including an FM -AM 
tuner, manufactured by Altec Lansing. 
Although distribution has been established 
in the New York area, Altec is currently 
searching for sales representation in other 
parts of the country, according to H. S. Morris, Altec product sales manager. 

Nationwide sales and marketing of Madison Fielding high -fidelity compo- 
nents are now being handled by Brand Products, Inc., national sales organization, 
according to joint announcement by the 
two companies. Participating in the state- 
ment were Leonard Feldman, president, 
and Ben Braun, marketing director for Madison Fielding, and Mort Wimple, pres- 
ident of Brand Products. Inc. All adver- tising and sales promotion, as well as the actual mechanics of selling Madison Field 
ing equipment, will be handled through 
the Brand Products office at 11 Lorimer 
St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Daystrom Incorporated, of which Heath 
Company is a subsidiary, recently an- 
nounced the formation of Daystrom Lim- 
ited of England, a division of Daystrom 
International. The new British facility 
will manufacture a complete line of 
Heathkits in a new 10,000- sq. -ft. building 
in the general vicinity of London. The 
American Heathkit line will be adapted to 
British requirements, and all of the parts 
will be manufactured in the United King- 
dom. The new British company is ex- 
pected ultimately to service not only the 
United Kingdom, but all of the world's 
sterling areas, according to W. H. West- 
phal, general manager of Day-strom Inter- 
national. Daystrom- Limited do -it- yourself 
Heathkits are expected to find rapid ac- 
ceptance by British industry and con- 
sumers alike since there will he no dollar 
purchases involved, Mr. Westphal said. 
Managing director of the new Daystrom 
operation will be A. E. B. Perrigo, for- 
merly with the British firm of Parkinson 
and Cowan Instruments. 

YrchCi/44f Pe . 
Edwin Cornfield, executive secretary of 

the Institute of high Fidelity Manufac- 
turers, resigned effective August 1. He 
has joined British Industries Corporation 
in an executive sales capacity. Ilis posi- 
tion with the Institute has been assumed 
by Abraham Schwartzman, according to 
Joseph Benjamin, Institute president. Mr. 
Schwartzman has been in the magazine 
publishing business as editor and pub- 
lisher for 30 years, most recently as 
publisher- editor of the "Brooklyn Queens 
Standard." 

Thomas J. Nicholson, high -fidelity sales 
manager for the General Electric Com- 
pany for the past eight years, has joined 
Ampex Audio, Inc., as western zone man- 
ager Robert G. Bach has announced 
his tesignartion as sales and advertising 
manager of Fairchild Recording Equip- 
ment Corporation in order to devote his efforts to promotion of Fairchild high - fidelity components in the New York area 
as an independent sales representative. 
Bach Sales Company will headquarter at 
26 Mahan Road, Old Bethpage, N.Y. 

POWERING 
4 OUT OF 5 
of the world's 
greatest hi -fi 
amplifiers 

the 
Amperex' 
6CA7/EL34 

HIGH -POWER 

il ¡t OUTPUT PENTOLE I. 

No other comparable tube combines to the 
same degree the 6CA7's exceptional 
linearity, high power dissipation and low 
drive -voltage requirements. It is a true 
pentode design, with a separate suppressor 
grid that controls the space charge, resulting 
in greater linearity on reactive speaker 
loads than is possible with competitive 
beam-power tetrodes. A single pair of 
6CA7's in push -pull has been successfully 
used in power amplifiers delivering up to 
100 watts undistorted output. 

Ask your Arnpenx distributor about Amperex voltage 
amplifier, rectifier and output tubas for hl -fi circuits 

A_NÌiíl\r` 
aila O \\\{17g=alll \\ YAe_ ..,,. 

Amperex 
ELECTRONIC CORP. 
230 Duffy Avenue 
Hicksville, L. I., N.Y. 

Circle 87A 

the incomparable 

errvrap 

tape recorders 
Ferrograph Stereo equipment is de- 
signed to meet traditionally exacting high 
quality standards. 

Two superb models are available: 

The Ferrograph Stereo 88 is designed 
for both recording and playback of stereo 
tapes. Professional quality twin -recording 
amplifiers and playback pre -amplifiers 
are inbuilt. Monaural recording /playback 
on both tracks is also possible. 

The Ferrograph Stereo 35 is designed for 
the playback of stereo tapes and also 
offers all the features monaurally of the 
popular Ferrograph 3A Series. While it is 
possible to employ auxiliary amplifiers, 
the Ferrograph "Stere -ad" unit offers the 
ultimate in matched amplifiers resulting 
in superb stereo reproduction. 

Limited production and heavy demands 
will delay delivery. See your loca! dealer 
and place your order now! 

ERCONA CORPORATION 
(Electronic Division) 

16 W. 46 Street, Dept. 77. New York 36, N. 1'. 
In Canada: Astral Electric Co. Ltd. 

44 Danforth Road. Toronto 13 
Circle 87B 
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Sound 
Talk L . 

by John K. Hilliard 
Director of Advanced Engineering 

WHAT SPEAKERS FOR STEREO? 

Sound engineers agree that the finest 
stereo reproduction can be achieved only 
by two identical speaker systems of excep- 
tional quality. Short of this ideal. however, 
the premise is muddled by an ever- increas- 
ing number of unfounded claims...most 
of them based on sales philosophy rather 
than scientific fact. 

Actually. the proper selection of stereo 
speakers is quite clear. Due to certain 
psycho- acoustic effects, one exceptional 
speaker system and one of moderate abil- 
ities will provide better stereo than matched 
speakers of intermediate quality. This is 
only true. however, if the lesser speaker 
meets certain requisites. 

The two speakers must be similar in fre- 
quency response and character. In the high 
end of the spectrum they must have the 
same limits. At the low end, they must be 
similar down to 100 cycles. Below that 
point, the performance of the lesser 
speaker is relatively unimportant. 
If the lesser speaker goes down to only 
300 cycles or has major irregularities in its 
response. a phenomenon called the 
"orchestral shift" will occur. This shift 
results from the fact that the sound from 
any given instrument is reproduced from 
both speaker systems. The comparative 
loudness determines the auditory location. 
If an instrument is "placed" in the lesser 
speaker and then plays into a frequency 
range where that speaker is inefficient, it 
will then be louder in the better system 
and will appear to shift to that better 
system. 

Speakers that are inefficient below the 300 
cycle point will not provide true stereo. 
This is obvious because the 300 cycle point 
is above middle C on the piano. 70 cycles 
above the primary pitch of the female 
voice and nearly 200 cycles above primary 
male pitch. For full stereo it is therefore 
imperative that the lesser speaker effi- 
ciently reach at least 100 cycles. 

All ALTEC speaker systems are similar 
in their exceptional smoothness of fre- 
quency response, have a high frequency 
limit of 22,000 cycles, and are efficient 
below 100 cycles in the lower range. This 
regularity in response, range, efficiency 
and quality is the reason why ALTEC 
speaker systems are noticeably superior 
for stereo reproduction. 

For further information concerning the 
best elements for stereo, write ALTEC 
LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 9A -B, 
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif., 
161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y. rasa 
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Acoustic Research, Inc. 71 
Allied Radio Corp. 67 
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Rek -O -Kut Co., Inc. 73 
Rigo Enterprises, Inc. 4 
Robins Industries Corp. 86 
Rockbar Corporation 41 

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. . 1 

Sonotone Corp. .... 63 
Stromberg -Carlson, A Division of General 

Dynamics Corporation 
50, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59 

Tung -Sol Audio Tubes . 54 

University Loudspeakers, Inc. 85 

Featuring pare- coupled 
windings, a new design 
principle (patents pend- 
ing). These transformers 
use advanced pulse tech. 
niques to insure supe- 
rior square wave per- 
formance and undistort 
ed reproduction of tran- 

sients. Dynaco transformers 
handle full rated power over the 

entire audio spectrum from 20 cps to 
20 kc, without sharp rise in distortion at the 
ends of the band which characterizes most 
transformers. Conservatively rated and guar- 
anteed to handle double nominal power from 
30 cps to 15 kc without loss of performance 
capabilities. 

Specifications 
Response: Plus or minus I db 6 cps to 60 
kc. Power Curve: Within 1 db 20 cps to 
20 kc. Square Wave Response: No ringing 
or distortion from 20 cps to 20 kc. Per- 
missible Feedback: 30 db. 

MODELS 
A -410 15 watts EL -84, 6V6, 6ÁQ5 14.95 
A -420 30 watts 5881, EL -34. KT -66 19.95 
A -430 60 watts KT -88. EL -34 29.95 
A -440 120 watts KT -88. 6550 39.95 
A -450 120 watts PP par KT -88, EL -34 39.95 

(all with tapped primaries except A -440 which 
has tertiary for screen or cathode feedback) 

Additional data on Dynakit and Lip- 
nitro components available on request 

including circuit data for mod- 
ernization of Wttbamson -type 

amplifiers to 50 watts of out. 
put and other applications of 
Dynaco transformers. 

DYNACO INC. 
617 N. 41st, Philadelphia 4, Pa. 

Export Division: 25 N'arreo, Nov York. N. T 

CIRCLE 888 

If cancer is detected in its 
early, localized stage, the 
chances for cure are very much 
better. Play it safe and smart. 
See your doctor for a checkup 
every year. 

And fight cancer with a check! 

Mail it to 

CANCER, in care 
of your local 

post office 
-NOW 

AMERICAN 

CANCER 

SOCIETY 

AUDIO SEPTEMBER. 1958 
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SIZE... 

,.BIG., 

SOUND! 
RCA -6973.. miniature beam -power tube makes practical 
the design of compact, low cost, high -fidelity audio amplifiers. 

The "combo" takes off! Just a "small" group of musicians, but 
they've got the "big" sound. Jazz provides performers with a 
gratifying means of self- expression, allows creative talent free- 
dom to range the gamut of emotions. Designers of amplifiers 
for music reproduction, too, express their talents in meeting 
the challenge of compactness and power demanded by today's 
devotees of high fidelity. RCA's development of the 6973 gives 
the design engineer the "vehicle" for modern design. 

A 9 -pin miniature, RCA -6973 offers a combination of features 
well suited to compact quantity -produced power amplifiers. It 
is capable of delivering up to 20 watts of power output in 
push -pull class AB, service with total harmonic distortion of 

only 1.5(;,' .. Double- base -pin connections for the grids more 
effectively conduct heat and keep the grids "cool" in operation. 
This minimizes grid emission, permits the use of high values 
of grid circuit resistance, and enables practicable economies 
by reducing grid- driving power requirements. High power 
sensitivity, stability, dependability, and low heater power, too, 
make RCA -6973 the designer's "choice" for high -fidelity ampli- 
fier designs in the modern trend to "small" size -"big" sound! 

Your RCA Field Representative has complete information. 
Call him today. For Technical data, write RCA Commercial 
Engineering, Sec. 1-91 -DE, Harrison, N. J. 

O RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Mk p Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 

EAST 

MIDWEST 

WEST 

RCA FIELD OFFICES 

744 Broad 5tr..t 
N.work 2, N. 1. HUmboldt 5.3900 

Soit. 1154, M.rchandis. Mart Plaza 
Chicago 54, III. WHit.holl 4.2900 

6355 E. Washington Blvd. 
Los An9.l.s 22, Calif. RAymond 3.8361 
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